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Abstract!!In!October!1935,!a!touring!party!embarked!on!the!inaugural!tour!of!India!by!an!Australian!cricket!team.!To!a!great,!and!somewhat!stereotypical,!extent!popular!representations! of! IndianeAustralian! relations! are! viewed! through! the! lens! of!cricket!–!the!national!game!in!both!countries.!!!This!dissertation!about!a!significant,!yet!overlooked,!chapter!in!sporting!history!examines! the! Australian! cricketers’! response! to! the! social,! racial! and! political!hierarchies!of!lateecolonial!India.!The!experience!of!the!touring!party!encouraged!a! reeimagining! of! ideological! perspectives! and! this! thesis! identifies! a! uniquely!Australian!subjectivity!to!the!British!colonisation!of!India.!The!tour!between!the!colony! (India)! and! the! dominion! (Australia)! can! be! interpreted! as! an! antieimperial! gesture.! Both! countries! were! attempting! to! forge! relationships! that!would!be!independent!from!Britain.!!!The! role! of! cricket,! itself! experiencing! a! renaissance! during! the! 1930s! as! it!transformed! from! a! largely! amateur! pursuit! to! an! increasingly! professional!occupation! is! interrogated.! As! part! of! this! transformation! international! cricket!positioned! itself! as! an! increasingly! politicised! global! entity!within! the! broader!turbulence!of!the!firstehalf!of!the!twentieth!century.!All!those!involved!in!the!tour!are! now! dead.! However! a! close! historical! analysis! of! previously! lost,! highly!personalised,! primary! material! (letters,! manuscripts,! photographs! and! cricket!ephemera)!enables!an!interpretation!of!the!players’!experience.!!!This!thesis!argues!that!sporting!events!can!be!interpreted!as!cultural!ciphers!yet!scholars!and! the!wider!sportsewriting!community!have!neglected! the!historical!significance!of!the!1935/36!tour.!The!unofficial!status!of!the!tour!and!its!highly!professional!emphasis!alienated!it!from!the!amateur!ideals!of!Australian!cricket.!This! transnational,! multiedisciplinary! approach! addresses! a! lacunae! in! the!professional! trajectory! of! cricket.! It! also! provides! a! new! understanding! and!historical!counter!narrative!of!midetwentieth!century!IndianeAustralian!sporting!history!and!cultural!exchange.! !
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Prelude!
!!In!2006,!I!was!the!fortunate!recipient!of!an!unanticipated!box!of!historic!cricket!artefacts!that!had!previously!belonged!to!Thomas!(Tom)!William!Leather!(1910!–! 91).! Tom,!my! wonderful! greateuncle,! was!married! to! Doll,! my! grandfather’s!sister.! My! grandfather,! William! (Bill)! Ponsford,! an! exeTest! and! Victorian!batsman,! came! to! live! with! my! family! in! Woodend,! Victoria! when! I! was! ten,!following!the!death!of!his!wife.!This!early!contact!with!him!inspired!my!love!for!the!game!of!cricket!and!my!future!professional!trajectory,!it!also!resulted!in!close!contact!with!the!Leather!family.!!The! acquisition! of! the! box! proved! to! be! a! momentous,! in! fact! lifeechanging,!event!as! I! resigned! from!employment!at! the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club,!moved! back! home! to! live! with! my! parents! and! embarked! on! research.! The!unassuming! box! didn’t! appear! special! however! looks! can! be! deceiving! and! it!proved!to!be!an!intriguing!treasure!trove!containing!photographs,!programmes,!scorecards,! menus,! balls! and! other! ephemera! that! pertained! to! the! 1935/36!inaugural!Australian! cricket! tour! to! India.!At! the! time,! as! a! sporte! and!historyeobsessed!photographer,!its!arrival!immediately!piqued!an!interest,!which!quickly!evolved! from!mere! curiosity! into! a! thirst! to! fathom! the! complex! political! and!cultural! circumstances! that! defined! a! long! forgotten! tour.! Probing! deeper! into!the! iconology! of! the! imagery,! I! began! to! contemplate! the! potential! personal!narrative! of!what! the! faded! old! images! portrayed.! The!dusty! old!menus!didn’t!just! provide! information! on! the! gastronomic! repertoire! of! the! day! but! they!
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!!On! October! 9,! 1935,! a! team! of! cricketers! embarking! on! the! first! tour! by! an!Australia!XI!to!the!Indian!subcontinent!boarded!the!SS*Mongolia,!departing!from!Port!Melbourne.!It!was!an!unorthodox!touring!group!comprised!of!some!retired!Test! cricketers! as!well! as! cricketing! novices!who! had! demonstrated! potential.!The! players! ranged! in! age! from! twenty! to! fiftyethree.! The! wealthy! and!flamboyant! potentate! Maharaja! Bhupinder! Singh! of! Patiala! in! the! northern!Punjab!generously!and!extravagantly!financed!the!tour.1!Despite!having!no!direct!involvement!in!the!tour,!the!Australian!Board!of!Control!for!International!Cricket!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Maharajah!and!Maharaja!are!interchangeable!spellings.!I!have!elected!to!use!the!latter!unless!quoting!directly.!
!2!
(ABC)! held! jurisdiction! over! which! Australian! players! were! permitted! to!participate.! Selection! was! limited! as! an! official! Australian! Test! tour! was!simultaneously! taking! place! in! South! Africa! and! the! domestic! Sheffield! Shield!competition! could! not! be! disrupted! (Australian! Board! of! Control! for!International!Cricket!1935).! It!was!a!professional!tour!and!the!fact!that!players!were! paid! generously! to! participate! raised! the! ire! of! many! in! the! deeply!conservative!Australian!cricket!community.!!This!thesis!investigates!the!inaugural!Australian!cricket!tour!to!India:!an!overlooked!and!disregarded!chapter! in!cricket!history.!Neglect!by!scholars,! the!media! and! cricket! aficionados! is! evident! as! the! tour! has! been! omitted! from!sporting! records! and! cricket! historiography. 2 !This! thesis! challenges! this!exclusion!and!mounts!a!persuasive!argument!for!the!historical!significance!of!the!inaugural! tour! between! India! and! Australia.! The! central! research! question!investigates!what!the!tour!revealed!about!the!trajectory!of!international!cricket!through!scrutiny!of!the!cricketers’!response!to!situations!that!they!encountered.!From!this!study!the!impact!of!the!changing!dynamic!of!1930s!IndianeAustralian!relations!and!the!reformist!nature!of!racial!and!imperial!politics!on!the!touring!expedition! forms! the! secondary! argument! of! this! thesis.! The! Australian!cricketers’!evolving!and!ameliorating!response! to! the!cultural,! social!and!racial!environment! in! India! is!examined! in!detail.!This!evaluation!sheds!new! light!on!the!increasingly!politicised!role!of!world!cricket!and!on!Australia’s!position,!both!sporting! and! strategic,! in! the! complex! dynamic! of! an! establishing! new! world!order.! The! unsanctioned! tour! challenged! the! Australian! cricket! establishment!and! in! turn!British!Empire!hegemony.!This! thesis!argues! that! the! tour!was!not!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Exceptions!are!listed!in!the!Literature!Review!pp.!22e37.!
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only! the! foundation! of! IndianeAustralian! cricket! but! that! it! also! broke! down!racial! stereotypes! and! hierarchic! social! mores.! This! is! most! evident! in! the!relationship!between!tour!manager!Francis!(Frank)!Tarrant!and!the!Maharaja!of!Patiala,! the! two! key! figures! of! the! tour! and! the!main! historical! figures! in! this!study,! but! it! is! also! evidenced! in! the! experiences! of! both! the! touring! parties!during!the!unofficial!series.!!Despite! the! contemporary! magnitude! of! the! IndianeAustralian! cricket!industry,! the! inaugural! tour! has! avoided! scrutiny! by! scholars! and! is! not!memorialised! in! popular! culture! or! in! the! history! of! Australian! and! Indian!cricket.3!This!thesis!redresses!the!oversight!and!presents!the!tour!as!an!apposite!barometer! that! exposes! interewar! imperial! relations.! The! politicisation! of! the!increasingly! professional! game! of! cricket! in! the! 1930s! is! highlighted! and! the!thesis!subsequently!questions!why!the!tour!is!not!broadly!commemorated.!It! is!proposed! that! the! insubordinate! aspect! of! the!1935/36! tour! contributed! to! its!subsequent! neglect! in! official! commemoration:! the! unorthodoxy! of! the! cricket!tour—in! many! ways! it! was! a! rebel! expedition—led! to! its! seeming!inconsequentiality! to! cultural! and! political! history! and! its! absence! from! the!annals!of!cricket!history.!!Presenting! the! tour! as! a! fascinating! historical! caseestudy,! the! thesis!exposes! rapidly! evolving! Australian! understandings! of! race,! class! and!nationalism! in!response! to!political!and!societal!reeevaluation!during! the! interewar! years.! The! tour! is! interrogated!within! the!milieu! of!Australian,! Indian! and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!In!2007,!Peter!Young!—Public!Relations!Manager!at!Cricket!Australia!(the!successor!to!the!Australian!Cricket!Board!and!earlier!the!Australian!Board!of!Control!for!International!Cricket)!—claimed!that!the!IndianeAustralia!cricket!competition!was!vital!to!the!survival!of!the!global!game.!Scheduling!masterminded!the!two!countries!meeting!in!all!forms!of!the!game!(Test,!One!day!and!Twenty20)!annually.!
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British! politics,! culture! and! economics! pertinent! to! the! lateecolonial! period.! It!challenges!orthodox!interpretations!of!cricket!history!that!have!disregarded!the!role! of! the! professional! cricketer! and! overlooked! tours! not! orchestrated! and!condoned! by! the! official! sporting! fraternity.! The! insubordinate! aspect! of! the!1935/36!tour!contributed! to! its!subsequent!neglect! in!official!commemoration.!In!this!respect!the!tour!also!serves!as!an!antecedent!to!the!1970s!Packer!cricket!rebellion! and! the! lack! of! acknowledgement! of! the! World! Series! Cricket!Supertests!in!cricketing!statistics.4!!The!thesis!also!challenges!the!imperial!history!narrative!that!has! largely!disregarded! AustralianeIndian! relations! prior! to! Indian! independence! in! 1947.!Furthermore,! the! thesis! develops! an! understanding! of! the! role! of! cricket! as! it!became! progressively! more! politicised! within! the! instability! of! the! midetwentieth! century.! Cricket! increasingly! represented! more! than! a! sporting!encounter! and! this! tour! was! fuelled! with! nationalistic! sentiment! and! overt!commercial! objectives.! The! members! of! the! Australian! touring! party! were!primarily! motivated! by! the! desire! to! make! money! following! the! Great!Depression,! not! withstanding! their! role! as! sporting! ambassadors,! and! it! is!perhaps! unwittingly! that! they! facilitated! a! cultural! encounter.! The! tour!succinctly! demonstrates! revised! Australian! and! Indian! identities,! both!increasingly!independent!of!Britain.!! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!Australian!Kerry!Packer!devised!World!Series!Cricket!(1977–79)!in!reaction!to!the!conservative!and!archaic!foundations!of!contemporary!cricket.!The!establishment!of!the!audacious!competition!changed!the!course!of!cricket!making!it!a!commercially!viable,!professional!business.!
!5!
Methodology!!Manuscripts,! correspondence,! photographs! and! mementos! retained! by! the!participants,! contemporary! newspaper! reportage! and! subsequent! player!memoirs! and! family! narratives! constitute! the! primary! research! material! on!which! the! thesis! is! based.! From! this! data! a! combination! of!methodologies! are!employed! to! examine! the! previously! overlooked! tour! and! the! role! of! cricket!during!the!1930s!and!then!extrapolate!their!relevance!to!the!interwar!zeitgeist.!!Primarily!this!thesis!employs!a!historical!methodology!to!investigate!the!1935/36! tour.! This! analysis! extends! to! engage! with! crossecultural! and!interdisciplinary! approaches! including! anthropology,! literary! studies,!biographical! studies,! gender! theory,! postecolonial! theory,! travel! and! tourism!philosophy,! Australian! studies! and! cultural! theory.! The! thesis! also! provides! a!rigorous!analysis!of!the!aesthetic!and!textual!messages!embedded!in!the!hitherto!unearthed! material! culture.! These! comprise! documents,! including! letters,!manuscripts,! photographs,! curios,! ephemera! and!memorabilia! from! the! player!archives!(Leather,!Ryder,!Alexander,!Bill,!Nisar,!Salahuddin!and!Tarrant).!
Thesis!content!The!thesis!comprises!eight,!predominantly!chronological,!chapters.!The!first!four!chapters!explore!and!analyse!the!structure!and!operations!of!Australian!cricket!and! the! machinations! of! the! Australian! team! prior! to! their! arrival! in! India.!Chapters!5!to!8!chart!the!players’!shifting!perspectives!to!the!racial,!cultural!and!political! incidents! they! encountered! on! the! tour,! demonstrating! that! the!Australian!and!Indian!cricketers!were!philosophically!influenced!by!the!cultural!exchange.!
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Chapter! 1,! “Bhupinder! and! Tarrant:! players! of! the! game”,& introduces!financier!Maharaja!Bhupinder!Singh!and!tour!manager!Frank!Tarrant!as!the!two!key!protagonists!and!accordingly!the!historical!figures!in!this!thesis.!This!chapter!argues! that! their! culturally! atypical! relationship! was! anomalous! to! the!conventional! imperialist! paradigm! and! openly! defied! the! racist! notions! of!Western!supremacy!and!cultural!incompatibility!that!informed!and!underpinned!the! initial! expectations! of! the! touring! party.! A! biographical! analysis! identifies!both!men!as!ethnically!malleable! cultural!hybrids!who!challenged!and! resisted!cultural! stereotypes! and! conventional! ideologies! of! racial! difference! and!incompatibility.! Despite! their! relationship! being! primarily! driven! by! mutually!beneficial! professional! and! financial! objectives,! a! genuine! rapport! that!challenged!the!archetypal!servant/master!paradigm!is!evident.!Press!reportage!from!Australia,! India!and!Britain! is!used! to! support! this!argument.!The!minute!books!of!the!Middlesex!Cricket!Club!(1908–16)!and!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club!(1907! and! 1908)! have! been! integral! in! locating! information! on! Tarrant’s!movements!and!providing! insight! into!his!motivations.!Discovering!the!Tarrant!scrapbooks! (1918–51)! at! the! Melbourne! Cricket! Club! has! answered! many!questions!that!have!plagued!previous!research!into!the!man!who!has!remained!an! enigmatic! mystery! in! cricket! history. 5 !The! documents! enable! Tarrant’s!historical! voice! to! materialise! through! the! highly! curated! nature! of! the!scrapbooks! and! encourage! readers! to! view! him! as! a! complex,! ambiguous! and!mercurial!figure.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!Two!scrapbooks!are!located!at!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club!library.!They!contain!multiple!photographs,!newspaper!articles,!illustrations,!poems!and!additional!material!culture.!The!scrapbooks!are!unpaginated!and!for!the!most!part!undated.!There!provenance!is!unknown!and!for!the!most!part!they!are!anonymous.!I!identify!them!throughout!this!thesis!as!“Tarrant!1918–51”.!!
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Despite' his' enormous' batting' and' bowling' talent,' Western' sport&historians) and) academics) have) downplayed) Tarrant) and) his) contribution) to)Indian,'Australian'and'English'cricket!(as$detailed$in$the$Literature$Review)."The"(Indian)!scholarship*of*Deodhar*(1948),*de*Mello*(1959)*and*Mukherjee*(1968)*is#used#to#support#claims#regarding#Tarrant’s#contribution#to#the#formative#years#of#Indian#cricket#and#to#the#nurturing#of#IndianeAustralia)relations.)Lee)Semmens’)booklet'on'Tarrant!(1991),%as%part%of%the%Famous%Cricketers%Series,!remains!the$sole% publication% devoted% to% him.! It!has$ proven$ to$ be$ invaluable$ to$ the$ project;$however'wherever'possible'primary'source'material'has'been'located.'Tarrant,'at'different(times,(resided(in(Australia,"Britain"and"India."He" left"Australia" in"1903"and$ lived$ abroad$ for$ much$ of$ the$ next$ forty$ years$ where$ he$ absorbed$ and$espoused' each' country’s' domestic' cultural' sensibility.' He' was' a' transient'transnational) character) at) a) time) when) itinerancy) was) uncommon.! Tarrant’s(propensity* to*assimilate*was*emulated*by* the*Australian*players*who,*at* times,*demonstrate* a* liberal' attitude' to! the$ racial$ difference$ they$ encountered$during$their& immersion& in& Asian& culture.& The$ postecolonial' theories' of' Homi% Bhabha%(2012)," specifically( his( analysis( of( mimicry,( are( employed( to( argue( that( the(political( agendas( of( the( Indian( royalty(were( evolving,( out( of( political( necessity."Cricket,! an! English( institution,!was$ embraced$ and$ reconstructed$ by$ the$ Indian$community) as) part) of) a) political( agenda! and$ engineered$ as$ their$ own." Indian"society(was(rejecting(the(British(template(and(opted(to(operate(according(to(an(increasingly+ nationalistic+ and+ indigenous+ ideology! and$ through$ this$ process$appropriated) cricket,) the) bastion) of) Englishness,# as# its# own.! The$ Australians’$contribution)to)this)process)is)the)focus)of)this)thesis)and)chapter)1)interrogates)the$ liberal$and$persuasive) influence)of)Tarrant)and) the)Maharaja) in)minimising)
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the$racial$and$social$divide$throughout$the$tour.&Chapter!2,!“The!hasebeens!and!never!willebes”,!introduces!the!Australian!touring! group! as! atypical! cricket! personnel! and! argues! that! their! cultural! and!social! unorthodoxy! contributed! to! the! tour! being! shunned! by! officialdom! in!Australia.!Tarrant’s!method!of!team!selection!was!meritocratic!(identifying!him!further!as!an!outsider)!unlike!that!of!customary!cricket!practice!where!social!and!cultural! hierarchy! informed! team! composition.! This! chapter! outlines! the!unorthodox! team! composition! and! argues! that! the! ABC’s! objections! to! the!exercise!were!based!on! the!professional!nature!of! the! tour,! social! (particularly!class)! discrimination! and! preconceptions! of! racial! prejudices.! The!Maharaja! of!Patiala’s!generous!financing!of!the!tour!identified!it!as!a!definitively!professional!exercise.! The! Maharaja! rewarded! each! member! admirably,! which! encouraged!participation! when! the! precarious! status! of! the! global! economy! following! the!Great!Depression!is!considered.!Australian!cricket!was!deeply!conservative;!the!authorities!and!the!wider!public!condemned!professionalism!and!by!association!the! players! that! participated! in! the! 1935/36! tour.! The! goodwill! between!Australia! and! India! evidenced! on! tour! reflects! pragmatism! and! a! growing!recognition! that! diplomatic! and! economic! unity! was! desirable! in! light! of! the!imminent!dissolution!of!the!British!Empire.!This!chapter!argues!that!sport!is!an!ideal! conduit! to! comprehend! broader! societal! principles! due! to! its! capacity! to!operate! as! a! transmitter! of! prevailing! sensibilities! The! ABC!minute! books! and!local!press!articles!are!utilised!to!illustrate!the!prevailing!perception!of!the!tour!and! of! Australian! cricket! in! the! 1930s.! Where! relevant,! Coward! (1990)! has!provided! tour! specifics!and! the! scholarship!of!Guha! (2002),!Nandy! (2000)!and!
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Stoddart! (1988,! 2008)! has! been! employed! to! support! claims! of! the! role! that!cricket!played!in!an!understanding!of!the!British!Empire.!Research!undertaken!as!a!recipient!of!the!A.!G.!L.!Shaw!Fellowship!at!the!State! Library! of! Victoria,! awarded! to! the! author! in! 2014,! underpins! chapter! 3,!“Grim!determination! and! astounding! stamina”.! In! light! of! the! absence!of! living!participants,! this! chapter! extrapolates! what! the! Australians! may! have! known!about!late!colonialeera!India!and!argues!that!the!depiction!of!India!by!the!British!Empire! was! a! consciously! evoked! and! celebrated! construct! perpetuated! by!orthodox! ideology! and! popular! culture.! Through! a! close! analysis! of! press!reportage! it! is! determined! that! the! Australian! public,! and! the! departing!cricketers,!were! ignorant! of! accurate! knowledge! of! Indian! culture! and!politics.!The!Australian!media’s!portrayal!of!Kipling’s!writings,!Indian!religious!practices!and! Indian! cinema! is! compared!with! the! cricketers’! response! to! these! themes.!Correspondingly,! the! Indian! communities’! knowledge! of! Australia! through!evaluating!the,!at! times,!propagandistic!promotional!material!generated! for! the!tour! is! also! critiqued.! It! is! argued! that! representations! of! the! Australian!cricketers! and! the! populist! depiction! of! Indian! culture! are! correspondingly!implausible! and! driven! by! idealised! expectations! and! stereotypes! of! national!identity.!Seemingly! to! justify! their! colonial!presence,!European!popular!culture!generated!stereotypes!of!Indians!as!inferior.!Contemporary!science!and!received!wisdom! now! discredits! the! Darwinian! theory! that! race! is! a! biologically!determined! factor! that! results! in! nonewhites! being! classified! as! “inferior! or!dangerous!races”,!yet!such!ideology!was!still!partially!prevalent!and!resonant!in!the!1930s!(Amin!2010,!2).!
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The! symbolism! of! the! journey! is! discussed! in! chapter! 4,! “Neither! home!nor!away”,*and!employs! travel! and! tourism! theories! to!explicate! the! cricketers!reactions!to!the!ambivalence!of!being!neither!home!nor!away.!This!chapter!asks:!what! did! the! Australians! learn! about! themselves,! their! home! and! their!destination! whilst! in! transit?! This! theme! of! transition,! both! physical! and!emotional,! is! the!central! focus!of! the!chapter.!The! journey!on! the!ship!signifies!the! team’s! last! immersion! (for! the! duration! of! the! tour)! within! exclusively!English!structures!and!customs.!The!cricketers’! insecurity!when! faced!with! the!looming! unknown! upon! descending! the! gangplank! into! India! is! extrapolated!from!available! sources.!The! influence!of!Frank!Tarrant!as! leader,! educator!and!possibly! guru! intensified! in! the! artificial! hermetic! vacuum! of! the! ship’s!environment.!The!unceremonious!departure!scenes!in!Melbourne,!Adelaide!and!Fremantle! are! described! and! contrasted! with! the! formality! of! the! arrival! in!Bombay;! such! contrasts! epitomise! and! underpin! the! cultural! differences!encountered!throughout!the!tour.!!Chapter! 5,! “The! launch! of! IndianeAustralian! cricket”,! describes! the!cricketers’! arrival! in! Bombay! and! examines! their! experiences! in! India,!identifying!that!many!elements!of!the!tour!fulfilled!clichéd!colonial!expectations!of!extravagance,!privilege!and!hedonism.!Yet!it!is!also!argued!that!the!cricketers!grew!tired!of!British,!and!cricket’s,!expectations!of!them!to!conform!to!the!role!of!the! colonial! class.! The! defiant! Australian! cricketers! challenged! the! validity! of!British! colonisation! and! the! inflexible! “racial! stereotypes! and! hierarchies”! that!they! encountered! (Hartmann! 2003,! 453).! Examples! are! cited! in! which! the!cricketers!demonstrate!their!frustration!with!the!social!politics!of!the!British!Raj!and! elect! to! keep! the! company! of! the! locals.! The! chapter! extrapolates! the!
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sporting! and! political! relationship! between! Australia,! Britain! and! India,! as!represented! by! the! tour,! and! argues! that,! on! occasion,! the! competing! teams!disobeyed! Britisheorchestrated! racial! hierarchies! and! social! stipulations.!Krishna,! articulating! a! postecolonial! perspective,! argues! that! Australian! and!Indian! animosity! on! the! cricket! field! is! based! on! an! undisputable! premise! of!“racial! divide”! (2015,! 165).! This! contention! that! cricket! encounters! between!Australia! and! India! are! an! “occasion! to! unravel! the! intimate! enmities! that!constitute! our! lives”! is! challenged! and! this! thesis! argues! that! the! tour! was!primarily!driven!by!mutual!respect!and!benevolence!(Krishna!2015,!172).!!It! is! maintained! that! the! cricketers,! through! their! Indian! immersion,!empathetically! reeevaluated! their! attitudes! towards! racial! inclusion,! the!legitimacy! of! colonisation,! Indian! sovereignty! and! the! pedagogical! role! of! the!white! cricketer! in! the! Orient.! A! close! textual! analysis! of! the! writings! of!participating!cricketers!Wendell!Bill,!Ron!Oxenham,!Charles!(Charlie)!Macartney!and!John!(Jack)!Ryder!details!their!responses!to!the!social!and!racial!codification!they! encountered,! which! it! is! argued! was! at! times! unexpectedly! liberal. 6!Australian! batsman! Hunter! Hendry’s! manuscript! has! not! been! critiqued!elsewhere!and!provides!valuable! insight! into!his!ambiguity! towards! the!role!of!the!white!cricketer!in!India.7!A!point!of!comparison!between!this!thesis!and!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!Some!confusion!surrounds!Oscar!Wendell!Bill’s!name.!Birth!records!nominate!his!surname!as!Bill,!middle!name!as!Wendell!and!first!name!as!Oscar.!This!has!been!substantiated!by!his!entry!in!the!Oxford*Companion*to*Australian*Cricket!(1996,!61).!Some!press!articles!and!cricket!records!call!him!Wendell!Bill!(as!he!was!colloquially!known)!and!Indian!articles!suggest!that!his!surname!was!a!hyphenated!WendelleBill.!For!the!purpose!of!this!thesis!I!will!subsequently!identify!him!as!Bill!unless!I!am!quoting!directly!except!in!reference!to!For*the*Love*of*the*Game!which!has!been!catalogued!in!the!State!Library!of!New!South!Wales!under!Wendell!Bill.!7!In! 2008! I! located! two! unpublished! manuscripts! written! by! Hunter! Hendry! at! the! Bradman!museum! in! Bowral,! New! South!Wales.! These! are! undated! and! unpaginated.! I! estimate! the! first!document! was! written! in! the! late! 1970s! and! the! later! version! in! the! mid! 1980s! following! the!publication!of!A*cameo*from*the*past*–*the*life*and*times*of*H.S.T.L*Hendry*by!Ronald!Caldwell! in!1984.! Hendry! states! that! his! motivation! to! write! the! second! draft! (from! which! quotations! are!
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scholarship! of! Nielsen! points! to! the! various!ways! primary! source!material! (in!this!case!the!writing!of!Bill)!can!be!interpreted!(2012,!551–64).!!Chapter! 6,! “Beer,! banquets! and! a! Patiala! Peg:! food! and! drink! on! tour”,!extends! the!appraisal! of!photographs!and!material! culture! from! the! cricketers’!archives! in! relation! to! the! consumption! of! food! and! alcohol! on! tour.! Food! and!beverages! represent! a! significant! ethnographic! difference! and! the! cricketers’!response! to! the! customs! of! culinary! consumption! in! India! is! assessed.! The!artefacts—menus,! seating!plans! and! food! advertisements—enable! the!presenteday! researcher! to! interpret! the! rapidly! transforming! political,! cultural! and!sporting! landscape! as! well! as! the! internal! dynamics! of! the! tour.! This! chapter!proposes! that! customs! of! consumption! are! symptomatic! of! the! hierarchy! and!culture! from!which! they! emanate! and! while! on! tour! the! Australian! cricketers!encountered! bicultural! culinary! influences! comprising! the! vestiges! of! British!hegemony! in! combination! with! a! new! nationalistic! indigenous! influence.! The!archival!objects!function!as!links!to!the!cricketers!and!are!pivotal!in!interpreting!the!1935/36!tour!in!light!of!the!absence!of!living!participants.!A!textual!appraisal!is! undertaken! to! locate! and! interpret! the!messages! embedded! in! the!material!culture,!which!highlights!the!transience!of!the!political!and!cultural!environment!in!lateecolonial!India.!&Chapter!7,!“Photographic!reportage!and!the!colonial!imaginary”,!critiques!the!tour!through!a!synthesis!of!history,!theory!and!imagery!and!argues!that!the!photographic! content! provides! invaluable! and! historically! overlooked! insight!into!the!cricketers’!perspective.!The!photographs!provide!a!rare!and!previously!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!extracted)! was! to! correct! the! inaccuracies! of! the! Caldwell! publication.! Hendry! wrote,! “I! really!disown!the!book!because!it!is!full!of!errors,!statistics!and!matches!which!were!never!mentioned!in!the!150!pages!of!foolscap”.!
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unobtainable!glimpse!into!the!everyday!cultural!life!and!practice!of!the!tour!and!deliver!a!subjective!representation!of!the!cricketers’!experience.!The!significance!of!the!images!is!twofold:!they!function!as!proof!to!verify!the!Australians!presence!in! India! and! they! assist! a! cultural! critique! of! the! tour.! Visual! analysis! and! the!scholarship! of! Chalfen! (1979),! Cohen! et! al.! (1992),! Urry! (1992),! Haldrup! and!Larsen! (2003),! Engmann! (2012),! Marino! (2013)! and! Sontag’s!On*Photography!first! published! in! 1977* (2008! ed.)! assist! interpretation! of! the! imagery.! The!images!reveal!that!the!cricketers’!response!to!the!colonial!paradigm!was!multiefaceted! and! hallmarked! by! ambiguity.! Applying! the! visual! theories! of! the!aforementioned!scholars!to!the!photographs!of!the!sporting!tour!is!unorthodox!in!sports!writing!and!is!innovative!in!application.!Despite!at!times!adhering!to!their!anticipated!civilising!and!educating!role!as! white! touring! cricketers,! the! Australian! team! also! challenged! colonial!protocols! and! simultaneously! demonstrated! support! for! the! nationalistic!sentiments! brewing! in! 1930s! India.! The! British! imposed! cultural! sport! of! bigegame!hunting!is!examined.!Hunting!was!introduced!by,!and!was!symbolic!of,!the!British;! however! it! was! adapted! and! reinvented! by! the! local! elite.! The!Australians’! response! to! bigegame! hunts! is! critiqued! and! it! is! argued! that! like!many!Rajeintroduced!cultural!practices! the!novelty!of! it!was!waning!as!was! its!relevance!to!sovereign!India.!!Chapter!8,!titled!“The!atmosphere!vibrated!with!triumphant!joy”!gives!the!locals!an!opportunity!to!respond!through!a!visual!and!textual!analysis!of!Indian!material!culture!located!in!presenteday!Pakistan.!This!final!chapter!of!the!thesis!body!bequeaths!the!Indians!an!historical!voice!and!it!is!over!the!shoulders!of!the!hosts!of!the!tour!that!new!perspectives!emerge.!It!is!culturally!inappropriate!to!
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assume! and! evaluate! how! the! locals! felt! about! the! visit! of! the! Australian!cricketers!and!the!raison*d’être*of!the!tour.!However,!archives!located!in!Pakistan!provide!a!deeply!subjective!perspective.!The!chapter!concludes!with!an!analysis!of! an! image! taken! following! the! first! Indian! victory! in! Lahore.! Goodwill! and!amicability! reverberate! through! the! photograph! challenging! conventional!scholarship,!which!argues!that!AustralianeIndian!cricket! is!based!on!acrimony.8!The!final!chapter!determines!that!despite!the!obvious!and!significant!differences!between! the! competing! teams! the! tour! experience!minimised! the! racial! divide!between!the!Australian!and!the!Indian!cricketers.!
Ambiguities!emerge!Geographically,! Australia! is! positioned! in! the! East! however! culturally! the!inhabitants!and!customs!of!the!country!are!aligned!with!the!West.!The!cricketers!assimilate!with!the!British!in!India!through!their!whiteness!yet!are!outsiders!due!to! their! colonial! origins.! Throughout! the! tour,! the! players! operate! as!intermediaries! between! the! sensibilities! of! the! East! and! the! West! and! the!ambiguity! of! Australia’s! position! in! the! global! hierarchy! is! central! to! this!research.!The!series!is!a!convergence!of!professional!cricket!and!spectacle,!an!act!of! antieimperial! conduct! and! an! exercise! of! exotic! tourism:! paradoxically!affirming!English!imperial!authority!yet!simultaneously!ruthlessly!challenging!it.!The!tour!is!a!significant!juncture!in!the!historical!development!of!modern!travel!and! celebrity! culture.! Contradictions! emerge! throughout! its! narrative.! The!players’!reaction!to!the!social,!racial!and!political!circumstances!they!encounter!did! not! correspond! with! the! customary! proeimperial,! selfeassumed! racially!superior!sentiment!generally!held!by!white!cricketers!at!the!time.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!For!example!Krishna!(2015).!
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The! tour! demonstrates! IndianeAustralian! amity! and! identifies! the!vulnerabilities!in!both!countries’!sporting,!cultural!and!political!affiliations!with!Britain! that! fluctuated! in! response! to! economic! and! political! necessity.! The!success! of! the! British! Empire! required! that! her! imperial! possessions! operated!according! to! stringent! racial,! political! and! cultural! hierarchies.! Woollacott!identifies!the!pecking!order!of!the!early!twentieth!century:!“The!settler!colonies,!which!from!1901!constituted!the!federated!Commonwealth!of!Australia!and!after!World!War!I!were!termed!a!Dominion!of!the!British!Empire!and!Commonwealth,!ranked!below!Britain!because!of!colonial!status!but!above!the!noneselfegoverning!colonies! and! territories”! (1997,! 1006).! The! prevailing! social! order! of! culture,!race!and!politics! in! the!Empire! shaped!cricket! in! the!nineteenth!and! twentieth!centuries! yet! the! Bodyline! tour! of! 1932/33! and! the! 1935/36! tour! to! India!disrupted! the!model.! The! ramifications! of! both! tours! denote! an! ideological! reeevaluation!of!the!game!as!they!challenged!the!validity!of!British!hegemony.!!By!the!1930s,!sport!embodied!some!of! the!distinct!characteristics!at! the!fore!of!the!political,!social,!cultural!and!racial!revolution!that!was!to!take!place!in!India!with! the!withdrawal!of! the!British,! the!onset!of! Indian! independence!and!the! geographic!division!of! the! country! in!1947.!Gorman! critiques! the! changing!dynamic!of!sport,!imperialism!and!national!identity!through!an!interrogation!of!the! 1930s! Empire! Games,! which! could! equally! describe! the! ideological!configuration! of! the! 1935/36! Australian! tour! of! India.! He! observed:! “While!imperialism!was!still!an!important!element!of!the!Empire!Games,!the!event!also!represented!several!parallel!historical!developments.!The!most!notable!of!these!were!the!role!of!mass!sporting!events!in!expressing!local!and!national!identities,!debates!about!the!nature!of!amateur!sport!in!the!face!of!professionalization,!and!
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the! incorporation! of! imperial! competition! within! the! broader! confines! of!international! sport”! (2010,! 614).! Throughout! the! 1930s,! cricket! emerged!throughout! the! British! Empire! in! popular! culture,! in! a! rapidly! globalising!environment,!and!became!invested!with!new!ideological!significance.!The!game!adopted!an!increasingly!commercially!viable!business!structure!that!encouraged!the! advent! of! professional! competitions! embedded!with! innovative! ideologies.!Holden! concedes! that! “the! adoption! of! cricket! in! colonial! societies! involved! a!complex!mixture!of!acceptance!of!and!resistance!to!elements!of!British!imperial!culture”!(2008,!337).!!Nationalistic!sentiment!is!evident!in!the!composition!of!the!Indian!teams!that!played!against!the!Australians!as!they!were!almost!exclusively!comprised!of!locals!from!various!cultural,!social!and!religious!backgrounds!and!AngloeIndians!were! largely! not! permitted! to! participate.9!Team! scheduling! and! tour! ideology!likewise! evidenced! commitment! to! egalitarianism,! for! example! the! Australian!team!refused!honorary!membership!of!any!club!where!Indians!were!not!granted!a!similar!entitlement!(Sporting*Globe!November!27,!1935).!The!tour’s!democratic!underpinning! is! not! exclusively! transparent! and! it! sometimes! manifests! in! a!nuanced,! subtle! and! subconscious!manner.! For! example,! tour! imagery! depicts!the! Australian! team! as! socially! integrated! with! the! locals! and! journalistic!reportage!describes!the!sportsmanship!and!goodwill!evident!between!the!locals!and! the! visitors.! This! thesis! argues! that! indicators! of! the! ensuing! political! and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!For!the!purpose!of!this!thesis!I!will!use!the!term!AngloeIndian!to!describe!individuals!of!British!descent!born!or!living!in!the!Indian!subcontinent.!The!exception!to!this!noneEuropean!ruling!was!the!Madras!Presidency!team!which!comprised!four!Europeans:!Johnstone,!Southby,!Ward!and!Godfrey!(Roy!1947).!Muthiah!observes!that!in!1927!the!European!XI!was!virtually!the!Madras!Cricket!team!(1998).!The!complete!Indianisation!of!the!Madras!team!did!not!take!place!until!the!1950s!(Muthiah!1998).!Subsequent!research!may!reveal!why!the!demography!of!the!Madras!Presidency!team!did!not!adhere!to!the!localseonly!ruling!implemented!elsewhere!around!the!country!however!this!is!not!the!objective!of!this!thesis.!!
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ideological!restructure!were!consciously!and!at!times!subconsciously!evident!in!1935/36.! Indian! anthropologist,! Arjun! Appadurai! concurs:! “It! is! probable! that!cricket! nationalism! and! official! nationalist! politics! were! rarely! wedded! in!conscious! public! debates! or! movements,! but! that! they! affected! the! lived!experience!of!play,! skill,! space,! and! rights! for!many!young! Indians! in! the! small!towns!and!playing!fields!of!India!before!independence”!(1995,!33).!The! tour! signifies! the! developing! globalisation! of! cricket! and! the! rapid!evolution! of! the! game,! which! oversaw! its! transition! to! a! professional,! and!increasingly!democratic,!paradigm.!The!emergence!of!socially!diverse!cricketers,!representative! of! all! the! Indian! religions,! such! as! C.! K!Nayudu,! Lala! Armanath!and!Mushtaq!Ali,!was!witnessed!in!1930s!India!(Mukherjee!1968,!142).!The!rules!were!also!undergoing!modification!with!the!sanctioned!revision!of!the!leg!before!wicket!(lbw)!rule! introduced!to!the!Laws!of!Cricket! in!1937,!a!change!that!was!preceded!by!vehement!debate!in!cricket!circles.10!Technological!advancements!in!film! (and! subsequently! television),! radio! and!newspaper! reportage! augmented!the!coverage!of!cricket!across!India!(and!the!wider!Empire),!making!it!accessible!to!almost!the!entire!population!and!propelling!the!popularity!of!the!game.11!!The! 1935/36! tour! was! a! consequence,! and! reflection,! of! the! intensely!politicised! environment! of! the! interwar! years.! Eminent!British! historian!David!Cannadine!has!observed! the! acute! instability! of! the! interwar! years! (2002,! 57).!Certainly! the! decolonisation! process! encompassed! multiple! shifting!circumstances! and! emerging! ideologies! and! is! described! by! Goswami! as!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!The!leg!before!wicket!(lbw)!rule!caused!controversy!throughout!the!1930s.!11!Taking! place! in! 1927,! the! first! Indian! radio! broadcast! promoted! the! game! by! disseminating!cricket!news!and!scores!across!the!vast!country!(Pinkerton!2008,!167).!!!
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comprising! an! animated! “heady! mix! of! utopian! aspiration! and! pragmatic!reckoning,! collective! action! and! conceptual! improvisation”! (2012,! 1462).!Goswami’s! ambiguity! is! evidenced! throughout! the! primary!material! pertaining!to!the!1935/36!tour.!!The! period! is! distinguished! by! rapid! industrial! modernisation;!urbanisation! (including! a! transition! away! from! an! agrarian! base);! economic!insecurity! evidenced! by! the! Great! Depression;! the! emergence! of! authoritarian!political!regimes;!and!universal!instability!following!the!First!World!War!(1914–18).! Stephen! identifies! the! period! as! “a! bridge! between! the! Victorian! era! of!unquestioned!dominance!and!emerging!discourses!of!colonial!development!and!‘race!relations’!that!would!gain!ascendancy!after!the!Second!World!War”!(2011,!164).! Inspired! by! the! insecurity! of! Britain’s! role! in! the! twentieth! century! the!colonies! and! dominions! questioned! their! position! in! a! new! world! order! and!contemplated! a! future! independent! of! the! mother! country.! Tellingly! Stephen!inquires,! “Were! Indians,! who! had! contributed! over! one! and! a! quarter! million!soldiers!to!the!First!World!War,!a!subject!people!or!‘brothers!of!the!empire’,!coeequal!members!of! the! ‘imperial! race’?”! (ibid,!165).!Motrescu! likewise! identifies!the!period!as!one!of!immense!generational!change!and!determines!that!interwar!Australian! identities! were! also! undergoing! substantial! transition! and! were!situated!at!an!awkward!“junction!of!imperial!fantasy,!myth,!memory!and!national!aspirations”!(2010,!318).!Cannadine!describes!interwar!India!as!a!changing!place!of! democratic! political! reforms,! which! fostered! the! Indianisation! of! the! civil!service! and! oversaw! a! move! to! an! increasingly! secular,! industrialised! society!(2002,!56).! Indian!sovereignty!and!the!further! liquidation!of! the!British!regime!was! flouted! in! January! 1930! when! the! Indian! National! Congress! passed! a!
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resolution!urging!Indians!to!protest!in!support!of!the!nationalistic!cause.!Indian!independence!came!at!an!immense!cost!and!was!realised!alongside!the!partition!of!the!country!resulting!in!mass!upheaval,!conflict!and!an!enormous!loss!of!life.!Guha! describes! the! chaos,! brutality,! and! devastation! as! arguably! “the! greatest!mass!migration!in!history”!(2007,!31).!!In!1935,!the!players!were!aware!of!the!political!turbulence!in!India!as!the!Australian!press! comprehensively! reported!on! it! (see! chapter!3).!Bill! observed!the! precarious! political! climate! in! an! article,! prefaced! by! the! subheading,! “A!‘Scare”’.!Bill!wrote:!“One!morning,!unwittingly,!his!Excellency!played!a!trick!on!us!that! for! the! moment! had! us! thoroughly! bewildered.! Sleeping! soundly! at! 5.30!a.m.,! we! were! suddenly! awakened! by! the! deafening! sound! of! gunfire! right!outside! our! window,! many! shots! being! fired! in! quick! succession.! Our! first!thoughts!were! that! the! Indians!had! risen! against! the!Administration! and!were!attacking!the!palace,!but!on!peering!through!the!window!we!discovered!that!an!organized! croweshoot!was! in! progress,!with! the! Governor! leading”! (March! 18,!1936).! This! episode! highlights! the! cricketers’! cognisance! of! the! political!turbulence! in! India! and! their! propensity! to! utilise! humour! as! a!mechanism! to!cope!with!any!threat!of!danger.!
Rising!national!sentiment!and!the!Bodyline!series!Cricket! in! Australia! likewise! embodied! nationalistic! sentiment! and! was!entrenched! in! popular! culture.! Some! cricketers,! Donald! Bradman! being! the!paramount!example,! enjoyed!celebrity! status! (Haigh!1998,!412–18).!Australian!cricket!paralleled!the!course!of!the!young!nation!and!transformed!in!compliance!with!the!demands!of!changing!political!and!cultural!ideologies.!Rivalry!in!AngloeAustralian! cricket! developed! rapidly! following! the! birth! of! the! Ashes! and! the!
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unanticipated! victory! of! the! Australian! team! in! England! in! 1882! (Adair! 2009,!410).!Nationalist!sentiment!proliferated!and!an!ambivalent!relationship!with!the!mother! county!was! frequently! fought! out! on! the! pitch.! The! Bodyline! series! of!1932/33!represents!a!significant!juncture!in!the!relationship!between!Australia!and! England,! not! just! within! a! sporting! paradigm,! as! the! activity! on! the! pitch!reverberated! beyond! the! boundary.! England!won! the! series! in! part! due! to! the!unsportsmanlike!tactics!employed!by!the!team’s!tacticians!(Major!2007,!49).!The!social! drama! spilt! over! the! cricketeground! fences! and! inspired! a! passionate!national! debate—public! sentiment! was! savage! and! was! thrashed! out! in! the!press,!parliament!and! the!pubs.!The!cricket! series!damaged! imperial!unity!and!the!English!cricket!team!is!remembered!as!“the!most!despised!sporting!team!to!tour! Australia”! (Stoddart! 1996,! 65).! Inevitably! the! English! perspective! to! the!1932/33! series! differed! from! Australia’s! interpretation! of! events.! Employing!customary! diplomacy,! Sir! Pelham! “Plum”! Warner’s! attitude! to! the! series! is!culturally! illuminating.!12!Warner! depreciates! the! controversy! as! being! like! a!“row”!and!suggests!that!nothing!personal!was!intended!and!for!the!most!part!the!English! cricketers! were! treated! with! “the! greatest! kindness! and! hospitality”!(1942,!141).!!Through! a! populist! narrative! the! Bodyline! series! gave! birth! to! “an!independent!and!assertive!Australian!identity”!however!Hutchins!questions!the!potential! for! a! nationalistic! rebirth! through! “a! game! originating! from! and!inextricably!bound! to!British! culture”! (2005,!15).!Hutchins! laments,! “no!one! in!the!settler!society!challenged!cricket! itself”! (ibid.).!The!acrimony!caused!by!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!Warner!was!appointed!to!the!position!of!coemanager!of!the!English!team!(with!Richard!Palairet).!
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Bodyline! incident! resonated! throughout! the! 1935/36! tour! and! informed! the!Australian!attitude! to!British!cricket,!politics!and! the! legitimacy!of!colonisation!as!Lisle!Nagel,!Herbert!(Bert)!Ironmonger,!Hampden!(Hammy)!Love!and!Henry!(Harry)!Alexander!participated!in!both!series.!The!Bodyline!series!is!referenced!by!the!Australians!in!primary!material!pertaining!to!the!Australian!tour!of!India!revealing! the!extent! to!which! it!determined! the!players’!attitude! to!cricket!and!imperial!relations.!The!Nawab!of!Pataudi!(a!very!small!princely!state!in!Northern!India),!the!first!cricketer!to!play!Test!cricket!for!both!England!and!India,!debuted!for!England!during! the!Bodyline!series!yet!defied!the!English!captain,!Bombayeborn! Douglas! Jardine’s,! “unsporting”! directive! (Roy! 2011).! The! Nawab! was!dropped! from! the! English! squad! despite! making! 102! in! his! maiden! innings.!Warner! attributes! Pataudi’s! departure! from! the! tour! to! him! being! “recalled! to!India!by!high!authority!to!deal!with!the!affairs!of!his!State”!(Warner!1942,!140).!However! public! sentiment! interpreted! it! differently! and! Frith,! in! an! article! for!the!Guardian,!describes!the!Nawab’s!relationship!with!Jardine!as!“frosty”!(Frith!2011). 13 !Pataudi’s! action! contributed! to! an! amicable! relationship! between!Australia! and! India.! PosteBodyline! animosity! between! England! and! Australia!intensified,! encouraging! cricket! professionalism! with! a! ‘win! at! all! costs’!mentality.!The!Bodyline!incident!and!the!Indian!contribution!to!it!influenced!the!1935/36!tour!and!amity!would!resonate!until! the!establishment!of!Test!cricket!in!1947/48.!The! 1935/36! tour! embodied! the! seemingly! antithetical! transnational!struggle! between! cricket’s! historic! role! “as! an! instrument! of! white! élite!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!Respected!cricket!writer!and!journalist!David!Frith!founded!and!edited!Wisden*Cricket*Monthly!from!1979–96!and!is!the!author!of!many!books.!!
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exclusivism”! (Beckles! 2000,! 14)! and! the! antieimperial! sentiment! emerging!within! it.! This! is! not! a! unique! appraisal! as! scholars! (Bose!1990,!Beckles! 2000,!Nandy!2000,!Guha!2002,!Majumdar!2004)!have! identified! an! analogy!between!bourgeoning! nationalist! campaigns! and! activity! on! the! pitch.! However! the!Australian!contribution,!and!response,!to!the!manifestation!of!Indian!nationalism!within! the! trajectory! of! cricket! has! been! largely! neglected.! This! thesis! aims! to!amend!the!absence!of!Australia’s!contribution!to!the!evolution!of!Indian!cricket.!The!1935/36!tour!is!critiqued!as!a!conduit!to!comprehending!the!role!of!cricket!in! Australia! and! India,! colonial! and! postecolonial! politics! and! the! broader!relationship! between! the! two! countries.! The! tour! encouraged! the! visiting!cricketers!to!reassess!their!racial,!political!and!social!preconceptions!about!India!and!arguably!assisted!the!clarification!of!an!Australian!identity!globally.!
Indian!Cricket!S!Literature!Review!!Despite!a!proliferation!of!Indian!cricket!research,!especially!in!recent!history,!the!absence! of! the! 1935/36! tour! from! cricket! and! cultural! history! scholarship! is!notable.!This!observation!of!omission!confirms!the!elitist!and!racially!exclusive!reputation!of!cricket!that!has!historically!prevailed.!This!thesis!aims!to!address!this!lacunae.!!Despite! the! absence!of! the!1935/36! tour! from! the! literary! canon,!many!scholarly!publications!and!journals!outline!and!rationalise!the!role!of!cricket! in!India.!Examples! that!advance! the!argument!of! this! thesis! include:!Patel! (1905),!Docker! (1976),! Cashman! (1980),! Bose! (1990! and! 2006),! Stoddart! (1988! and!2008),! Stoddart! and! Sandiford! (1998),! Nandy! (2000)! Guha! (2001,! 2002),!Majumdar! (2003,! 2004a,! 2004b,! 2006! and! 2007),! Naha! (2012! and! 2013)! and!more!recently!Simpson!(2014).!!
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Analysis! ranges! from!Bose! (1990),!Guha!(2002)!and!Majumdar’s! (2004)!comprehensive! overviews! of! Indian! cricket! history! as! a! celebration! of! postecolonial! triumph!despite! the!earlier! colonial! limitations!placed!on! the!game,! to!the! analysis! by! others!who! narrow! the! focus! and! time! frame! of! their! enquiry.!Guha!stipulates!that!his!publication!is!“not!so!much!a!history!of!Indian!cricket!as!a!history!of!India!told!through!cricket!and!cricketers”!(2002,!xiii)!disclosing!the!extent! to! which! Indian! cricket! history! and! Indian! history! are! synonymous!entities.!Guha!has!written!extensively!on!Indian!political!and!social!history!and!therefore! it! is! unsurprising! that! his! appraisal! of! cricket! is! inexorably! linked! to!the! evolving! culturalepolitical! dynamic! in! a! similar!manner! to! Beckles’! (2000)!examination! of! West! Indian! cricket.! Frequently! disregarded,! Indian! cricketer!Palwankar!Baloo!is!pivotal!to!Guha’s!theories!and!the!author!cites!him!as!being!“the!book’s!most!heroic!character”!(2002,!xiii).14!Indian!teams!competing!against!the!Australians!likewise!comprised!a!communal!and!social!crossesection!yielding!from! diverse! backgrounds.15!This! thesis,! akin! to! Guha! contentions,! argues! that!activity! on! the! pitch! revealed! the! socioepolitic! sensibility! of! the! tour! and!disclosed!the!broader!AustralianeIndian!dynamic.!!Majumdar’s! publication! Twenty7Two* Yards* to* Freedom! also! applies! a!cultural! history! appraisal! of! Indian! cricket! (2002).! He! incorporates! a! wider!geographic! analysis! and! identifies! that! cricket! across! Indian! did! not! operate!according! to! the! Mumbai! [Bombay]! communal! model,! which! the! author!identifies! is! a! common!misconception! (2002,! 14).! During! British! colonisation,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!Baloo!belonged!to!the!Dalit!(also!known!as!the!"Untouchable")!caste!and!was!one!of!the!first!lesseprivileged!individuals!to!make!a!significant!impact!on!sport!and!politics!in!India.!15!It!is!impossible!to!determine!the!background!of!the!all!the!Indians!who!competed!against!the!Australian!team,!however!Cashman!reveals!that!those!who!went!on!to!play!Test!cricket!originated!from!diverse!social!backgrounds!(1980,!173–91).!Guha!also!observes!the!communal!and!social!diversity!of!cricket!in!the!early!twentieth!century!(2002,!105–08).!
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India! was! divided! into! British! India! and! somewhere! between! 500! and! 600!autonomous! princely! states! frequently! served! by! their! own! judicial,! transport!and! taxation! systems. 16 !India! was! culturally! and! geographically! disparate!comprising! diverse! social! practices,! languages! and! religions.! Research! for! this!thesis,!as!do!Majumdar’s!findings,!reveals!that!the!Australians,!as!they!journeyed!across! India,! acknowledged! the! cultural! and! geographic! diversity! and! the!variances!in!the!structure!of!cricket!competitions!across!the!country.!Majumdar!identifies!the!rise!of!the!commercialisation!of!cricket!from!the!1930s!through!to!Indian! independence! in! 1947! (2002,! 17).! This! observation! is! pivotal! to! this!critique! of! the! 1935/36! tour! as! the! series! embodied! a! new! phase! of! cricket!development,!one!increasingly!identified!by!commercialisation,!commodification!and!an!emphasis!on!sporting!celebrity.!!Simpson!(2014)!authored!an!article!analysing!IndianeAustralian!relations!through! cricket! from!1947! to!2012.!The! starting!date!of! this! research! logically!commences!with!Indian!sovereignty!and!the!first!official!Indian!Test!against!the!Australians.! The! contentions! of! the! article! are! notable! yet! the! time! frame!emphasises!scholars!and!the!publics’!deferment!to!Test!status!and!the!disregard!of!the!IndianeAustralian!cricket!prior!to!India’s!entry!to!the!International!Cricket!Council!(ICC).!Analogous!with!some!aspects!of!this!thesis,!Simpson!observes!that!“early! tours! initially! borrowed! heavily! from! an! orientalist! rhetoric! of! racial!stereotypes”!however!this!thesis!concludes!that!the!tour!defied!convention!and!demonstrates! an! atetimes! liberal! approach! to! racial! inclusion! and! acceptance!(2014,!37).!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!Early!twentiethecentury!stamp!albums!reveal!that!many!principalities!produced!their!own!postage!stamps.!
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! Australianebased! scholars! Docker! (1976)! and! Cashman! (1980)!extensively! interrogate!Indian!cricket.!Their!works!signal!a!new!historiography!as!they!investigated!the!socioepolitical!narrative!of!Indian!cricket!before!British!sports! historians! subsequently! critiqued! the! subject.! Cashman! longitudinally!critiques!the!major!stakeholders!of!Indian!cricket!responsible!for!its!phenomenal!success! from! the! early! days! of! royal! patronage! to! its! manifestation! as! a!commercial! enterprise! in! the! postecolonialeera.! Cashman! conducted! extensive!interviews! and! compiled! a! compendium!of! appendices! that! provide! invaluable!statistics! to! support! the! contentions! of! this! thesis! that! reveal! the! composition,!culture!and!social!background!of!Test!players.!Cashman!asserts!that!cricket!was!increasingly! beginning! a! crosseclass,! crossecaste! and! crossecommunal! cultural!practice.!!Docker!critiques! the!history!of! the!game! through! to! the!mide1970s.!The!IndianeEnglish! tours! in! 1926/27,! 1932,! 1933/34! and! 1936! are! detailed.! The!ensuing! chapters! interrogate! the! Bombay! competition! and! identify! key! Indian!protagonists! in! the! evolution! of! the! game.! The! final! three! chapters! outline! the!arrival! of! Indian! cricket! on! the! world! stage! concluding! with! the! momentous!series!victory!in!England!in!1971.!Despite!mention!of!the!1935/36!tour,!Docker’s!narrative! of! Indian! cricket! history! highlights! the! neglect! of! research! into! the!conception!of!IndianeAustralian!cricket.!Tarrant’s!significant!contribution!to!the!development! of! the! Indian! game! is! also! largely! devalued.! The! publications!written! by! Docker! and! Cashman,! despite! being! written! three! decades! after!Indian! independence,! defy! convention! as! they! incorporate! Indian!
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collaboration. 17 !Docker! and! Cashman! are! frequently! referenced! by! the!subsequent!generation!of!Indian!scholars!(Bose!1990,!Guha!2002!and!Majumdar!2004)! revealing! the! significance! of! Australian! scholarship! to! the! literature! on!Indian!cricket.!!The! inseparable! link!between! cricket! and! the!British!Empire! is! a! theme!that! the! previously! mentioned! (in! the! Literature! Review)! scholars! have!researched! through! evaluating! the! earlier! era! of! cultural! and! political!domination.!The!British!utilised!sport!as!a!civilising!tool!to!implement!order!and!restraint!on!the!seeming!disorder!and!chaotic!environment!of!the!East!(Stoddart!1988,!653).18!The!starting!point,!without!doubt,!in!any!analysis!of!cricket!and!its!imperial! role! in! the! East! begins! with! Sir! Pelham! Warner’s! Imperial* Cricket!(1912).! Lord! Hawke! (amateur! establishment! stalwart! whose! career! included!Eton,! Cambridge,! and! major! in! the! Prince! of! Wales! Yorkshire! regiment)!introduced!the!publication!by!claiming!that!cricket! is! “the!greatest!game! in! the!world!played!wherever!the!Union!Jack!is!unfurled”!and!attributes!it!as!cementing!“the! ties! that! bind! together! every! part! of! the! Empire”! (1912,! 1).19!Hawke!introduced! the! publication! in! a! manner! similar! to! Sir! Henry! Parkes’! famous!phrase!“the!crimson!thread!of!kinship”!(1890,!75).!Beckles!observes!that!Warner!“articulated! clearer! than! any! other! the! power! and! predicaments! of! the! first!paradigm! –! colonial! cricket! and! empire”! (2000,! xv).! Despite! his! allegiance! to!imperial!hierarchal!regimes,!Warner’s!pragmatic!egalitarianism!was!sometimes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Patrons,*Players*and*the*Crowd:*The*Phenomenon*of*Indian*Cricket*was!published!by!Orient!Longman!Limited,!an!Indian!company!established!following!partition!in!1948,!and!included!an!introduction!written!by!exeTest!cricketer!Vijay!Merchant.!The!Indian!division!of!Macmillan!published!Docker’s!publication.!18!Brian!Stoddart!is!another!Australian!historian!who!has!written!extensively!on!sport!in!Asia.!19!Martin!Bladen!Hawke!(1860–1938),!known!by!his!title!Lord!Hawke,!was!a!Yorkshire!amateur!cricketer!and!an!enthusiastic!administrator!of!the!sport.!He!was!a!strict!disciplinarian!and!staunchly!upheld!the!traditional!values!of!cricket.!!
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evidenced!in!colonial!cricket.!In!1900,!he!fiercely!defended!the!inclusion!of!locals!in! the! first!West! Indian! tour! to! England! (Beckles! 2000,! 15).! However! actions!such! as! these! could! be! viewed! as! a! mercenary! attempt! to! keep! the! Empire!together.! Warner! wrote! extensively! on! cricket’s! imperial! mission! during! the!early! twentieth! century.! His! appraisal! of! cricket! in! the! colonies,! his! at! times!liberal! attitude! to! racial! inclusion,! his! personal! association! with! the! Bodyline!tour!and!his!contribution!to!the!career!of!Frank!Tarrant!encourage!his!inclusion!in!this!cricket!critique.!!
1935/36!IndiaSAustralia!tour!S!Literature!Review!A! thorough! investigation! of! the! literature! written! on! Indian! and! Australian!cricket! reveals! that! a! comprehensive! interrogation! of! the! social! and! racial!foundations!of!the!1935/36!tour!does!not!exist.!The!paucity!of!research!into!the!1935/36! tour! stems! from! its! lowly! reputation! as! a! mercenary! professional!exercise!and!its!unofficial!status.!Orthodox!rationale!attributes!the!Test!status!of!cricket! as! defining! it! as! worthy! of! commemoration! and! scholarship! and! the!1935/36! tour!did!not! comply.!The!official! cricket!authorities! shunned! the! tour!and!consequent!public!apathy!stemmed!from!this!ingrained!reputation.!However!this!thesis!argues!that!the!tour!requires!interrogation!and!its!racial!and!political!innovation!encourages!it!to!be!critiqued!through!historical!analysis!and!cultural!theories! such! as! those! espoused! by! Nandy! (2000)! and! Guha! (2002).! The! only!literature!that!has!been!uncovered!in!the!research!that!investigates!the!1935/36!tour! is! one! chapter! titled! “The!Maharaja! and! his! Sahibs! from!Down!Under”! in!
Cricket* beyond* the* Bazaar;! a! publication! by! Mike! Coward! (1990);! an! online!publication!by!Morrisby’s!daughter,!Cecily!Dougan,!entitled!Pioneers,*ploughmen*
and* pull7shots:* a* family's* experience* in* Tasmania* from* 1808! (2012);! and! S.! K.!
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Roy’s!Australian*Cricket*Tours*to*India!(1947).!!Research!for!Coward’s!invaluable!narrative!fortunately!commenced!while!some!team!members!were!alive,!however!unfortunately!this!publication!does!not!include! referencing! and! notes.! Coward’s! interest! is! in! portraying! the! tour! as! a!fascinating!tale.! It!does!not!analytically!appraise! the!racial!paradigm!and!social!hierarchy!evident!in!the!archival!records;!his!insightful!work!provides!discursive!commentary!rather!than!systematic!analysis.!Dougan’s!book!is!a!Morrisby!family!history!and!includes!a!chapter!on!Ron’s!tour!to!India.!The!publication!uses!letters,!sent! by! Ron! from! India! to! the! family,! as! an! invaluable! primary! source,! that!provide! the!narrative!with!an!authentic! interpretation!of! the!mood!of! the! tour.!Roy’s!publication!provides!the!statistics!of!the!Australian!Services!tour!to!India!in!1945!and! the!1935/36! tour.!Fortunately,!Roy! reasoned! that!both!Australian!tours!were!worthy! of! commemoration,! which! defied! contemporary! sentiment.!However! some! inaccuracies! are! evident,! generating! from! erroneous! scoreekeeping! and! were! replicated! in! some! contemporaneous! press! articles.! For!example,!although!the!Roy!records!indicate!that!Alexander!did!not!participate!in!the!Lahore!unofficial!Test!the!Alexander!archive!includes!a!photograph!of!him!in!his! cricket!whites! and! an! article! in! the*Maitland*Daily*Mercury! reveals! that! he!fielded!poorly!(January!13,!1936).20!!Interest! in! the! 1935/36! tour! has,! to! some! extent,! gained! currency! in!recent! years.! Recent! journal! articles! reference! the! 1935/36! tour! suggesting! it!has! partially! been! rediscovered.! However! the! objectives! of! the! scholarship!differs!from!this!research.!In!2013,!Heenan!and!Dunstan!wrote!“New!Worlds!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20!Research!indicates!that!possibly!Oxenham!was!replaced!by!Alexander!during!the!game.!A!letter!written!by!Ryder!reveals!that!Oxenham!hurt!his!leg!at!Lahore!(January!31,!1936)!and!both!are!pictured!in!their!cricket!whites!at!the!end!of!the!game.!
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Old!Prejudices:!Australia,!Cricket!and!the!Subcontinent:!1880–1960”*and!in!2012!Australian! scholar! Erik!Nielsen! authored*“‘Indian! hockey! [and! football]! tricks’:!race,!magic,!wonder!and!empire! in!Australian–Indian!sporting!relations,!1926–1938”.! The! Heenan! and! Dunstan! article! provides! an! overview! of! AustralianeIndian! cricket! over! an! eightyeyear! period.! This! is! an! ambitious! project!considering!the! fundamental!paradigmatic!overhaul!of! the!global!game!and!the!vital! changes! to! the! Indian! political! landscape! over! the! duration.! The!material!pertaining! to! the!1935/36! tour!has!been! largely! acquired! from!Coward’s!book!and!a!few!supplementary!newspaper!articles.!!Nielsen! delivers! a! thorough! analysis! of! AustralianeIndian! sporting!interaction!of!the!lateecolonial!period!and!provides!a!counterpoint!to!the!findings!of!this!thesis.!Nielsen!critiques!the!Bill!articles!in!the*Sydney*Mail!(November!29,!1935! –! March! 18,! 1936)! to! formulate! his! contention! that! “members! of! the!Australian! cricket! team! to! India! in! 1935–1936! engaged! in! racially! charged!reportage”!(2012,!561).!This!contention!is!legitimate,!yet!this!thesis!argues!that!Bill!was! far!more! sympathetic! to! India’s!plight! than!Nielsen!attributes.!Nielsen!contends!that!“Bill!provided!a!travelogue!that!expressed!some!of!the!derogatory!opinions!of!Indian!society!that!have!plagued!the!sometimes!fraught!relationship!between! the! Australian! and! Indian! cricket! communities.! After! a! number! of!disparaging! and! patronizing! remarks! at! the! expense! of! ‘darkeskinned’! officials!and!‘black!boys’!who!aided!the!team!while!in!Ceylon,!Bill!turned!his!attention!to!India”! (2012,! 554).! This! thesis! argues! that! the! 1935/36! tour! neither!demonstrates! a! “fraught! relationship”! between! India! and! Australian! cricket!communities,!nor!that!Bill’s!opinions!are!exclusively!“derogatory”!(ibid.).!Nielsen!identifies! apposite! examples! to! support! his! contention! yet! overlooks! Bill’s!
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positive! commentary! that! counterbalances! the! clichéd! critical! representations.!Nielsen! does! not! refer! to! Bill’s! observations! regarding! the! Indian! crowd! in!Madras!who!“knew!more!about! the! fine!points!of! the!game”!(March!18,!1936);!the! exemplary! soccer! skills! of! the! locals! in! Ceylon! (December! 11,! 1935);! the!“highly! educated”! Cingalese! speechmakers! who! spoke! perfect! English! and!“overshadowed! anything! our! speakers! could! produce”! (ibid.);! the! very!comfortable!and!efficient!Deccan*Queen!train!and!the!luxurious!Taj!Mahal!Hotel!where!the!team!experienced!aireconditioning!for!the!first!time!(January!8,!1936);!or!the!array!of!superlatively!educated!Indian!gentlemen,! including!the!“Chief!of!Manavader!(sic)”!who!was!“a!charming!chap”!(December!18,!1936,!22).!Nielsen’s!article!identifies!the!racist!elements!of!Bill’s!columns!yet!ignores!all!the!contrary!evidence.!!The!absence!of!literature!on!the!tour!identifies!gaps!in!cultural!theory!and!historiography!and!this!thesis!aims!to!redress!in!part!the!deficiency!by!providing!systematic! analysis! of! the! complexities! and! ambiguities! of! the! tour! through!analysing!the!Australians’!response!to!the!cultural,!social!and!racial!landscape!of!India!in!the!lateecolonial!period.!!
Indian!history!S!Literature!Review!An! interrogation! of! the! 1935/36! tour! requires! an! understanding! of! Indian!history.! The! thesis! does! not! profess! to! expansively! critique! Indian! political!history,! however! due! to! the! significant! role! that! sport,! and! especially! cricket,!played! in! validating! and! orchestrating! British! hegemony,! some! analysis! of! the!cultural! politics! of! colonisation! is! imperative! to!provide! a! contextual! historical!backdrop! to! the! 1935/36! cricket! tour! of! India.! Research! on! this! tour!modifies!some!of!the!assumptions!that!historians!and!cultural!theorists!have!made!about!
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imperialism!and!interecolonial!relations!at!this!time!including:!the!scholarship!of!Edward!Said!and!his!publication!Orientalism,*first!published!in!1978*(2003!ed.),!Cannadine! (2002),! Ferguson! (2003! &! 2006)! and! Guha! (2007! &! 2013).! These!scholars! present! welleresearched! overviews! of! the! Empire! utilising! colonial!discourse! analysis.! They! argue! disparate! theories! that! contain! sometimesecontentious! interpretations! such! as! the! conservative! line! adopted!by!Ferguson!whose! research! demonstrates! overwhelming! imperial! nostalgia.! Cannadine!argues! that! the! feudal!hierarchical! social! structure! implemented!by! the!British!functioned! as! an! intereconnecting! system! of! networks! that! contributed! to! the!Empire’s! phenomenal! success.! Cannadine’s! publication! Ornamentalism! (2002)!was! written! as! a! rejoinder! to! the! ideology! that! underpinned! Edward! Said's!
Orientalism* (2003).! Said! theorised! that! racial! prejudice! defined,! and! alienated,!the! East! from! the! West.! Cannadine! countereargued! that! social! status! and!hierarchy!defined!imperialism!and!superseded!classification!by!racial!difference.!This! thesis!employs!aspects!of! the! theories!espoused!by!Said! (2003),!Ferguson!(2003! &! 2006),! Guha! (2007! &! 2013)! and! Cannadine! (2002)! to! expose! and!substantiate! the! cricketers’! attitude! to! the! racial,! political! and! social!circumstances! they!encountered! in! the! lateecolonial!period.!This! in! turn!assists!an! interpretation! of! an!Australian! perspective! to! the! colonisation! of! India! that!does! not! solely! replicate! the! British! perspective! and! signifies! the! innovative!nature! of! the! tour! and! the! emergence! of! an! increasingly! independent! political!ideology.!!
PostScolonialism!S!Literature!Review!Cricket! and,! in! particular,! the! competition! between! Australia! and! India! has!grown! from! its! humble! beginnings! in! 1935/36.! The! everechanging! face! of! the!
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EasteWest!dynamics!has!received!persistent!and!recurrent!analysis!in!academic!research! and! is! important! to! the! contentions! formulated! in! this! thesis.! Postecolonialism! investigates! the! effects! of! colonisation! on! cultures! and! societies,!including!the!formulation!of!theories!in!response!to!themes!of!racial!and!gender!identity.!Postecolonial!scholarship!does!not!always!reference!the!role!of!cricket,!however!it!grapples!with!notions!of!history,!agency,!representation,!identity!and!discourse,!with! the! resultant! codification!of! information,!knowledge,!belief! and!value! systems.! Scholars! engaging! in! postecolonial! analysis! and! globalization,!relevant! to! this! thesis,! include:! Said! (2003),! Turner! (1994),!Appadurai! (1995),!Beckles!(2000),!Nandy!(2000),!Rastegar!(2008),!Scott!(2011)!and!Bhabha!(2012).!Numerous! postecolonial! scholars! have! critiqued! Indian! cricket! as! a! unique,!immensely!popular,!cultural!phenomenon!embedded!in!the!consciousness!of!the!country!(best!known!examples!include!Nandy!2000,!1–4,!Ugra!2005,!77–93!and!Valiotis!2005,!1131).!!Indian! social! theorist,! Ashis!Nandy’s,! publication,!The*Tao*of*Cricket:*On*
games*of*destiny*and*destiny*of*games*(2000),*is!central!to!the!contention!of!this!thesis.!Nandy!does!not!cite! the!1935/36! tour,!however!he!closely!critiques! the!evolution! of! Indian! cricket! and! its! response! to! nationalist! ideology.! Nandy!observes!that!he!is!not!a!sportswriter!however!he!interrogates!cricket!through!a!postecolonial!argument!enabling!a!full!articulation!of!the!subject.!The!oftequoted!opening! sentence! of! the! book! unambiguously! sets! the! tone! as! Nandy! boldly!proclaims!that!“cricket!is!an!Indian!game!accidentally!discovered!by!the!English”!(2000,! 1).! He! argues! that! while! the! British! conceived! cricket,! it! is! culturally!congruous!with!the!skill!set!and!ideology!of!inhabitants!of!the!subcontinent.!He!identifies! key! players! (Grace! and! Jardine)! in! the! history! of! the! game!who! are!
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extensively! critiqued! by! other! scholars! and! includes! a! refreshing! appraisal! of!other!players!less!frequently!assessed!in!cricket!historiography,!beyond!cursory!biographical! inclusion,! such! as!Deodhar.!Nandy! concludes!by!prophesying! that!for! the! Indian! game! to! prosper! it! must! be! played! in! accordance! with! Indian!cultural! ordinance! rather! than! replicating! history! and! employing! the! codes,!ethics!and!motivations!of!the!British!game.!In!response!to!Nandy’s!analysis!this!thesis! identifies! that! Indian! postecolonial! sensibility!was! already! embedded! in!aspects!of!the!1935/36!competition.!Accordingly,! this! thesis!does!not!attempt!to!rationalise! the!popularity!of!cricket!in!India,!however!primary!material!reveals!that!the!1935/36!competition!was! phenomenally! popular.! Guha! celebrates! India’s! overwhelming! embrace! of!cricket!and!proclaims:!“They!have!played!and!watched!and!talked!cricket!with!a!verve!and!intensity!that!would!have!amazed,!and!perhaps!dismayed,!the!game’s!Victorian! chroniclers.! Indeed,! the! case! can! be! made! that! as! a* national! sport!Indian! cricket! has! no! parallel”! (2002! xii).! The! popularity! of! the! contemporary!game! in! India! is! undeniably! immense! and! Ugra! boldly! analogises! cricket!with!religion!and!references!the!Indian!cricket!crowd!who!held!a!banner!proclaiming!that!Sachin!Tendulkar!was!their!god!(2005,!77).!Many!scholars!have!attempted!to! rationalise! the! popularity! of! the! game! in! India! however! a! common!misconception!prevails!that!the!popularity!of!the!game!did!not!fully!manifest!as!a!postecolonial!phenomenon!until!posteindependence! in!1947.! Instead! this! thesis!reveals! that! the! popularity! of! cricket! in! India! is! not! an! exclusively! modern!development!and!that!the!game,!as!evidenced!by!primary!evidence!pertaining!to!the!1935/36!tour,!has!always!been!popular,!both!as!a!participant!and!spectator!sport.!Therefore!what!is!assumed!to!be!a!postecolonial!development!was!already!
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evidenced! in! the! AustralianeIndian! encounter.! The! cricketers! observed! the!popularity! of! the! game! as! evidenced! by! the! substantial! crowds! attending! the!matches.!Bill!is!surprised!that!close!to!5000!people!attended!the!training!session!in!Bombay!(December!11,!1935).!The!majority!of!the!visiting!players!(many!who!were! nonentities! in! Australia)!were! unaccustomed! to! the! celebrity! status! they!achieved!in!India.!Oxenham!claimed!that!despite!it!being!“a!very!interesting!visit”!he!was!already!keen! to! “get!away”! from!the!crowds!of! schoolboys! in!Colombo,!the!first!port!of!call!on!the!tour!(November!18,!1935).!He!wrote,!“Never!before!did! I! imagine! that! there!were! so!many!autograph!books! in! the!world!! I! almost!had! writer's! cramp!”.! Cricket’s! appeal! was! growing! rapidly! and! already! in!1935/36! it! occupied! an! important! role! in! national! consciousness! and! showed!evidence!of!the!iconic!institution!it!was!and!would!increasingly!become.!Cricket,!as!evidenced!by!the!1935/36!tour!was!more!than!a!game;!it!was!an!enormously!powerful!cultural!institution!that!reflects!the!transitioning!political!and!cultural!sensibility!at!the!time.!!
Contemporary!Reflections!S!Literature!Review!The! scholarship! of! Patel! (1905),! Deodhar! (1948),! de!Mello! (1959),! Ali! (1967),!Mukherjee!(1968)!and!Ramaswami!(1971)!are!valuable!primary!sources!as!they!provide! a! contemporaneous! Indian! interpretation! of! the! game’s! politicisation.!These!publications!(with!the!exception!of!Patel’s)!reference!the!1935/36!tour!as!firsteperson! recollections:! the! authors! were! involved! as! either! players! or!administrators.! Publications! like! these! are! rare! as! commentary! on! cricket!was!restricted! to! the! domain! of! the! British.! Selfereflection! on! the! domestic! Indian!game!was!uncommon!prior! to! independence! and!was! still! considered! a! rather!audacious! act! following! sovereignty.! Without! the! luxury! of! hindsight! these!
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Equally! disclosing,! if! not! more! so,! are! the! players’! photographs! (many! with!accompanying! text).!The! cultural! signals! transmitted! through! these! images!are!interrogated.!An!appraisal!of!the!photographic!imagery,!and!additional!material!culture,!provides!a!supplementary!layer!of!interpretation!that!greatly!assists!the!comprehension! of! this! largely! undocumented! episode! of! IndianeAustralian!cricket!history.!The!vernacular!candour!of! the! imagery!makes! the!photographs!significant!in!assisting!an!understanding!of!the!dynamics!of!the!tour.!The! examination! of! artefacts,! especially! images,! located! in! the! private!collections!of!the!players!(Leather,!Alexander,!Ryder,!Salahuddin!and!Nisar)!and!from!club!archives! including! those!of!Cricket!New!South!Wales,! the!Melbourne!Cricket! Club! and! the! Cricket! Club! of! India! is! undertaken! within! the!milieu! of!theories! espoused! by! Sontag! (2008),! Urry! (1992),! Mavor! (1997),! Appadurai!(1988),! Haldrup! &! Larsen! (2003),! Di! Bello! (2008),! Huggins! and! O’Mahony!(2011),! Dohmen! (2012),! Engmann! (2012)! and! Stevenson! (2013).! Huggins! and!O’Mahony!identify!the!importance!of!visual!culture!in!the!scholarly!investigation!of!sport!and!lament!that!until!recently!it!has!not!been!bequeathed!due!deference!(2011).! They! argue! that! traditionally! scholars! have! used! images! to! reinforce!theories;! they!were!not!viewed!as!entities!worthy!of!specific!research!until! the!1980s! (2011,! 1089).! The! 1935/36! images! are! analysed! through! the! theories!espoused!by!Urry!who!critiques!the!tourists’!motives!to!document!an!authentic!experience!(1992,!173).!Fueled!by!the!tourists’!perceptions!of!cultural!and!racial!identity!the!locals!frequently!perform!the!mandatory!exotic!role!as!a!commercial!transaction.! In! addition,! a! textual! critique! of! the! advertisements,! scorecards,!menus! and! tourist! memorabilia! is! undertaken! to! identify! the! intimate! and!sometimes! empathetic! dialogue! transpiring! between! the! Australians! and! the!
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locals.!In!the!absence!of!living!participants,!the!highly!subjective!images!provide!imperative!key!pointers! to! critique! the! cricketers’! experiences.!They!provide! a!personalised!subjectivity!to!the!players’!comprehension!of!racial!politics. 
Additional!Primary!Material:!Newspaper!and!Magazines!!Australian,!British!and!Indian!newspapers!contribute!significantly!to!this!thesis!and! due! to! the! absence! of! living! participants! they! buttress! principal! research!contentions.!Australian!newspapers!have!been!located!through!Trove!and!at!the!Melbourne! Cricket! Club,! the! State! Library! of! Victoria,! the! Anandji! Dossa!reference! library! at! the! Cricket! Club! of! India! (CCI),! the! Teen! Murti! Library!(Mumbai),! the! Mitchell! library! (NSW)! and! Cricket! New! South! Wales. 23!Newspaper! articles! have! also! been! located! in! archives! of! players! (Leather,!Alexander,! Ryder,! Mohammad! Nisar! and! Mamood! Salahuddin). 24 !Some!publications!editorialise!from!a!personalised!perspective,!however!the!majority!of! the! Australian! press! reportage! voiced! an! analogous! assessment! of! the! tour.!British! and! Indian! newspapers! provide! additional! information! with! a! slightly!alternate! perspective! that! identifies! transnational! variations! in! the! perceived!role!of!cricket!across!the!Empire!and!differing!attitudes!to!the!Australian!tour.25!!The!unofficial!tour!to!India!received!similar,!if!not!more,!Australian!press!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23!Anandji!Dossa!was!a!cricket!statistician!who!donated!his!cricket!library!and!the!scrapbooks!he!had!diligently!collated!from!1932!until!the!1990s!to!the!Cricket!Club!of!India!in!Mumbai.!The!scrapbooks!reflect!Dossa’s!commitment!to!cricket!and!the!recording,!and!collating,!of!history.!On!his!death!the!BCCI!secretary!Sanjay!Patel!paid!tribute!to!Dossa,!terming!his!contribution!to!the!game!"extraordinary".!"!(cricinfo!http://www.espncricinfo.com/india/content/story/783505.html).!Dossa’s!1935/36!scrapbook!reflects!his!commitment!the!tour!as!he!reetyped!Macartney’s!columns!for!the!Hindu.!The!entries!come!to!around!85!foolscap!pages!of!typed!text!and!reveal!Dossa’s!commitment!to!Indian!cricket!and!Australia’s!contribution!to!it.!24!Nisar’s!name!is!commonly!misspelt!as!Nissar.!The!name!was!spelt!with!a!SS!by!the!British!and!has!become!an!accepted!spelling!however!the!family!still!use!the!original!spelling!and!for!the!purpose!of!this!thesis!I!also!do!so.!25!These!articles!are!located!in!public!and!private!archives!in!Britain!and!India!and!are!located!in!the!newspaper!bibliography.!
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coverage! than! the! sanctioned! Test! tour! taking! place! simultaneously! in! South!Africa.! Lines! of! communication! between! Australia! and! India,! inspired! by! the!financial!necessity!of!trade!resulted!in!an!established!dialogue!between!the!two!countries.!The!exotic!appeal!of!India!contributed!to!the!extensive!press!coverage!and!fulfilled!the!readers’!expectations!of!the!subcontinent.!Despite!a!global!growth!in!the!popularity!of!sport,!Australian!researcher!Daryl! Adair! laments! that! an! alleencompassing! acceptance! of! an! academic!interrogation! of! it! is! still! rare! (2009,! 405–6).!Holden! also! observes! the! lack! of!recognition!of! sport! scholarship,! however!he!perceives! it! in! an!optimistic! light!and!proclaims! that,! “fortunately,! there!are! signs! that!postcolonial! scholarship’s!neglect!of!sport!is!coming!to!an!end”!(2008,!346).!Holden!identifies!the!necessity!of! such! research! and! describes! sport! as! “an! imperial! cultural! phenomenon,!adopted! and! adapted! by! both! white! settlers! and! the! colonised,! and! surviving!after! decolonisation”! (ibid.).! Holden! concludes! that! cricket! demands! to! be!critiqued!through!scholarly!investigation!as!it!presents!as!an!apposite!“example!of! (post)colonial! hybridity! at! its! most......well,! hybrid”! (ibid.).! This! thesis!embraces!the!frustrations!of!Holden!and!Adair!and!argues!that!sport!is!an!ideal!conduit! to! reveal! broader! societal! values! and! presents! the! 1935/36! as! an!apposite!example!for!investigation.!This!thesis!employs!cultural!theories!to!explicate!the!machinations!of!the!establishment!of!IndianeAustralian!cricket!and!to!comprehend!the!neoteric!role!of!cricket!itself!in!the!fasteapproaching!age!of!professionalism.!It!fills!the!palpable!gap! in! scholarship! by! presenting! the! 1935/36! tour! as! an! episode! that! aptly!critiques!Australia’s! developing! relationship!with! lateecolonial! India! in! cultural!and!sporting!spheres.!The!thesis! interrogates!the!growing!potency!of!cricket!to!
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This%chapter%introduces%the%two%seemingly%mismatched%principal%protagonists%of% the% inaugural% tour% to% India:% the% flamboyant% financier% of% the% expedition,%Maharaja% Bhupinder% Singh% of% Patiala% (1891–1938)% and% the% irreverent%Australian% team%manager,% Frank%Tarrant% (1881–1951)% (see% figure% 1.1).% Both%men%defied%convention,%and%as%advocated%by%Patel,%used%sport% to% forget% their%“racial%and%habitual%reserve”%(Patel%1905,%12).%AllTrounder%Frank%Tarrant%and%Maharaja% Bhupinder% Singh,% the% sovereign% ruler% of% the% prosperous% princely%state%of%Patiala%in%the%Punjab,%provided%the%driving%force%in%the%formative%years%of%Indian%cricket.%Flouting%racial%doctrines,%Tarrant%was%employed%to%facilitate%the%encounter,%and%other%cricket%initiatives,%for%the%autocrat.%The%success%of%the%inaugural%Australian%tour%to%India%and%the%promotion%of%the%Indian%game%in%its%infancy% are% indebted% to% the% financial% patronage% of% the% Maharaja% and% the%ingenuity% and% tenacity% of% his% able% lieutenant,% Tarrant.% The% collaboration%between% them% presents% as% an% anomaly% to% the% conventional% imperialist%paradigm% and% defies% the% narrative% of% Western% supremacy% and% racial%incompatibility.%Tarrant’s%admiration%of% the%Maharaja% is%evident:% “Frank%says%he% is% the% handsomest% man% he% has% ever% seen,% standing% 6ft.% 4% ½% in.% in% his%stockinged% feet,% is% as% straight% as% a% gun% barrel,% and% a% fine% cricketer”%(Australasian&July%10,%1937).%The%public%may%have%viewed%Tarrant,%cynically,%as%a% sycophantic% pragmatist% who% was% solely% motivated% by% the% potentate’s%contribution% to% his% own% accumulation% of%wealth% however,% as% detailed% in% this%chapter,% the%relationship%was%not%purely% financial.%Although%driven%primarily%by%professional%objectives%a%genuine%rapport%is%evident%which%defies%orthodox%racial%protocols%and%challenges% the%archetypal% servantTmaster%dynamic.%Both%men,%united%by% their%rejection%of%conventionality,%were%defiantly%determined,%
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nonTconformist% and% recalcitrant.%Through%a% close% textual% analysis%of%primary%material,% this% chapter% argues% that% the% unique% relationship% between% Tarrant%and% the% Maharaja% influenced% the% convivial% IndianTAustralian% dynamic%cultivated% throughout% the% 1935/36% Australian% tour% of% India.% Their% union%effectively% expresses% the% complexities% of% racial% relations% across% class% and%colonial%borders%and%demonstrates%the%success%of%sport%in%bridging%otherwise%insurmountable%gaps.%%An% examination% of% the% atypical% family% relationships,% seemingly%widespread,% in%the%Tarrant% lineage%suggests%that%the%clinical,%determined%and%somewhat% ruthless%nature% in%which%Frank% conducted%his% professional% affairs%was% replicated% in% his% domestic% conduct.% However% glimpses% of% Tarrant’s%vulnerability% are% sporadically% revealed% through% his% scrapbooks,% which% are%located%at%the%Melbourne%Cricket%Club.1%The%articles,%stuck%into%the%scrapbooks,%portray%him%as%a%sporting%megastar,%however%occasional%entries%allow%access%to%his%human%fallibilities.%The%Maharaja%conformed%to%the%prescribed%role%of%an%Indian% potentate,% however% he% did% not% blindly% adhere% to% British% directives.%Bhupinder% was% a% deeply% insubordinate% and% egotistical% personality% as%evidenced% by% his% defiance% of% British% authority% and% his% personal% and%professional%liaison%with%Tarrant.%Under%the%supervisorial% influence%of%Tarrant%and%the%Maharaja,% Indian%cricket% in% the% 1930s% became% more% structured% and% professional% and% an%emphasis%was%placed%on%cultural%practice%that%rejected%hierarchical%regimes%of%racial,%religious%and%cultural%segregation.%Through%a%close%biographical%reading%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1%To%avoid%any%confusion%in%this%chapter%I%have%nominated%to%refer%to%the%Melbourne%Cricket%Club%and%the%Marylebone%Cricket%Club%in%their%entirety.%
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Research% has% been% conducted% through% analysing% Australian% archives.2%Press%reportage% from% Australia,% India% and% Britain% proved% to% be% invaluable% in%identifying% discrepancies% in% Tarrant’s% transnational% portrayal.% Central% to% the%appraisal%of%Tarrant’s%tenure%in%the%United%Kingdom%are%the%Middlesex%minute%books.3%The% scholarship% of% Deodhar% (1948),% de%Mello% (1959)% and%Mukherjee%(1968)% is% used% to% support% claims% regarding% Tarrant’s% contribution% to% the%formative% years% of% Indian% cricket.% Using% primary% material% has% been% the%preferred% method% of% enquiry% however% where% not% possible% Lee% Semmens’%publication% (1991)% on% Tarrant,% as% part% of% the% Famous% Cricketers% Series,% has%proven% invaluable.% The% scholarship% of% Docker% (1976),% Cashman% (1980),%Stoddart% (1988% &% 2008),% Bose% (1990),% Coward% (1990),% Guha% (2002)% and%Majumdar% (2004% &% 2006a)% has% been% instrumental% in% supporting% wider%contentions.%Indian%cultural%life%is%critiqued%through%the%postTcolonial%theories%of%Homi%Bhabha% (2012),% specifically% his% analysis% of%mimicry.4%Bhabha% argues%that%by%the%1930s% flaws% in%the%Indians%desire%to%mimic%the%West%was%evident%and% the% Indian% royalty% rejected% an% exclusively% British% model% and% opted% to%operate% according% to% an% increasingly% nationalistic% and% indigenous% ideology%(ibid.).%Simultaneously%Frank%Tarrant%and%the%Australian%cricketers,%influenced%by% the% rapidly% changing% political% climate,% critically% responded% to% British%colonisation%and%their%writing%and%personal%archives%reveal%an%ambiguous,%yet%not%contemptuous,%identification%with%the%emergent%nationalist%sensibility.%%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2%Research%has%been%undertaken%at%the%Public%Records%of%Victoria,%the%Melbourne%Cricket%Club,%the%State%Library%of%Victoria%and%onTline%through%Trove%and%the%National%Archives%of%Australia.%3%Located%at%the%Lord’s%library,%Marylebone%Cricket%Club.%4%Mimicry%was%the%assimilation%and%reTarticulation%of%Western%symbols%into%Indian%culture%to%reinforce%and%vindicate%colonisation.%
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never%the%twain%shall%meet”%(1994%ed).7%The%Australian%team,%under%the%strong%influence% of% Tarrant% and% the% Maharaja,% defied% Kipling’s% ethos% and%demonstrated% a% degree% of% acculturation% with% India.% Therefore% sport,% as%imagined%by%the%Australians%on%tour,%was%perceived%as%an%arena%where%East–West%distinctions%and%roles%were%malleable,%unlike%other%cultural%practices%in%India%and%the%wider%East.%
Colonial(India%India%during%the%nineteenth%and%early%twentieth%century%was%divided%into%two%distinctive% zones.% Groenhout% observes% of% India:% “Aproximately% twoTfifths% of%colonial%South%Asia’s%land%mass%and%more%than%a%quarter%of%its%population%were%governed%by%the%rulers%of%between%500%and%700%princely%states,%which%ranged%(as%this%uncertain%figure%suggests)%from%large%kingdoms%that%rivalled%European%states% in% territory,% revenue% or% population,% to% tiny% estates% whose% rulers%administered%only%a% few%villages”% (2006,%629).(The% remainder% formed%part%of%British% India.% Feasibly,% the% British% could% have% assumed% control% of% the% total%country% following% the% 1857%mutiny% in%which% they%were% victorious.% Following%the%rebellion,%laws%were%implemented%to%respect%the%rule%of%the%native%princes%(Cannadine%2002,%44).%To%maintain%political%stability,%a%harmonious%relationship%between%the%British%and%the%Indian%royal%families%was%desired%yet%approached%with%caution.%The%British%were%especially%circumspect,%considering%the%martial%reputation% of% the% royal% households,% which% descended% from% military% rulers.%Pragmatically% both% parties% acknowledged% that% a% mutually% beneficial%relationship% was% advantageous.% A% respectful% collaboration% was% necessary% to%maintain% hegemony% as% the% British% acknowledged% that% the% “Indians% preferred%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7%Appearing%in%The&Ballad&of&East&and&West,%a%poem%by%Rudyard%Kipling%first%published%in%1889.%
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their% old% customs,% old% traditions% and% old% dynasties”% (Pandey% 1969,% 4).% The%British% implemented% sufficient% control% over% the%princely% states% to% ensure% that%the%Indian%royal%families%couldn’t%conquer%imperial%rule%and%simultaneously%the%royals’%incomes%and%privileges%were%safeguarded.%By%the%turn%of%the%century,%the%British% recognised% that% any% threat% to% their% regime% would% emerge% from% the%nationalist%movement%not%the%royal%families.(
The(Maharaja(of(Patiala(Situated%in%the%Northern%Punjab,%Patiala,%despite%being%a%comparatively%small%geographic% land%mass,%was% one% of% the%wealthiest% regions% of% India% due% to% its%immense% agricultural% resources% and% the% shrewd% acquisition% of% land% revenue%implemented%by%the%British.8%By%the%late%nineteenth%century,%developments%in%transportation% and% technology% revolutionised% the% agriculture% industry% and%favourably% impacted% on% the% Patiala% economy.% Crops% were% shunted% from% the%Punjab%to%all%regions%of%India%and%abroad%and%the%Patiala%family%profited%from%the% successfully% expanding% industry.% Prosperity% led% to% an% autonomous% and%mutually% beneficial% relationship% with% British% authorities.% The% staunchly%opportunistic%and%egocentric%Bhupinder%was%defiant%and%refused%to%acquiesce%to% expectations% and% demands% from% external% influences% or% indeed% his% fellow%countrymen.% Copland% observes% that,% despite% endogenous% pressure% from% the%
Akalis% (a% Sikh% political% group),% Bhupinder% orchestrated% the% marriage% of% his%daughters% to% nonTSikhs% as% he% observed% the% potential% benefits% from% mixed%marriages%(2002,%667).%Copland%describes%Bhupinder%as%the%“most%formidable%and% persistent% princely% adversary”% (2002,% 670).% Evidence% like% this% suggests%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8%In%1931%Patiala%comprised%5,932%square%miles%with%a%population%of%1,625,520%(Cashman%1980,%165).%
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that% Bhupinder%was% uncompromising% and% defied% expectations% to% conform% to%pressure% from% the% British% and% the% Indian% communities.% A% similar% ethos,%embraced%by%the%playing%personnel%(of%both%countries)%on%the%Australian%tour,%was%formed%by%the%opinionated%personalities%of%Bhupinder%and%Tarrant.(
The(Patiala(household(and(cricket(The%Patiala% royal% family%enjoyed%a% long%association%with% cricket.% Leading% the%financial%sponsorship%of%cricket%in%the%late%nineteenth%century%was%the%ruler%of%the% state% of% Patiala,% Maharaja% Rajendra% Singh% (1872–1900).% Throughout% the%1890s% he% imported% English% professionals% for% coaching% purposes% along% with%other% international% experts% to% assist% with% the% building% of% stadiums% and% the%laying%of%pitches.%Rajendra,%inspired%by%pragmatism%and%an%indomitable%desire%to% succeed,% selected% “a% very% cosmopolitan% eleven% at% Patiala,% which% included%Sikhs,% Hindus,% Muslims,% Parsis% and% Christians,% at% a% time% when% most% of% the%elevens%of%British%India%were%communal”%(Cashman%1980,%25).%Rajendra%died%prematurely%at%the%age%of%twentyTeight%in%1900%and%was%succeeded%by%his%nineTyearTold%son,%Maharaja%Bhupinder%Singh.9%Fortunately%Bhupinder%inherited%his%father’s% love% for% the% game,% an% equally% benevolent% disposition% and% a% ruthless%ambition%so%cricket%continued%to%flourish.%%Bhupinder% donated% the% Ranji% Trophy% for% India’s% firstTclass% domestic%competition% and% played% a% major% role% in% the% formation% of% the% Indian% cricket%board.%He%was%instrumental%in%pioneering%the%planning%of%India’s%first%modern%cricket% arena,% Brabourne% Stadium,% in% Bombay,% and% assisted% finance% of% the%Marylebone%Cricket%Club’s%first%Indian%tour%in%1926/27.%He%followed%the%family%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9%Longevity%was%uncommon%throughout%the%line%of%Patiala%rulers%with%eight%out%of%eleven%dying%before%they%reached%the%age%of%forty.%Sometimes%natural%causes%were%attributed%however%more%frequently%they%expired%from%overindulgences%and%on%the%occasion%of%the%death%of%Mohinder%Singh%(1852–1876),%foul%play%was%suspected.%%
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tradition% by% recruiting% talented% players% into% the% stable% at% Patiala% as% players,%administrators%and%coaches%(Cashman%1980,%31).%His%heir%apparent,%Yadvindra%Singh% (known% as% the% Yuvraj)% demonstrated% a% natural% flair% for% cricket,%possessing% the% necessary% temperament% and% technique,% and% became% the%cricketing% prospect% of% the% royal% lineage.% The% Yuvraj%was% a% talented% batsman%and%his%position%in%the%team%was%warranted,%unlike%other%cricketing%royals.%He%represented%his%country%respectably%in%five%unofficial%and%one%official%Test.%%By% the% 1920s,% cricket% had% captured% the% imagination% of% other% royal%families% and% they% initiated% involvement% in% the% sponsorship% of% the% game%(Cashman%1980,%24).%The%injection%of%royal%funds%enabled%the%game%to%prosper,%resulting% in% the% recruitment% of% players% and% the% implementation% of% a%professional%business% structure.%The% role%of% cultivating% the% game%had% shifted%from% the% British% army% officers% and% bureaucrats.% This% transference% of%responsibility% signified% the% embryonic% phase% of% the% Indian% custodianship% of%cricket%with%locals%beginning%to%occupy%positions%as%stakeholders%of%the%game.%The% motivation% of% the% royal% financiers% was% partially% selfTserving% as%involvement% in% the% game% enhanced% their% social% and% political% reputation.%Unification%between%the%royal%families%and%the%British%intensified%with%benefits%bestowed% on% Indian% royals% who% supported% cricket.% The% captain% of% the% 1911%tour% of% England,% the%Maharaja% of% Patiala,% received% a% private% conference%with%the%King.%In%1936,%the%captain%of%the%Indian%Test%team%that%toured%England,%the%Maharaja% of% Vizianigram,% “Vizzy”% received% a% knighthood. 10 In% 1947,%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10%Politics%and%ego%were%never%far%removed%from%Indian%cricket%business.%Lobbying%and%personal%acrimony%enabled%the%emergence%of%Maharajkumar%of%Vizianagram,%“Vizzy”,%a%new%player%in%cricket%administration%who%vied,%in%competition%with%the%Maharaja%of%Patiala,%for%control%of%the%Board%of%Control%for%Cricket%(Majumdar%2006a,%897).%Vizzy’s%captaincy%of%the%1936%Test%team%was%purely%political,%as%his%cricket%ability%did%not%warrant%the%position.%
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overwhelmed% by% the% sentiment% of% newly% acquired% Indian% sovereignty,% Vizzy%rejected% the% title% to% demonstrate% his% support% of% the% nationalist% regime%(Cashman%1980,%33).%In%1937,%Bhupinder%Singh%was%appointed%president%of%the%Cricket%Club%of%India%(CCI)%by%the%administrative%board%comprising%Indians%and%British% (Tarrant% 1918–51).% He% was% rewarded% for% his% seemingly% discordant%commitment% to% cricket,% imperial% rule% and% to% the% emerging% nationalistic%ideology.% In% the% late%nineteenth% and%early% twentieth% century,% cricket% in% India%and%the%royal%families%were%entwined%entities.%
Military(support(The% relationship% between% the% royal% families% and% the% British% deepened%throughout%the%nineteenth%century%with%many%royal%households%assisting%the%British%during% the% Indian%Mutiny% in% 1857.% The%Patiala% family’s% unconditional%support% of% Britain% persisted% with% their% assistance% in% subsequent% conflicts%including% the%Afghan%war,% the%Frontier%war,% the%Boer%war%and% they%provided%extensive% support% in% the% First% World% War% (Mercury& 1917).% The% Maharaja%played%a%major%role%onT%and%offTfield%as%a%patron%at%a%First%World%War%cricket%fundraiser% in% Bombay% in% 1916% for% Lady% Willingdon's% War% Relief% Fund.% The%match%between%Lord%Willingdon's% team%and%All% India% resulted% in%a%definitive%victory% to% the%Europeans,% reinforcing% racial% stereotypes%of%white% superiority.%Tarrant’s% onTfield% bowling% contribution% was% significant% (Referee% March% 1,%1916).% However% cricket% wasn’t% the% primary% objective% of% the% occasion% as% a%fundraiser% for% the% war% effort% followed% the% sporting% exhibition.% The% article%observed%that%“His%Highness%the%Maharajah%Ranjitsinghji%(sic)%of%Jamnagar%put%to% auction% the% bat% used% by% Lord% Willingdon”% and% prefaced% the% sale% with% a%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!%
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Bhupinder(and(cultural(hybridity(!Following% family% tradition,% Bhupinder% was% another% colourful% character% in% a%long% line% of% plutocrats.% He%was% a% talented% cricketer% and% benefitted% from% the%coaching% of% Yorkshire% professionals% including% Wilfred% Rhodes% and% George%Hirst.% Bhupinder% was% educated% at% Aitchinson% College% in% Lahore,% one% of% five%Chiefs’%Colleges%established% to% transform%errant%and% indulged% little%boys% into%venerable% young% men.% The% Chiefs’% Colleges% (with% Mayo% College% colloquially%known% as% the% Eton% of% the% East)%were% fashioned% on% the% British% Public% school%model%where%team%sport,%specifically%cricket,%was%prioritised%in%the%syllabus%to%assist% with% the% fostering% of% physicality% and% the% refining% of% moral% character%(Majumdar% 2006b,% 807).% The% British% encouraged% the% Anglicisation% of% India,%inspired%by%an%ideology%of%western%supremacy,%and%the%colleges%complied.%By%1900,% the%British% colonisation%of% India%had% reached%an%apogee%and%
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sovereignty% would% take% place% half% a% century% later% (Pandey% 1969,% 1).%Acknowledging% the% inevitability% of% selfTrule,% the% Indian% royal% families%questioned% the% legitimacy% of% slavishly% emulating% a% British% model.% The% royal%families%deemed% that% their%offspring%would%benefit% from%being%educated% in%a%culturally% appropriate% environment,% one% that% did% not% primarily% mimic% and%reinforce%Western% values% in% place% of% their% own.% Viceroy% Curzon% instituted% a%restructure% of% the% colleges% following% complaints% about% the% education% system%made%by%the%Gaekwar%of%Baroda%(Keen%2012,%84–89).%Numerous%royal%families,%disgruntled%by%the%quality,%content%and%emphasis%of%the%education,%along%with%the% associated% exorbitant% costs,% held% a% conference% in% 1902% and% pushed% for%reform% at% the% privileged% schools.% Initially% admission% to% the% schools% was%restricted%to%members%of%the%royal%families%however,%following%the%conference,%this%stipulation%was%relaxed%and%the%colleges%welcomed%boys%from%respectable%Indian% families% providing% they% could% finance% the% exercise.% This% move% was%inspired%by%economic%pragmatism%and%pressure%to%embrace%social%inclusivity.%The%royal% families%were%able%to%facilitate%change,%which%identifies%the%revised%hierarchy%of%lateTcolonial%India.%The%British%education%system,%like%cricket,%was%increasingly%being%remodelled%and%challenged%by%the%Indian%community,%with%the%Patiala%family%at%the%helm%of%the%renaissance.%PostTcolonial% theorist% Homi% Bhabha% describes% the% act% of% cultural%appropriation%or%mimicry%“as%one%of%the%most%elusive%and%effective%strategies%of% colonial% power% and% knowledge”% and% suggests% that,% as% a% paradigm,% it% is%efficient%yet%rarely%feasible%(2012,%122).%Bhabha%surmises,%“to%be%Anglicized%is%
emphatically% not% to% be% English”% (2012,% 125).% Bhabha% clarifies% that,% “colonial%mimicry% is% the% desire% for% a% reformed,% recognizable% Other,% as& a& subject& of& a&
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difference& that& is& almost& the& same,& but& not& quite”% (2012,% 122).% Shumar%buttresses% Bhabha’s% argument% and% proclaims% that% the% colonisers% needed% to%maintain% constant% vigilance% to%keep% themselves% at% the%helm%of% the%hierarchy%and%argued%that:%“the%colonized%take%up%the%educational%and%cultural%systems%of%the%colonizer%and%then%begin%to%look%more%like%the%colonizer.%The%colonizer%has%required%this%because%the%colonized%are%inferior.%But%as%they%begin%to%look%less% inferior% ‘anxiety’% takes% over% and% the% colonizer% needs% to% reTestablish% the%boundary”% (2010,% 499).% Bhabha% argues% that%mimicry%was% destined% to% fail% as%mimicry% could% only% manifest% as% partial% mimicry;% “almost& the& same& but& not&
white”%(2012,%128).%The%theories%of%both%Bhabha%and%Shumar%are%germane%to%the%failure%of%the%British%educational%model%as%the%Empire%was%crumbling.%The%failure%of%mimicry%urged%the%emergence%of%a%culturally%appropriate%paradigm%that% rejected% trappings%of% the%West%and% focused% inwards% for% inspiration.%The%Patiala%family,%like%other%royal%families%in%India,%was%involved%in%the%conscious%push% to% regain% an% indigenous% cultural% identity% rather% than% purely% emulating%the% British.% This% sentiment% increasingly% gained% currency% throughout% the%twentieth% century,% inspired% by% social% reckoning.% The% royals’% rejection% of% the%English% education% system% in% favour% of% their% own% reveals% an% empowering,%changing% dynamic% that% challenged% British% hegemony.% Despite% the% changing%cultural% identification% of% the% Chiefs’% Colleges,% the% 1935/36% Australian% team%played%a%match%at%Mayo%College%and%was%immensely%impressed%by%the%facilities%and% aesthetic% surrounds% (Macartney% December% 7,% 1935).% The% discrepancy%between% the% directive% of% the% royals% and% the% cricketers’% response% to% Mayo%College%represents%an%ambiguity%that%is%critiqued%at%length%later%in%this%thesis.%% Mimicry% also% applied% to% cricket,% which% was% appropriated% by% the%
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LongQlashed(and(ageless(Figure% 1.4% illustrates% the%Maharaja%with% an% amalgam% of% ethnic% and%Western%characteristics% and% does% not% conform% entirely% to% the% stereotype% of% the%contemporary% Western% imaginary.% Bhupinder% is% portrayed% as% a% cultural%hybrid:%neck%down%he%is%depicted%as%a%Western%cricketer,%immaculately%attired%in%cricket%whites%and%blazer.%However%he%wears%the%distinctive%Sikh%symbol%of%the%turban%and%a%subtle,%but%no%doubt%extraordinarily%expensive,%drop%earring%in%his%left%ear.%The%understated%bindi%also%identifies%the%Maharaja%as%distinctly%Eastern.%Illustrations%such%as%these%usually%exaggerate%the%imperfections%of%the%subject% however% possibly% the% Maharaja’s% importance% to% Indian% Cricket%facilitated%a%flattering%portrayal%as%his%skin%appears%unlined%and%his%facial%hair%is% jet% black.% The% sole% deprecating% identifier% is% his% foreshortening% which% is%surprising%considering%Bhupinder%was%exceptionally%tall.%Possibly%the%Western%%artist%did%not%want%to%attribute%the%Indian%with%height,%as%European%conceit,%at%the%time,%reinforced%the%physical%inferiority%of%Indians.%%
Other(interests(The%Patiala%family%had%other%interests%and%pastimes%and%the%available%finances%to% fund% them% all.% Bhupinder% possessed% an% egotistical% desire% to% flaunt% these%symbols% of% affluence% and% success.% Cashman% observes% that% Bhupinder% was%equally%committed%to%developing%athletics%and%became%president%of%the%Indian%Olympic%Association%in%1928%(1980,%33).%Bhupinder’s%ensemble%of%British%cars%impressed% the% Australian% team;% they% especially% admired% his% panoply% of% 244%RollsTRoyces.% The%number% of% prestige% cars% vaguely% paralleled% the% number% of%concubines% in% his% harem;% both%were% pivotal% to% his% reputation.%Hendry% noted%that% postTdinner% entertainment% at% Patiala% involved% an% exhibition% of% the%
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Narratives%regarding%the%eccentricities%and%excesses%of%Bhupinder%proliferated%in% the%popular%press%as% it%observed%his% lavish% lifestyle%choices.11%Jaiwant%Paul%describes%Bhupinder’s%voyage% to%London%where%he%and%his%entourage%of% fifty%occupied%100%rooms%in%the%Savoy%Hotel%(2003,%80).%It%was%not%uncommon%for%him% to% travel% with% 200% items% of% luggage,% including% a% silver% bathtub% for% his%exclusive% use% (ibid.).% Hendry’s% estimation% differed% as% he% states% that% the%Maharaja% “had% 500% concubines% and% took% 80% to% London% when% attending% the%King’s%Jubilee.%His%suite%occupied%the%whole%top%floor%of%the%Savoy%Hotel”%(n.d.).%The% numerical% accuracy% is% unimportant% but% the% presence% of% the% anecdotes%suggests%that%Western%interest%in%Bhupinder’s%display%of%Oriental%extravagance%was% significant.% Commentary% suggests% that% the% public% was% simultaneously%enthralled% yet% somewhat% repulsed% by% Bhupinder’s% display% of% immoderation%and% interpreted% it% as% verging% on% psychosis.% It% also% revealed% Bhupinder’s%vulnerabilities%as%he%felt%the%need%to%travel%with%a%large%entourage%of%culturally%similar% people.% The%motive% for% travelling% en%masse%was% twofold:% it% provided%cultural%familiarity%and%challenged%the%host%nation.%%During% another% European% holiday% in% 1935,% the%Maharaja% requested% a%meeting% with% the% German% chancellor,% Adolf% Hitler.% He% was% eventually%reluctantly%granted%ten%to%fifteen%minutes%of%the%Führer’s%time;%the%two%became%so%enamoured%that%they%spent%three%days%deep%in%conversation.%At%the%end%of%the% visit,% Hitler% gifted% the% Maharaja% a% Maybach,% a% rare% and% expensive%ceremonial% vehicle.% Details% regarding% the% meeting% between% Hitler% and% the%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11%One% possibly% apocryphal% story% has% become% part% of% folklore.% A% discriminatory% RollsTRoyce%salesman% in% England% rebuffed% the%Maharaja% as% he% presumed%he%wouldn’t% have% the% available%finances%to%fund%a%purchase.%Incensed,%the%Maharaja%responded%by%purchasing%the%fleet,%which%he%modified%and%used%as%rubbish%trucks%in%Patiala%(Guruprasad%2013).%%
!
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Maharaja%differ%in%various%recounts,%however%a%photograph%survives%of%the%two%together%that%Hitler%presented%to%the%Indian%with%a%personal%dedication%which%verifies%the%authenticity%of%the%event%(Jaiwant%Paul%2003,%192).%The%politics%of%both% regimes% followed% similar% themes% of% autonomy% however% fundamental%differences% were% evident.% His% initiating% contact% with% Hitler% (and%simultaneously%Mussolini)% reveals% that% Bhupinder%was% intrigued% by% political%machinations.% It% also% signalled% his% independence% from% Britain,% alongside% an%aristocratic%fascination%with%fascism%itself%similar%to%the%contested%experience%of%Edward%VIII%(Olechnowicz%2004,%645).%By%1935,%Hitler%had%begun%to%rearm,%breaking% some% of% the% provisions% of% the% Treaty% of% Versailles% and% later% in% the%year%he% introduced%the%Nuremberg%Laws%publically%declaring%his%antiTSemitic%intents%(Elder%2013,%19).%It%would%have%been%disadvantageous%for%Bhupinder’s%curiosity% about% the% fascist% elite% to% be% publicised% in% British% circles% as% public%sentiment%was%already%heralding%the%malevolence%of%Hitler’s%regime.%However,%this% thesis%argues% that%Bhupinder%was%unperturbed%by%how%others%perceived%him.%Bhupinder’s%selection%of%Tarrant,% to%develop%and%nurture% Indian%cricket,%can% also% be% viewed% as%mercenary% and% bold.% The% 1935/36% tour%was% likewise%enterprising% and% audacious% in% its% challenge% to% the% established% principles% of%cricket,%racial%hierarchy%and%imperial%relations.%
Tarrant’s(reputation(in(the(West(and(the(East(Commentators% from% the% East% viewed% Tarrant’s% role% as% an% administrator,%player,% umpire% and% promoter% of% cricket% in% Britain,% India% and% Australia%auspiciously%yet%appraisals%from%the%West%are%pejorative.%Mukherjee%declared%him% to% be% a% “legend”% of% the% game% and% the% greatest% contributor% “to% the%betterment% of% Indian% cricket”% (1968,% 13).%Deodar,% likewise% superlative% in% his%
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assessment,%claimed,%“Tarrant%arrived%in%India%with%a%big%reputation,%as%one%of%the% best% allTrounders% produced% by% Australian% cricket% till% that% time.%With% his%vast% experience% in% England,% as% well% as% in% Australia,% in% the% highest% class% of%cricket,%Tarrant%literally%made%merry%while%toying%with%his%opponents%in%India”%(1948,%52).%Deodhar%later%observed,%“In%the%previous%year,%Tarrant%had%blown%off% like%chaff%a%good%Islam%side%at%Poona%for%the% lowest% total%of%21%runs,%with%nine% blobs,% only% two% batsmen% had% 8% and% 4% and% the% extras% 9% was% the% topTscorer!”%(1966,%32).%These%observations%demonstrate%that%India’s%evaluation%of%Tarrant’s% contribution% to% cricket% exceeded% how% the% West% perceived% him.%Tarrant’s% constant% relocation,% lifestyle% choices% and% his% reputation% as% an%outsider% and% chancer%did%not% fit% the% stereotypical% notion%of% the%dour,% singleTminded% Australian% cricketer% whose% only% ambition% was% to% represent% his%country%in%Test%cricket.%Lee% Semmens’% publication% commences% with% the% observation% that,%“Frank% Tarrant% might% seem% an% unusual% choice% of% book% in% a% series% on% great%cricketers”%which%reflects%Australian%public%sentiment%(1991,%3).%This%booklet%is% the% only% significant% document% detailing% Tarrant’s% achievements% and% was%published% in% 1991,% over% 110% years% after% his% birth% and% forty% years% after% his%death.% His% entry% in% The& Oxford& Companion& to& Australian& Cricket% (Semmens%1996)% is% brief,% yet% he% receives% great% acclaim% in% Indian% writing% of% cricket%history.12%The%downplaying%in%the%Oxford&Companion%appears%to%be%a%hangover%from% the% game’s% more% conservative% past.% Tarrant% was% instrumental% in%developing% Indian% cricket% as% a% coach,% as% a% consultant% on% the% laying% of% turf%wickets% and% as% an% umpire% in% the% first% Test%match% on% Indian% soil% in% 1933/34%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12%Both%authored%by%Semmens%suggesting%that%other%sporting%historians%have%ignored%him.%
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(Semmens%1991,%7–8).%Tarrant%also%supervised%the%construction%of%Brabourne%Stadium:%a%state%of%the%art%cricket%ground%built% in%1937.%Its%design%was%based%largely% on% the% Melbourne% Cricket% Ground% which% is% another% little% known%example%of%IndianTAustralian%cultural%exchange%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%%
Early(years(Little% is%known%about% the%Tarrant% family.% Inconsistencies% in% family%narrative,%possible% name% changes,% vanishing% personnel% and% a% seeming% lack% of%sentimentality% and% ancestral% cohesion%has% flawed% investigation.%However% an%analysis%of%Tarrant’s%unorthodox%family%relations%is%important%to%comprehend%his%role%as%leader%in%the%1935/36%tour%and%to%understand%the%larger%narrative%of%his%significant%contribution%to%Indian%cricket.%Tarrant%was%born%in%Australia%on%December%11,%1880%to%Alfred%Francis%and%Ann%Catherine%Tarrant%(Semmens%1991,% 5)% and% as% the% Barrier& Miner% clarified,% “without% a% silver% spoon% in% his%mouth”%(October%22,%1938).%Semmens%states% that%Alfred%was%a%bookmaker,%a%fact% that% assists% the% narrative% considering% Tarrant’s% gambling% aptitude% (see%chapter% 4).% However% electoral% rolls% reveal% that% from% 1903–1924% Tarrant%senior% was% employed% as% a% boot% maker.% Frank’s% birth% year% is% difficult% to%ascertain;%he%was%born%at%home% in% the% then%workingTclass%suburb%of%Fitzroy,%on% a% site% that% is% now% council% housing% (Semmens% 1991,% 5).13%Frank% married%New%ZealandTborn%Kathleen%(Kate)%Moore%(sometimes%appearing% in%archives%as%More)%in%1901%and%their%first%son%Loris%Bernard%Napoleon%was%born%in%1903%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13%Numerous%government%documents%and%press%articles%(Dundee%Evening&Telegraph%June%3,%1914)%and%the%Victorian%digital%register%of%Births,&Deaths&and&Marriages%nominate%Tarrant’s%birth%as%1881%however%subsequent%press%reports%nominate%it%as%1880.%Maritime%records%suggest%that%Tarrant%was%born%around%1882.%
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in% the% adjoining% suburb%of%Clifton%Hill.14%Two% subsequent% sons,%Albert% (Bert)%Edward%and%Francis%(Frank)%Alfred,%were%born%two%and%four%years%later%in%the%United% Kingdom,% during% their% father’s% tenure% at% the%Middlesex% Cricket% Club%from% 1903–07.% He% fits% a% common% earlyTtwentieth% century% stereotype% as% a%sporting%impresario:%born%into%a%working%class%environment%and%looking%for%a%way%out%of%a%life%of%factory%work%and%poverty.%%
A(cricket(career(commences(Tarrant% moved% to% England% in% 1903% (Argus% July% 31,% 1903)% pursuing% the%opportunity%to%play%cricket%on%a%larger%stage.%Tarrant%had%“given%up%the%hope%of%ever%getting%into%the%first%flight%of%cricketers”%in%Melbourne%(Tarrant%1918–51).%Tarrant% observed% that% the% motivation% to% move% to% England% was% primarily%monetary;%he%could%earn%£10%or%£12%per%week%whilst%he%was%earning%£3/10%in%Australia.%Tarrant%wrote,%“I%was%just%22,%married%and%with%one%child.%I%was%not%keen%to% leave%Australia%but%the%money%was%good%and%I%was%given%a%chance%to%play%cricket%in%England,%a%thing%I%had%always%been%keen%about”%(Sporting&Globe%January% 29,% 1944).% Britain% could% facilitate% the% success% of% a% less% privileged%sportsperson% in% contrast% with% the% professionally% stifling% environment% of%cricket% in% earlyTtwentieth% century% Australia.% The% professional% sporting%structure%in%Britain%was%highly%hierarchical%and%codified%however%the%presence%of% the% system% facilitated% opportunity% for% the% socially% and% financially%disadvantaged% professional% cricketer.% An% article% in% the% Tarrant% scrapbook%stipulated,% “there% is% little% or% no% scope% for% the% practice% of% cricket% as% a%professional%in%Australia”%(Tarrant%1918–51).%Aristocratic%IndianTborn%English%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14%Loris%is%sometimes%referred%to%as%Louis%and%the%correct%spelling%of%his%name%is%impossible%to%determine.%Semmens%refers%to%him%as%Lawrence%(most%likely%his%correct%full%name).%For%the%purpose%of%this%thesis%I%will%use%Loris.%
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amateur% cricketer,%Maharaja%Ranjitsinhji,% “Ranji”% (1872–1933)% appraised% the%shifting%status%of%the%professional%cricketer%in%1897.%Ranji%proclaimed%that,%“a%professional% in% former% times% was% entirely% the% servant% of% his% club,% and% in% a%servant’s% position” (as% quoted% in% Allen% 2012,% 213).% Ranji% identified%transformation,%claiming%that%now%“A%modern%professional%who%represents%his%county%is%partly%a%servant%of%the%club,%partly%a%servant%of%the%public,%and%partly%a%skilled%labourer%selling%his%skill%in%the%best%market”%(ibid.).%%% The% reputation% of% the% professional% cricketer% varied% transnationally.%
Money& Made& the& Gentleman% (Tarrant% 1918–51)% suggests% that% obstacles%separating% the% professional% from% the% amateur,% for% Tarrant,%were% penetrable.%However,% it% is% difficult% to% ascertain% if% these% boundaries%were% ever% ultimately%surmountable%and%at%what%cost.%The%article%identified%Tarrant’s%rapid%financial%gain%in%India%and%described%his%return%to%London%where%he%wished%to%entertain%his% amateur% friends;% “Once% there% they% were% no% longer% ‘Mr.’% to% him,% and% he%ceased% to% be% mere% ‘Tarrant’.% They% quickly% lapsed% into% the% form% of% equality,%which%is%denoted%by%the%use%of%the%Christian%name.%Frank%was%no%longer%a%pro”%(ibid.).%Allen%recognises%the%evolving%status%of%amateurs%and%professionals%and%cites% Lord% Hawke,% who% identified% a% new% classification% in% sporting% hierarchy%that%he%called%the%“gentleman%professional”%(2012,%212).%Tarrant%was%aware%of%the% limitations% of% Australian% cricket% and% sought% an% environment,% which%provided%him%with%the%greatest%financial%opportunities.%%An%article%in%the%Tarrant%scrapbook&identifies%a%shift%in%Britain’s%attitude%to% Tarrant% possibly% coinciding% with% the% undisputable% recognition% of% his%superlative% cricketing% abilities.% The% article% hypothesised% that% if,% “an% AllTEngland%eleven%had%to%be%selected%tomorrow,%Frank%Tarrant%would%be%the%first%
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man%chosen”%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%The%article%noted%that% the%sentiment%was%not%the%fabricated%and%exaggerated%ramblings%of%the%patriotic%Australian%press%but%was%validated%by%the%“London%correspondent% for% the%Sydney%Sun”%(ibid.).%Endemic% in% imperial% press% reportage% of% the% earlyTtwentieth% century% was% a%persistent%deference%to%the%British%and%the%prevailing%attitude%of%Tarrant,%as%an%inferior% Antipodean,% is% evidence% of% this.% However% a% British% reassessment% of%Tarrant%was%taking%place%as%demonstrated%by%the%suggestion%that;%“nine%years%ago,%when%he%came%to%England,%he%was% just%an%Australian.%Now%that%he% is% the%best% allTround%man% in% Great% Britain% he% is% an% ‘AngloTAustralian’”% (ibid.).% This%quote% reveals% that%despite% the%English%contempt% for%Australia%and% its%people,%Tarrant,% through% his% display% of% undeniable% talent,% was% finally% accepted.% The%suggestion% that% Tarrant’s% demonstrative% ability% enabled% him% to% become%“AngloTAustralian”% reveals% aberrations% in% the% British% hierarchy.% Tarrant’s%capacity%to%transcend%the%social%order%in%Australia,%Britain%and%India%is%central%to% this% chapter% and% fits% the% wider% contention% of% this% thesis% that% identifies%differences%in%cricket%and%social%hierarchies%across%the%Empire.%%On%departure%from%Australia,%Tarrant%was%also%fleeing%“an%outstanding%debt% of% £35”% to% Douglas% J.% Blay% (Advertiser% February% 22,% 1908).% Subsequent%press%reports%reveal%that%he%had%eluded%repaying%the%loan%for%six%years%despite%initially%vowing%“that%when%he%had%qualified%for%a%county%and%got%regular%wages%he% would% settle% the% debt% by% the% payment% of% instalments”% (ibid.).% The% debt%remained% unpaid% and% Tarrant% was% eventually% summonsed% to% appear% at% the%Fitzroy%Court,%on%February%21,%1908,%where%he%was%ordered%to%repay%the%loan%with% costs.% Justifiably% sceptical% that% payment% would% ensue,% as% Tarrant% was%scheduled% to% depart% for% England% later% that%month,% the% solicitor% for%Mr.% Blay%
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threatened%that%he%would%take%“legal%action%to%prevent%Tarrant%leaving%Victoria%by%the%boat”%on%February%28.%(ibid.).%The%paper%trail%ceases,%and%the%payment%of%the% loan%cannot%be%confirmed,%as% further%press% reports%pertaining% to%Tarrant%and% his% debt% to% Blay% cannot% be% located.% However% the% incident% does% identify%Tarrant%as%an%opportunist%who%was%prepared%to%take%risks.%Classifying%him%as%a%criminal% would% be% undeserved% although% research% suggests% that% he% was%frequently% overwhelmed% by% ambition% and% would% engage% in% duplicitous%behavior%to%benefit%himself.%These%character%traits%were%evident%at%a%young%age%and%the&Albany&Advertiser&observed:%More% than% 30% years% ago,% when% he%was% a% boy% coming% into% prominence% at%Fitzroy,% two% junior%teams%in%a%Brighton%competition%had%to%meet% in%a% final%match% to% decide% the% winner% of% a% cup.% Tarrant% happened% to% be% free% from%cricket% at% the% time,% and% he% was% persuaded% to% play% for% one% of% the% teams%under%an%assumed%name.%After%the%match%the%district%rang%with%the%name%of%a%wonderful%new%player%that%this%team%had%discovered.%% And%no%wonder,%for%Tarrant%made%a%century,%and%took%seven%wickets%in%each%innings%of% the%opposing%side.%Needless% to%say,%his% side%won.% "I%don't%know%whether%the%other%side%have%found%out%about%it%yet,"%says%Tarrant;%"but,% in%any%case,%it%is%rather%late%for%them%to%take%any%action%now."%(April%1,%1935).%This%article%revealed%Tarrant’s%ambition%and%love%of%the%game.%It%also%revealed%that% he% was% prepared% to% bend% the% rules% to% succeed% and% took% delight% in%offending% the% establishment.% The% timing% of% this% article% about% Tarrant’s%propensity%to%bend%the%truth%is%also%interesting%as%it%was%published%at%the%time%when% he% was% trying% to% garner% Australian% support% for% his% tour% to% India% in%1935/36.%%
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Chasing(success(in(England(Tarrant%recalled%his%arrival%in%London:%“I%had%a%tin%trunk%in%which%was%a%clock%I%had% won% for% taking% the% bowling% honors% at% Fitzroy.15%Round% the% clock% I% had%wrapped%my%cricket% trousers%and%the%two%shirts% I%possessed.%All% the%money%I%had%was%a%bad%French%sovereign”%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%Tarrant,%the%optimist,%audaciously%contacted%Pelham%Warner,%an%eminent%English%cricketer,%who%had%casually% admired% his% play% in% Melbourne% when% they% had% met% in% a% cursory%fashion% at% the% bowling% nets% at% the% Melbourne% Cricket% Club% (Barrier& Miner&October% 22,% 1938).16%Possessing% a% winning% combination% of% talent,% grit% and%charm,%Tarrant%was% successful% in% acquiring% a%position%on% the% ground% staff% at%Lord’s% Cricket%Ground.%He% focused%on%honing%his% cricket% skills% and% following%the% regulatory% twoTyear,% probation% period% he% was% selected% to% play% for%Middlesex% in% the% English% County% Championship% competition% as% a% highly%successful% allTrounder% (Sydney& Morning& Herald% June% 10,% 1914).% Warner%captained%Middlesex% from% 1908–20% and% frequently% opened% the% batting% with%Tarrant.17%Warner’s%high%opinion%of%Tarrant%persisted%and%in%1912%he%selected%him% in% a% nominal% cricket% world% eleven% (Mercury% June% 29,% 1912).% The% other%Australians% named% in% the% team%were% Armstrong,%Macartney% (viceTcaptain% of%the%1935/36%Australian%team%in%India)%and%H.%V.%Hordern.%Tarrant%was%named%as%a%possible%candidate%for%the%position%of%twelfth%man.%He%was%amongst%good%company% as% the% other% potential% candidates% for% the% final% spot%were%Trumper,%Hill,%Woolley%and%Rhodes;%all%celebrated%names%in%cricket%history.%(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15%According%to%the%Barrier&Miner%it%was%an%ungainly%black%marble%clock%that%weighed%40%pounds%(October%22,%1938).%16%Melbourne%Cricket%Club%minute%books%have%no%record%of%Tarrant%being%a%Ground%Bowler.%17%The%Australian%press%report%on%a%match%in%1908%when%Middlesex%played%Hampshire%and%the%batsmen%opened%with%a%partnership%of%213,%Warner%was%the%first%wicket%to%fall%at%110%and%Tarrant%went%on%the%score%157%runs%(Register%May%29,%1908).%
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An(innocent(abroad%Tarrant’s% reputation% as% a% financial% riskTtaker% and% an% entrepreneurial% selfTstarter%was% circulating,% not% just% in% the% clubrooms:% the% press% also% viewed% his%ambition%suspiciously.%The%Barrier&Miner%recounts%Tarrant’s%arrival%in%London%and%portrays%him%as%a%likeable%rogue,%both%ignorant%and%scheming%(October%22,%1938).%Following%extensive%research,%this%depiction%of%Tarrant%is%not%found%to%be%credible.%The%prose%reinforces%his%determination%and%ambition.%The%author%delights% in% narrating% the% story% of% Tarrant’s% crude,% culturally% inappropriate,%conduct:%%Nearing%England,%Tarrant%began%to%realise%that%a%"new%chum"%in%a%strange%land,%he%would%feel%more%at%home%if%somebody%met%him%on%arrival.%The%only%person%he%knew%in%England%was%"Plum"%Warner.%Frank%decided%to%cable%him,%but%not%knowing%Warner's%address,%imagined,%in%some%vague%way,%that%he%must%be%the%head% of% a% well% known% patent% medicine% concern.% From% Marseilles% (France)%Tarrant,% an% innocent% abroad,% perpetrated% a% delightful% "howler"% in% an% addled%address%in%the%following%cable%%
"Mr.(Warner,(care(Warner's(Safe(Cure,(London.QPlease(meet(me(on(arrival(
Himalaya.QTarrant."(Wrongly% addressed,% the% cable% never% reached% "Plum"%Warner.%When% the% boat%berthed%at%Tilbury%Docks,%London,%Tarrant,%scanning%the%waiting%crowd%again%and% again,% registered% disappointment,% then% dismay.% Warner% was% not% there%(ibid.).%%The% journalist% describes% Tarrant’s% arrival% at% Lord’s% Cricket% Ground% in% a%manner%that%is%improbable,%unashamedly%culturally%stereotypic%and%verges%on%malice.% Tarrant,% attributed% as% introducing%himself% employing%demotic% idiom,%proclaimed,% “hey,% I'm% Frank% Tarrant% .% .% .% come% from% Australia% to% play% for%Middlesex% .% .% .engaged% by% Mr.% Warner”% (ibid.).% The% author% reflecting%
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mainstream%sentiment%was%disparaging%of%Tarrant’s%candid%ambition.18%%Over% time,% the% British% media% are% forced% to% acknowledge% Tarrant’s%abilities%yet%accredit%them%to%luck.%The%Sunday&Times&(May%30,%1926)%reinforces%the%opinion%that%Tarrant’s%creative%resolve%and%determination%are%viewed%in%a%pejorative% fashion.% Tarrant% is% described% as:% “another% great% Australian% allTrounder,%whom%Victoria%seemed%to%have%lost%sight%of,%helped%to%weld%together%the% fortunes%of%Middlesex%and%Melbourne”%(ibid.).%The%article%emphasises%the%ignorance%of%the%Victorian%cricket%authorities%by%not%acknowledging%Tarrant’s%talents.%Tarrant% is%condescendingly%described:% “Though%Frank%rather% fittingly%answered% to% his% initials,% F.A.T.,% two% years% ago% he%was% still% a% bowler% of% some%ability.%He%interested%himself%in%the%turf,%took%horses%to%India,%gathered%in%some%coin,% and% is%now% in%EasyTstreet%up%Colac%way”% (ibid.).%Reporting% that%Tarrant%“gathered% in% some% coin”% and% is% now% sitting% on% “EasyTstreet”% reinforces% the%widespread%perception%of%Tarrant%as%a% fortuitous%and%undeserving% fluke.%The%journalist%identifies%Tarrant’s%burgeoning%waistline%to%buttress%the%depiction%of%him%as%lacking%discipline%under%the%guise%of%an%innocuous%pun%analogising%his%initials%(F.A.T)%with%his%physicality.%The%British%and%the%Australian%press%could%not% acknowledge% Tarrant’s% cricketing% genius% and% were% scathing% in% their%criticism%of%him.%%
No(Test(for(Tarrant(Despite% possessing% the% necessary% talent,% Tarrant% was% unavailable% for% Test%selection,% in% any% country,% due% to% his% itinerant% lifestyle;% he% frequently% played%cricket% in% England,% Australia% and% India% during% the% one% year.% The% West&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18%It%is%unlikely%an%Australian%authored%the%article%as%it%contains%overtly%disparaging%sentiments%and%presents%an%unfavourable%portrayal%of%Tarrant.%Possibly%the%article%was%syndicated%from%a%British%publication.%
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Australian% observed:% “one% of% the% greatest% allTround% players% the% world% has%known%will%become%historical%for%the%simple%reason%that%he%never%took%part%in%a%Test%match”%(June%24,%1912).%The%article%attributes%Tarrant’s%nonTselection%to%a% change% in% Marylebone% Cricket% Club% rules% that% stipulated% that% a% cricketer%could%not%play% for%more% than%one%country%within%a%calendar%year% (ibid.).%The%penalty% for% infringing%this%rule%was%to%be%disqualified% for% two%years.%Deodhar%wrote%of%Tarrant;%“Being%a%rolling%stone,%however,%he%never%figured%in%any%Test%for% either% Australia% or% England,% though% he% could% have% been% the% first% choice”%(1966,% 32).% Deodhar’s% interpretation% of% Tarrant% is% typical% of% Indian% homage.%The% West% viewed% Tarrant’s% nomadic% lifestyle% critically% and% attributed% his%global%movements%and%professional%activities%as%being%inspired%by%egocentrism%and% ruthless% greed.% The% Barrier& Miner,% outlined% Tarrant’s% remarkable%professionalism%and% explained% that,% “no% other% cricketer,% past% or% present,% has%capitalised%his%cricket% talent% to%such%purpose%and%profit%as%Tarrant:%not%even%Jack%Hobbs,% former%English%professional,%with%his% snug% sports% goods% shop% in%London,% nor% the% amazing% Don% Bradman,% successful% Adelaide% stockbroker,% to%whom,%as%a%mere%sideline,%royalties%on%cricket%material%bearing%his%magic%are%steadily% flowing”% (October% 22,% 1938).% The% implicit% scorn% of% the% text,% even%applied% to% cricketing% demigods,% revealing% the% public’s% harsh% appraisal% of%professionalism.%Research%reveals% that%Tarrant%was%equitably%rewarded% for%superlative%play%however%he%also%possessed%an%innate%ability%to%favourably%negotiate%terms%and% leverage% funds% from%Middlesex.%He% returned% to%Australia% to% play% cricket%during% the% summer% of% 1907/08.% The% Australian% press% reported% that% Tarrant%“will% travel% to%Australia%with% the%English%cricket% team”,%at% the%expense%of% the%
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Middlesex% Cricket% Club,% to% give% him% “a% chance% to% recruit% his% health,% and% to%enable% him% to% keep% in% form%by% playing% during% the% English%winter”% (Brisbane&
Courier% September%10,% 1907).%According% to% Semmens,% the%British% summer%of%1907%“was%easily%his%best%to%date”%and%no%evidence%can%be% located%to%suggest%that%he%suffered%illness%and%he%did%not%demonstrate%any%signs%of%presenting%as%match% unfit% (1991,% 17).% Possibly% suffering% homesickness,% Tarrant% sensed% an%opportunity% to% orchestrate% a% gratis% trip% to% Australia.% It% appears% that% he%was%adept% at% locating% the% best% financial% remuneration% and% conditions% –% the%Melbourne% Cricket% Club% minute% books% reveal% that% Tarrant% had% previously%contacted%them%seeking%employment%for%the%same%season%(1907–08).%An%entry%on%November%1,%1907%resolved%the%matter%and%pronounced%that%the%question%“of%engaging%him%at%£5%per%week%cannot%be%entertained”%(ibid.).%The%reason%for%this% rejection% by% the% Melbourne% Cricket% Club% is% not% outlined% and% can% be%interpreted%in%a%dual%fashion;%either%the%club%could%not%consider%paying%Tarrant%£5% per% week% or% they% possibly% could% not% entertain% paying% him% at% all.% As%customary%with%Tarrant,%his%request%for%£5%per%week%is%overly%magnanimous.%However% in% addition,% the% conservative% environment% of% Australian% culture,%politics%and%cricket%in%the%1930s%could%not%consider%employing%an%agitator%like%Tarrant.%%The%Middlesex%Minute%Books%reveal%that%during%the%meeting%of%January%23,%1908,%“it%was%also%decided%to%cable%to%Tarrant%warning%him%that%he%might%lose%his%qualification% for%Middlesex% if%he%played%any%more%1st%class%cricket% in%Australia”%(1908–16).%Tarrant%would%no%doubt%have%evaluated%his%options%as,%despite% not%wanting% to% offend% his% English% employers,% he’d% had% a% superlative%season%with%the%bat%for%Victoria%and%was%a%major%contributor%to%their%Sheffield%
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Shield%victory%(Semmens%1991,%22–24).19%Semmens%explains,%“It%cannot%be%said%of%many%cricketers%that%they%were%the%cause%of%change%in%the%laws%or%rules,%but%that%is%precisely%the%effect%Tarrant%had%on%his%return%to%Australia%in%1907T08,%to%resume% his% Victorian% career”% (1991,% 6).% The% reaction% caused% “an% immediate%outcry%in%England,%and%in%some%quarters%in%Australia”%(ibid.).%Public%sentiment%regarding%Tarrant%was%savage%because%his%actions%were%viewed%as%attempting%to%destabilise% the% game:% “Monty%Noble,% the%Australian% and%New%South%Wales%captain%stated%that,%while%he%had%nothing%personal%against%Tarrant,%he%was%in%principle%opposed% to%anyone%who%had% learned%his% cricket% in%England%playing%interstate%cricket%to%the%detriment%of%young%cricketers,%and%he%felt%it%was%a%bad%precedent”% (ibid.).% Cricket% in% Australia% during% this% period% was% undergoing%substantial% bureaucratic% upheavals.20%Disunity% amongst% the% Victorian% Cricket%Association% (VCA)% and% the%Melbourne% Cricket% Club%was% particularly% vitriolic%and%Tarrant%was% identified% as% a% potential%menace% and% contributor% to% cricket%instability.%
TarrantQMiddlesex(relations(sour(The%Middlesex%Minute%Books%are%equally%revealing%of%Tarrant’s%ambition%and%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19%In%gratitude,%at%the%season’s%end,%Tarrant%was%gifted%a%gold%watch%and%chain%by%an%appreciative%Victorian%Cricket%Association%(ibid.).%20%Correspondence%between%B.%J.%Wardill,%Melbourne%Cricket%Club%secretary%from%1879–1911,%and% his% Middlesex% Cricket% Club% counterpart,% Mr% A.% J.% Webbe,% complicates% the% narrative.%Paperwork% reveals% that%Webbe,% on%behalf% of%Middlesex,% requested% that%Wardill% compensate%Tarrant% £40% for% not% playing% for% Victoria.% Middlesex% reimbursed% this% amount% into% the%Melbourne%CC%account.%Logically%this%recompense%of% funds%was%due%to%the% fact% that% the% laws%had% been% altered% and% Tarrant% would% not% receive% payment% for% the% additional% games% he%expected% to% play;% however% the% compensation% seems% to% be% overly% generous.% The% other%inexplicable% detail% is% why% Wardill,% and% the% Melbourne% CC,% were% involved% in% negotiations%considering% during% the% 1907% season% Tarrant% was% signed% to% play% for% Fitzroy% (following% the%earlier% Melbourne% Cricket% Club% rejection% of% his% services)% and% therefore% the% Melbourne% CC%should% not% have% been% involved% in% negotiations.% Inevitably% Webbe% would% have% had% many%dealings%with%Wardill%and%possibly%the%Englishman%felt%that%his%Australian%counterpart%could%be%the%most%suitable%conduit%between%Tarrant%and%Middlesex.%
!
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resolve%(1908–1915).%Correspondence%between%Tarrant%and%the%Middlesex%CC%disclose% that% he% frequently% requested% money% from% the% club% and% was%customarily% favourably% rewarded.% He% regularly% topped% the% list% of% financial%recipients.% In%a%club%meeting%on%October%19,%1910%the%committee%determined%that% Tarrant% would% be% gifted% £100.% Other% professionals% receiving% financial%remuneration%were:%J.T.%Hearne;%£50;%J.W.%Hearne;%£30;%Murrell;%£40;%Mignon:%£30;%Hendren;%£30%and%Burton;%£10.%Tarrant%received%double%the%payment%of%the% next% recipient.% During% a% meeting% on% November% 6,% 1912% grants% to%professionals%were% again% on% the% agenda% and% it%was% determined% that% Tarrant%would% receive% £65% (£50% had% already% been% paid).% Again,% Tarrant% is% gifted%significantly%more% than% the%next% player:% J.W.%Hearne%would% receive% £40.% The%reason%for%Tarrant%being%distributed%£50%in%advance%is%not%clarified%however%it%appears%to%have%been%common%practice%to%distribute%money%to%Tarrant%in%this%way.%Financial%relations%between%Middlesex%and%Tarrant%soured.%The%minutes%of%a%meeting%on%September%15,%1914%detail%correspondence%between%Tarrant%and%the%club%quarrelling%over%his%payment%for%a%benefit%match%and%his%potential%departure%to%India.%The%club%secretary%wrote:%Dear%Tarrant,%Though%the%committee%felt%that%you%must%decide%for%yourself%about%accepting%the%offer% of% the% Maharaja% of% Patiala,% I% think% there% is% very% little% chance% of% their%consenting%to%you%having%the%game%money%taken%at%the%WhitTMonday%match.%Mr.%Lacey%in%his%letter%distinctly%pointed%out%that%the%benefit%was%granted%before%the%end%of%your%cricket%career%because%it%was%thought%to%be%for%your%advantage,%and% although% I% feel% sure% that% the% subscribers% will% be% much% annoyed% and% will%probably%say%that%they%would%not%have%subscribed%if%they%had%any%idea%that%you%would%leave%us.%I%am%asking%Mr.%Leigh%to%send%you%a%cheque%for%the%donation%on%
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the%card.%Yours%faithfully,%(signed)%A.J%Webbe.%An%entry% in% the%minute%books%on%November%30,%1916%expressed%discontent% in%Tarrant’s%rejection%of%Britain%in%favour%of%India.%The%club%reluctantly%agreed%to%Tarrant’s% request% that% some% of% the% benefit% money% be% released% to% “purchase%goods% for% the% business% he% is% conducting% in% India”.% Tarrant’s% final% decision% to%move%to%India%was%protracted%as%he%negotiated%with%the%club%over%a%prolonged%period.%Tarrant%offered%to%remain%in%England%if%the%club%could%guarantee%him%an%annual% remuneration% of% £300% (he% claimed% he% is% to% receive% £600% from% the%Maharaja).% During% a% meeting% on% January% 31,% 1916,% the% Middlesex% committee%concluded:%“It%was%proposed%by%Mr.%S.%S%Pawling,%seconded%by%Mr.%W.P%Harrison,%Senr.% and% carried% unanimously% that% ‘it% is% deemed% expedient% to% bring% to% the%notice%of%the%Committee%of%the%M.C.C%that%the%services%of%Tarrant%will%no%longer%be%required%by%the%County’”.%
Tarrant,(the(royals(and(the(raj((Tarrant’s% association% with% Indian% cricket% eventuated% through% his% friendship%with% IndianTborn% British% cricketer,% Ranji.% They% met% when% Tarrant% was%employed% as% a% ground% bowler% at% Lord’s% in% 1903/04.% On% Ranji’s%recommendation,%and%due%to%the%fact%that%he%was%banned%from%playing%cricket%in%Australia,%Tarrant%travelled%to%the%subcontinent%each%English%winter%between%1909%and%1914%where%he%was%employed%as%a%cricket%coach%for%the%unimaginably%wealthy%Maharaja% of% Patiala.% Tarrant% flourished% in% this% new% environment.% He%was%paid%handsomely%for%his%services%and%moved%permanently%to%India%in%1914,%
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!The% letter% illustrates% a% genuine% affection% for% Tarrant% that% exceeded% the%courteous% platitudes% that% are% customary% for% birthday% greetings.% The% author%reiterates% to% Tarrant,% “I% cannot% give% you% anything,% which% would% adequately%show%you%my%feelings%towards%you,%but%I%think%you%know%that%both%myself%and%my% wife% would% do% anything,% which% is% possible% for% you,% and% if% the% necessity%arises,%&%I%hope% it%never%may,%please% let%either%of%us%know”.%The%benevolence%espoused%and%the%profuse%generosity%proposed%reveals%goodwill%between%the%two%however%the%emphasis%on%the%potential%for%Tarrant%to%require%the%author’s%
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assistance% highlights% the% precarious% circumstances% of% his% existence% and% the%imploring%tone%can%be%interpreted%as%slightly%foreboding.%%%
!
Figure(1.8:(Post(cricket(relaxation:(Ellis,(Hendry,(Tarrant(and(Bryant((1935/36).(Leather(archive(%%The%ambiguity%of%Tarrant’s%role%in%India%is%highlighted%through%complexities%in%his%position%in%the%colonial%hierarchy.%In%India,%Tarrant%seemingly%occupied%the%role%of%the%privileged%coloniser%as%evidenced%in%figure%1.8.%Figure%1.8%illustrates%the% stereotypic% representation% of% the% English% coloniser:% Tarrant% and% the%cricketers%(as%evidenced%by%wearing%whites)%indulge%in%a%drink%in%the%seclusion%of% luxury% in% the% tropics% and% are% waited% upon% by% a% local% retinue% wearing%traditional%clothing.%Despite% this%portrayal%of%Tarrant%he%seemingly%preferred%the%company%of% the% Indian%community%as%argued% throughout% this% thesis.%The%European% community% were% suspicious% of% any%Westerner% who% preferred% the%company% of% the% Indian% locals% and% members% of% the% Raj% were% determined% to%
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expose% him% as% fraudulent.% English% captain% Douglas% Jardine% (1900–1958),%possibly% affronted% by% Tarrant’s% popularity% with% the% Indian% royalty% and% his%resultant%financial%gain,%objected%to%the%frequency%of,%TarrantTadjudicated,%leg%before% wicket% (lbw)% rulings% in% the% 1933/34% Test% series% in% India.% Jardine%complained% and% had% him% replaced% by% Worcester% amateur% J.% B.% Higgins% as%umpire.%A%vehement%public%dialogue%transpired%between%the%two%with%Jardine%patronisingly% excoriating% that% “cricketers% are%not% considered% renowned%until%they%have%played%in%a%Test%match”%(Referee%February%22,%1934).%The%Australian%press% vehemently% defended% the% actions% of% Tarrant% and% critiqued% Jardine’s%outburst% as% a% “cheap% sneer”,% perceiving% it% as% “utterly% deplorable”% and%“thoroughly% indefensible”% (ibid.).% The% Referee& editorialised% that% a% cultural%agenda% was% inferred% and% suggested% that% “maybe% it% was% the% fact% of% Tarrant%being%an%Australian% that% aroused% Jardine's%hostility,% for% the%English% captain's%book% on% his% Australian% tour% breathed% fire% and% brimstone% –% against% us% as% a%people?”%(ibid.).%The%British%public%comprehensively%supported%Jardine%and%the%vitriol% generated% by% the% press,% of% both% countries,% reflected% the% increasing%complexity%of%the%broader%imperial%dynamic.22%Tarrant’s% attitude% to% the% Bodyline% series% (1932/33)% in% Australia,% and%the% bowling% strategy% implemented% by% English% captain% Jardine,% modified%following% the% criticism%of% his% umpiring% in% India.% Years% later% Tarrant% clarified%the%1933/34%incident,%attributing%it%as%being%“a%stormy%affair”%and%maintained%that%intimidating%unsportsmanlike%Bodyline%tactics%were%employed%to%win%the%game% (Tarrant% 1918–51).% Tarrant% claimed% that,% “Clarke% (sic)%was% bowling% at%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22%English%cricket%great%Jack%Hobbs%publically%condoned%the%actions%of%Jardine.%
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the% man% T% a% young% Maharajah,% very% popular% with% the% crowd”% (ibid.).23%The%Maharaja%was%the%Yuvraj%of%Patiala%and%when%a%ball%almost%knocked%the%turban%off% the% batsman’s% head% Tarrant% interceded% and% informed% Jardine% that% he%objected% to% the% bowler’s% motivation% on% the% basis% that% “the% umpire% was% the%judge%of%fair%and%unfair%play”%(ibid.).%Tarrant,%considering%his%intimacy%with%the%Patiala%family%and%his%sensitivity%about%his%hair%loss%and%subsequent%wearing%of%hat,%was%additionally%incensed%by%Jardine’s%cultural%insensitivity%regarding%the%Maharaja’s% headwear.% Jardine% threatened% that% he% would% stop% Tarrant% from%umpiring.% Tarrant% proclaimed% that% “the% tour% had% reached% an% impasse,% what%with% the% bodyline% bowling% and% rudeness% in% certain% quarters”% and%withdrew%from% the% position% of% umpire% (ibid.).% Newspaper% articles% are% sensationally%captioned:% ‘Clark’s% ‘Manslaughter’% Methods% in% Bowling’,% ‘Tarrant’s% Criticism,%How% the% Yuvraja% Escaped%With% his% Life’% and% ‘New%Type% of% “Sportsmanship”’%(Tarrant% 1918–51).% The% TarrantTJardine% altercation% does% not% exclusively%reveal%a%personal%clash%but%also%exposes%the%broader%imperial%dynamics%of%the%1930s.%Jardine%was%antagonised%by%Tarrant’s%lack%of%fealty%and%affronted%by%his%compliance% with% Eastern% culture% resulting% in% mutual% antipathy.% The% Argus%clarified%Tarrant’s%attitude:%“On%returning%to%Australia%last%year%I%was%asked%for%my%views%on%what%is%called%'bodyline'%in%Australia,%and%legTtheory%in%England”%(February%26,%1934).%Tarrant%rightly%observed%that%he%was%not%present%at%the%matches% in% Australia% but% was% “under% the% impression% that% it% was% leg% theory%bowling% as% practised% by% F.% R.% Foster% and% G.% H.% Hirst”,% which% he% “considered%quite%justifiable”%(ibid.).%After%seeing%it%“exploited%in%India%under%the%guidance%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23%Incorrect%spelling:%the%bowler%was%Edward%Winchester%Clark,%usually%referred%to%by%his%nickname%“Nobby”.%%
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of%D.%R.%Jardine”,%Tarrant%reached%“the%conclusion%that%it%is%quite%wrong.%I%never%realised% that%a%bowler%would%deliberately%bowl%at% a%batsman.% I% am%definitely%satisfied%that%Clark%bowls%at%the%batsman%with%the%intention%to%intimidate%him”%(ibid.).% Seemingly% Tarrant% employed% the% Bodyline% argument% to% further%invigorate% antiTBritish% sentiment% and% simultaneously% to% generate% IndianTAustralian%amity.%The%Australian%political,%cultural%and%racial% identification%as%represented%by%Tarrant%and%subsequently%the%cricketers%in%1935/36,%is%central%to% this% thesis.% The% JardineTTarrant% conflict% signaled% the% acrimonious% cricket%relationship% between% Australia% and% Britain% and% formed% the% foundation% of% a%fluctuating%trilateral%relationship%between%the%two%countries%and%India.%The%Bodyline%incident%was%viewed%as%an%imperial%crisis%and%dominated%cultural% consciousness% as% it% had% taken% place% three% years% prior% to% the%Australians’% tour% to% India% (Bateman% 2009,% 499).% Australia’s% commitment% to%Britain%had%earlier%been%deeply% fractured%by% the%First%World%War.% Following%Bodyline,% cricket% interactions% and% broader% diplomatic% relations% remained%volatile.%Anslow%explains%the%tense%relationship%between%Australia%and%Britain%following%the%1932/33%series:%“as%soon%as%the%series%was%over,% the%effect%was%felt.%There%was%an%antiTBritish%feeling%in%Australia,%and%a%belief%in%England%that%the%Australians%were%whingers”% (2008,%34).%This% sense%of%animosity%was%still%circulating%by%the%time%the%Australians%toured%India%in%1935/36,%evidenced%by%Bill’s%suggestion% that%bowling%Bodyline%would% immediately% induce% the%“darkTskinned%people”%to%“rush%the%ground”%(December%11,%1935).!Bill%described%the%practice% match% in% Colombo% as% exemplifying% the% tour% dynamic% (ibid.).% The%Australian%team%did%not%entirely%represent%the%West%in%a%prescribed%fashion%as%the%formula%was%convoluted%by%the%Australian’s%admiration%for%the%Asians%and%
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the%suggestion%of%an%antiTimperial%sentiment%fostered%by%the%Bodyline%incident%in% 1932.% Bill% wrote:% “An% amusing% incident% occurred%when% Jack% Ellis% accused%Nagel%of%bowling%‘bodyTline’,%as%that%bowler%had%four%men%on%the%leg%side.%Jack%said%he%was%frightened%the%darkTskinned%people%might%term%it%so%and%rush%the%ground;%but%the%local%skipper,%who%was%batting,%soon%put%him%at%ease.%Imagine%Nagel%bowling%‘bodyTline’%anyway%–%and,%actually,%he%couldn’t%bring%the%ball%up%more%than%stumpThigh%on%the%perfect%wicket”%(ibid.).%This%text% is%thematically%rich%and%highlights%Orientalist%preconceptions.%However%it%does%introduce%the%sentiment%that%the%Australians%did%not%conform%exclusively%to%expectations%of%them% as%white% cricketers% as% they%were% seemingly% philosophically% positioned%midway%between% the%East%and% the%West.!The% text% clearly,% from%an%Australian%perspective,% identifies% Bodyline% as% representing% England,% the% “darkTskinned%people”% signify% India% and% the% good% natured,% harmless% Australians% are%positioned%midway% sharing% some% allegiance% with% both% camps% but% unable% to%assimilate%entirely%with%either.%Bill%suggests%that%if%Nagel%was%to%bowl%Bodyline%the% locals% would% remonstrate% and% object% to% the% technique% because% it% was%deemed% so% unsportsmanlike% and% universally% interpreted% in% an% intensely%negative% light.% Many% conflicting% concepts% are% apparent% in% this% prose% so% it% is%somewhat%difficult%to%comprehend%exactly%what%Bill% is%implying.%Possibly%Bill,%articulating% a% British% Empire% view% of% race% and% racial% cultural% encounter,% is%suggesting%that%the%“darkTskinned%people”%may%not%understand%the%nuances%of%the%game%and%may%require%direction%on%how%to%respond.%He%does%suggest%that%the% “local% skipper”% (whom%we% imagine% is% Indian)% is% the% voice% of% reason% and%puts% the% Australian% “at% ease”% (ibid.).% More% likely% he% is% suggesting% that% the%immorality%of%Bodyline%is%overwhelmingly%obvious%and%defies%the%spirit%of%the%
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game.% The% anecdote% is% further% confused% by% the% suggestion% that% Ellis% accused%fellow% Australian% Nagel% of% bowling% leg% theory.% However% Bill% packages% the%incident% as% a% joke% (in% itself% a% characteristic% of% Australian% identity)% with% the%conclusion% that% it% is% an% absurd% suggestion,% not% just% from% a% theoretical%perspective% but% also% from% a% practical% one,% that% Nagel% would% employ% the%unsporting% tactics% of% Bodyline.% The% political% consequences% of% the% practice%match% in% Ceylon% highlight% the% dynamic% of% cricket% and% its% correlation% with%imperial%politics.%There% is% further% evidence% to% illustrate% that% the% colonial% animosity%created%by%the%Bodyline%series%sullied%relations%between%Australia%and%Britain.%During% the% tour,% Tarrant% is% unambiguous% in% his% criticism% of% the% British%community% in% India% and% their% nonTattendance% at% the% AustraliaTIndia% cricket%matches.% The% attack% reveals% the% instability% of% AngloTAustralian% unity,% and%implicates% India’s% role% in% the% triangular% relationship% between% the% three%countries.%Caustically,%Tarrant%reminded%the%crowd%at%a%reception% in%Calcutta%that,% “cricket%was% an% English% game,% but% the% Englishmen%did% not% come% to% see%them.% Everybody% knew% how% the% Australians% played% cricket,% and% that,% when%they%wanted% to%get%a%man%out,% they%would%not%hit%him%on% the%body% to%do%so”%(Sydney&Morning&Herald%January%1,%1936).%%Guha% identifies% IndianTBritish% acrimony% between% the% Maharaja% of%Patiala%and%Lord%Willingdon%(2002,%207–09).24%The%conflict%between%these%two%influential% characters,% both% vying% for% a% stranglehold% on% power% in% the% Indian%political% landscape% in% the% midT1930s,% can% be% viewed% as% symptomatic% of% the%vexed% union% between% India% and% Britain.% Guha% claims% that% Willingdon% took%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24%Lord%Willingdon%was%the%Viceroy%of%India%from%1931%to%1936.%
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The% Australians% did% not% replicate% the% Maharaja’s% opinion% of% the%Willingdons,% which% points% to% their% capacity% as% independent% thinkers.% The%Willingdons% entertained% the% Australian% cricketers% at% the% ViceTRegal% Garden%Party% and%Bill% described% the% occasion% and% emphasised% the% couple’s% curiosity%about% cricket% and,% in% particular,% the% fact% that% “Lady%Willingdon% evinced%keen%interest% in% Australia,% a% fact% that% pleased% us% all”% (February% 12,% 1936).% During%their% Indian% sojourn,% the% cricketers% were% unaccustomed% to% interest% in,% and%knowledge% of,% Australia% as% it% was% perceived% as% an% inferior% outpost% by% the%British%and%viewed%as%not%having%progressed%far%beyond%its%“ignominious%start%as% a% remote% penal% station”% (McCreery% 2013,% 438).% Hendry% described% the%encounter%between%the%team%and%the%wife%of%the%Viceroy%as%a%highpoint%of%the%tour:% “in%due%course% it% thinned%out%and%eventually%we%came% face% to% face%with%Lady% Willingdon% who% greeted% us% like% long% lost% friends,% asking% all% kinds% of%questions%about%Australia%–%understandably%–%because%she%was%the%daughter%of%Lord%Brassey%who%had%been%Governor% of% South%Australia.% A%member% of% staff%approached%her%saying%a%Maharajah%was%waiting%to%be%presented.%‘He%will%have%to%wait.% It% is%not%every%day%I%can%get%firsthand%news%of%home’”%(n.d.).%The%text%indicates% that%Lady%Willingdon’s%desire% to%meet% the%Australians%was% inspired%by% a% cultural% link% and% this% was% prioritised% over% politically% advantageous%protocol.% The% interaction% between% Lady% Willingdon% and% the% cricketers%complicates% the% status% of% dominion% subjects% within% the% colonised% hierarchy.%Lady% Willingdon% prioritised% meeting% the% cricketers% and% treated% them% with%deference%not%usually%shown%toward%Australian%visitors%by%the%British%Raj.%
Celebrating(Tarrant%A% poem% and% a% limerick% celebrating% Tarrant% are% located% in% his% scrapbook%
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3. Who%invented%Leg%Theory?%4. When%did%the%first%English%Cricket%professional%visit%PATIALA?%5. Who% was% the% first% Ruling% Prince% in% India% to% play% first% class%Cricket?%6. Name%the%highest%and%lowest%cricket%grounds%in%the%World.%Give%their%heights.%7. What%number%of%runs%were%scored%in%Tests%in%England%by%Messrs.%Woodful%and%Bradman?%Referring% to% Frank% Tarrant% as% Daddy% is% indicative% of% the% Indian% cricket%community’s% perception% of% him% as% an% elder% statesman% who% nurtured% the%growth%of%the%game.%In%light%of%evidence%to%support%Tarrant’s%complex%lack%of%paternalism%regarding%his%own%children,%the%term%Daddy%is%complicated.%To%a%contemporary% audience% the% term% Daddy,% as% applied% to% Tarrant,% is%inappropriate% in% its% sycophantic% nature% and% symbolic% of% an% overtly%obsequious%society.%Possibly%it%was%simply%bestowed%as%a%joke%about%Tarrant’s%age% though% the%Maharaja%would% not% be% affectionately% ridiculed% in% the% same%way.%
Tarrant(and(his(relationship(with(the(East(Tarrant%was% a% pivotal% figure% during% the% early% days% of% Indian% Test% cricket.% In%many% ways% throughout% the% British% Empire% he% was% a% cricket% cultural%intermediary,% laying% the% foundation% for% the% development% of% the% game%(Mukherjee% 1968,% 13).% Tarrant% and% the% Maharaja’s% ability% to% acculturate%assisted%a%relationship%that%evolved%from%one%motivated%by%mutual%advantage%to% one% based% on% loyalty% and% affection.% Tarrant% proclaimed% that% he% perceived%the% Maharaja% “as% like% his% father”% suggesting% that% their% relationship% was%
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sacrosanct%(Tarrant%1918–1951).28%The%Tarrant%scrapbook%provides%additional%examples%verifying%Frank’s%capacity%to%demonstrate%personal%sentiments.%For%example,%amongst%articles%that%applaud%and%celebrate%his%sporting%prowess%are%articles% that%allow%us% (limited)%personal%access% to%genuine%emotions.%Tarrant%refers% to% wanting% badly% to% visit% Australia,% as% “I% need% a% holiday”% (ibid.).% He%nominates% a% desire% to% see% some% football% and% visit% his% grandchildren% as%motivation.% Nominating% a% desire% to% see% football% first% and% his% grandchildren%second% reveals% Tarrant’s% priorities% –% he% frequently% chose% sport% over% family.%Tarrant’s%allegiance%to%the%Patiala%family%was%demonstrated%in%1941,%after%the%Maharaja’s% death.% He% was% urgently% summoned% to% India% by% the% Yuvraj% and%interviewed% at% the% Brisbane% airport% at% a% time% when% plane% travel% across% the%Indian% Ocean% was% expensive% and% uncommon% for% all% bar% the% elite:% “‘He% has%simply% cabled% that% he% needs% my% help’.% Mr% Tarrant% is% keeping% a% promise% he%made%to%the%present%Maharajah’s% father%many%years%ago%–%a%promise%to%go%to%the% child’s% aid,% no% matter% where% he% might% be”& (Mercury% January% 11,% 1941).%Tarrant’s% obligations% and% commitment% seemingly% lay% with% his% Indian%confidants% rather% than%his%blood%relatives,%which%reveals%Frank’s%perspective%on%family%and%allegiance.%
Mutual(benefits(The% relationship% was% mutually% advantageous% as% at% the% same% time% Tarrant’s%son,%Captain%Loris%Tarrant,%was%employed%as%the%Maharaja’s%assistant%military%secretary.%Records%reveal%that%Loris,%with%his%father%and%stepmother,%arrived%in%Fremantle%from%Bombay%aboard%the%SS&Queda%in%August%1943.%His%profession%is%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28%Evaluating%this%observation,%in%light%of%Tarrant’s%lack%of%orthodox%paternalism%and%the%fact%that%he%was%a%decade%younger%than%the%Maharaja,%encourages%it%to%be%viewed%sceptically.%
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nominated% as% an% “aideTdeTcamp% to% the% Maharaja% of% Patiala”% (Tarrant% 1918–1951).% Tarrant’s% appointment% was% “most% unusual”,% as% the% Maharaja’s% other%seven% A.D.C’s% were% all% Sikhs,% which% highlights% that% both% generations% of% the%Tarrant% and% Patiala% families% defied% orthodox% racial% stipulations% (ibid.).% Loris%was%unwell% on% the%boat% and% the% family% altered% their% scheduled% itinerary%and%disembarked% in% Fremantle% rather% than% Melbourne% as% intended.% Cemetery%records%reveal%that%Loris,%aged%forty,%died%on%August%23,%1943%and%is%buried%at%the%Karrakatta%Cemetery.%(Loris%was%present% at% various% stages% throughout% the%1935/36% tour.%He%played%for%the%Australians%when%they%were%struck%by%illness%and%injury%in%the%drawn%match% against% the% Patiala% XI% on% January% 15–17% (Roy% 1947,% 67).% It% is%probable%that%Loris%was%concurrently%based%in%India,%most%likely%employed%by%the%Patiala% family% in%some%capacity.%Cricket%records%reveal%that,%earlier% in%the%1933/34%series,%he%umpired%a%match%at%Amritsar%between%Marylebone%Cricket%Club% and% Southern% Punjab% (Cricket% Archive% 2014).% Loris% was% also% a% fine%cricketer%as%corroborated%by%his%batting%scores%of%123%and%112% in%a%match%at%Chail%between%the%Patiala%staff%and%the%Aitchisonians.%He%was%ably%assisted%by%the%Maharaja%who%scored%“a%faultless%127”%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%Tarrant’s%middle%son,%Bert,%was%also%present%on%the%1935/36%tour%and%undertook% various% roles% including% those% of% baggage% man% and% scorer.% Some%members%of%the%1935/36%team%were%critical%of%Bert’s%integrity%and%objected%to%his% uncouth% behavior.% Hendry% critiqued;% “I% had% no% time% for% Bert% because% he%was% nearly% always% under% the% weather% and% it% was% a% common% sight% to% see% a%servant%passing%our%pavilion%with%a%silver%tray%loaded%with%beer%on%his%way%to%the%scorer’s%box,% for%him”%(n.d.).%Hendry%earlier% recalled:% “On% the%ship%on% the%
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way% to% Colombo,% Frank% Tarrant% approached% Jack% Ellis% and%me,% asking% us% to%along% with% Bert% when% he% was% to% meet% and% endeavor% to% do% business% with%Colombo%merchants%as%Bert%had%obtained% the%agency% for%Corio%whisky% there.%Unfortunately% for% all% concerned,% it%was% a% fiasco% because% Bert% had% drunk% the%two%cases%of%samples%on%the%voyage!!”%(ibid.).%Seemingly%Bert%did%not%possess%the% social% acumen% to%balance%business% and%pleasure% in% the%way% in%which%his%father%was%proficient.%Frank% Tarrant’s% loyalty% extended% to% the% wider% Patiala% fraternity% and%was%observed%when%he%publically%supported%Lala%Amarnath,%an%exceptionally%talented% Indian% cricketer% in% the%employ%of% the%Maharaja%of%Patiala,%when% the%Indian%was% controversially% returned% home%midway% through% the% Test% tour% of%Britain% in% 1936% (Amarnath% 2004,% 29–66).% The% West% perceived% Tarrant’s%support% of% Amarnath% as% staunchly% antiTimperial% and% the% antithesis% of%conventional%Western%opinion.%%Tarrant’s%commitment%to%Indian%cricket%persisted%throughout%the%next%decade.%The%first%official%Indian%Test%on%Australian%soil%took%place%in%1947/48%and% whilst% in% Melbourne,% as% revealed% through% a% conversation% between% the%author%and%Andrew%Torok,% the%visiting% team%spent%most%of% their%nonTplaying%days% with% Frank% and% his% wife% Eva.29%Many% team% members% had% learnt% their%trade%from%Tarrant.%Andrew%reveals%that%Eva%was%adept%at%curry%making,%a%skill%acquired% through% her%many% years% in% India,% and% she% spent%much% time% in% the%kitchen% finessing% the% spices% for% the% dozen% visitors% who% seemed% to% be% a%permanent% fixture% in% the%house%at% the% time.%Frank% tried%desperately% to% teach%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29%Andrew%was%a%Hungarian%refugee%and%his%father%rented%a%room%in%Frank’s%Hawthorn%East%home%from%1946T48.%Andrew,%as%a%teenager,%spent%much%time%visiting%the%Tarrant’s%and%his%father.%He%lived%locally%with%a%Hungarian%family.%
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Frank(Tarrant:(a(cultural(hybrid?(Due% to% the%prevailing% reputation%of% India,% the%1935/36% tour%was% interpreted%with% ambivalence% and% suspicion.% The% Australian% media% regularly% reinforced%the%commingling%of%East%and%West% in% terms%of%what%was% later%described%as%a%“clash% of% civilizations”% (Huntington% 1996,% 22).% Likewise,% Tarrant’s% cultural%identification%was%problematic% to%Australian% society.%Tarrant% is%depicted% in%a%
Table&Talk%caricature%(see%figure%1.10).%He%is%wearing%an%Indian%cricket%blazer,%western%trousers,%jumper,%shirt%and%tie%and%a%turban,%the%unequivocal%material%marker%of%racial%and%religious%Otherness% that% is%a%definitive% identifier%of%Sikh%identity% (Raheja% 2014,% 223).% The% copy% that% accompanies% the% caricature%
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Tarrant% represented% the% Patiala,% Cooch% Behar% and% Jodhpur% royal% families% in%purchasing%thoroughbreds%for%racing%and%breeding.%The%commission%on%these%sales% assisted% him% in% accruing% wealth.% During% World% War% One,% Tarrant%received% £20,000% from% the%Maharaja% of% Jodhpur% to% purchase% horse% stock% in%England.%The%Maharaja%was%so%delighted%with%the%purchase%of%Dark%Legend%and%Tarrant’s% negotiation% skills% that% he% gifted% Tarrant% a% further% 2,000% guineas%(Barrier& Miner% October% 22,% 1938).% Dark% Legend% proved% to% be% a% successful%equine% purchase% and% won% the% Viceroy% Cup,% a% highly% prestigious% race;%unfortunately% the%Maharaja% died% before% the% victory% was% achieved% (Advocate%May%22,%1926).%The%princely%state,%and%the%princely% family,%was%significant% to%Frank% as% the% 1929% electoral% roll% reveals% that% the% Tarrant% family% lived% at%Jodhpur%Estate,%a%significant%country%property%near%Beeac%in%the%agriculturally%rich%Western%District%of%rural%Victoria.31%It%is%most%likely%that%finances%accrued%from%Tarrant’s%association%with%the%Maharaja%of%Jodhpur%assisted%the%purchase%of%the%property.%The%Tarrant%family%aspired%to%the%role%of%privileged%gentry%and%Frank%decided%“to%settle%permanently”%at%the%country%property%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%Electoral% records% indicate% that% this% experiment%was% shortTlived,% as%by%1936% family%members% were% back% voting% in%metropolitan%Melbourne.% This% is%another% example% of% the% Tarrant% family% narrative% of% rebirth% and% reinvention.%Frank%named%his%house,%in%Hawthorn%East,%Patiala,%revealing%further%homage%to%his% beloved% Indian% culture% and% the% family% that% assisted% his% financial% success.%Despite%Frank’s%history%of%chicanery%he%remained%fiercely%devoted%to%his%Indian%benefactors%and%Indian%culture.%%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!31%The%Colac%Historical%Society%records%reveal%that%Tarrant%purchased%the%property%in%1925%(then%named%Wilgul).%Following%the%Tarrant%family’s%departure,%the%property%returned%to%its%original%name%and%burnt%down%decades%later.%
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Frank’s% persuasive% lobbying% extended% to% a% diverse% range% of% activities.%He%accrued% substantial% finances%yet% somewhere%between%1936%and%1946%his%fortune% was% lost.% Details% of% his% achievements% are% sometimes% sketchy% and%tracking%the%acquisition%and%loss%of%his%fortune%has%proved%problematic.32%In%a%1950s% press% article,% Tarrant% lists% his% hobbies% as% “cricket,% tennis,% bridge% and%racing”%and%nominates%membership%of%the%Cricket%Club%of%India%[Bombay]%and%the%Rajundra%Gymkhana%in%Patiala%(Tarrant%1918–1951).%33%Considering%he%had%been% residing% back% in% Victoria% for% a% decade% it% is% unusual% that% Tarrant,% as% a%sporting% enthusiast,% would% not% be% a% member% of% a% local% sporting% club.% He%attended% the% Indian% Test% match% in% Melbourne% as% verified% by% a% photo% in% the%Tarrant% scrapbook% but% Melbourne% Cricket% Club% archives% reveal% that% he% was%not,%and%never%was,%a%member.%Possibly%this%reflects%Tarrant’s%rejection%of%the%establishment%clubs%in%Melbourne%equally%with%their%rejection%of%him.%The%nonTacceptance% of% Tarrant% by% Australian% sporting% authorities%was% echoed% by% the%rejection% of% the% Maharaja% by% similar% organisations.% In% 1936,% in% his% farewell%letter%to%Ryder%dated%February%10,%the%Maharaja%wrote;%“I%was%looking%forward%to%meet% you% and% some%other% fellows%of% the% team%at%Patiala% again%before% you%sailed%but,% to%my%great%disappointment,% the%Australian%Control%Board%did%not%see% their%way% to% extend% your% stay% in% India”% (Ryder% Archive).% Logistically% reTrouting% the% tour% to% return% to% Patiala% was% problematic% and% Ryder’s% letters%reveal%that%by%the%end%of%the%tour%he%was%desperate%to%return%home.%However%the% Maharaja’s% observation% reinforces% Nielsen’s% reflection% that% “Australian%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!32%Andrew%Torak’s%father%boarded%with%Frank%and%Eva%from%1946–48.%Andrew%later%boarded%with%Eva,%following%Frank’s%demise,%in%1956%until%Eva’s%death%in%1960.%Andrew%surmised%the%rooms%were%rented%out%to%implement%the%family%income.%He%said%there%was%nothing%in%the%house%that%suggested%wealth%or%excess.%Possibly%money%was%lost%in%the%same%way%that%it%was%acquired:%on%the%racetrack.%%33%Both%subsidies%were%most%likely%paid%by%the%Patiala%family.%
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cricket%officialdom%remained%aloof% to% Indian%cricket”%and% this%chapter%argues%that%the%authorities%likewise%treated%Tarrant%with%similar%distain%(2012,%556).%
A(fractured(domestic(environment%Research%has%revealed%that%Tarrant’s%extended%family%narrative%is%hallmarked%by% unorthodoxy,% disunity% and% fluctuating% financial% circumstances.% Following%the%death%of%Frank’s%wife%Kathleen%in%1929,%he%married%BerlinTborn%Eva%Violet%Wilmersdoeffe% (sometimes% cited% as% Wilmersdoeffer)% in% Melbourne% shortly%after% she% arrived% on% the% Moreton& Bay% on% February% 5,% 1931.% Embarkation%records%reveal%that%at%time%of%departure%she%resided%in%England%and%worked%as%a% domestic.34%As% discussed% in% chapter% 4,% the%Australian% team%members%were%fond% of% Eva% and% Bill% refers% to% her%maternal% role% on% the% tour% (December% 11,%1935).% The% team% enjoyed% her% company% although% she% was% notoriously%categorised% as% the% second% wife% and% German% (Dougan% 2012).% Despite% the%apparent%acceptance%of%foreign%culture%demonstrated%by%the%Australian%team,%their% slight% apprehension% regarding% Eva% cannot% be% interpreted% without% a%suggestion%of%racial%and%gender%prejudice.%Eva’s%relationship%with%the%Tarrant%children% is% not% referenced,% however% circumstances% indicate% that% a% schism% in%family%affairs%occurred%following%the%marriage,%or%rather%the%seemingly%close%family%unit%seemed%to%unravel%on%her%arrival.%%Frank’s% story% was% not% unique:% many% workingTclass% aspirants% fiercely%fought% to% improve% their%social% standing%by%repudiating% their%background%and%reinventing% themselves% with% trappings% of% affluence.% Despite% the% previous%reference% to% having% successfully% made% the% transition% from% professional% to%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!34%Both%Eva%and%Frank%were%seemingly%adept%at%reinvention%in%foreign%countries%and%both%found%themselves%in%improved%financial%circumstances.%
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amateur% status% in% the% article% titled% “Money% Made% the% Gentleman”% (Tarrant%1918–1951),%in%his%old%age%he%didn’t%or%couldn’t%maintain%the%charade.%The%last%few%pages%in%his%scrapbook%identify%an%observance%of%workingTclass%anxieties.%The%articles%monitor%the%price%of%firewood,%changes%in%taxation%laws,%gardening%tips% and% recipes:% illustrating% a% return% to% workingTclass% roots% and% frugality,%which%over%a%lifetime%he%had%studiously%shunned.%




application.%Although%seemingly%he%relished%the%political%and%radical%nature%of%the%tour,%his%motivation%was%primarily%selfTserving.%The%implied%family%schisms%are% revealing% of% Frank’s% sensibility,% his% unorthodox% lack% of% familial%sentimentality%and%his%deeply%ambitious%personality.%%
Conclusion(Tarrant% was% castigated% for% his% unorthodoxy% by% the% conservative% world% of%cricket%primarily%because%of%his%unrelenting%ambition%and%the%nonconformist,%unequivocal,% measures% he% implemented% to% achieve% success.% These% included%initiating%collaborations%with%Indian%potentates%for%financial%and%professional%advantage,% a% union% some% from% Australia% and% England% found% problematic.%Despite% belonging% to% the% West% –% signified% by% the% colour% of% his% skin% –% and%partially% adhering% to% the% colonial% elite,% his% cutthroat% ambition,% philosophical%irreverence% and% Australian% heritage% led% to% him% being% portrayed% in% a%disparaging%light.%Following% the% tour,% Frank% continued% to% agitate% the% Australian% cricket%community% and% the% cultural% sensibility% of% the% era.% In% 1940,% he% proposed%another%Australian%cricket%tour%of%India%following%the%success%of%the%1935/36%tour.% In% anticipation% of% not% receiving% support% from% the% official% Australian%cricket%authorities%Tarrant%declared,%“he%will%take%a%team%because%he%‘knows%of%no% laws%which%prevents% cricketers% leaving%Australia% if% their% passports% are% in%order’”% (Newcastle& Morning& Herald& and& Miners'& Advocate&March% 14,% 1940).%Onlooker%editorialised,%“Mr.%Tarrant%is%right;%there%is%no%law.%But%I%believe%that%it% will% be% a% poor% argument% to% advance% to% the% sportsmen% who% play% cricket.%There% is% much%more% than% the% law% to% he% considered.% The% country% is% at% war.%While%tours%are%fine%things%for%the%game%during%the%days%of%peace,%there%is%no%
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!The!visit!of!an!Australian!cricket!team!to!India!is!of!national!importance.!We!are!trying!to!improve!our!trade!relations!with!India,!and!our!players!would!make!splendid!ambassadors.!!—!Argus!July!26,!1935!!!This! chapter! proposes! that! the! 1935/36! Australian! tour! to! India! was! an! atypical!cricketing! venture! as! it! challenged! the! game’s! antecedent! role! as! a! tool! of! British!hegemony! and! redefined! the! core! values! of! cricket! itself.! Without! consciously!intending! to! radicalise! sport! in! an!overtly!politicised!manner,! the! tour! signifies! an!important! juncture! in! the!professionalisation!of! cricket,! the!diplomatic! bridging!of!Australia!and!India,!and!the!emergence!of!both!countries’!revised!national!identities.!In!light!of!the!declining!power!and!prestige!of!the!Empire,!the!thesis!argues!that!the!tour! reflected! a! global! political! restructure! as! Australia! was! endeavouring! to!negotiate! interaction! with! Asia! through! cultural,! commercial! and! political!endeavours.!By!the!middle!of! the!twentieth!century,!highly!contested!debate!raged!over!the!relevance!of!the!colonies’!and!dominions’!allegiance!to!Britain!(Ryan!2014,!412).!The!manifestation!of!this!ambiguity!within!cricket!is!central!to!this!thesis!and!is!argued!throughout.!This!chapter!details!the!planning!stages!of!the!tour!under!the!stringent!tutelage!of!Frank!Tarrant!revealing!that!the!tour!was!not!supported!by!the!Australian!cricket!administration!and! the!public!due! to! its!defiant!professionalism,!the!racial!codes!it!shunned!and!the!inclusion!of!personnel!who!had!previously!been!considered!not!appropriate!as!touring!stock.!The!assertions!made!are!supported!by!a!
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close!textual!analysis!of!material!written!by!the!players,!journalistic!reportage!and!a!scrutiny!of!photographic!material.!Where!relevant,!cultural! theory!such!as!Nandy’s!hypothesises! on! the! amateurSprofessional! divide,! is! employed! to! support!contentions! deduced.! This! chapter! argues! that! the! unorthodoxy! of! the! team!personnel!was!inspired!by!interwar!imperial!politics,!the!recalcitrance!of!key!figures!and! the! changing! dynamic! of! cricket! itself! where! an! increasingly! meritocratic!structure!was!necessary!for!the!enduring!success!of!the!game.!!!! Elements! of! research! into! the! 1935/36! inaugural! Australian! cricket! tour! to!India!have!been!problematic!as!investigation!into!the!topic!commenced!in!2007,!by!which!time!all!the!participating!players!and!administrators!were!deceased.!Echoing!Orientalist! rhetoric,! the! Australian! fascination! in! Eastern! ethnography! resulted! in!comprehensive! reportage! of! the! tour! in! the! media.! Macartney! (Hindu! and! the!
Newcastle! Morning! Herald! and! Miners'! Advocate),! Bill! (Sydney! Mail),! Oxenham!(Telegraph),!Ellis!(Indian!Cricket)!and!Tarrant!(writing! for!numerous!publications),!were!employed!to!produce!subjective!newspaper!and!magazine!articles;!this!reveals!the!popularity!of!the!East!as!subject!matter!at!the!time.!Hendry!(n.d.)!and!Bill!(1936S88)!revisited!the!1935/36!tour!almost!half!a!century!later!and!authored!memoirs!of!the! inaugural! sporting! exchange! and! the! associated! cultural! experience! belatedly!acknowledging! through! their! chronicles! the! significance! of! the! tour! to! the! wider!narrative!of!sport,!culture!and!history.1!Despite!Hendry!and!Bill!both!residing!in!New!South!Wales!in!their!senior!years,!there!is!no!evidence!to!suggest!that!they!consulted!one!another! in! the!writing!of! these!memoirs.!A! tour!reunion!of!sorts! took!place! to!celebrate! the!retirement!of!Bill!Ponsford! from!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club! in!1969!(see! figure! 2.1),! and! certainly! Ryder! and! Hendry! attended! the! Centenary! Test! in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!See!Introduction,!note!6.!
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Sport(as(a(gauge((Sport!is!an!appropriate!vehicle!to!interrogate!cultural!history!due!to!its!capacity!to!operate!as!a!transmitter!of!prevailing!sensibility.!Alter!writes,!sport!“can!be!emptied!of!old!meaning!and!significance!and!refilled!with!new!meaning!and!significance!with!greater! ease! and! flexibility! than! other! cultural! practices”! (2004,! 501).! Stoddart!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!The!Centenary!Test!was!played!at!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Ground!to!celebrate!100!years!of!Test!encounters!between!Australia!and!England.!
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perceives!sport!as!the!“most!pervasive!and!enduring!theme!in!the!history!of!British!imperialism”!(1988,!673).!Stoddart!defines!the!“central!feature!of!its!power”!as!“the!subconscious! influence! it!has!exerted! in!both!colonial!and!postcolonial! conditions”!(ibid.).! Guha! argues! that,! “mass! sport! is! a! sphere! of! activity! that! expresses,! in!concentrated! form,! the! values,! prejudices,! divisions! and! unifying! symbols! of! a!society”! (2002,! xiv).! Holden,! likewise,! acknowledges! the! potential! of! sport! as! a!“vehicle! for! resistance”! (2008,! 340).! Holden! is! critiquing! twentySfirst! century!contemporary! cricket! in! India,! yet! he! could! equally! be! identifying! the!commodification,! commercialism,! professionalism! and! globalism! demonstrated! by!the!1935/36!tour!that!defied!orthodox!cultural!practice!at!the!time.!Cricket!was!being!transformed!and!the!tour,!despite!not!being!memorialised!as! consequential! to! sporting! history,! reflects! the! evolutionary! cultural,! racial! and!political! reimagining! of! the! game.! The! Australian! team! personnel! were! atypical!cricketers!as!determined!by!Frank!Tarrant’s!unorthodox!team!selection!and!they!do!not! epitomise! traditional! touring! stock.! Embarking! on! the! tour,! Australian! cricket!was! entering! uncharted! territory! as! the! first! Australian! team! to! tour! India;!competing! against! nonSwhite! teams! they! challenged! orthodox! racial! and! cultural!paradigms.! The! execution! of! a! demonstratively! professional! tour! agitated! the!conservative!cricket!world!in!Australia.!The!impediments!placed!in!Tarrant’s!way!by!the!official!Australian!cricket!authority!during!the!planning!stages!intimates!that!the!tour! was! not! going! to! be! a! regulation! cricket! exercise.! The! Australian! Board! of!Control! for! International!Cricket! (ABC)! imposed!seemingly!petty! stipulations! in!an!attempt!to!initially!prevent!the!tour!from!eventuating!and,!following!the!tour!being!reluctantly!condoned,!to!undermine!its!potential!success.!!
(
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Tour(planning(From!the!outset!of!the!tour!socioSpolitical!concerns!were!challenged.!The!tour!can!be!interpreted! in! an! increasingly! politicised! manner! as! it! reflected! the! changing!imperial! environment! and! revealed! the! potential! for! social! mobilisation! through!sporting!success.!The!tour!was!definitely!professional!and!team!selection!reflected!a!new! phase! of! Australian! cricket.! Unorthodox! tour! manager,! and! exSinternational!professional,! Frank! Tarrant! selected! Victorian! and! Test! captain! and! cricket!administrator! Jack! Ryder! as! captain! and! Charlie! Macartney! (an! experienced! New!South!Wales!and!Test!player)!was!appointed! to! the!position!of!viceScaptain.!These!were! logical! choices! as! both! were! exceptionally! talented! sportsmen,! had! served!Australian! cricket! loyally! and!were! the!most! celebrated! of! the! players!who!would!tour! India.! After! exhaustive! negotiation! with! the! ABC,! the! guardian! and!administrator! of! Australian! cricket,! the! personnel! to! tour! India! was! finalised:!alongside!Ryder!and!Macartney!were!Lisle!Nagel,!Oscar!Bill,!Harry!Alexander,!Bert!Ironmonger,!Tom!Leather,!Arthur!Allsopp,!Hunter!Hendry,!Ron!Oxenham,!Frederick!(Fred)!Mair,!Hammy!Love,!Jack!Ellis,!Francis!(Frank)!Bryant!and!Ron!Morrisby.3!The!team! fell! into! three! distinct! categories! comprising! retired! esteemed!players! [eight!had!played!Test!cricket],!younger!unknown!cricketers!who!exhibited!potential!and!those! who! had! not! previously! been! rewarded! with! selection! into! a! touring! side.!Press! articles,! and! subsequent! analysis,! attribute! the! composition! of! the! team! as!comprising! those! individuals! who! the! official! authorities! would! permit! to! tour.!Conversely,! this! thesis! argues! that! the! rebel! tour! challenged! the! authorities’!administration! of! the! game! and! that! Tarrant’s! authority! was! overriding! with! his!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!Docker!observes!that!the!inclusion!of!Bill!was!an!accident!and!that!Tarrant!intended!to!include!H.!O.!Rock!in!his!place!(1976,!96).!Bill’s!identity!caused!confusion!and!the!August!edition!of!Indian!Cricket,!located!in!the!Leather!archive,!refers!to!him!as!‘Menderbill’!(1935,!567).!!
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perennial! sense! of!meritocracy! informing! team! selection.! Tarrant’s! own!history! of!omission!influenced!selection;!he!included!players!who!had!not,!or!would!not!in!the!future,!be!named!as!a!travelling!party!representing!Australia.!
“Unsolved(mysteries(of(cricket”(Ironmonger’s! previous! omission! from! Test! touring! did! not! conform! to! Australian!cricket’s! reputation! as! meritocratic.! Indian! Cricket,! perplexed! about! Ironmonger’s!previous!nonSselection,!proclaimed,!“Why!he!has!not!been!selected!in!the!last!three!Australian!Elevens!for!England,!is!one!of!the!unsolved!mysteries!of!cricket”!(Leather!archive).! Ironmonger! was! fiftySthree! years! of! age! with! a! dubious! bowling! action!despite! never! being! called! for! throwing! (Evening!News! November! 30,! 1928).! The!suggestion! of! an! ambiguous! bowling! action! sullied! his! reputation! (Franks! 1996,!270).!Rumours!circulating!indicate!that!the!cricket!administrators!in!the!1920s!and!1930s! viewed! him! as! a! potential! liability! and! inappropriate! as! touring! stock!(especially! to! Britain).! His! biography! on! the! Victorian! Premier! Cricket! website!reveals! that! “his!use!of!coarse! language!within! the!hearing!of! the!Victorian!Cricket!Association! president! Canon! Hughes! is! understood! to! have! weighed! against! him”!(Victorian! Premier! Cricket! 2006).! The! equitable! Tarrant! seemingly! felt! that!Ironmonger! deserved! the! reward! of! an! international! cricket! tour! considering! his!outstanding! bowling! Test! average! of! 17.97! (Franks! 1996,! 269–270).4!The! tour!however!put!an!end!to!Ironmonger’s!first!class!career!as!he!found!the!conditions!on!tour! physically! challenging! (Telegraph! January! 29,! 1936).! Despite! demonstrating!enormous!potential!Allsopp!likewise!had!been!disregarded!for!a!number!of!reasons!and! would! not! tour! again.! Allsopp’s! previous! nonSselection! baffled! the! cricket!community.!The!Daily!Standard!proposed!that!“Six!years!ago,!this!young!fellow!was!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!The!fifth!lowest!(best)!in!Australian!Test!history!to!date.!!
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batting!so!well!that!there!were!some!who!thought!he!should!have!been!in!the!1930!Australian!team!for!England”!(February!7,!1935).!This!did!not!eventuate:!he!appears!to!have!been!excluded!from!the!realm!of!cricket!selection.!Allsopp!did!not!conform!to!cricket’s! wholesome! reputation! however! Morrisby! observed! that! this! was!unsubstantiated!(Dougan!2012).!Morrisby!assured!his!mother!that!Arthur!“is!a!great!chap!–!he!does!not!drink!or! smoke!so!you!can! tell!Dad! that!Dr.! Sprent!was!wrong!when!he!said!he!drank!too!much”!(ibid.).!Enteric!fever,!acquired!in!India,!took!its!toll!and!contributed!to!Allsopp’s!nonSinclusion!in!subsequent!serious!sporting!activities.!On!his! return! from! India!he!was!advised! to!cease!playing!sport!and!spend!at! least!four!months! recuperating! (Murrumbidgee! Irrigator! March! 31,! 1936).! The!Mercury!alluded!to!Oxenham’s!previous!nonSselection!regarding!his!position!in!the!1935/36!team:! “The!general! feeling! in!official! cricket!circles! is! that!Oxenham,! in!view!of!his!previous! disappointments,! is! entitled! to! go”! (July! 27,! 1935).! Oxenham! noted! his!previous!bad! luck!with!selection!and!recalled!an! incident!where!he!was!billeted!to!room! with! Bert! Ironmonger,! which! he! felt! was! fitting! considering! they! both!originated! from! Queensland! (November! 25,! 1935).! Oxenham! wrote:! “It! was!particularly! appropriate! that! the! pair! of! us! should! be! together! —! it! gives! us! an!opportunity! to! recall! memories! of! so! many! other! trips! that! we! might! have! had!together! had! we! been! goodSlooking! enough! to! tickle! the! fancy! of! the! Australian!selectors”!(ibid.).!Oxenham!packaged!their!nonSselection!as!a!joke,!yet!reference!to!it!revealed! that! they!were! affronted!by! the! injustice! and! the! shortsightedness! of! the!Australian! authorities.! The! rationale! behind! Allsopp,! Oxenham! and! Ironmonger’s!rejection! by! cricket! authorities! is! not! the! primary! focus! of! this! research! however!their!partial!exclusion!from!official!cricket!reveals!that!they!did!not!fulfill!prevailing!cultural! and! social! expectations.! The! prejudice! of! the! official! cricket! authorities!
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prevented! their! participation! in! eliteSlevel! cricket,! especially! excluding! them! from!representing! their! country! internationally.! Tarrant’s! egalitarian! outlook! facilitated!their! involvement! in! the! tour! of! India! and! to! some! degree! influenced! the! future!increasingly!meritocratic!trajectory!of!the!professional!game.!!It! is! interesting! that!Tarrant,!who!had!played!at! a! level! that!would!warrant!Test! selection!yet!hadn’t! received! the!honour,!would!opt! for! the! inclusion!of! these!previously!overSlooked!players.!Possibly,!their!inclusion!by!Tarrant!was!recompense!for! the! oversight! of! former! selectors.! The! Argus! certainly! considered! Tarrant’s!selection!process!meritocratic!and!editorialised;!“Although!it!is!difficult!to!regard!the!tour!seriously!from!a!cricket!point!of!view,!it!has!done!one!good!thing!in!providing!an!overseas! trip! for! two!or! three!men!who!were!entitled! to! the!honour!years!ago”!(October!11,!1935).!!
Unorthodox(team!The! team! that! embarked! on! this! inaugural! series! in! India! was! unorthodox! for! a!number! of! reasons.! The! team! comprised! some! old! experienced! hands! and! some!promising!debutants.!The!age!of!the!players!ranged!from!the!senior!statesman!of!the!tour,!Bert!Ironmonger,!aged!fiftySthree,!to!young!Ron!Morrisby!who!would!celebrate!his!twentySfirst!birthday!in!Lahore.!The!team!was!described!in!the!Sporting!Globe!as!“veterans! and! colts! as! happy! as! schoolboys”! (October! 9,! 1935).! Less! flattering!descriptions! circulating! included! “the!hasSbeens!and!never!willSbes”! (Hendry!n.d.).!Docker’s!description!of!the!team!is!equally!mischievous!and!damning:!he!described!the!team!as!comprising!“superannuated!old!Test!stars!and!Sheffield!Shield!discards”!(1976,!103).!The! young! aspirants,! optimistic! of! a! future! in! cricket,! were! chosen! on! the!potential!they!exhibited.!However,!this!did!not!eventuate!as!the!Second!World!War!
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intervened! and! players! did! not! develop! as! anticipated.! None! would! subsequently!achieve! Test! selection! and! Morrisby,! Leather! and! Allsopp! would! remain! on! the!periphery!of! firstSclass!cricket!and!are! largely!unknown!names! in!sporting!history.!Allsopp!contracted!enteric!fever!whilst!in!India!which!contributed!to!the!numerous!factors! that! impeded! his! career! (Murrumbidgee! Irrigator! 1936).! He! competed! for!Richmond!in!district!cricket!over!the!next!decade!but!did!not!impress!enough!to!be!selected!for!the!Sheffield!Shield!competition!despite!having!previously!represented!New!South!Wales!in!the!1929/30!season!(Cricket!Archive!Oracle!2014).!Possibly!the!“curse! of! the! tour”! existed! as! some! members! of! the! cricket! community! joked.! A!conversation!with!Cecily!Dougan,!Morrisby’s!daughter,!reveals!that!he!rejected!offers!to!play!in!mainland!Australia!as,!following!the!death!of!his!father,!family!obligations!were!a!priority!over!cricket.!Oxenham,! following!his! return! from! India!–!where!he!performed!exceptionally!well!and!took!the!bowling!honours!–!played!Sheffield!Shield!for!the!1936/37!season!however!was!injured!in!a!car!accident!on!the!way!to!a!cricket!match!in!1937!and!died!two!years!later!of!an!unrelated!internal!complaint!aged!only!fortySnine! (Morning!Bulletin! August! 17,! 1939).! Leather! navigated! his!way! through!professional,!and!amateur!cricket!and!football,!but!despite!demonstrating!potential!he! did!not!manage! to! achieve! great! heights! in! either! sport.! The!players! exhibiting!potential!did!not!conform,!for!various!reasons,!to!the!rigid!perquisites!to!succeed!in!cricket!at!an!elite!level.!They!do!not!acquiesce!to!the!orthodox!image!of!1930s!cricket!produced!by!historians.!Even!though!Tarrant!championed!them,!they!did!not!possess!the!talent!or!the!suitable!cultural!and!social!credentials! to!enable!them!to!succeed.!Despite!the!loosening!of!social!prejudice!constraints,!cricket!was!not!yet!open!to!the!likes!of!Allsopp,!Ironmonger!and!Oxenham.!India!was!invited!to!attend!the!Imperial!Cricket!Conference!meeting!in!1926!
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and! played! its! first! Test! in! 1932.5!Therefore! official! games! between! Australia! and!India! could! qualify! as! Tests! but! the! 1935/36! series! did! not! comply.! On! departure!none!of!the!Australian!team!members!was!a!current!Test!match!or!state!player.!The!reason!for!this!was!threefold.!Firstly,!the!tour!coincided!with!the!official!team’s!Test!series! in! South! Africa;! secondly! it! conflicted! with! the! domestic! Sheffield! Shield!competition;!and!thirdly,!the!ABC!imposed!some!seemingly!petty!restrictions!on!who!could!represent! the! team.!Despite!accreditation!of! Indian!cricket!and! its! cricketers!the!Australian!board!remained!dubious!of!the!standard!that!would!be!achieved.!The!ABC!unsuccessfully!insisted!that!the!touring!party!was!not!referred!to!as!an!“official!Australian!XI”!and!the!matches!played!could!not!be!called!Tests!(Australian!Board!of!Control!for!International!Cricket!1935).!!Tarrant!and! the!Australian!cricket!administrators!quarrelled! for! six!months!before! the! final! team! and! the! itinerary! were! approved! (Coward! 1990,! 91–103).!Hendry!deprecated!Tarrant’s!determination!and!observed!that!“Permission!from!the!Australian!Board!of!control!had!to!be!obtained!but!this!was!only!a!gesture!because!all!of!us!had!retired!from!big!cricket”!(n.d.).!The!veracity!of!Hendry’s!memory!of!the!tour!appears!occasionally!to!be!questionable!and!his!observation!that!acquiring!ABC!approval!was!“only!a!gesture”!does!not!comply!with!newspaper!reportage!from!the!time! (Recorder! July!29,!1935).! Likewise,! his!observation! that! “all! of!us!had! retired!from! big! cricket”! is! only! partially! accurate! as! the! younger! team! member! were!optimistic!of!a!future!in!the!game!(n.d.).!!Conceivably!the!cricket!administrators!resisted!the!tour!because!it!appeared!too!professional!–!each!team!member!received!a!tour!fee!of!£300!and!an!additional!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!The!Imperial!Cricket!Conference!was!the!official!governing!body!of!cricket.!In!1965!it!became!known!as!the!International!Cricket!Conference!and!in!1989!was!renamed!and!rebranded!as!the!International!Cricket!Council!(ICC).!
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Figure(2.2:(Itinerary(of(inaugural(Australian(tour(of(India(1935/36(!!The!professionalSamateur!debate!was!at! the! core!of! colonial! social!hierarchy! in! the!earlyStwentieth! century.! Gorman! expounds,! “The! principle! of! amateurism! was! a!broader!public!application!of!the!characterSbuilding!ideals!central!to!the!‘games!ethic’!which!infused!lateSVictorian!and!Edwardian!public!school!pedagogy”!(2010,!626).!He!
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attributes!amateur!idealism!to!athletes!competing!“for!the!love!of!the!sport!itself,!and!the! absence! of! outside! incentives!was! supposed! to! ensure! fair! play! and! a! spirit! of!camaraderie”! (ibid.).! The! role! of! the! stereotypical,! idealised! amateur! sportsman!dominated! popular! culture! consciousness! and! this! portrayal! was! diametrically!opposed! to! the! representation! of! the! professional.! In! light! of! the romanticised!depiction!of!the!amateur!sportsman!the!populace!viewed!the!Australian!professionals!critically!as!opportunistic!moneySgrubbing!chancers.!!Discrepancies! existed! between! cricket! paradigms! across! the! Empire;! not! all!followed! identical! formulas! with! variable! structures,! hierarchies! and! objectives! in!operation!(Hughson!2009b,!72).!Cricket! in!Australia!was!embedded!with!traditional!restraints,! which! thwarted! the! evolution! of! the! game.! It! operated! on! amateur!conventions! although! in! practice! numerous! financial! rewards! and! incentives! were!awarded! to! highSachieving! Test! players! (Daily! News! March! 10,! 1932).! Australian!cricket! authorities!were! reluctant! to! respond! to! the! changing! dynamic! of! the! game!and! professionalism! was! not! fully! realised! until! Kerry! Packer! revolutionised! the!game,!through!the!creation!of!World!Series!Cricket!(1977–79),!transforming!it!into!a!global,! commercially! viable! paradigm.! The! 1935/36! tour! can! be! viewed! as! the!prototype,! a! forerunner! for!World! Series! Cricket.! The! two!models! of! the! game! are!linked! by! their! brash! professionalism! (accompanied! by! substantial! financial!recompense! for! those! involved);! by! their! outsider! status;! by! the! entrepreneurial!brains! trust! of! Packer! and! Tarrant! respectively! and! by! the! initial! rejection! of! both!men! (and! the! two! competitions)! by! the! governing! cricket! body! and! the! broader!sporting!public.!!Australian! cricket,! and! society! in! general,! operated! according! to! egalitarian!principles! and!was! viewed! as!more! democratic! when! compared! to! the! rigid! social!
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hierarchy! evidenced! in! Britain.! The! 1935/36! tour! displayed! all! the! trappings! of! a!definitively! professional! exercise! and,! despite! changing! attitudes! to! the! increasing!professional!structure!of!Australian!cricket,!discrimination!prevailed.!The!democratic!reputation! of! Australian! cricket! was! limited! and! did! not! extend! to! Tarrant! (nor!Ironmonger! and! Allsopp).! Australian! cricket! theoretically! operated! on! amateur!statutes!however!in!practice!numerous!financial!rewards!and!gifts!were!bestowed!on!highSachieving!Test!players!(Daily!News!1932).!The!sport!operated!on!incentives!for!good! play.! Across! the! Tasman! Sea,! New! Zealand! cricket! functioned! on! a! parallel!model.! The! unheralded! sporting! brilliance! of! Australian! batsman! Donald! Bradman!(1908–2001),! linked! with! savvy! management! and! adroit! marketing,! resulted! in!substantial! financial! recompense! for! the! Don,! far! surpassing! that! received! by! his!contemporaries! (Haigh! 1998,! 416).! However! if! talent! correlated! with! recompense!this!was!rightly!so.!In!recent!years!the!debate!about!professionalism!is!still!vitriolic.!In!reaction! to! the! emergence! of! eulogising! publications! on! Bradman,! counterSclaims!have! materialised! questioning! his! unblemished! reputation! and! highlighting! his!fallibilities! (for! example! Heenan! and! Dunstan! 2015).! Such! criticism! focuses! on! his!economic!gains!and!financial!orientation.!Cavalier!defends!the!role!of!the!cricketer!in!Australia!and!stipulates!that! its!characteristics!were!based!on!an!alternate!model!to!those!of!the!game!in!Britain:!“There!was!nothing!‘shamateur’!about!Don!or!any!other!Australian! cricketer! –! then,! before! or! since.!Unashamedly,! Australians! sought! to! be!paid! with! expenses! on! top.! Australian! cricket! did! not! ever! vaunt! the! gentleman!amateur”!(2014).!By!comparison,!Tarrant!did!not!escape!the!savage!criticism!of!him!as!a! financially!driven,!hardSnosed,!professional.!The!structure!of!cricket! in! the! first!half!of! the! twentieth!century!was!divisive!and!convoluted,!characterised!by!vitriolic!debate! regarding! amateur! idealism! and! pragmatic! financial! realism.! The! 1935/36!
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tour! of! India! is! an! ideal! case! study! to! critique! the! changing! dynamic! yet! equally!highlights! that! the! democratic! sentiment! embraced! by! the! tour! was! largely!inconsistent!with!wider!cricket!practice!in!Australian!cricket.!!Cricket!hierarchy!was! steeped! in!a! strictly!defined!political! agenda!and! this!thesis! reasons! that! Australian! cricket! was! positioned! between! the! structures! that!operated!in!Britain!and!those!of!India.!Nandy!argues!that!Australian!social!hierarchy!was! relaxed! in! comparison! to! Britain’s! system! where! amateurism! was! analogous!with!an!ideology!and!the!British!Public!School!games!cult!(2000,!5).!Mann!describes!the! Australians! as! “arguably! more! egalitarian! in! outlook”! and! outlines! their!befuddlement! at! the! British! convention! of! professionals! entering! onto! the! field!through! a! separate! gate! to! their! amateur! teammates! and! dressing! in! separate!changing! rooms! (2010,! 2190–91).! According! to! Nandy,! professionalSamateur!antagonism!was!almost!nonSexistent! in! the!East,! as!aspects!of!professionalism!had!been! creeping! into! Indian! cricket! throughout! the! early! years! of! the! twentieth!century! (2000,! 5).! Despite! Australian! society! functioning! on! a! comparably! more!democratic!model! debate! existed! surrounding! the! legitimacy!of! professionalism! in!sport.! Professionalism!was! seen! as! a! threat! to! the! virtuous! principles! of! amateur!idealism.!The!Sydney!Morning!Herald! suggests,! “the!payment!of!unnecessarily! large!allowances! to!young!players!was! leading! to!professionalism!and!other!undesirable!features! in! cricket”! (October! 16,! 1934).! Creeping! infiltration! of! elements! of!professionalism!meant!that!cricket!increasingly!resembled!athletics!and!the!heavily!professional! boxing! industry! although! globally! professional! sport! was! still! an!exception!rather! than!common!practice.!The!1930s!represents! the!decade!of! rapid!cricket!restructure!across!the!Empire.!An!attitudinal!change!to!professionalism!was!inevitable!as!evidenced!by!the!success!and!popularity!of!the!1935/36!tour.!Changes!
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in! attitudes! towards! professional! sportsmen! alongside! the! increasingly!unsustainable!farce!of!shamateurism!were!evident.!The!professionalSamateur! structure!of!English! cricket!during! the! first!half! of!the! twentieth! century!was! crucial! to! its! success! as! the! game! operated! as! a! strictly!codified! duality.! The! professionalSamateur! division! reflected! the! stringently!delineated! British! hierarchy.! The! game! had! transformed! from! a! predominantly!leisure!pursuit!to!an!activity!providing!expanding!opportunities!for!those!who!wished!to!pursue!cricket!as!a!professional!occupation.!!! Financial! inequality!was!evidenced!to!a! large!degree! in!British!cricket!where!substantial!monetary!gifts!were!bestowed!on!legendary!English!cricketer!W.!G.!Grace!(1848–1915)!who!played!as!an!amateur!yet!made!“much!more!from!cricket!than!the!professionals! who! lived! off! the! game”.! Even! so,! much! to! the! chagrin! of! his!contemporaries,! “he! still! represented! the!Gentlemen! against! the! Players! in! the! two!annual! matches”! (Sengupta! 2013).! Sengupta! evaluates! the! dichotomy:! “he! was!actually! a!professional! at!heart,! plying!his! trade! in! the! guise!of! an! amateur”! (ibid.).!The! amateurSprofessional! divide! was! so! embedded! in! British! cultural! life! that!criticism!of!it!was!dismissed.!Lord!Hawke!wrote:!!It!is!rather!curious!that!the!Australians!themselves!do!not!realise!that!our!Professionals!prefer! to! be! “on! their! own”! off! the! field! rather! than! to! be! in! the! same! hotel! as! the!amateurs.! Indeed!I!know!that!some!of!our!professionals!would!prefer!to!have!secondSclass!passages!on!board!ship!rather!than!having!to!dress!each!night!for!dinner.!This!is!not! the! least! diminishing! the! perfect! accord! between! English! amateurs! and!professionals,!both!on!and!off!the!field,!and!the!absolute!mutual!friendliness!which!has!existed!throughout!every!tour!with!which!I!have!been!associated,!as!well!as!the!majority!of!the!others.!It! is!merely!the!statement!of!a!psychological!fact,!which!seems!to!puzzle!our! friends! at! the! Antipodes,! and!which! to! us,!within! the! group! of! English! cricket,! is!
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quite!comprehensible!and!rational!(1924,!98).!!Hawke! could! be! referring! to! any! number! of! the! Australian! team! in! India,! some! of!whom!like!Mair,!as!discussed!in!chapters!5!and!6,!objected!to!high!society!protocol,!yet!to!assume!this!meant!they!would!accept!inferior!treatment!is!implausible.!Nandy!suggests! that! cricket,! culture! and! politics! are! inexorably! linked! and! defines! the!distinction! between! amateurism! and! professionalism! as! embedded! in! “a! larger!cultural! process”! yet! inherently! intertwined! in! “politics”! too! (2000,! 19).! As! Nandy!advocates,! the!1935/36! tour!succinctly!demonstrates! the!close!correlation!between!sport,! culture! and! politics! within! the! changing! dynamic! of! imperial! history! in! the!1930s.(
The(Australian(Board(of(Control:(more(harm(than(good(The! ABC! disallowed! retired! Australian! cricketers,! including! Alan! Kippax,! Bill!Ponsford,!Jack!Nitschke!and!Bill!Woodfull,!participation!in!the!Indian!tour!(Mercury!July! 27,! 1935).! The!Mercury! observed! that! the! banned! cricketers! “had! given! their!best!to!the!game,!and!the!Board!had!no!right!to!attempt!to!control!their!movements!now! that! they! no! longer! participated! in! firstSclass! games”! (ibid.).! The! presence! of!these!highSprofile! cricketers!would!have! increased! the! calibre!of! the!playing! team,!raised!the!transnational!interest!in!the!tour!and!resulted!in!increased!revenue.!The!reason!they!were!disallowed!is!unclear.!However,!it!appears!that!the!Board!did!not!want! the! Indian! tour! to! succeed! for! multifarious! reasons! such! as! not! wishing! to!publically! condone! a! private! enterprise.! Racism! also! contributed:! the! Board! was!reluctant! to! acknowledge! the! Indians! as! competitive! opposition.! The! Mercury!audaciously! proposed! that! “the! Board!was! playing! the! game! in! a! rather! lowdown!fashion”!which!suggests!that!the!press!allegiance!to!the!administrator!of!Australian!cricket! was! waning! (ibid.).! Commentary! such! as! this! reflects! the! volatility! of!
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Australian!cricket!during!the!1930s.!Oxenham!observed!that!Kippax’s!absence!was,!in!part,!due!to!him!not!wanting!to!do!anything!that!may!“offend!the!powers!that!be”!(November!11,!1935).!Such!commentary! invites! tour!participation! to!be!viewed!as!an! act! of! rebellion.! The! Recorder! observed! that,! “The! Board! of! Control! needs!authority!if!it!is!to!keep!the!sport!popular:!but!that!control!should!not!extend!to!the!virtual! enslavement! of! the! players.! No! doubt! international! tours!will! lead! to! open!professionalism! in!which!men!will! go! from! country! to! country! as! higher! bids! are!made! for! their! services;! but! those! who! do! so! will! always! be! the! parasites! of! the!game”!(July!29,!1935).!The!passage!employs!strong!language!and!unresolved!themes.!The!opinion! that! the!Board!was!reducing! the!players! to! “virtual!enslavement”!was!shared! by! many! respected! cricket! commentators! who! criticised! the! autocratic!position!adopted!by!the!Australian!governing!body,!suggesting!its!tyrannical!control!and!overzealous!policing!of!the!game!and!its!players,!would!lead!to!its!eventual!ruin.!Even! archconservative! and! customarily! anodyne! exSTest! captain,! Bill! Woodfull!criticised! the! ABC! (Singleton! Argus! 1935).! Macartney! editorialised! on! the! lack! of!support! for! the! tour! from! the!official!body:! “Had! the!Board!of!Control! in!Australia!favoured!the!Indian!tour,!and!had!desired!to!help,!instead!of!hinder,!the!work!of!Mr.!F.!A.!Tarrant,!a!much!better!team!would!have!been!selected.!The!Board!could!have!aspired! to! provide! valuable! experience! for! some! promising! youngster,! without!ruining! the! coming! interstate!games.!By! its! actions,! the!Board!of!Control!has!done!itself! more! harm! than! good”! (August! 31,! 1935).! Acknowledging! the! difficulties!Tarrant! encountered,! Ryder! concluded! in! Indian! Cricket! (September! 1936,! 632):!“Too!much!credit!cannot!be!given!to!Frank!Tarrant!for!getting!the!teams!sanctioned!both!here!and! in! India”!(Leather!Archive).!Of!course,! this!wasn’t! the! first! time!that!administrators!and!players!had!clashed.!The!“Big!Six”!incident!of!1911/12!witnessed!
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players! objecting! to! their! treatment! by! cricket! authorities.! Six! members! of! the!Australian!team!boycotted!the!tour!to!England!because!they!felt!they!were!entitled!to!have!some!influence!in!its!organisation,!such!as!the!selection!of!a!team!manager!amongst!other!player!rights.!
Indian-Australian(affection(The! Australian! tour! demonstrates! healthy! diplomacy! between! the! two! countries,!reflecting! a! broader! prevailing! dynamic! stemming! from! financial! and! commercial!opportunism! (Argus! July! 26,! 1936).! The! tour! can! be! viewed! as! a! bridgeSbuilding!exercise!responding!to!the!rise!of!Asia!in!global!affairs:!a!new!economic,!political!and!cultural!world!order!was! in!gestation.!Under!a!decade! later,! in!1947,! Indian!Prime!Minister,! Jawaharlal!Nehru,!proclaimed!at! the!Asian!Relations!Conference!that!Asia!had! “suddenly! become! important! in! world! affairs”! (Guha! 2007,! 163).! As! the!twentieth!century!progressed,!Asia!became!increasingly!more!globally!significant!in!trade,!politics!and!business,!encouraging!a!reassessment!of!racial!ideology.!!The!1935/36!cricket!tour!was!likewise!political!and!was!scheduled!to!assist!preparation!of!the!Indian!team!for!their!official!Test!tour!of!England!in!the!northern!summer!of!1936;!an!undeniably!daunting!venture.!Apparently!more!than!a!game!of!cricket!was! at! stake,!with! India! aspiring! to! be! competitive! in! light! of! the! political,!racial! and! cultural! IndianSBritish! dynamic! at! play! in! the! late! 1930s.6!Despite! not!eventuating!until!1947,!Indian!independence!was!inevitable!and!political!turbulence!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!Unfortunately! the! Indian! tour! to! Britain! proved! to! be! disastrous,! on! and! off! the! field.! Communal!disharmony,! team!disunity,!malcontent! and!personality! clashes! erupted! and! frequently!marred! the!series.!Rajender!Amarnath,!son!of! the!Indian!cricketer!Lala!Amarnath,!suggests! that! the!Indian!tour!manager![British]!Mayor!Britton!Jones!instigated!intercommunal!dissent!knowing!that!the!failure!of!the! tour!may! function!to! justify!delaying! Indian! independence!(2004,!43).!Amarnath!concludes! that!his! father! was! the! political! ‘sacrificial! lamb’! (ibid.).! Despite! the! impending! inevitability! of! Indian!sovereignty! in! the! earlyStwentieth! century,! Indian! independence! and! partition! took! place! in! a!disorganised,!harried!and! chaotic! fashion.! It! is! impossible! to! speculate!whether! the!disorder!of! the!Test!series!in!1936!had!any!impact!on!ensuing!political!events.!!!
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and! violent! outbreaks! became! increasingly! common! as! the! twentieth! century!progressed.! The! Indian! cricket! authorities,! acknowledging! that! assistance! in! team!preparation!was!necessary,!were!delighted!to!accept!the!generosity!of!the!Maharaja!of! Patiala! to! finance! the! Australian! tour.! Despite! their! commitment! to! the!mother!country,! the! Australians! were! happy! to! assist! the! Indians! in! being! competitive!against! the! English.! Cricket!was! used! as! a! tool! of! unification! to! facilitate! political,!economic! and! cultural! interaction! throughout! the! Empire! (Hutchins! 2005,! 16)! yet!simultaneously!it!held!the!capacity!to!encourage!division!and!dissent.!!The!Argus!stated!that,!“Ryder!said!that!the!Australian!team!had!not!come!to!win! matches! but! to! impart! experience”! (January! 4,! 1936).! A! later! Argus! article!concluded! the! significance! of! the! tour!was! transnational! unity! and! stipulated! that,!“The! visit! of! an!Australian! cricket! team! to! India! is! of! national! importance.!We! are!trying! to! improve! our! trade! relations! with! India,! and! our! players! would! make!splendid! ambassadors”! (July! 26,! 1935).! Oxenham! revealed,! “that! the! winning! of!matches! counts! for! nothing”! and! emphasised! the! political! purpose! of! the! tour! to!“erase! the! unfavourable! impressions! left! by! Jardine! and! his! team,! with! whose!methods,!apparently,!the!Indians!were!disgusted”!(November!11,!1935).!Oxenham’s!observation!refers!to!the!Bodyline!incident!a!few!years!prior!and!indicates!that!antiSimperial!ideology!was!central!to!the!tour,!which!in!turn!encouraged!amity!between!India!and!Australia.!Oxenham!guaranteed!the!readers!that!Tarrant!“will!be!proud!of!his!Australians!in!that!direction!before!the!tour!is!ended”!which!encouraged!the!tour!to!viewed!as!promoting!antiSBritish!sentiment!and!encouraging!nationalist!doctrine!(ibid.).!Coward!describes!the!team!of!Australians!as!“cricket!evangelists”!performing!with!“missionary!zeal”!(1990,!100).!Guha!proposes!that!the!touring!Australian!team!challenged! preSexisting! racial! protocol:! “they! were! an! immensely! popular! side,!
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not!least! because! they! fraternized! as! much! with! the! natives! as! with! their! fellow!whites”! (2002,! 233)! which! suggests! the! revolutionary! nature! of! the! exercise.!Therefore! the! Australian! tour! was! pioneering! as! the! team! facilitated! racial! coSexistence! and! defied! the! cultural! stipulations! that! previous! visiting! British! cricket!teams!had!established.!The!tour!had!multiple!objectives;!one!was!to!use!cricket!for!political! leverage,! another! was! to! break! down! racial! codification! and! lastly! it!endeavoured!to!provide!the!country!with!a!firstSclass!sporting!display.!!The! 1935/36! tour! paved! the!way! for! closer! sporting! ties! between! the! two!countries:!rugby!and!soccer!tours!took!place!within!a! few!years,!and!a!cricket!Test!encounter! eventuated! in! 1947/48! (delayed! by! the! Second! World! War)! (Nielsen!2012,!551–64).!Cricket!publications!reinforce!the!subsequent!goodwill!between!the!cricket! communities.! Mushtaq! Ali! outlined! his! attitude! towards! Australians:!“whenever!I!had!occasions!to!meet!an!Australian!cricketer,!either!in!India!or!abroad,!nothing! but! kindness! and! friendship! was! bestowed! upon! me”! (1967,! 247).! Years!later,! in! 1990,! Pakistan! cricketer! Imran! Khan! reflected! on! the! influence! of,! and!respect! for,! Australian! players! and! claimed! that! “we! all! had! Australian! heroes,!players!like!Benaud!and!Simpson!and,!before!that,!Miller!and!Lindwall”!(Khan!1990,!forewords).7!The!West!Australian!described!the!Indian!tour!to!Australia!in!1947,!the!first! official! Test! encounter! between! the! two! countries,! in! an! article! titled!“Promoting!Better!Relations”,! followed!by! the! subSheading! “Indian!Team's!Mission!‘Let! Us! Get! To! Know! You’”,! which! signals! the! diplomatic! objectives! of! the! tour!(October!14,!1947).!The! Indian! team!manager!Mr.!P.!Gupta!proclaimed,! “India!will!utilise! this!visit!not!only! to! improve! the! status!of! its! cricket!but!also! to!promote!a!better! fellowSfeeling! between! your! country! and! ours”! (ibid.).! Gupta! revealed! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!The!forewords!of!Coward’s!publication!are!not!unpaginated.!
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blatant!agenda!of! cricket!as!a!political!and!diplomatic! tool! that!was!established!by!the!1935/36!tour,!twelve!years!prior.!!The! Adelaide! Advertiser! nominated! 1935! as! the! year! of! “development”!regarding!Australia’s! position! in! global! “trade,! commerce! and!defence”! (December!31,!1935).!The!article!noted!that!particular!attention!was!devoted!to!forming!unions!with! Asia! (ibid.).! Economic! rationalism! of! the! late! 1930s! also! promoted!strengthening! global! relations! through! a! fostering! of! Indian–Australian! political!links,! such! as! the! appointment! of! an!Australian! Trade!Minister! in! India! (Canberra!
Times!December!6,!1939).!However!Broinowski!argues!that!the!strengthening!of!the!relationship!in!the!postSwar!period!was!destined!to!fail.!She!argues!that!it!would!be!circumvented! by! Australia’s! historic! subservience! to! Britain! and! America,! by!Australia’s!observance!of!the!White!Australia!Policy!and!by!the!acceptance!of!innate!racism!(2000,!75–92).!Contradictory!opinions!such!as!these,! involving!the!status!of!cricket,!IndianSAustralian!relations!and!the!shifting!circumstances!of!global!politics,!are! evident! throughout! the! 1935/36! tour.! The! presence! of! such! antithetical!viewpoints!encourage!the!tour!to!be!interpreted!as!a!fascinating!yet!convoluted!case!study! that! encompasses! the! complex! machinations! of! imperial! politics,! IndianSAustralian!diplomacy!and!the!role!of!cricket!in!the!1930s.!Despite!many!challenges,!the!goodwill!that!hallmarked!the!tour!resonated!in!commercial,!cultural!and!political!interactions!and,!akin!to!the!relationship!between!Tarrant!and!the!Maharaja,!was!motivated!by!political!opportunism!and!objectives!of!ambition!and!reciprocal!respect.!Contemporary!cricket!is!still!used!for!political!and!diplomatic! advantage.8!Stoddart! disputes! that,! despite! political! convenience,! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!In!2012,!Indian!cricket!superstar!Sachin!Tendulkar!was!awarded!an!Order!of!Australia!by!the!then!Prime!Minister!Julia!Gillard.!In!2014,!the!new!Indian!Prime!Minister!Narendra!Modi!visited!Australia!
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concept!of!an!oft!quoted!and!seemingly!clichéd!narrative!of!a!“shared!cricket!culture”!is!not!mirrored! in!other!avenues!of!cultural!and!political! interaction!(2008,!1672).!He!argues!that,!“India!and!Australia!shared!and!continue!to!share!little!in!common”!(ibid.).!Krishna!agrees!that!the!populist!narrative!ignores!the!“very!different!forms!of!colonialism! that! the! two! countries! experienced”! (2015,! 165).! However! a! shared!cricket! culture,! the! evolving! politicisation! of! the! game! and! the! dissolution! of! the!Empire! coincided! with! an! ensuing! political,! sporting! and! commercial! interaction!between! the! two!countries! following! the!1935/36! tour.! Later!diplomatic! surliness,!acrimony!and! the! increasing!politicisation!of! activity!on! the! cricket! field! –! such!as!Monkeygate,!past!Prime!Minister!John!Howard’s!nonSselection!as!ICC!viceSpresident!in! 2010! and! persisting! onSfield! vilification! –! seemingly! dominate! contemporary!popular! press! reportage. 9 !Threats! of! potential! racial,! religious! and! cultural!vilification! have! marred! recent! cricket! encounters! between! the! two! countries.!Krishna! observes! a! “surfeit! of! charged! cricketing! encounters! between! the! two!nations”!based!on!the!premise!of!an!inflexible!racial!hierarchy!(2015,!161).!However!this! was! not! always! the! case! as! demonstrated! by! the! unanticipated! cultural! and!racial! liberalism! of! the! 1935/36! tour.! As! argued! throughout! this! thesis,! the!progressive! perspective! to! race,! class! and! politics! evidenced! in! key! situations!throughout!the!tour!was!partially!inspired!by!the!unique!liberalism!of!Frank!Tarrant!who!inspired!the!rebellious!players!to!absorb!the!antiSimperial!sentiments!that!were!circulating!around!in!lateScolonial!India.!A!formal,!framed!team!photograph!from!the!Leather!archive!(also!located!in!the!Bill!manuscript)!depicts!the!cricketers!dressed!in!their!cricket!whites!(see!figure!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!and!was!the!first!Indian!head!of!state!to!do!so!for!twentySeight!years.!A!visit!to!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club!and!meeting!Australian!cricket!stars!was!on!the!agenda!to!cement!cricket!as!a!connecting!force.!9!‘Monkeygate’!was!the!name!attributed!to!ongoing!racial!conflict!and!personal!animosity!between!Australian!Andrew!Symonds,!who!has!West!Indian!heritage,!and!Harbhajan!Singh!of!India!in!2007/08.!
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of!a!professional! structure! is!evident!as! the! team!members!wear!an!assortment!of!cricket!blazers,!associated!with!squads!for!whom!they!had!previously!played.10!The!dark! jackets!worn! by!Morrisby! and!Allsopp! do! not! look! like! sporting! apparel! and!were!seemingly! included! to!garner!some!semblance!of!visual!homogeneity.11!Some!players! proudly! wear! the! Australian! Test! blazer,! identified! by! the! coat! of! arms!displayed! on! the! pocket,! others!wear! their! state! or! domestic! cricket! team! jackets.!The!buttoning!of! the!blazers! appears! to!be!optional! and!Macartney! seems! to!have!gained! some!weight! as!his! attire! looks! like! it! barely! fits.12!The! collars!of! the!white!shirts!seemingly!have!minds!of!their!own!and!sit!in!various!directions,!some!neatly!tucked!into!jacket!lapels!and!some!not.!Compared!to!orthodox!sporting!uniforms,!the!outfits! worn! by! the! Australian! players! do! not! comply! with! a! high! degree! of!standardisation.! A! lack! of! uniformity,! or! possibly! a! dearth! of! direction! from! the!photographer!or!team!manager,!is!evident!by!the!placement!of!the!cricketers’!hands!in! the! middle! [seated]! row.! As! is! orthodox! in! team! portraiture,! the! young,! leastSexperienced! players! occupy! the! bottom! row.!Morrisby,! Allsopp,! Leather! and!Mair!(the! junior! players! positioned! in! the! front! row)! look! uncomfortable! with! their!placement!in!the!seated!position;!legs!are!crossed!and!arms!are!folded!reminiscent!of! the! orchestration! in! a! juniorSschool! photo! arrangement,! yet! these! players! look!overSsized! to!be!assigned! this!pose.!Morrisby,!Leather!and!Mair! tightly!grasp! their!legs! in! an! attempt! to! keep! their! body! in! the! prescribed! arched! position! while!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!Evidently!team!blazers!and!caps!were!manufactured!however!the!players!did!not!receive!them!until!early!to!midSDecember.!Coward!refers!to!the!“striking!blue!blazers!replete!with!gold!buttons!and!royal!monogram”!(1990,!103)!and!Oxenham!mentions!the!“gold!braid”!and!“the!best!material!it!is!possible!to!buy”!(Telegraph!December!16,!1935).!However!only!a!few!photographs!exist!with!the!team!wearing!the!blazers,!revealing!that!they!preferred!informality.!By!comparison!the!Indian!cricketers!are!rarely!photographed!without!a!team!blazer.!11!Allsopp!had!already!played!Sheffield!Shield!cricket!so!it!is!surprising!he!did!not!wear!the!New!South!Wales!blazer.!12!Macartney!played!his!last!Test!in!1926!and!his!last!Sheffield!Shield!season!was!1926/27.!Is!it!interesting!to!contemplate!why!he!joined!the!Indian!tour!after!almost!a!decade!of!retirement!from!cricket?!Most!likely!financial!remuneration!encouraged!participation.!
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Figure(2.4:(Back(of(Figure(2.3((Melbourne(1935).(Leather(archive(!The! official! Australian! Test! team! was! simultaneously! touring! in! South! Africa! and!comparisons! between! the! two! tours! highlight! how! the! media! and! the! cricket!authorities! perceived! them.! Oxenham! observed! the! rivalry! between! the! two! tours!that! were! simultaneously! taking! place! and! described! the! luxury! of! the! arrival! in!Bombay,! “if! what! we! have! already! sampled! is! an! indication! of! the! future,! then! I!cannot!wonder!that!many!of!those!who!went!to!South!Africa!would!rather!have!come!on!this!tour!!Our!welcome!was!simply!wonderful”!(November!18,!1935).!Later!in!the!same!article!he!alluded!to!the!animosity!between!the!ABC!and!the!touring!party,!“It!was! amusing! after! the! Colombo! match! to! hear! the! team! discussing! the! probable!manner! in! which! our! success! would! be! received! in! Australia.! ‘I! wonder!what! the!board! members! will! think! of! us! now’! remarked! one! of! the! boys”! (ibid.).! This!observation! suggests! that! Oxenham! took! pleasure! in! the! rebellious! nature! of! the!exercise! and! relished! that! its! success!may! offend! the! cricket! authorities! at! home.!
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Objective! journalists! similarly! acknowledged! the! rivalry! between! the! Tarrant! tour!and!the!ABC!sanctioned!tour!to!South!Africa.!The!Advocate!stated!that!South!African!cricket!will!be!rejoicing!with!the!naming!of!the!Australian!Test!team!to!tour!as!it!is!without!many!of!the!esteemed!players!and!commented!on!the!high!standard!of!the!cricketers! to! tour! India! (October! 24,! 1935).! The! article! noted! that! the! “Capetown!(sic)!Cricket!Club”!drank!a!“special!toast”!for!“Nagel,!who!took!three!for!three!against!Collingwood.!They!had!heard!he!was!not! coming,! but! perhaps! they!had!not! heard!that! Jack! Ryder! had! sailed! for! India”! (ibid.).! Like! all! cultural! activity! the! relative!merit! of! cricket! across! the! Empire! was! consigned! a! ranking! within! an! inflexible!hierarchy! and! is! appraised! in! the! Sporting! Globe! (October! 23,! 1935).! The! article!described!the!three!cricket!competitions!taking!place!across!the!Empire!at!the!same!time!(the! two!previously!outlined!Australian! tours! to! India!and!South!Africa!and!a!MCC![Marylebone]!tour!to!Australia!and!New!Zealand).!The!article!ranked!the!cricket!competitions! and! concluded! that! the! “most! important”! tour,! “of! course”,! was! the!South!Africa!Test.!The!journalist!however!conceded!that;!“The!Indian!tour!interests!us! also,! but! it! has! little! international! importance”! and! finally! nominated! the!MCC!tour! as! least! important! (ibid.).14!This! thesis! refutes! the! contention! that! the! Indian!tour!had!“little!national!importance”!and!argues!that!politically!and!within!a!sporting!context!the!exchange!between!the!countries!was!significant.!Stoddart!maintains!that!organised!sport!was!an!extension!and!reflection!of!the!imperial!system!and,!in!light!of!this,!the!idiosyncratic!and!nonSconformist!nature!of!the!1935/36!tour!signals!the!changing! perception! of! sport,! politics! and! culture! and! reflects! a! reSevaluation! of!transnational!attitudes!throughout!the!1930s!(1988,!651).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!The!article,!fuelled!with!Australian!nationalism,!proudly!cites!the!tour!involving!the!English!team!as!being!least!important.!
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(!The!very!name!of!India!conjured!up!so!many!thoughts!of!glamour,!big=game!and!the!different!styles!of!life!that!I!was!delighted!to!accept!Frank!Tarrant’s!invitation!to!join!his!team.!! —!Hunter!Hendry!memoirs!!!!Chapter!three!commences!with!a!close!textual!analysis!of!the!representation!of!the! Australian! cricketers! in! promotional!material! generated! in! India.! Certainly!the!sporting!public!in!India!would!have!been!familiar!with!renowned!Australian!players!like!Macartney!and!Ryder!yet!little!would!be!known!of!the!younger!and!less! recognised! cricketers.! It! is! important! to! appraise! the!playing!personnel! to!comprehend!how!they!deviated!from!traditional!touring!stock!and!to!probe!why!their!depiction!by!the!promotional!material!conformed!to!increasingly!obsolete!paradigms.! A! broad! generalised! reading! of! this! material! would! lead! to! the!obvious! interpretation! that! the! promotional! reportage! embellished! the!cricketers’! abilities! and! propagated! an! idealised!masculine! Australian! identity.!However! a! close! textual! analysis! enables! us! to! expose! aberrations! and!contradictions! in! this! clichéd! interpretation,! which! highlights! that! cricket! and!national!stereotypes!were!under!transition.!!The! rationale!behind!why! the!departing!Australian! cricketers! elected! to!tour!and!what!they!anticipated!they!would!encounter!is!examined!by!identifying!their! potential! knowledge! of! Indian! culture,! customs,! politics,! geography,!
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linguistics! and! history! and! through! conversations! with! family! descendants.!Hendry! (see! epigraph)! is! the! only! player! to! record! his! expectations;! he!anticipated! heightened! displays! of! systemised! ethnic! difference! played! out!between!the!colonised!and!colonisers,!which!reinforced!a!clichéd!representation!of!India!as!perceived!by!the!West!that!was!based!on!a!fascination!with!the!“alien!and! unusual”! (Said! 2003,! 40).1!Archival! newspapers! and! additional! primary!material!reveal!that!the!West’s!depiction!of!India!was!a!consciously!evoked!and!celebrated!construct!predominantly!based!on!highly!exoticised!popular=culture!myth.! The! influence! of! newspaper! reportage! and! popular! culture,! including!cinema!and!literature,!in!constructing!the!cricketers’!perception!of!India!prior!to!their!departure!is!examined.!As!the!cricketers!themselves!would!discover,!and!as!subsequently!critiqued!by!post=colonial!discourse!(for!example!Said!2003),!this!chapter! argues! that! the! depiction! of! India! and! simultaneously! the! Australian!cricketers!was!plagued!with!contradictions,!as!the!1930s!was!a!period!of!intense!cultural!and!political!transition!and!re=evaluation.!!This! research! departs! from,! or! moderates,! the! absolutism! of! a! rigid!national! identity! and!views! the!1935/36! tour! as! an!apposite! vehicle! to! expose!both! countries’! varying! states! of! tension! with! Britain,! which! were! partially!resolved!by!World!War!Two.!Oral! history! anecdotes!passed!down! through! the!generations! are! evaluated,! however!with! all! secondary! sources! the! veracity! of!some! accounts! may! be! queried.! The! stories,! even! if! somewhat! mythologised,!reveal!the!significance!of!the!tour!to!the!players!and!the!profound!impact!of!their!experiences,! still! reverberating! over! eighty! years! later.! The!material! culture—
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!No!primary!material!exists!detailing!the!players’!expectations!beyond!the!quote!by!Hendry!so!the!press!and!popular!culture!has!been!perused!to!evaluate!their!potential!awareness!of!India.!!
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not! solely! unearthed! from! under! beds! and! in! attics! but! frequently! located! in!prominent!positions!such!as!a!portrait!of!the!Maharaja!in!the!Morrisby!house!—provides!invaluable!testimony!to!support!the!growing!significance!of!Australian=Indian! relations! and! the! changing! role! of! cricket! itself! in! the! early! twentieth!century.! Ron! Morrisby’s! daughter,! Cecily! Dougan,! reminisced! during! a!conversation!with! the! author,! “For! as! long!as! I! remember!a! framed!portrait! of!Bhupinder!Singh,!the!Maharajah!of!Patiala!hung!over!our!dining!room!fireplace”.!Jack! Ryder’s! grandson! disclosed! to! the! author! that! the! Ryder! family! lived!amongst! tiger! skins! and! Indian! ephemera! for! decades! in! their! home! in! Glen!Waverley! (a! suburb! in! metropolitan! Melbourne).! Jack’s! grandchildren! recall!glamorous!tales!of!the!Raj!and!their!grandfather’s!contribution!to!the!conception!of!Indian=Australian!cricket.!!
Positive(talk(and(representations(of(Australian(identity!Tour! brochures! enthusiastically! promote! the! expedition! and! the! personnel,!frequently! exaggerating! the! talents! of! the! players,! in! a! resolute! manner! to!nurture! the! tour’s! success.! The! aim! of! the! tour! was! to! provide! India! with! an!entertaining!and!high=quality!sporting!display!and!to!assist!selection!of!an!Indian!team! to! challenge! the!British! in! an!official! Test! encounter! later! in! 1936! (News!February!25,! 1936).!However! this! thesis! argues! that! the!objectives! of! the! tour!were!not!solely!sport=related!and!it!appears!that!a!lot!more!than!a!cricket!series!was!in!jeopardy.!A!newspaper!article!in!the!Tarrant!scrapbook,!highlighting!the!political!nature!of!the!tour,!revealed!that!the!cricketers!were!compelled!to!act!as!“envoys! and! ambassadors! of! their! country”! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! The! journalist!depicts! the! tour! as! a! public! relations! exercise! and! suggests,! “Sending! a! cricket!team!to!a!cricket=loving!country!is!the!best!and!last!word!in!publicity”!(ibid.).!
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No(longer(exclusively(physical,(rugged(and(masculine((The!Indian!population!garnered!an!impression!of!the!Australian!players!through!promotional!material!generated!by!the!various!host!cricket!clubs!around!India.!Much! of! the! material! contains! punctuation,! grammar! and! spelling! errors,!indicating! that! meticulous! attention! was! not! devoted! to! their! production.! In!some! cases! misinformation,! either! consciously! or! not,! was! perpetuated! in! an!attempt! to! encourage! the! success! of! the! series! and! to! enthuse! the! Indian!population! with! the! sometimes=embellished! calibre! of! the! personnel.!Ironmonger’s!age!is!frequently!misquoted!in!promotional!material.!He!was!fifty=three–and=a=half!years!of!age!when!he!toured!(born!on!April!7,!1882)!yet!his!age!is!frequently!incorrectly!stated!as!forty=nine!years.!Docker’s!publication!suggests!he!was! forty=eight!when!departing!Australia! (1976,!97).!Macartney,!adopting!a!slightly!more! realistic!appraisal! in!his! regular! column! in! the!Hindu*newspaper,!does! not! stipulate! the! cricketer’s! age! but! concedes! that! Ironmonger! “must! be!regarded! to! be! on! the! slow! side”! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! It! is! not! difficult! to!speculate!why!some!promotional!material!shaved!four!years!off!his!records.!It!is!unlikely! that! the! Indian! cricket! authorities! consciously! misquoted! his! age,!however!the!appeal!of!a!cricketer!in!his!late!forties!was!significantly!greater!than!that!of!a!competitor!in!a!physical!game!who!was!soon!to!be!in!his!mid=fifties.!The!Indian!cricket!community!was!emotionally,!and!at!times!financially,! invested!in!the! tour’s! success! and! enthusiastically! promoted! it! even! at! the! expense! of!propagating!some!misinformation!about!the!players.!!The!superlative!description!in!the!August!1935!issue!of!Indian*Cricket!of!unknown!and! largely!unproven!Australian!cricketer!Tom!Leather!amplified!his!sporting!ability! (Leather!Archive).!This!style!of! journalism!was!symptomatic!of!
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the! era! and! assisted! in! inspiring! Indian! readers! to! feel! optimistic! with! the!naming!of!the!Australian!team!and!to!reinforce!the!prestige!of!the!tour.!Leather!is!described!as:! “Victoria’s!youthful! ‘cyclone’! and! to!all! appearances!Australia’s!Larwood! of! the! future”.2!The! magazine! enthuses:! “Indeed,! there! is! no! faster!bowler! in! Australia! at! present.! Leather! bowls! with! grim! determination! and!astounding!stamina,!and!makes!the!ball!fly!off!the!pitch!in!a!thrilling!manner.!To!see!Tom!Leather!hurling!them!down,!over!after!over,!like!a!man!possessed!is!to!enjoy!one!of!the!greatest!thrills!of!cricket.!Yet!his!bowling!is!always!scrupulously!fair:!Leather!would!not!hurt!a!fly.!Fairly!tall!and!wiry,!with!arms!and!fists!of!steel,!he! is! also! a! fine! footballer.! This! is! reflected! in! his! dashing! fielding”! (ibid.).!Acknowledging!that!the!readers!would!have!trouble!accepting!the!hyperbole!of!
Indian*Cricket,! the! player! is!more! realistically! described! in! an! official! souvenir!also! located! in! the!Leather!Archive:! “Tom!W.!Leather! is!a!young! fast!bowler!of!ability! and! a! future! ‘hope’! of! Australia.! He! has! been! bowling! consistently! at!Melbourne! Pennant! Cricket! with! success.! In! 1933! he! first! took! his! place! in!representative!Cricket!against!Tasmania!and!has!since!maintained!the!very!good!impression! he! then! made”.! Another! tour! programme! collated! by! Leather,!authored!anonymously!by!‘R=P=W,!Ajmer’!described!the!same!player:!!There! was! a! current! rumour! in! Melbourne! that! Tommy! Leather! (24)! was!going!to!inherit!a!fortune!from!some!relatives!in!Scotland!but!that!was!the!last!Tom!has!heard!of! the!matter!and!now!he! is!reconciled! to!cricket!and!taking!his! reconciliation! very! well.! In! minor! matches! for! Victoria! he! has! taken!fourteen!wickets!for!365!runs!at!an!average!of!26.07!runs!per!wicket.!Leather!is!a!medium!fast!paced!bowler!who!keeps!a!good!length.!He!is!building!up!in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Harold!Larwood!was!a!professional!English!fast!bowler!and!considered!to!combine!a!deadly!combination!of!speed!and!accuracy.!Although!it!is!rather!surprising!that!Leather!is!compared!to!Larwood,!as!the!Englishman’s!contribution!to!the!Bodyline!series!made!him!an!unpopular!figure!in!Australian!popular!culture,!the!magazine!reflects!an!Indian!perspective.!!
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strength! and! seems! to! acquire! fresh! pace! each! season.! In! experienced!company! he! is! likely! to! make! rapid! headway.! Leather! has! no! batting!protensions!(sic)!but!in!the!field!is!active!and!alert.!!This! description! suggests! that! Tom,! despite! being! unlucky! in! his! personal!circumstances,! is! “reconciled”! to! cricket! and! through! this! acquiescence! he!displays!a!superlative!spirit.!!The! hard! luck! story! is! assimilated! into! the! portrayal! of! an! Australian!national! identity!and!is!reinforced!through!narratives!of! loss!and!misfortune!in!popular! culture! (Wear!2009,! 78).!The! accounts!of! some!players! attribute! their!team! selection! to! their! affability,! good! nature,! adherence! to! a! wholesome!lifestyle! and! a! healthy! work! ethic.! These! attributes! echo! the! portrayal! of! the!typical! Australian! in! popular! culture! as! “young,! inexperienced”! and!“enthusiastic”! resembling! “Australia! itself”! (Haltof! 1993,! 29).! The! programmes!do! not! entirely! exclude! identifying! the!weak! points! in! the! cricketers’! play! yet!they! redress!negative!observations!with!positive!qualities.!The! copy! reinforces!that! the! sporting! deficiencies! of! the! players! are! compensated! by! their!exceptional!personal!attributes!and!integrity.!!Conforming! to! orthodox! representations! of! Australian! males,! the!promotional! literature!observed! the!physicality!of! the! cricketers!with! frequent!commentary! on! their! visceral! attributes.! The! programme’s! rhetoric! described!Harry!Alexander!as!having!“the!physique!of!a!Spanish!bullfighter”,!“a!good!heart”!and!promises!he!“is!likely!to!provide!some!fun!with!his!antics”!(Ryder!Archive).!The! same! programmes! introduces! Lisle! Nagel! as! “the! giant! of! the! team! and! a!good! humoured! one! too”;! Captain! Jack! Ryder! is! presented! as! talented! and!wholesome:!“He!is!a!wonderfully!keen!cricketer!and!his!retention!of!form!is!due!
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to!constant!practise!and!good!living”;!Oxenham!is!credited!with!having!“stamina!and!heart!as!a!bowler!and! for!Qneensland!(sic),!a!weak!state,!has!put!up!some!herculian!(sic)!efforts”;!Mair!is!described!as!“a!persistent!trier!who!can!keep!an!end!going!for!quite!a!time.!He!is!an!able!fieldsman!but!is!no!potential!rungetter!(sic)”!and!Jack!Ellis!is!described!as!a!“successful!businessman!in!Melbourne!and!is! noted! for! his! breezy! temperament”! and! was! voted! one! of! the! “jolliest!cricketers”!to!tour!the!“Old!Country”!(ibid.).!The!photograph!of!Ellis,! frequently!published!in!promotional!material,!portrays!him!in!formal!business!attire,!sitting!at!a!desk!surrounded!by!books!(Leather!archive).!Visual!language!suggests!that!he! is! a! successful! businessman,! possessing! heightened! business! acumen! and!epitomising! cosmopolitan! sophistication.! The! other! players! are! portrayed! in!their! whites! suggesting! they! identify! as! cricketers! and! that! their! daytime!occupations!are!of!secondary!importance.!Details!are!scant!in!the!description!of!newcomer,! Tasmanian! Ron! Morrisby,! revealing! that! he! is! an! unknown! figure.!The! author,! simplifying! history! and! topography,! comments:! “Morrisby! comes!from!what!is!known!as!the!Apple!Isle.!Tasmania!being!to!Australia!what!Ceylon!is!to! India”! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! The! same! article! describes! Hammy! Love! as! “an!artistic! man! of! medium! build! and! has! a! passionate! love! for! the! game”,! which!translates! as! the! author! lacking! specific! information! on! that! player.! The!description!of!Love!being!“an!artistic!man”!originates!from!an!earlier!publication!in!which!he! is! described! as! an! “artistic! batter”.! This!highlights! that!particulars!regarding! some!of! the!Australian!players! functioned! akin! to!Chinese!whispers,!with! misinformation! and! exaggeration! sometimes! consciously,! yet! frequently!unwittingly,!perpetuated.!!
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Charlie!Macartney!is!described!as!“small!in!height”!but!“of!strong!build”!in!a! tour! brochure! (Leather! Archive).! The! writer! is! clearly! impressed! with!Macartney’s! cricket! talent! and!his!honourable!disposition!observing:! “With! the!bat,!Macartney!wields!great!power.!His!timing!is!perfectly!executed!and!he!either!makes! runs! or! gets! out.! He!made! a! century! before! lunch! for! Australia! against!England! at! Leeds! in! 1926.! Macartney! drives,! cuts,! glances,! pulls,! hooks! and!exploits! every! stroke!known!when! in! form!with! the!bat.!His! ability! and! charm!place! him! in! the! same! class! as! Archie!Maclaren,! Victor! Trumper,! Ranjitsinghji,!Palairet,! Spooner!and!a! few!others!noted! for!grace!as!well! as! rungetting! (sic)”.!Analogising!Macartney!with!this!suite!of!cricketers,!all!playing!during!the!Golden!Age,! is!curious.3!The! identifying!characteristic!of! the!nominated!players! is! their!observance! of! fair! play! and! amateur! ideals.! If! the! programme!was! promoting!Macartney! solely! as! a! cricket! luminary! more! apposite! and! contemporaneous!comparisons! could!have!been! substituted.!However! the! integrity!of! the!Golden!Age!was! nostalgically! revered! by! subsequent! cricketing! generations.! Archibald!Campbell! Maclaren,! Lionel! Charles! Hamilton! Palairet! and! Reginald! Herbert!Spooner! were! certainly! talented! English! cricketers! although! none! is! now!particularly! a! household! name.! They! were,! however,! gentlemen! who! were!lauded! for! their! integrity,! fair! play,! egalitarianism! and! amateur! ideals.! The!nominated! English! cricketers! (including! Ranjitsinji! as! he! perceived! himself! an!English! cricketer)! were! amateurs—public! sensibility! critiqued! the! role! of! the!professional!player!harshly!and!suspiciously.!Victor!Trumper,!the!sole!Australian!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!The!Golden!Age!of!Cricket!ran!from!the!1895!season!to!the!outbreak!of!World!War!I.!This!period!symbolised!“the!very!essence!of!English,!Victorian!society!and!the!promotion!of!white,!Anglo=Saxon!values”!(Allen!2012,!209).!!!!
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in! the! group,! was! an! extraordinarily! talented! sportsman! and! an! honourable!character.!He!does!not!resemble!the!other!nominated!cricketers!as!he!grew!up!in!a! working! class! environment.! His! biographer,! Jack! Fingleton,! celebrates! the!success! of! Trumper,!who! despite! coming! from! the! “slum! areas”! of! Paddington!rose!above!his! station! to!become!“a!perfect! tourist!and!gentleman”! (1978,!19).!This!highlights! the!disparity! of! the!prevailing! social! hierarchy! in!Australia! and!Britain!and!the!divergent!parameters!of!cricket!in!both!countries.!!The!Indian!community!also!held!Trumper!in!high!regard.!Vasant!Raiji,!an!Indian! cricket! historian,! authored! a! book! on! the! cricketer! endearingly! titled!
Victor* Trumper:* the* beau* ideal* of* a* cricketer:* an* anthology! (1964).! Trumper’s!reputation!was!romanticised!by!his!premature!death!in!1915!at!the!age!of!thirty=seven,!befittingly!the!same!year!as!a!defining!incident!in!history!and!Australia’s!national! identity,! the! invasion! of! Gallipoli.! Trumper’s! obituary! in! Sporting*Life!stated! that! “no! other! batsman!has! played! cricket!with! greater! grace! and!more!attractiveness.! Even! his! shorter! innings! were! masterpieces! of! artistic! cricket”!(Sydney* Morning* Herald! June! 30,! 1915).! War! and! cricket! shared! a! deeply!illustrious! symbolic! status! in! the!Australian! psyche.! Popular! sentiment! viewed!participation! in! both! as! necessitating! courage,! physical! strength! and! strategic!acumen.!Trumper!was!deeply!revered!by!the!Australian!public!and!the!following!text! illustrates! a! correlation!between! cricket! and!war:! “Private! Sid.!Holland,! of!Surry! Hills,! writing! to! his! mother! from! Alexandria! Hospital,! where! he! lies!wounded,!says!that!the!news!of!the!death!of!Victor!Trumper!cast!quite!a!gloom!over!Australians!in!the!trenches.!‘Personally,'!he!writes,!'I!was!particularly!sorry!to!learn!that!we!had!lost!our!cricket!champion,!because!I!think!that,!in!form,!he!was!a!marvel.!I!often!get!to!arguments!over!cricket,!especially!with!the!Tommies,!
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but!I!say!Vic.!stood!alone!as!a!batsman’”!(Port*Macquarie*News*and*Hastings*River*
Advocate* November! 20,! 1915).! The! arguments! between! the! English! and!Australian!fighting!personnel!were!inevitably!not!restricted!to!cricket;!no!doubt!broader,! yet! correlated! issues,! of! national! identity! and! imperial! politics! were!debated.!
! As!previously!critiqued,!the!official! literature!emphasised!the!Australian!team’s! physical! attributes! yet! almost! no! consideration! is! given! to! their!intellectual! prowess! beyond! pronouncing! Charlie! Macartney! as! a! “wonderful!intelligent!cricketor!(sic)”!and!the!pictorial!representation!of!Ellis!as!an!intellect!(Leather!Archive).!A!distinction!is!drawn!between!being!an!intelligent!cricketer,!one!who!possessed!sporting!savvy,!and!an!individual!possessing!refined!learned!intellect.! The! Australian! team!members! are! depicted! as! possessing! instinctual!and!non=intellectual!human!traits!defined!by!physicality!and!positioned!within!the! body;! a! critique! of! academic! and! spiritual! development! reflecting! their!intelligence! is! largely! ignored! in! the! promotional! literature.! This! observation!regarding! the! depiction! of! the! Australian! cricketers,! in! light! of! orthodox!racialised! discussion! of! the! representations! of! brown! and! black! bodies! as!physical! and! white! bodies! as! intellectual,! somewhat! confuses! racial! theory!(McDonald! and! King! 2012,! 1027).! Portraying! the! cricketer’s! as! physically!endowed! (with! Ellis! the! exception,! as! previously! noted)! defies! Orientalist!stereotypes! and! supports! the! argument! of! this! thesis! by! positioning! the!Australian!sensibility!as!equidistant!between!the!East!and!the!West.!It!maintains!that! the! Australian! team! members! do! not! adhere! exclusively! to! all! the!conventional! expectations! of! them! as! white! cricketers.! This! establishes! the!playing! group! as! unorthodox! by! the! manner! in! which! they! are! portrayed! by!
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Indian! cricket:! conforming! in! most! ways! with! the! identity! of! the! masculine!sportsman!but!not!to!all!its!features.!This!argument!extends!into!the!subsequent!chapters! where! the! Australians’! response! to! the! political,! social! and! cultural!environment!they!encounter!in!India!is!hallmarked!by!ambiguity.!!A!sense!of!humour,!or!rather!the!ability!to!not!take!things!too!seriously,!has! been! closely! allied! to! the! Australian! stereotype.! Rainbird! critiques! the!crucial! role!humour!plays! in! the! construction!of! a!national!Australian! identity!and!observes:!“The!Digger!is!tough,!but!has!a!wry!sense!of!humour!that!allows!him!to!laugh!in!the!face!of!adversity.!As!such!he!is!regarded!as!a!'larrakin'!(sic)!(a!joker),!and!is!independent!and!disrespectful!of!authority.!At!the!same!time!he!is! dedicated! to! his! colleagues! through! 'mateship'! and! in! this! supports! an!egalitarian!view.!Being!used!to! the!outdoors,! the!Digger! is! inherently!practical!and!will!stick!to!the!task!in!hand!without!wavering!or! 'shirking'.!The!Digger!is!unashamedly!male”! (2003,! 24).! In! this! situation,! the! Australian! cricketers! do!conform!to!a!prescribed!national!Australian!identity!(as!expressed!through!the!digger)!as!tour!literature!frequently!identified!the!Australian!cricketers’!loyalty!and! sense! of! humour.! The! August! 1935! edition! of! Indian* Cricket! observed! of!Ellis!that!“on!the!field!his!irrepressible!good!humour!is!infectious.!Many!of!Ellis’s!victims!have!had!the!gloom!of!dismissal!brightened!by!a!witty!quip!from!‘Jovial!Jack”’! (Leather! Archive).! A! programme! pertaining! to! a! match! in! Calcutta!described! Jack!as!being!very!popular!because!of!his! “good!humour!and! jaunty!style”! (Ryder!Archive).!Bill! reflected!how! the! team!used!humour!as!a! survival!mechanism! in! the! sometimes=challenging! circumstances! declaring:! “So! many!funny!things!have!happened!on!this! tour!that!when!we!get!back!to!civilisation!we!shall!be!able!to!laugh!over!them!for!years.!Without!a!sense!of!humour!some!
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of!the!trials!of!the!tour!might!easily!get!on!our!nerves,!but!you!can!depend!upon!it! that! every! time! something! goes! wrong! someone! sees! the! funny! side! of! it”!(January! 8,! 1936).! It! is! interesting! to! note! that! Bill! refers! to! “getting! back! to!civilisation”! and! by! implication! suggests! that! India! is! not! a! civilised! society.!Commentary,!such!as!this,!is!critiqued!through!the!lens!of!orientalist!analysis!in!chapter!5.!
Australian(identity(There! is! a! significant! difference! between! the! stereotypical! portrayal! of!Australians! compared! to! the! depiction! of! the! British! and! indeed! that! of! other!colonies!and!dominions.!According!to!Day,!the!“heroic!myths!of!the!pioneer!and!bushman=soldier! imbued! Australia!with! the! self=confidence! to! imagine! a! great!future!for!their!nation!and!with!the!energy!and!inventiveness!to!try!and!achieve!that!vision”!(1998,!76).!The!subtle!anti=authoritarian!“energy!and!inventiveness”!combined! with! a! disparaging! attitude! to! authority! underpins! the! national!identity! of! the! Australian! male! and! is! evidenced! by! the! portrayal! of! the!Australian! team! of! cricketers.! The! 1935/36! tour! was! crucially! positioned!between! the! two! World! Wars! and,! within! a! sporting! context,! followed!Bodyline—the!critical!turning!point!in!imperial!sporting!relations.!The!majority!of! the! population! ceased! perceiving! itself! as! “overseas! Britons”! preferring! to!identify! as! Australian! nationals! who! challenged! their! commitment! to! Britain!(Jupp!2007,!66).!This!rebellious!character!dominated!the!vanguard!of!Australian!identity! and! occupied! a! “central! place! in! the! national! imagination”!(Soutphommasane! 2009,! 48).! Philosophical! debates! about! national! allegiance!bonded! the! Australian! team! of! cricketers! with! their! Indian! counterparts! as!nationalistic! dialogues! were! simultaneously! reverberating! through! both!
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countries!albeit! in!varying!ways.!In!the!1930s,!a!strong!anti=imperial!sentiment!gained! currency! yet! there! were! still! Australians! who! possessed! a! nostalgic!reverence!for!British!culture!and!British!customs,!as!argued!by!de!Groen!(2007,!319–32).!Both!sentiments!are!evidenced!on!the!tour.!
IndianAAustralian(traffic(Although!not!the!first!travellers!to!tread!this!well=worn!path,!the!group!was!the!first! Australian! cricket! team! to! tour! India.! The! success! of! the! British! Empire!resulted!in!a!prevailing!exchange!between!the!United!Kingdom!and!its!overseas!possessions.! With! this! came! a! free=flowing! interchange! of! ideas,! people! and!products.! Australian! contact! with! the! outside!world! routinely! passed! through!India!(and!Ceylon)!after!the!opening!of!the!Suez!Canal!in!1869!(Woollacott!1997,!1008).!Frequent!commercial!and!bureaucratic!exchanges! took!place!across! the!Indian! Ocean.! Davis! argues! the! significance! of! Indian=Australian! trade! and!observes!that!while!“London!was!the!most!important!city!to!Australian!colonies!in!the!twentieth!century,!Calcutta!was!surely!the!second!most!important”!(2013,!82).!Australian!exports!of!primary!produce!to!India!were!significant.!Horse!trade!between! India! and! Australia! was! routine! throughout! the! nineteenth! and!twentieth! centuries! and! horses,! jockeys! and! other! equine! items!were! shipped!between! the! two! countries! (McConville! 2013,! 195).! Although! initially! horses!were! required! for! military! involvement! the! industry! expanded! to! gratify! the!Indian! royal! families’! egotistical! desire! to! compete! with! the! British! in!horseracing!and!polo.!As!discussed!in!chapter!1,!Tarrant!was!deeply!involved!in!the!industry!having!been!a!significant!intermediary!in!the!exchange!of!horse!and!other!livestock!from!Australia!to!India.!!
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Sampson! observes! the! nineteenth=century! fascination! with! the! “visual!representation! of! exotic! races,! their! remarkable! social! practices! and! dramatic!conflicts!with!white!civilisation”!(2000,!46).!By!the!time!the!cricketers!departed,!Australian!society!had!developed,!yet!a!primal!fascination!with!the!exotic!Other!and!related!Orientalist! constructs!prevailed!as! revealed! through!an!analysis!of!themes!in!popular!culture.!This!chapter!balances!the!prevailing!exotic!appeal!of!India! with! the! reality! of! a! country! desperate! to! defy! the! political,! racial! and!cultural!codification!imposed!by!colonisation!and!to!reject!the!trappings!of!racial!stereotyping.!
Departing,(somewhat(ignorant!Despite! the! exchange! of! personnel! across! the! Empire,! prior! to! departure! the!Australian!cricketers’!cognisance!of!Indian!culture,!customs,!politics,!geography,!linguistics!and!history!and!specifically! their!practical!knowledge!of! the!country!was! limited.!They!were! conceivably!unaware!of!what! they!would!encounter! in!India;! they! were! almost! certainly! oblivious! to! the! intense! racial,! political! and!social! challenges! they! would! face! and! even! less! cognisant! of! the! impending!personal!transformation!that!would!transpire.!Bill!wrote!from!Ceylon,!their!first!port! of! call! after! leaving! Fremantle,! that! out! of! necessity! the! team! urgently!purchased! topees! and! lightweight! suits! appropriate! for! life! in! the! tropics!(November!27,!1935).4!Researching!the!Indian!climate!and!packing!appropriate!attire!had!evidently!not!been!a!priority.!Likewise,!midway!through!the!tour!the!team!was! equally! ill=prepared! for! the! extreme! cold! of! the! Himalayas! (Hendry!n.d.).! These! oversights! by! the! Australian! players! are! surprising! considering!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!A!topee!(abbreviation!of!sola*topi)!is!a!sun!hat!made!from!sola!plants,!commonly!worn!in!the!colonised!East.!
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research! conducted! by! Adamson! concludes! that! “anxieties! over! the! dangers!posed! by! tropical! climates! constituted! a! fundamental! aspect! of! the! colonial!experience!during! the! second!wave!of!European!colonisation! in! the!eighteenth!and!nineteenth!centuries”!(2012,!143).!Paranoia!regarding!illness!and!disease!in!India!still!prevailed!in!the!twentieth!century!(Age!July!13,!1934).5!
Endemic(enteric!The! fear! of! psychological! and! physical! illness!was! foremost! in! the! thoughts! of!Westerners! travelling! to! India.! Neurasthenia! was! commonly! assumed! to! be!caused! by! an! “overpowering! sense! of! mental! stress! in! alien! and! disagreeable!surroundings”! (Anderson! 1997,! 1344).! The! dominant! fear! of! tropical! diseases!was! partially! politically! inspired! by,! and! based! on,! racial! presumptions.! The!colonisers! employed! (Western)! orthodox! medical! processes! to! tame! “tropical!places,! people! and! disease”! that! in! turn! facilitated! economic! and! political!benefits!for!the!imperial!state!(Johnson!2010,!551).!The!presence!of!disease!and!the!Western!assumption!of!substandard!hygiene!and!inferior!medical!therapy!in!India! supported! the! rationale! of! white! racial! superiority! and! validated! British!hegemony.!!Conflicting!reports!regarding!the!administration!of!immunisations!for!the!cricketers! is! located! in! tour! material.! Bill! (January! 15,! 1936)! and! Morrisby!(Dougan!2012)!stated!that!vaccinations!were!administered!a!few!weeks!into!the!tour! in!response! to!some!players!succumbing! to! the!early!stages!of! the!enteric!fever! that!would! infiltrate! the!playing! list.6!However!Hendry! insisted! that! they!“were! all! advised! to! be! inoculated! for! typhoid! and! smallpox! before! leaving!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!A!search!of!‘India,!illness!and!disease’!in!the!1930s!in!Trove!brings!up!3123!entries.!6!Enteric!fever!(of!which!Typhoid!is!a!type)!is!a!potentially!life!threatening!bacterial!infection.!
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Australia.! Hugh! Trumble! said,! ‘be! done! for! everything! Hunter.! Tell! the! Health!Medical!Officer!in!Sydney!Dr.!Morris,!I!would!like!him!to!do!this!for!you’.!What!a!wise!precaution!it!turned!out!to!be”!(n.d.).7!This!was!not!the!only!occasion!where!Hendry’s! writing! contradicts! other! team! members.! The! Australian! cricketers!were!most!likely!aware!of!the!serious!disease,!as!despite!it!being!on!the!decline!enteric!fever!was!still!responsible!for!numerous!casualties.8!The!cricketers’!fear!of! illness! in! India!was! based! on! a! combination! of! alarmist! racial! assumptions,!empirical!evidence!and!bitter!experience.!
Familiarity(and(strangeness!India!was!comfortably!positioned!within!the! framework!of!an! imperial!context!for!Australian!and!other!adventurers!of!the!Empire.!India,!as!a!travel!destination,!was! ironically!both!culturally!confronting!yet!reassuringly! familiar.!A!potential!tourist! could! be! overwhelmed! by! the! chaos! of! Kumbh*Mela,! the! most! sacred!Hindu! pilgrimage! with! millions! of! devotees! bathing! in! the! sacred! water,! and!return! to! a! European! hotel! for! supper! surrounded! by! the! symbols! of! home.!Ryder,! from!the!security!of!his!hotel=room!balcony!on!the!first! floor!(which!no!doubt!conformed!to!European!design!and!functioned!as!a!sanctuary)!witnessed!a!culturally!confronting!display!that!was!taking!place!below!where!“thousands!of!Mohammedans”!were!praying!on!mats!to!commemorate!the!“breaking!of!the!28!day! fast”! (January! 2,! 1936).! Although! unreferenced,! Ryder! is! most! likely!referring! to! the! fasting! during! daylight! hours! during! Ramadan! and! the!celebration! of! EidJulJFitr! that! acknowledged! the! successful! abstinence! from!food! as! a! tribute! to! Allah.! Ryder,! conforming! to! the! customary! role! of! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!Hugh!Trumble!was!an!Australian!Test!cricketer!and!secretary!of!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club.!8!In!1929!the!infection!was!responsible!for!949!deaths!(Wickens!1930,!350)!and!in!1935!it!caused!the!demise!of!481!Australians!(Wilson!1936,!331).!
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coloniser,!observed!the!psychological!and!physical!disjunction!between!himself,!from!the!security!of!his!elevated!position,!and!what!was!transpiring!on!ground!level.!! Western! tourists! in! India! could! observe! British! customs! and! cultural!practices! and! remain! partially! blinkered! to! the! reality! of! the! East,! which!encouraged! less=adventurous! travellers! to! visit.! Despite! earnest! attempts! to!create!a!British!microcosm! in! the!East! through! the! implementation!of! familiar!symbols!and!customs,!European!mimicry,!as!Homi!Bhabha!observes,!could!not!be! entirely! successful! as! an! emulation! of! England! (2012,! 125).! Within! the!context! of! the! Australian! tour,! the! team,! despite! conscientious! efforts! by! the!colonisers,!is!unable!to!avoid!physical!symbols!and!reminders!of!their!location!in!the!Orient.!This,! seemingly!contradictory,!dynamic! is!discussed!by!Cohen!et!al.*where! they! describe! the! phenomenological! plural! environment!where!mutual!“extremes!of!the!continuum!of!familiarity!and!strangeness”!co=exist!(1992,!213).!However! as! argued! throughout! this! thesis,! attitudes! to! “familiarity! and!strangeness”!were!undergoing!significant!revision!and!throughout!their!time!in!India!the!cricketers!were!redefining!what!they!considered!was!strange!and!what!familiar!(ibid.).!Hendry!revealed!that!he!embraced!a!liberal!perspective!when!he!was!billeted!to!stay!with!a!family,!in!an!environment!he!would!have!previously!categorised! strange!yet! came! to!view!as! familiar! (see!page!216=17)! (n.d.).!The!team! was! likewise! re=evaluating! its! perspective! to! racial! inclusion,! the!legitimacy! of! colonisation,! Indian! sovereignty! and! the! pedagogical! role! of! the!white!cricketer!in!the!Orient.!
Kipling’s(influence(Rudyard! Kipling! was! a! familiar! character! to! the! Australian! cricketers! and!
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represented! a! symbol! of! comfort! amongst! the! foreignness! of! the! Indian!landscape.! Kipling,! renowned! as! the! poet! of! Empire,! was! bewitched! by! the!collision! between! East! and!West! in! all! its! varied! nuances.! Kipling!was!widely!read! by! the! public! in! the! early! twentieth! century! and! informed! the! team’s!appreciation!of!India.!Hendry!(n.d.)!and!Bill!(February!26,!1936)!pay!homage!to!him!by!noting!their!motivation!to!visit!the!Zam=Zammah!gun!at!Lahore!referred!to!in!Kipling’s!immensely!popular!novel!Kim*(1927,!1).9!Most!Westerners!travelling!to!India!would!observe!comparisons!between!their! impressions! of! India! and! those! of!Kipling,! as! he! assumed! the!position! of!literary!spokesman!on!imperial!matters!and!in!particular!Indian!issues.!Kipling!was!renowned!as!the!voice!of!the!Empire!(Ferguson!2003,!256).!Observing!the!West’s!racial!superiority,!the!Central*Queensland*Herald!remarks!of!Kipling:!“He!never!wavered!in!the!conviction,!which!came!to!him!almost!by!instinct,!that!the!English!were! in! every!way! superior! to! the! Indian! peoples!whose! destiny! they!had!been!chosen! to!guide,!as!well!as! to!everyone!else,!and! it!was! this!point!of!view,! revealed! in! so!many!of!his! Indian!stories,!which!gave!him!his!distinctive!character!as!an! imperialist”!(January!30,!1936).!This!text!was!published!whilst!the!cricketers!were!on! tour!and! this! thesis!argues! that! they!didn’t! share! these!sentiments.! However! even! following! Indian! independence! pro=imperial!sentiment!was! still! being!propagated.!The*Chronicle! stated:! “So! convincing! are!most!of!these!tales!of!his,!that!to!most!people!today!India!is!the!land!of!Kipling’s!tales.”!(February!24,!1949).!If!the!team!had!read!Frivolous*Peeps*at*India!(1911)!by!Ethel!Kelly,!written!a!few!decades!earlier,!they!would!have!been!aware!that!she! also! observed! the! cultural! significance! of! visiting! the! Zam=Zammah! gun.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!First!published!in!book!form!in!1901.!
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Throughout!her!travelogue,!Kipling!is!frequently!referenced:!“Amicable!women!friends! are! squatting! on! the! ground,! and! accommodating! each! other! by! a!vigorous! hunt! for! the! source! of! annoyance! that! infests! their! heads.! Nothing!seems! to! be! withheld;! every! detail! of! life! is! openly! performed.! They! are! as!simple! and! direct! as! the! animals! in! the! fields!we! cantered! through! out! to! the!grand!trunk!road,!so!pregnant!in!one’s!memory!with!Kipling’s!tale!of!little!‘Kim.’”!(1911,! 210).! Kelly! employs! Western! racial! hierarchy! to! analogise! the! Indian!people!with! “animals! in! the! fields”! and! she! parallels! her! impressions! of! India!with!those!of!a!fictitious!character.!Utilising!the!word!“pregnant”!adds!currency!to! Kim’s! humanistic! authenticity.! Kipling’s! fictional! characters! were! so!entrenched! in! the! colonial! psyche! that! it! was! irrelevant! to! readers! that! they!were!fictitious!constructs.!!
Spreading(the(word(and(missionary(activity(in(the(East!The!team!members,!some!practicing!Christians,!would!have!been!familiar!with!accounts! of! missionary! activity! throughout! the! region! which! would! have!contributed! to! shaping! their! perceived! understanding! of! India.10!Missionary!literature,!as!a!civilising!tool!of!the!West,!proliferated!throughout!the!Victorian!age! in!an!attempt!to!encourage!conversion!to!Christianity.!Missionary! ideology!was!intrinsically!linked!to!the!West’s!self=perception!of!white!racial!superiority.!However! the! promotion! of! Christianity! was! not! exclusively! successful! as!observed! by! the! indigenisation! of! local! Christian! churches! (Lankina! and!Getachew!2013,!112).!By!the!1930s,!numerous!religions!existed!in!India!with!the!influence!of!Western!colonial!powers!competing!with!native!secular!authorities!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!Tom!Leather’s!school!records!reveal!that!religious!education!was!an!important!component!of!the!curriculum.!!
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and! ideological! movements.! This! co=existence! was! not! always! harmonious! as!incidents! of! inter=religious! violence! occurred.! Some! Western! travellers! chose!India!as!a!destination! to!challenge! their!orthodox!religious! ideologies,!desiring!to!experience!“eroticized!expectations!of!spirituality”!and! the!cricketers!would!have!been!aware!of!this!practice!(Richman!2007,!50).!!! Photographs! in! the! players’! archives! reveal! that! they! visited! numerous!spiritual! sites! throughout! India,! belonging! to! a! range! of! religions.! Hendry’s!religious!ignorance,!or!intolerance,!was!evident!when!he!needed!to!expectorate!during!a!visit!to!the!Golden!Temple!in!Amritsar.!He!unwittingly!spat!into!the!lake!and!wrote!that!he!“was!rushed!by!several!Sikhs!with!their!simatars!(sic)!drawn!prepared!to!kill!me”!(n.d.).!Hendry!described!the!incident!as!a!faux*pas!and!was!surprised! “the!offending! speck”! caused! such! a! commotion! as!he!had!observed!“the!lake!was!full!of!orange!peels!etc.!and!was!filthy!!”.!His!religious!ignorance!is!further! evidenced!when! he! observed! that! two! of! the!Holy!men! of! the! Temple!were! “reading! the! biggest! Koran! (their! bible)! imaginable”.! He! loathed! the!custom! of! having! to! remove! his! shoes! and! socks! and! wear! a! pair! of! temple!supplied! “coloured! socks”.! He! worried! about! their! cleanliness! and! speculated!how!many! times! they! had! previously! been!worn.!Hendry’s! visit! to! the! temple!reveals!not!only!his!poor!grammar!and!ethnic!ignorance!but!also!his!inability!to!embrace!or!understand!local!religious!and!cultural!practices.!The! older! Christian! team! members! residing! in! Melbourne! may! have!attended! the! Eighth!Methodist! Laymen’s! Memorial! Lecture! by! Reverend! T.! C.!Carne!at! the! Independence!Hall! on!November!15,!1927!entitled! “The!Christ!of!
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Many! images! of! churches! are! located! in! the! Leather! archive! (see! figure! 3.1)!emphasising!the!role!of!Christianity!as!a!civilising!tool!of!control!and!discipline!in!colonial!India.!Although!Tom!was!not!devoutly!religious!he!identified!as!Christian,!as!did!most!of!the!Australian!population;!the!presence!of!the!imagery!suggests!he!endorsed!Protestant!activity!in!India,!yet!he,!and!the!other!players,!also!observed,!and! paid! homage! to,! the! presence! of! competing! faiths.! Five! years! earlier,!professional!English!cricketer!Jack!Hobbs!objected!to!playing!cricket!on!Sundays!when! in! India! due! to! his! religious! convictions.! He! apologised! to! cricket!enthusiasts! in! India! and! explained! that! he! was! “brought! up! in! a! religious!atmosphere!and! taught! to! respect! the!Sabbath.!He!did!not!want! to!do!anything!that! might! injure! Christianity! in! India”! (Canberra* Times! 1930).! Hobbs! is! also!alluding!to!not!wanting!to!destabilise!the!precarious!position!of!the!colonisers,!as!Christianity!was!evidentiary!of!British!hegemony.!However,!the!Australian!team!played! cricket! on! Sundays! and! no! evidence! can! be! located! to! indicate! that! the!players!objected!to!this!practice.!The!sectarian!divide!in!Australian!society!in!the!early!twentieth!century!was!significant!and!despite!the!players!being!connected!by!cricket!they!were!divided!by!religion.!No!primary!evidence!can!be!located!that!directly! points! to! religious! antagonism! within! the! group! however! at! home!Protestant! Bradman! clashed! with! Catholic! team! mates! O’Reilly! and! Fingleton!(Heenan!and!Dunstan!2015,!1059).!! ! !The!Australian!cricketers!seemingly!acquiesced!to!the!inevitable!prospect!of! Indian! sovereignty! and! did! not! cling! to! the! tenets! of! British! rule! (such! as!Christianity)! as! slavishly! as! had! previous! visiting! cricketers,! including! Hobbs.!However!Morrisby’s!letters!informed!his!family!that!he!attended!a!Christmas!Day!
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service!with!Fred!Gray!at!St!Paul’s!Cathedral!in!Calcutta!(Dougan!2012).12!Coward!observes! that!Gray!was! “a!devout!and!philanthropic!Anglican”!and! in!each!new!centre! that! the! Australian’s! visited! he! initiated! contact! with! leading! clergy! to!ascertain!service! times! (1990,!108).!Gray!arranged!a!special! service! to!pray! for!the!health!and!vigour!of!the!injured!and!devastatingly!ill!Australian!team!(ibid.).!Employing! Christian! prayer! to! protect! the! Australians! from! the! ravages! of! a!disease! they! deemed! as! distinctly! Indian! identifies! the! prevailing! cultural!hierarchy! and! can! be! critiqued! through! racial! ideology.!Morrisby! described! his!twenty=first!birthday!celebrations:!“To!top!it!all!up!Fred!Gray,!Hendry,!Love!and!myself! went! to! the! cathedral! and! then! had! dinner!with! Bishop! of! Lahore!who!proposed!my! health”! (Dougan! 2012).!Morrisby! acknowledged! that! the! evening!spent! in! the! Bishop’s! company! was! superlative! and! outweighed! the! other!experiences!on!the!day.!!Christianity!was!studiously!observed!to!reinforce!the!British!value!system!and!was! an! integral! component!of! the! stipulated! code!of!behaviour.!Despite! an!initial! directive! that! the! East! India! Company! should! not! advocate! Christian!missionary! activity! for! fear! of! upsetting! Indian! religious! sensibility! Christianity!gathered! full! force.! By! 1843,! in! accordance! with! the! emerging! Utilitarian!philosophical! movement! and! the! evangelist! fervour! in! the! West,! missionary!schools! and! Protestant! education! in! India! became!widespread! (Bellenoit! 2007,!369–70).!Bhabha!critiques!the!role!of!Christianity!in!India!and!deduces!that!it!was!encouraged!as!a!civilising!mission!and!“as!a!form!of!social!control”!(2012,!124).!However! the! objectives! of!mimicry! did! not! always! eventuate! according! to! plan!and! according! to! Bhabha! frequently! manifest! as! “strategic! failure”! (ibid,! 123).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!Gray!was!an!Australian!cricket!aficionado!who!accompanied!the!team.!
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Christianity!was!imported!and!re=invented!in!the!East!with!flaws!and!defects!that!initially! reassuringly! contained! “resemblance”! yet! grew! to! symbolise! “menace”!(ibid.).! The! cricketers! acknowledged! the! co=existence! of! multiple! cultural!practices!stemming!from!diverse!religions!systems!as!evidenced!by!photographs!in!their!archives!and!their!commentary!on!visiting!religious!sites!(Hendry!n.d.).!!
Education(and(India(The!Australian!population!was!expected!to!possess!a!comprehensive!knowledge!of! the! Empire,! which! was! viewed! as! a! marker! of! intelligence,! education! and!sophistication,! as! reflected! by! the! secondary! school! syllabus.! Woollacott!identifies! an! essay! question! on! a!New!South!Wales! Intermediate! examination:!“Describe! carefully! the! scenery,! nationalities,! and! types! of! trade! commodities!likely!to!be!met!with!on!a!sea!trip!from!Sydney!to!Naples!via!Singapore,!Colombo!and!the!Suez!Canal”!(1997,!1013).!However,!as!this!chapter!argues,!knowledge!of!the!Empire!was!generally!taught!in!accordance!with!a!strong!imperial!agenda!and!practical,!concrete!knowledge!of!India!was!scant.!
Caulfield(Grammar(archive!The! school! magazines! from! Caulfield! Grammar,! where! Tom! Leather! was! a!student! from!1925! to! 1926,! reveal!what! he!was! taught! about! India’s! strategic!role! in! the!Empire!(Caulfield!Grammar!Archive).!Caulfield!Grammar!was!a! fee=paying,! religious! school! that! promoted! Protestant! values! and!morality! akin! to!fundamental! core! principles! of! the! Empire.! The! school! did! not! occupy! the!domain!of!a!highly!elitist!institution!but!was!considered!“a!leading!private!boys”!school’! (Argus!December!18,!1924).!Tom’s! father,! John,!a!middle=class!Scottish!immigrant,! prioritised! education! and! the! family! worked! hard! and! saved!diligently!to!send!its!only!child,!Tom,!to!the!Grammar!school.!!
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archive(!!The! other! guest! speaker! at! the! assembly! was! Reverend! F.! C.! Phillip,! the!headmaster! of! St.! George’s! Grammar! school! in! Hyderabad.! Phillip! painted! an!equally! tentative!depiction!of!political!and!cultural! India.!He!reiterated!clichéd!symbols! of! the! East:! “the! streets! thronged! by! dark=skinned! Arabs,! with! their!long!robes”;!“coal=black!Africans,!many!of!them!sons!of!slaves”;!the!“poverty!and!hunger! that! abounded! especially! if! a! crop! failed”;! the! “man=eating! tigers”! and!other!Western!constructions!of! the!East! (ibid.).!Reverend!Phillip!evaluated! the!social! disparity! of! Indian! cultural! life! and! recounted! an! anecdote! that! would!have!amused!the!adolescent!audience:!“The!motor!car!is!replacing!the!elephant,!which!is!forbidden!in!main!streets,!for!if!an!elephant!collided!with!a!motor=car,!possibly!the!motor!car!may!have!to!give!way”.!The!illustration!that!accompanied!Reverend! Phillip’s! anecdote! conjures! the! broader! battle! between! nationalism!and!colonialism!(see!figure!3.2).!A!uniformed!European!official!is!driving!the!car,!the! naked! Indian! sits! astride! the! significantly! larger! elephant.! The! Indian! is!conclusively!black!and!his!nakedness!highlights!his!vulnerability!nonetheless!he!
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points!defiantly!towards!the!car!as!the!driver!points!boldly!back!at!the!elephant.!The!elephant!is!representative!of!an!antiquated!form!of!transportation!and!the!car! is! symbolic! of! an! industrialised! progressive! future.! The! two!will! converge!and!Phillip!suggests! that!“possibly!the!motor!car!may!have!to!give!way”!which!reveals!the!vulnerability!of!the!British!in!the!late=colonial!period.!The!illustration!represents! a!wider!narrative!of! the! impossibility!of!Orient=Occidental!peaceful!coexistence! and! signals! the! demise! of! British! colonisation.! These! sentiments!increasingly! reflected! the! public’s! attitude! to! India.! The! 1935/36! tour!progressed!this!contention!not!only!simply!observing!it!but!also!in!many!ways!it!condoned!and!supported!the!changing!political,!social!and!racial!dynamic.!Some!themes!that!emerged!during!the!assembly!at!Caulfield!Grammar!in!1925!reinforce!racial!tropes!of!the!East,!which!were!ascribed!by!the!West,!by!the!contrasting! depiction! of! the! European! self! and! the! inferior! foreign!Other;! this!contention!is!detailed!by!Joseph!and!Kavoori!in!the!interrogation!of!the!writing!of!American!Katherine!Mayo!(2007,!55–84).!Said!explains!that! the!unremitting!reiteration!of!Eastern!clichés!by!the!West!becomes!entwined!in!a!construction!of!the!imaginary!as!“Orient!idioms!became!frequent,!and!these!idioms!took!hold!in!European!discourse”!(2003,!203).!It!is!conceivable!that,!ten!years!later,!Tom!(if!he! wasn’t! playing! truant! that! day)! recalled! the! reminiscences! of! these! two!speakers!at!the!assembly!when!Tarrant!invited!him!to!tour!India!and!that!these!stories!possibly!informed!his!comprehension!of!the!Orient!or!rather!the!West’s!conscious! construction! of! it.13!The! portrayal! of! India! in! the! school! magazines!largely! adhered! to! prevailing! pro=imperial! sentiment! yet! aberrations! as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!Leather’s!school!report!observes!his!‘attendance’!was!‘poor’.!
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evidenced!by!the!ambiguity!of!Derwick!and!Phillip!suggests!that!public!opinion!to!Indian!colonisation!was!undergoing!revision.!!During! the! 1930s,! Indian! news! was! published! sporadically! throughout!the! pages! of! the! Australian! newspapers! and! coverage! was! largely! limited! to,!infrequent! yet! sensationalist! reportage! of! communal! conflict! and! incidents! of!anti=colonial! violence.! Such! reportage! reinforced! orthodox! imperial! ideologies!and!racial!tropes!based!on!the!premise!of!white!superiority.!Hahn!observes!that!Indian! news! appeared! in! the! dominions! and! colonies! in! times! of! “crises”! and!“frontier! troubles”! (2009,! 174).! These! reports! detailed! conflict! from!a! “British!perspective! rather! than! sustained! objective! analyses! of! any! given! situation”!(ibid.).! The! Australian! press! demonstrated! an! inevitable! and! notable! pro=imperial! perspective! in! their! coverage! of! Indian! issues.! However! change! was!afoot!and,! alongside! the! realisation!of! the! inevitably!of! Indian!sovereignty!and!the! departure! of! the! British,! the! press! adopted! a! more! liberal! and! tolerant!perspective.!Coverage! throughout! the! interwar! years! in! the* Argus! is! minimal! and!cursory.! A! short! article! was! published! on! July! 22,! 1935! subtitled! “Moslems!attack!Sikhs”!and!the!following!day!the!same!publication!reports!on!“Communal!strikes!in!India”*(July!23,!1935).!These!headlines!verge!on!being!histrionic.!The!body!of!the!text!provides!only!cursory!factual!detail!and!minimal,!if!any,!analysis.!Articles! such! as! these! sometimes! appeared! in! quick! succession,! however!frequently! weeks! passed! between! entries! containing! any! content! regarding!India.! The! rationale! of! the! irregularity! of! reports! was! the! prioritisation! of!competing!news!and!the!availability!of!journalists!in!India.!The*Sydney*Morning*
Herald! reported! on! the! progressive! role! of! women! in! India! and! the!
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implementation! of! governance! to! secure! women’s! equality! (December! 24,!1930).! The! Mercury! demonstrated! “doubts! and! hesitation”! concerning! the!success!of!impending!independent!India!and!queried!the!ability!of!the!locals!to!unify! to! successfully! facilitate! the! political! and! cultural! restructure! of! the!country!(February!11,!1935).!Reportage!such!as!this! is!tinged!with!xenophobic!and!condescending!overtones!and!driven!by!the!unhampered!dominant!ideology!of!Western! supremacy.! Popular! sentiment! observed! that! the! locals!would! not!possess! the! intelligence,! acumen! and! practicality! to! govern! successfully!following!the!departure!of!the!British:!the!growing!class!of!educated!Indians!is!not!observed!by!the!Mercury.!!The! Australian!media! voiced! a! changing! perspective! as! throughout! the!twentieth!century!the! inevitability!of! Indian!sovereignty!was!realised.! In!1930,!the!Western*Star*and*Roma*Advertiser*instructed!that!the!Empire!should!unite!to!reject!Indian!independence:!“There!is!grave!need!for!a!stiffening!of!British!backs.!Australians,!too,!should!be!resolute.!India!within!the!Empire!is!a!precious!asset.!Outside!the!Empire!she!would!be!a!menace!and!a!tragedy”!(January!29,!1930).!Communal!groups!in!India,!described!in!the!article!as!constantly!“at!loggerheads!with! one! another”,! were! appraised! as! problematic.! Fifteen! years! later! the!Australian!press!revealed!a!more!sympathetic!attitude!to!Indian!sovereignty!and!demonstrated!a!capacity!to!appraise!global!politics!independently!of!Britain.!An!article!in!the!Mercury!noted!that!the!Bishop!of!Tasmania!observed:!“All!thinking!Indians!desire!independence”!and!“from!the!point!of!view!of!the!White!Australia!policy,!India,!as!an!independent!dominion”,!is!greatly!important!(April!27,!1945).!The! Bishop! recognised! the! “divergence! of! racial! types! in! India”! alongside! the!potential! benefit! of! India! as! a! “neighbour”! (ibid.).! Inevitably! the! perspective!
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adopted! by! the! press,! and! in! this! case! the! Bishop,! was! influenced! by! their!geographic!location!in!Australia,!political!alignment!and!the!press!conglomerate!that!published!the!article.!However!time!was!the!biggest!influencing!factor!and!the! perspective! of! the! Australian! press! ameliorated! as! the! inevitability! of!independence!solidified.!!Throughout! the! 1930s,! the! cricket! team! would! have! read! newspaper!reports! outlining! instability! of! the! ruling! regime! and! outbreaks! of! communal!violence!as!the!players!express!political!cognisance!of!India!in!their!narratives!of!the!tour!(Hendry!n.d.).!However!coverage!of! India!was!not!exclusively!political!as! cultural! and! ethnographic! commentary! was! also! located! in! newspaper!reportage.! India!was! depicted! according! to! stereotypic! clichés! of! the!Western!imaginary! and! commentary! encompassed! discussion! of! food,! religion,! culture,!illness,!language!and!customs!or!indeed!any!characteristic!that!contrasted!with!the! West.! Human=interest! articles! appeared! in! the! pages! following! the! hard=news! stories! and! formed! a! popular! component! of! the! publications,! seemingly!fuelled! by! the! public’s! voyeuristic! preoccupation.! These! reports! frequently!reinforced! racial! and! gender! stereotypes.! Sometimes! these! anthropological!exposés!described!the!eccentricities!and!seemingly!endless!wealth!of!the!Indian!royal! families.! A! key! point! of! interest! was! the! practice! of! polygamy! and! the!ostensibly! gigantic! sexual! appetites! of! the! male! monarchs.! Reports! were!generally! based! on! a! xenophobic! fear! of! the! Other.! An! example! of! this!journalistic! genre! was! commentary! of! Melbourne! born! Joan! Falkiner! who!departed! Australian! shores! to! marry! an! Indian! Muslim! prince! in! 1939.!Compounding! the! problematic! scenario! was! the! age! of! the! prince! who! was!thirty=three! years! senior! to! Joan! and! already! the!husband!of! numerous!wives.!
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Australian! society’s! response! to! the! elopement! verged! on! apoplexy! and! the!press!observed!that!Joan’s!parents!“did!not!approve!because!of!the!difference!in!race”! revealing!orthodox! societal! opinion! (Australian*Women’s*Weekly!October!7,! 1939).! The! scandalous! nature! of! this! reportage! portrayed! Eastern!males! as!sexual!predators!and!Western!women!as!vulnerable!prey—opinions!conforming!to! racial! and! gender! stereotypes.! The! image! that! accompanied! the! article!depicted! Joan!as!a! lonely!and!rather!sad=looking!severe!character,! seemingly!a!victim! of! her! lifestyle! choices.! Despite! her! glamorous! costume! and! sexualised!body,! visual! language! presented! her! as! an! objectified! lifeless! phantasm.! She!avoids! eye! contact! with! the! photographer! yet! demonstratively! and! defiantly!presents!her!body! for!perusal;! semiotics! suggests! that! she! took!no!pleasure! in!this! portrayal.! In! a!way,! reportage! of! this! nature! can! be! viewed! as! a!morality!lesson! and! reinforcement! of! unconvincing! and! regressive! racial! and! gender!stereotypes! that!were! challenged!by! the!Australian! team’s!encounters! in! India!(see!chapter!5).!
Cricket(coverage(Reportage! of! Indian! cricket! in! the! sporting! pages! was! largely! restricted! to!Australian!or!British!involvement!in!encounters!on!the!field.!A!paucity!of!Indian!cricket!content!appeared!prior!to!1932,!the!year!India!competed!in!its!first!Test!match! (in! England)! and,! later! the! same! year,!when! the! Indian! born!Nawab! of!Pataudi! debuted! for! England! during! the! Bodyline! series! in! Australia.! The!reportage! of! the! Nawab’s! contribution! to! the! Test! series! is! problematic! to!Western! analysis.! He! is! depicted! as! demonstratively! Oriental,! conforming! to!physical!and!aesthetic!stereotypes.!Yet!populist!narrative!witnessed!the!Nawab’s!auspicious! refusal! to! condone! the! tactics! employed! by! the! “unsporting!
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imperialist”,!strategist!and!English!captain!Douglas!Jardine!(Nandy!2000,!7).!The!Australian! press! could! not! revert! to! routine! stereotypic! interpretations! of! the!Nawab! as! he! defied! the! directives! of! the! captain! and! seemingly! sympathised!with! the! Australians.! This! protest! by! the! Nawab! (preceding! the! 1935/36!Australian!tour)!fuelled!anti=imperial!sentiment!and!was!pivotal!in!establishing!the! trilateral! relationship! between! the! three! countries! that! is! pursued! in! this!thesis.!(Like! cricket,! cinema! was! another! cultural! recreation! that! experienced!bourgeoning!popularity!during! the!early=twentieth!century!and!similarly!was!a!conduit!for!shifting!social!attitudes.!Cinema!featured!as!an!important!component!of! the! tour! experience! reflecting! its! significance! to! global! popular! culture.!Western! cinema! functioned!as! another! symbol! of! familiarity! for! the!Australian!team!who! frequently! sought! solace! in! the!escapism!of! film! to!potentially!avoid!the! realities! of! India.! Utilising! the! cinematic! experience! as! a! form! of! escapism!was!not!unique!to!the!cricketers!as!Guha!observes!that!refugee!camps!set!up!to!accommodate!displaced!peoples!following!partition!used!the!projecting!of!films!as!a!“two!hour!break!from!reality”!(as!described!by!a!social!worker!2007,!98).!!!The!Referee*described!the!touring!Australians!as!“actors”!and!suggested!their!reality!had!become!infused!with!the! imaginary!narrative!of! literature!and!film!(December!5,!1935).!In!a!sense!they!were!incorporated!into!the!imaginary!of!the!East:!“Frank!Tarrant's!Australian!team!in!India!are!experiencing!the!thrills!of!juveniles!reading! 'The!Arabian!Nights'! for! the! first! time.!They!are! finding!high=grade! Indians! perfect! hosts.! Hospitality! is! being! showered! upon! the!men.! The!sights!and!experiences!are! like!a!rare!panorama!of!rich!coloring,! in!which!they!are! actors,! and! through! which! they! are! passing”! (ibid.).! Nandy! details! the!
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parallels!between!cinema!and!cricket!as!both!were!rapidly!expanding!industries!in! the!1930s! and!both!would! evolve! into! cultural! icons! that! reflect! the!unique!tempo=spatial!social,!political!and!economic!circumstances!of!the!time!(2000!xii).!Nandy! observes! that! “cricket! has! always! been! a! spectator! sport! and,! hence,! a!part!of!the!entertainment!industry”!(ibid.).!The! propagandistic! potential! of! cinema! facilitated! it! being! used! as! a!vehicle! to! infiltrate! the! masses! with! fantastical,! escapist! fare! glorifying! and!justifying!the!colonising!activity!in!the!Empire!while!simultaneously!acting!as!a!vehicle! to! endorse! emerging! nationalistic! sentiment.! Benei! writes:! “Film!appositely! lends! itself! to! the! articulation! of! dilemmas! and! contradictions,!nostalgias! and!hopes! that! characterize! struggles! towards!modernity! and!more!particularly! tribulations! of! nation! making”! (2008,! 88).! Acknowledging! the!changing! landscape! of! the! early! twentieth! century,! Benei! stipulates! that!“filmmaking! was! considered! an! effective! political! tool! to! counter! colonial!domination”!within!a!regional!and!national!context!(2008,!85).!Throughout!the!1930s,! cinema! became! increasingly! more! erudite! in! its! pedagogical! role! as!technological! innovations! facilitated! an! increasingly! sophisticated! medium.14!Cinema,!like!cricket,!evolved!to!incorporate!wider!objectives!that!embraced!and!transmitted!nationalist!discourse!well!before!the!formalising!of!such!ideology!in!1947!(Benei!2008,!84).!!Sinha! critiques! the! propagandistic! popularity! of! the! Empire! film! in! the!1930s,! which! frequently! emphasised! the! positive! relationships! between! the!coloniser! and! the! colonised! and! justified! the! “empire! as! a! political! project”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!For!example!sound!was!introduced!to!cinema!in!the!1927!film,!The*Jazz*Singer.!Multiple!attempts!to!combine!audio!into!cinema!took!place!throughout!the!1920s.!!
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archive!!!Images!and!documents!reveal!that!the!cricketers!did!attend!the!cinema!while!in!India.!Figure!3.3!was!taken!outside!Bombay’s!Super!Cinema!following!the!team’s!attendance! at! an! official! welcome—signified! by! the! flowers! and! the! garlands.!Macartney!explained! that:! “Garlands!are!used! in! India! for! farewells,! receptions,!and! the!paying!of! compliments.!Members!of! the! team!have!been!garlanded!and!even! banquetted! (sic)! on! several! occasions! on! their! arrival! and! departure.! The!flowers!used!for!these!garlands!are!local,!with!little!smell,!but!plenty!of!stain,!as!some! of! the! team! know! to! their! cost.! Several! good! collars! have! already! been!ruined”! (December! 14,! 1935).! Whilst! observing! that! the! custom! was! a! quaint!characteristic! of! the! East,! Macartney! expressed! his! disapproval! of! the! practice!due!to!the!residual!pigmentation!that!stained!the!cricketers’!shirts!and!could!not!
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easily!be!removed.!This!copy!invites!a!racial!interrogation!as!Macartney!observed!that! the! cricketers! objected! to! any! permanent! physical!markers! of! their! Indian!experience.! The! physical! residue,! as! a! reminder! of! the! event,! could! not! be!removed! from! the! shirt! and!was! forever! cemented! in! the! consciousness! of! the!Australian! team.!The! language,!describing! the! flowers,! indicates! that!Macartney!was!unimpressed!with!the!local!floral!offerings.!Typically,!Tarrant!is!less!critical!in!his!appraisal!of! the!“very!charming!and!graceful!custom”!(Tarrant!1918–51).!He!does!not!object!to!the!“sweet=smelling!ropes!of!flowers”!being!placed!around!his!and!the!players’!necks”!(ibid.).!This!highlights!the!difference!between!Tarrant,!who! perpetually! defended! India,! and! the! less! emotionally! involved! Macartney!who!as!an!established!star!may!have!felt!a!sense!of!superiority.!The!Australian!contingency!look!rather!nonplussed!by!the!occasion!as!the!body! language! and! facial! expressions! of! the! group! suggests! attendance! out! of!duty! rather! than! choice.! Cricket! and! cinema! were! embryonic! industries!experiencing! a! rapid! period! of! transformation! and! both! would! subsequently!become!global!cultural!symbols!of!the!country!and!a!significant!export!trade.!!The! Super! Cinema!was! a! popular! film! house! in! suburban! Bombay.! The!Hindi!film!poster!reveals!that!the!cinema!played!local!movies,!not!just!British!or!(increasingly)! American! imports,! and! accommodated! the! growing! nationalistic!middle=class! population! of! India!who! enjoyed! the! new! recreational! obsession.!The! film! poster! advertised! Hind* Kesari,! the! popular! 1935! action=adventure!directed! by! Parsi! Homi! Wadia,! a! luminary! in! Indian! cinema! from! 1935–78.!Wadia’s!wife,! Australian! born,!Mary!Ann!Evans! (performing! under! the!nom*de*
plume! Fearless! Nadia)! was! frequently! cast! as! leading! lady! and! her! cinematic!portrayal,!along!with!other!female!actors,!was!hallmarked!by!a!“relatively!candid!
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public!presence!and!sexuality!of!women”!(Basu!2011,!558).!The!marriage!of!the!director! and! the! film! star! was! another! example! of! Indian=Australian!collaboration.!!The! presence! of! Mrs! Tarrant! (Eva)! in! the! photograph! established! the!ideological! underpinning! of! her! role! in! the! team! and! the! wider! dialogue! of!gender! in! late=colonial! India.! She! stands! in! a! public! sphere! positioned! in! the!middle!of!the!front!row!and!therefore!it!can!be!argued!that!she!is!central!to!the!image! and! her! placement! establishes! a! hierarchal! composition.! She! does! not!occupy!a!position!of!subordination!nor!is!she!portrayed!within!the!marginalised!feminine! sphere! of! domesticity! but! rather! she! is! central! to! the! construction!of!the!male!world.!Stevenson!states!that!women!“were!also!active!participants”! in!colonisation!(2013,!299).!Dohmen!likewise!observes!the!strategic!role!of!women!in!the!colonial!enterprise!while!noting!that!they!were!“notoriously!absent!from!historical!records!of!empire”!(2012,!154).!Eva’s!presence!on!tour!and!her!guiding!influence!over!Tarrant!and!by!association!the!team!of!Australians!is!evident,!in!a!demonstrable!manner,!unlike!the!experience!of!most!women!on!sporting!tours!in!the!early!twentieth!century.15!Eva’s! central! positioning! in! the! composition! of! figure! 3.3! operates! as! a!racial!divider!with!the!image!split!into!two!sectors.!To!Mrs!Tarrant’s!right!stands!the! Australian! team,! her! husband! and! stepson! stand! immediately! behind! the!matriarch!and!to!her!left!is!an!assortment!of!non=white!unidentified!gentleman.!Eva’s!role!in!forming!a!border!shares!some!similarities!with!Bush’s!description!of!earlier! English! women! in! India! during! the! Raj! era,! who! “were! seminal! in! the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!In!the!twenty=first!century!touring!cricketers!routinely!travel!with!their!wives,!partners!and!children.!However!the!practice!is!still!challenged.!Ex!Australian!cricketer!and!commentator!Ian!Healy!questioned!whether!the!presence!of!WAG’s![wives!and!girlfriends]!was!responsible!for!the!loss!of!the!Ashes!in!2015.!
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construction!of!whiteness!and!superior!gender!identities!and!the!policing!of!sex!and!race!borders”!(as!quoted!in!Dohmen!2012,!164).!However!Eva!demonstrates!a! disavowal! of! the! inherent! superiority! that! many! white! women! displayed.!Dohmen! argues! that! “the! tendency! to! posit! imperial! woman! per* se* as! more!sympathetic! to! the! colonial! other! due! to! her! own! subjection! to! gendered!‘othering’! is! problematic”! (2012,! 169).! However! the! visual! reiteration! of! Eva!amongst! the! Indian! population! indicates! her! comfort! in! a! mixed! cultural!environment!influenced!by!her!position!as!an!ethnic!(remembering!her!German!heritage)!and!gender!outsider! in!partial! isolation! from!the!others! in! the! image.!Woollacott!argues!the!position!of!Australian!women!in!the!Empire!and!identifies!them! as! being! characterised! as! insiders! “because! of! their! whiteness! but!simultaneously! outsiders! in! England! due! to! their! colonial! origins”! and! further!“often! subordinated! because! of! their! sex”! (1997,! 1007).! Seemingly,! Eva!conformed!to!this!hybrid!position!as!she! is! immediately!viewed!as!an!outsider,!stipulated!by!her!gender,!yet!her!position! in!eliding! the!cultural!dynamics,!and!composition,! of! the! image! is! evident.! Eva’s! position! in! the! image! as! a! physical!divider! is! representative! of! the! evolving! racial! and! gender! dynamic! in! late=colonial!hierarchy.!!The!gentleman!wearing!all!white!with!the!white!hat!is!holding!a!bouquet!indicating!that!he!is!pivotal!to!the!ritualised!welcome!of!the!Australian!team!but!is! unidentifiable! in! the! tour! narrative.! His! conspicuous! presence! reveals! the!evolving! democratisation! of! the! cricket! community! in! pre=independence! India!and! the!Australian! tourists! compliance!with! the!process.!The!assorted!dress!of!the! Indian! males! reflects! communal! diversity! and! a! seemingly! sanctioned!acceptance!of!cultural!difference.!Most!of!the!males!depicted!wear!western!suits!
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akin! to! the! garments!worn! by! the!Australian! team! yet! others!wear! traditional!costume!denoting!cultural!affiliation.!!A! programme,! located! in! the! Bill! archive! at! Cricket! New! South! Wales,!outlined!a!full!schedule!of!social!and!sporting!activities!from!November!21–24!(a!three=day!cricket!match!at!the!Karachi!Gymkhana!Ground!had!to!fit! in!amongst!the! exhaustive! social! agenda).! In! addition! to! the! full! schedule,! the! programme!gloats! that! “Free! entry! has! been! arranged! for! the! members! of! the! Australian!Team!at!the!Plaza!and!Capital!Cinemas”!which!reveals!the!prestigious!reputation!of!cinema.!Hendry!on!another!occasion!revealed!that,!much!to!his!disgust,!some!of! the!younger!players! tired!of! formal!social!activities!and!sought! the!solace!of!the! cinema! in! Calcutta! (n.d.).! Hendry! tartly!wrote:! “When! I! pointed! out! to! the!younger!members!of!our!team!that!they!must!not!miss!out!on!the!Ball!because!they!would!see!sights!and!glamour!un=believable!and!what’s!more!money!alone!could!not!get!an!invitation!there!–!it!was!a!great!honor!–!I!could!not!help!showing!my!disgust!when! they! told!me! they!preferred! to!go! to! the!pictures! to! see! ‘Top!Hat!!’”!(ibid.).16!Cinema!featured!as!an!immensely!popular!pastime!and!like!some!other! cultural! practices! firmly! reflected! contemporaneous! societal! values! and!hierarchy!regarding!impending!sovereignty!and!imperial!entitlement.!!In!light!of!the!somewhat!treacherous!reputation!of!India,!it!is!necessary!to!consider! why! the! Australians! were! motivated! to! participate! in! this! touring!venture.!The!team!was!unified!as!a!sporting!unit!however!it!was!a!diverse!group!(in!comparison!to!other!touring!cricket!units):!players!ranged!in!age,!originated!from!a!variety!of!social,!cultural!and!financial!backgrounds!and!had!diverse!life!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!Top*Hat!was!a!screwball!musical!comedy!starring!Fred!Astaire!and!Ginger!Rogers.!It!was!released!in!the!USA!in!September!1935.!Its!projection!in!Calcutta!in!February!1936!reveals!that!India!received!films!from!the!West!relatively!quickly.!
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experiences.! In! addition! to! speculating! what! may! have! contributed! to! their!decision! to! tour,! the! relatives! of! the! Australian! team! observe! various!motivations:! Jennifer! Tilbrook,! the! daughter! of! Lisle! Nagel,! claimed! that! her!father! “would! do! anything! to! represent! his! country! in! a! game! he! adored”!irrespective! of! the! instability! of! the! Empire;! the! Nagel! family! was! Melbourne!establishment,!Lisle!was!a!Melbourne!Cricket!Club!committeeman!and!he!and!his!twin! brother! Vernon! played! for! the! club! and! Kim! Innes,! daughter! of! Harry!Alexander,! described! his! motivation! as! his! hankering! for! adventure! and! an!opportunity! for! male! camaraderie! that! was! a! hallmark! of! all! cricket! tours!(According! to! Innes,!Harry!enlisted! in! the!Second!World!War!a! few!years! later!motivated! by! similar! sentiments.)! Pat! O’Toole,! daughter! of! Bert! Ironmonger,!believes!that!her!father!had!narrowly!missed!out!on!so!many!previous!tours!that!this!was!compensation.!Despite!being! fifty=three!years!of!age!Bert! felt!he!could!pull! on! the! pads! one!more! time.! Bert!was! granted! unpaid! leave! as! a! gardener!employed! by! the! St! Kilda! City! Council.! As! noted! in! the! introduction! to! this!chapter,!Hendry! is! the!only!player! to!directly! cite!his! inspiration! to! tour! (n.d.).!Trying!to!ascertain!the!motivation!for!Arthur!Allsopp!is!difficult;!he!had!not!been!afforded! opportunities! due! to! his! circumstances.! Arthur’s! son! Ray! Allsopp!remains!embittered!by!the!cricket!authorities!treatment!of!his!father,!saddened!he!was!not!given!the!respect!that!others!were,!yet!proud!that!Tarrant!gave!him!the! opportunity.! However! the! motivation! to! participate! cannot! be! evaluated!without!acknowledging!the!substantial!remuneration!each!player!would!receive.!It! is! unlikely! that! the! cricket! community! would! have! appraised! the! tour! so!harshly! if! it!was!not! so! inexorably! linked! to!professionalism!and! so! associated!with! financial! enticement.! The! Australian! tourists,! most! of! whom! had! not!
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previously! experienced! international! travel,! returned! with! a! substantial! pay=packet!and!an!enlightened!global!perspective!having!encountered!situations!that!informed!their!understanding!of!cultural!difference!and!simultaneously!refined!their!comprehension!of!home.!The! chapter! has! determined! the! authenticity,! credibility! and! scope! of!cross=cultural!Indian=Australian!cognisance.!The!representation!of!India!through!Australian! popular! culture! contributed! to! the! Australian! team’s! uncertainty!about! what! they! would! encounter! on! tour.! Possibly! the! cricketers! anticipated!finding!an! “India! in! the! imperial! imagination”,!one! “serving! its!own!purpose! in!evoking! the! colonial! enterprise! ==! the! India! of! ignorant! natives,! indolent! and!incompetent! rulers,! of! vile! practices! and! ungrateful! mutinies,! of! snakes! and!scorpions,!of!the!heat!and!the!dust!and!the!hard=to=convert!heathens!==!an!India!that!vividly!signified!the!need!for!the!civilizing!mission!of!British!rule”!(Narayan!1995).!It!was!equally!probable!that!they!may!have!encountered!an!enlightened,!unified,!optimistic,!educated!and!increasingly!politicised!country!on!the!brink!of!sovereignty.! Despite! Ferguson’s! claims! that! “the! legacy! of! the! Empire! was! so!ubiquitous! and! omnipresent! that!we! regarded! it! as! part! of! the! normal! human!condition”! the! Australian! team! identified! anomalies! and! inconsistencies! in! the!depiction! of! India! (2003,! xix).! Reality! did! not! entirely! conform! to! the! stories!romanticised!by!Kipling!or!to!the!historical!epics!on!the!silver!screen.!As!outlined!in!subsequent!chapters,!the!Australians!questioned!the!legitimacy!of!colonisation!and! queried! what! was! expected! of! them! as! Australians! and! citizens! of! the!Empire.!The!Indian!portrayal!of!Australian!cricket!was!idealised!as!prescribed!by!Western! hegemony,! based! on! similarly! propagandistic! assumptions.! The!dialectic! of! racial! difference! underpinned! the! prevailing! stereotypes.! In! a!
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conversation! with! the! author,! cricket=writer! Mihir! Bose! revealed! that! he!corresponded!with!an!Australian!girl!as!a!pen!friend!in!his!youth,!an!association!arranged! through! a! school! program! that! aimed! to! forge! links! across! the!Commonwealth.17!Bose! recalls! being! impressed! by! accounts! of! Australia! as! a!land! of! abundant! produce,! blue! skies,! clean! air! and! liberal! ideology! as! his!correspondent! informed! him.! Such! sentiments! were! reiterated! in! an!advertisement! for! a! travel! agent! in! the! official! programme! for! the! game! in!Karachi:! the! copy! describes! Australia! as! “vivid,! colourful,! steeped! in! sunshine!and!romance”!(Leather!archive).!Perceiving!Australia!in!a!romanticised!fashion,!Bose! was! surprised! when,! as! an! adult,! he! realised! that! Australia! wasn’t! the!idealised!land!of!equality!but!instead!a!country!with!a!ruthless!stance!on!cultural!acceptance!evident!through!the!prevailing!and!enduring!White!Australia!Policy.!The! reputation!of!Australia,! shared!by!his! generation,! as! an! egalitarian! society!devoid! of! prejudice! and! racism! did! not! correspond! with! prevailing! political!policies.! Bose! was! equally! surprised! to! learn! that! the! New! South! Wales!government! imposed! “a! tax! on! coloured! persons! entering! the! colony”! after!reading!Ranji:*A*Genius*Rich*and*Strange,!by!Simon!Wilde!(1990,!89).!This!did!not!adhere!to!Bose’s!interpretation!of!Australia!as!a!democratic!society.!!The!accuracy!of!how!India!was!presented!to!the!Australian!public! is!not!dissimilar! to!how! the! cricketers!were!portrayed! in! India.!Both! representations!contain! clichéd,! idealised! and! consciously! propagated! national! stereotypes! yet!aberrations! in! these! portrayals! were! increasingly! conspicuous! and! reflect! the!transitory!nature!of!the!1930s.!This!chapter!has!argued!that!the!non=compliance!of!the!team!to!emulate!stereotypic!expectations!of!national!identity!reveals!their!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Bose,!a!journalist!and!author,!was!born!in!India!in!1947!and!is!now!based!in!Britain.!
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Chitral! on! November! 1,! 1935,! the! evening! the! ship! moored! in! Bombay! and!reveals!that!fun,!integrity!and!safety!were!the!desired!objectives!of!the!tour,!and!of! cricket! itself! (Leather! Archive).! However! from! the! outset! of! the! tour,! the!Australian! cricketers’! socioRpolitical! sensibilities! were! challenged.! The! thesis!argues! that! the! touring! experience! challenged! the! political,! cultural! and! racial!sensibilities!of! the!personnel!and! this! chapter! reflects!on! the!symbolism!of! the!physical! journey! and! employs! tourism! theories,! including! the! scholarship! of!Woollacott! 2011,! to! critique! how! the! cricketers! reacted! to! the! ambivalence! of!being!neither!home!nor! away.! It! reveals! that! the! ship! represents! transition,! in!this!case!travel! from!the!stability!of!home!to!the!distant!unknown.!Many!of!the!touring! team! had! not! previously! travelled! abroad! and! aboard! the! liner! the!cricketers!were!introduced!to!the!challenges!that!would!define!their!experience.!Rodgers!observes!that!the!ship,!as! it!disconnects! itself! from!land,!commences!a!“critical! transition”!which! sees! it!metastasise! “from! the! status! of! an! inanimate!thing!to!that!of!an!animate!and!social!being”!(1984,!2).!Similarly!the!inhabitants!of! the! ship,! in! this! case! the! Australian! cricketers,! psychologically! transformed!during!their!journey!and!collectively!evolved!as!a!team.!The!journey!represents!a!
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representing!their!country.2!Gowans!observes!that!voyaging!by!ship!in!the!early!twentieth! century! was! an! elitist! mode! of! transport! as! “ships! were! associated!with!the!aristocracy!and!exclusivity,!with!recreation,!leisure,!and!in!particular,!a!romantic–even! erotic–notion! of! white,! (upper)! middleRclass,! luxury! travel”!(2006,! 88).! Woollacott! describes! travel! as! the! “marker! of! bourgeois! status”!(1997,!1009).!Pirie!nominates!wealth!as!the!enabling!ingredient!to!ocean!travel!and! suggests! that! it! incorporated! elements! of! “fantasy,! escape,! conspicuous!extravagance! and! pampering”! (2011,! 73).! The! ocean! liner,! as! a! site! of! elite!leisure,!was!one!type!of!boat!crossing!the!Indian!Ocean!and!on!board!there!were!distinctive!hierarchies!in!space!and!freedom!between!steerage,!secondRclass!and!first!class!passage.!!The! Australian! cricketers,! travelling! first! class,! presumably! shared! this!prevailing!perception!of! travel!and! felt!privileged! to!be!viewed! in! this!opulent!light.!The!press!judged!the!cricketers!as!eminent!as!they!were!named!in!a!list!of!“prominent! passengers”! in! the! Daily! Commercial! News! and! Shipping! List!(October!4,! 1935).! The!publication! customarily! identified! the! list! of! important!passengers!aboard!the!liners,!revealing!society’s!fascination!with,!and!deference!to,! the! travelling! elite! as! a! celebrity! phenomenon! and! an! enchantment! with!mobility!itself.!In!many!ways,!the!members!of!the!team—from!the!outset—were!incompatible! with! the! social! domain! they! were! expected! to! occupy! as! elite!cricketers!and!failed!to!conform!to!the!demands!and!expectations!of!the!British!Raj.!Mr!W.!Seppelt,!travelling!to!Europe!to!“visit!the!various!wine!centres!to!gain!experience”,!was!aboard! the!SS!Mongolia,! as!was!Mrs!H.!E.!Currie,! the! “wife!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!The!ABC!stipulated!that!they!were!not!to!be!referred!to!as!the!Australian!team!however!colloquially!they!were.!!
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Major!Alan!Currie”! (ibid.).! It! is! interesting! to! speculate!whether! the! cricketers!fraternised! with! Mr! Seppelt,! of! the! famous! Australian! viticulture! family,!considering! their! relationship! with! alcohol! as! discussed! in! chapter! 6.! In! all!likelihood,!Frank!Tarrant!would!have!engaged!Mrs!Currie!in!conversation,!as!her!husband!was!an!eminent!agriculturalist!who!developed!a!private!hydroRelectric!scheme,! established! a! renowned! horse! stud,! and!was! involved! in! fine!merino!wool! production! and! fish! breeding! (Tarrant’s! involvement! in! horse! breeding,!wool! production! and! other! agricultural! pursuits! is! outlined! in! chapter! 1).! The!thesis! reveals! that! the! highly! ambitious! Tarrant! embraced! any! opportunity! to!advance!his!own!career!and!may!well!have!felt!that!contact!with!the!wife!of!the!famed!pastoralist!could!assist!him.!!Evaluating! the! Australian! tour! to! India! as! solely! a! demonstration! of!luxury! and! exclusivity! would! be! a! misrepresentation! as! the! sportsmen! were!employed!to!play!cricket.!This!tour!was!dissimilar!to!other!cricket!expeditions!as!it! was! an! unofficial! tour! that! received! reluctant! endorsement! from! the!Australian!governing!sporting!authorities.!It!was!sponsored!by!a!mysterious!and!distant,! foreign! and!wealthy! financer;!managed! by! Tarrant,! the! ultimate,! antiRestablishment! professional! and! the! team! consisted! of!many! playing! personnel!who! didn’t! fulfil! the! social! expectations! of! cricket! and! hadn’t! previously! been!entitled! to! travel.!The!Australians!were!paid!handsomely! to!compete!against!a!country!that!was!not!viewed!as!serious!opposition.!The!tour!disturbed!orthodox!notions! of! racial! hierarchy! as! the! Australians! were! playing! in! an! unfamiliar!terrain! competing! against! nonRwhites.! For! many! reasons! the! tourists! were!considered! outsiders,! as! they! were! not! part! of! an! archetypal! playing! group!representing!the!imperial!game.!
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“I(am(taking(a(strong(team”:(Tarrant(The! cricketers! acquainted! themselves! with! Frank! Tarrant,! the! enigmatic!professional,! while! in! transit! to! India.! Most! of! the! team! would! not! have!previously! met! him! and! only! knew! him! by! his! reputation.! The! everRpositive!Tarrant,!always!defending!his!team!and!always!willing!to!settle!an!argument!by!taking!a!punt,!asserted!in!the!Barrier!Miner:!“I!am!taking!a!strong!team,!evidently!far! stronger! than! India! yet! realises”.!He!went!on! to!declare:! “Fancy! calling! it! a!side!of! ‘has!beens’!and!untried!colts,!as!the!Calcutta!authorities!are!reported!to!have! done.! I! will! give! £100! to! Indian! charity! if! the! Calcutta! team! beats!mine”!(August!13,!1935).!Tarrant’s!imploring!tone!suggests!that!he!was!attempting!to!convince! himself! as! much! as! the! wider! public.! Betting,! for! Tarrant,! was! an!enduring!trait!and!a!lifelong!hobby!as!over!a!decade!later,!prior!to!the!first!Indian!Test!series!in!Australia!in!1947,!the!Australian!stated,!“I!am!not!going!to!say!you![India]!will!beat!Australia!but!I!have!said!over!the!air![radio]!and!in!my!articles!that! I! have! a! £100! bet! on! each! of! the! games! you! play! against! the! states! and!Australia!will!know!they!have!been!playing!before!they!have!finished!with!you”!(Tarrant! 1918–51).! This! quote! is! revealing! of! Tarrant’s! patriotism! as,! despite!being! Australian! by! birth,! over! time! he! identified! increasingly! with! India.!Another! newspaper! article! in! the! Tarrant! scrapbook! provides! additional!evidence! to! verify! his! predilection! to! gamble! and! his! perspicacity! at! it.3!The!article!narrates!the!story!of!Tarrant’s!visit!to!a!barber,!in!Randwick,!for!a!shave!and!of!him!being! compelled! to!place!a!£5!wager!on! the!Australian’s!winning!a!Test! match! in! Sydney! with! another! customer! in! the! salon.! The! other!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!The!article!is!undated!however!it!is!most!likely!referring!to!the!English!tour!of!Australia!in!1907/08.!
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unsuspecting!client!was!bragging!that!the!English!would!win!and!when!Tarrant!suggested! otherwise! the! ignorant! stranger! caustically! said,! “Do! you! know!anything!about!the!game?”.!Tarrant!was!in!an!ideal!position!to!gauge!the!relative!talents!of!both! teams!as!he!had!played!against!or!with!many!of! the! competing!players.! This! led! to! the! placement! of! a! bet! and! Tarrant! later! returned! to! the!barbershop! to! collect! his! winnings! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! This! was! not! the! only!time! that! Tarrant’s! expertise! in! and! knowledge! of! cricket!was! discounted! (see!Tarrant/Jardine!altercation!in!chapter!1).!However!on!this!occasion!Tarrant!was!betting!on!Australia!to!win.!His!national!allegiances!changed!over!his!lifetime!in!accordance!with! his! global! postings,!which! identified! him! as! culturally! flexible!although! historically! such! adaptability! is! perceived! as! suspiciously! morally!fluctuant.!His!betting!choices!may!have!been!inspired!by!sophisticated!gambling!acumen! however! it! is! more! likely! they! were! driven! by! desire,! optimism! and!national!allegiance!that!oscillated!throughout!his!life.!
The(day(of(departure(finally(arrives!The!Argus!reported!the!activities!on!the!day!of!departure!from!Victoria!(October!9,!1935).!The!Australian!cricketers!congregated!at!Melbourne’s!Station!Pier,!and!the! publication! described! the! atmosphere! of! the! upbeat,! jovial! and! somewhat!disordered!scene.4!Bert!Ironmonger!is!bid!adieu!by!his!wife!and!young!family,!a!press! photographer! catches! Victorian! bowler! Lisle!Nagle! deep! in! conversation!with!Canon!E.!S.!Hughes,!the!president!of!the!Victorian!Cricket!Association!(VCA)!1932–42!(Coleman!1993,!377–81)!and!team!manager!Frank!Tarrant!is!snapped!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!The!cricketers!from!Queensland!and!New!South!Wales!had!previously!boarded!the!Mongolia!in!their!home!states!and!had!been!stationed!in!Melbourne!for!a!few!days.!
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with! H.! R.! Rhodes,! the! captain! of! the! SS! Mongolia. 5 !Surprisingly,! some!administrators! from! the!VCA,! along!with!Canon!Hughes,! attended! the! sendRoff:!despite!feeling!compelled!to!replicate!the!ABC’s!lukewarm!acceptance!of!the!tour!they! were! nevertheless! happy! to! farewell! their! friends! and! be! privy! to! the!festivities.!!The!Referee!reported!that,!“a!great!crowd!of!cricket!enthusiasts!gathered!at! Port! Melbourne! to! farewell! Frank! Tarrant's! team”! (October! 17,! 1935).! In!attendance! were! various! delegates! and! administrators! from! the! VCA! and!suburban! clubs! (ibid.).! The!newspaper! observed,! “Arthur!Allsopp! got! a! special!cheer”! (ibid.).! Singling! out! the! cheer! for! Allsopp,! considering! his! oversight! by!cricket! officialdom,! suggests! that! sports! journalists! were! persistently! keen! to!challenge! sporting! administrators.! The! article! described! how! the! official!departure! of! the! Test! team! to! South! Africa! the! following! week! would! be!celebrated,! noting! the! contrast!with! the! casual! informality! of! the! departure! to!India!(ibid.).!!A! conversation! with! Pat! O’Toole,! daughter! of! Bert! Ironmonger,! reveals!that!she!vividly!recalls!the!occasion.!Despite!being!thirteen!years!old!and!almost!certainly!unaware!of!the!racial!nuances!and!political!implications!of!the!tour,!she!felt! an! overwhelming!pride! that! her! father!had!been! selected! to! join! a! touring!team.!Macartney!promised! that! the! tour! to! India!would! “make! cricket! history”!(August! 31,! 1935).! The! Argus! described! the! flurry! of! excitement! and! the!exuberant!high!jinks!as!colleagues!from!Arthur!Allsopp’s!Richmond!Cricket!Club!farewelled! the! touring! party,! lustily! chanting! the! Richmond! sporting! war! cry,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!In!a!letter!dated!December!4,!1935,!Jack!Ryder!mentions!to!his!wife!that!he!has!sent!two!dozen!Christmas!cards!to!Australia!including!one!to!Canon!Hughes,!which!suggests!he!was!either!a!friend!or!someone!who!Ryder!felt!it!was!politically!important!to!acknowledge!for!Christmas.!!
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“eat! ‘em! alive”.! A! plaintive! voice! somewhere! on! the! harbour! responds! “what!about! Collingwood?”! (October! 9,! 1935).6!The! jocularity! that! transpired! on! the!dock!is!revealing!of!the!insulation!of!1930s!Australia!from!global!events.!Whilst!in! transit! the! cricketers! acknowledge! the! task! at! hand! and! the! expectations! of!their! role! as! cricketing! diplomats! but! while! standing! on! the! dock! they! are!impervious!to!it.!!The!disorganised!pandemonium!of! the!departure! is! contrasted!with! the!highly! choreographed! and! polished! formal! welcome! ritual! in! India! appraised!later! in! this! chapter.! The! absence! of! an! official! departure! ceremony! and! the!disorder!of!the!dockside!farewell!can!be!diametrically!contrasted!with!the!arrival!in!Bombay!and!identifies!one!of!the!many!differences!between!cultural!activity!in!the! colony! and! the! dominion.! Woollacott! researched! the! dockside! departure!custom,! which! she! describes! as! a! “thoroughly! modern! cultural! ritual”! (1997,!1009).! Photographic! evidence! informs! that! streamers! were! present! at! the!departure!of! the! touring!party! revealing! that!despite! the!disorder!of! the! event!some! rituals! were! executed.! Woollacott! argues! that! the! photographic!documentation!of!streamers!breaking!between! the!port!and! the!departing!ship!has! become! a! lionised,! culturally! iconic! and! loaded! symbol! (ibid.).! The!sentimental! severing!of! the!physical! link!between! the!voyagers! and! those!who!stayed!at!home!is!symbolically!viewed!as!an!act!of!both!intimacy!and!liberation.!The! Australian! cricketers! demonstrate! ambivalence! as! they! inevitably! felt!anxiety! about! leaving! the! security! of! home! yet!were! equally! compelled! by! the!lure!of!the!unknown!adventure!that!lay!ahead.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!Collingwood!and!Richmond!are!inner!city!Melbourne!suburbs.!In!the!early!twentieth!century!they!were!both!working!class!areas!with!an!intense!sporting!rivalry.!
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The!first!port!of!call!was!Adelaide!where!the!cricketers!were!entertained!at! a! luncheon! by! the! South! Australian! Cricket! Association! (News! October! 10,!1935).! The! viceRpresident,! various! members! of! the! committee! and! the! South!Australian!captain,!Donald!Bradman,!attended!the!function,!which!validated!the!occasion! (ibid.).! However!News! noted! that! president! Bernard! Scrymgour! was!“indisposed”! and! did! not! attend.! According! to! the! article,! this! is! the! only!indication! that!any! ill!will!existed!between!the!authorities!and!the!private! tour!(ibid.).!However! the!pragmatic!Oxenham!alluded! to!hostility!and!wrote,! “There!was!no!little!comment!among!the!party!when!one!of!the!South!Australian!board!members! strolled! in! to! the! function.! Everyone! knows! the! attitude! the! South!Australians!adopted!regarding!the!tour,!and!it!was!very!amusing!to!hear!Tarrant!in!very!plain!words!explain!to!the!gathering!why!none!of!their!State!players!were!represented! in! the! touring! team.! Nitschke’s! exclusion! was! particularly!commented! upon”! (November! 11,! 1935).! Oxenham! is! referring! to! South!Australian! batsman,! Homesdale! Carl! “Jack”! Nitschke! and! the! state! cricket!authorities’! vote! to! prevent! him! from! touring.! Tarrant’s! explanation,! “in! very!plain! words”,! regarding! the! absence! of! South! Australians! on! tour! reveals! his!rebellious! temperament! and! his! defiance! at! having! to! conform! to! stipulations!imposed! by! the! ruling! authorities! (ibid.).! InterRstate! rivalries! were! vitriolic,!divisive!and!endemic!in!Australian!cricket!in!the!twentieth!century.!
Collecting(Bryant(and(the(team’s(reception(in(Fremantle(Fremantle,!in!the!West,!was!customarily!the!last!port!of!call!when!departing!the!southeastern!states!by!ship.!The!Mongolia!collected!batsman!Frank!Bryant!from!his! home! state! of! Western! Australia! enRroute! to! the! subcontinent.! Seemingly,!West! Australian! cricket! officialdom! followed! the! conservative! precedent!
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established!by!the!ABC.!The!West!Australian!Cricket!Association!(WACA)!largely!ignored! the! team! during! the! stopover! in! Fremantle.! No! effort! was! made! to!welcome! and! entertain! the! players,!which!was! contrary! to! customary! practice!when! other! touring! parties! visited! the! state! (Sunday!Times! October! 20,! 1935).!The! Sunday!Times! observed! that! the! authorities! treated! the! team! in! a! cavalier!fashion.! The! undertaking! to! officially! welcome! the! team! was! assumed! by! the!private!Incognito!Cricket!Club,!which!arranged!a!reception!at!the!United!Service!Hotel!where!Bryant!was!employed!as!manager!(ibid.).!Without!Bryant’s!personal!connection!to!the!club!and!the!hotel,!seemingly!the!visit!would!have!taken!place!without! ceremony.!The!WACA!proffered! improbable!excuses! such!as!not!being!allocated! sufficient! time! to! prepare! an! official! welcome! yet! the! overwhelming!conclusion! was! that,! following! official! protocol,! the! West! Australian! cricket!authorities,! demonstrating! a! gesture! of! allegiance! to! the! national! cricket! body,!elected!not!to!publically!support!the!professional!tour.!Tarrant!earlier!proposed!that! the! team! could!play! a! oneRday!match! against! a!West!Australian! state! side!however!this!suggestion!was!rejected!by!the!ABC!(Daily!News!October!14,!1935).!Demonstrating!his!hallmark!tenacity!Tarrant,!on!arrival! in!Fremantle,!met!with!Harold!Rowe,!the!chairman!of!the!executive!of!the!WACA,!and!suggested!that!on!the!team’s!return!from!India!in!March!the!following!year!it!could!play!against!a!local!team!(ibid.).!This!did!not!eventuate!and!the!reason!is!unknown!however!the!desire!of!the!WACA!to!distance!itself!from!the!TarrantRled,!professional!exercise!is!highly!probable.!!Oxenham!observed!that!he!realised!he!was!nervous!about! leaving!home!when!the!boat!departed!the!Queensland!shore!en!route!to!Victoria!and!wrote:!“I!felt! horribly! lonely! once! we! had! sailed! out! of! sight,! I! wandered! round! like! a!
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motherless!foal!for!a!time”!(September!30,!1935).!At!this!stage!he!was!the!only!cricketer! on! board! so! a! sense! of! insecurity!was! inevitable! for! the! unseasoned!traveller.!Despite!Oxenham’s! early! apprehension!he! grew!accustomed! to!being!away! from! home! and! reported! from! Colombo:! “The! Mongolia! has! behaved!herself!like!a!true!lady—which,!I!suppose,!is!quite!appropriate!in!a!reference!to!a!ship”! (November! 11,! 1935).! Describing! the!Mongolia! as! “a! true! lady”! echoed!established!sentiment!that!recognised!ships!as!feminine!objects!(Rodgers!1984,!2).! Historically! and! symbolically,! sailors! perceived! their! ships! in! an! idealised!fashion!and!they!were!cultivated!to!represent!the!two!types!of!women!the!sailors!missed!most:! the!mother!and! the! sexual!partner.!The! ship!became!much!more!than! just!an!object! to! transport!sailors,!as! the!vessel!possessed!“a! life,!a!soul,!a!spirit,!a!personality!and!a!character!of!her!own”!(ibid.).!Oxenham’s!observation!that!the!Mongolia!behaved!“like!a!true!lady”!adheres!to!Rodgers’!scholarship!as!it!attributes! the! ship! as! having! a! personality! (November!11,! 1935).! Commentary!about! the! behaviour! of! women! cannot! be! interpreted! without! strong! sexual!connotations.! Such! sentiments!were!not!uncommon!amongst!males! in! the! first!half!of!the!twentieth!century,!especially!travelling!sportsmen.!Tarrant!was! the! dominant! and! presiding! personality! on! tour.! The! tour!was!colloquially!referred!to!as!the!“Tarrant!tour”!a!designation!that!suggests!his!proprietorship! of! the! exercise.! Customarily! the! captain! of! the! team! would!occupy!this!principal!domain.!A!newspaper!article!located!in!the!Tarrant!archive!described! Frank! as! the! Australian! touring! cricketer’s! “friend,! guide! and!philosopher”!and!identified!that!his!role!exceeded!what!was!customary!as!tour!manager!(Tarrant!1918–51).!The!team’s!Indian!education!took!place!aboard!the!SS!Mongolia! to! Ceylon! and! then! on! the! SS!Chitral! en! route! to! India,!with! tour!
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Leather(archive(! !Eva!was! the! sole! female!presence!on! the! tour! for! the!duration!and!despite! the!team’s! initial! scepticism! about! her! role! as! a! second! wife—a! fact! that! was!frequently!reinforced!in!tour!literature—and!her!German!heritage,!the!cricketers!appreciated! her! warm! nature,! kindness! and!maternal! gestures.! Morrisby,! in! a!letter,!remarked!that!“Mrs!Tarrant!travels!with!the!team!–!she!is!his!second!wife!but! very!nice”! (Dougan!2012).!Morrisby’s! clarification! that!Mrs!Tarrant! is!nice!despite!being!Frank’s! second!wife!demonstrates! the! conservatism!prevalent! in!Australian!society.!It!is!interesting!to!conjecture!what!Morrisby’s!attitude!to!the!Maharaja’s! numerous! wives! and! substantial! harem! may! have! been;! propriety!
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may! well! have! circumvented! discussion! of! it.! Morrisby’s! hesitance! to! discuss!matters! of! a! personal! nature! is! attributed! to! his! youth,! innocence! and!conservative! disposition.! Oxenham,! the! significantly! older! bowler! from!Queensland,!was!prepared!to!express!his!attitude!towards!polygamy!in!an!article!he!authored!for!an!Australian!audience!(February!18,!1935).!The!subheading!of!the! article! is! “Houseful! of! Trouble”! and! Oxenham! critiques! the! Nizam! of!Hyderabad’s!marital!status!and!the!chaos!that!inevitably!ensued!through!having!numerous! wives:! “Officially,! he! has! 35! wives;! but! unofficially! it! is! a! toss! up!between!him!and!Patiala!as!to!which!holds!the!record.!From!what!I!have!seen,!I!imagine! that! this! chappie! here! wins! very! literally! by! a! head! or! two.! What! a!wealth! of! trouble! is! stored! up! in! those! two! princely! households!”! (ibid.).!Oxenham’s!description! is! laden!with!misogyny!by!his! suggestion! that! the! large!cluster! of!women!will! cause! “a!wealth! of! trouble”.! Despite!Oxenham’s! attitude!being! unacceptable! to! a! contemporary! audience! it! reflects! an! early! twentiethRcentury! sensibility.! The! players’! attitude! to! women! was! challenged! and!represents! one! of! the! many! perspectives! that! evolved! while! on! tour.! They!encountered! very! different! rules! regarding! sexual! politics! and! sexual!conventions!whilst! in!the!Orient!and!this!education!process!commenced!on!the!ship.!!! Bill! observed,! “Incidentally,! I! might! add! that! Mrs.! Tarrant,! who! is!accompanying!the!team!throughout!the!tour,!is!a!delightful!personality,!and!her!humour! and! brightness! have! done! much! to! help! keep! us! all! a! 'happy! family'!throughout”!(December!11,!1935).!The!concept!of!the!team!replicating!a!family!is!reinforced!throughout!tour!literature!and!highlights!an!emphasis!on!the!nuclear!family’s!role!of!providing!comfort,!intimacy,!security!and!normality!(particularly!
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to! the! youthful!Morrisby! and! especially! compared! to! the!more! complex! family!structures!in!India).!Possibly!the!disparate!ages!of!the!team!and!the!fact!that!the!family!unit!of!Frank,!Bert!and!Eva!(and!at!times!Frank’s!other!son,!Loris)!formed!the! nucleus! of! the! touring! party! encouraged! the! comparison! of! the! group! to! a!family!and!made!it!seemingly!plausible.!!Tarrant! especially! enjoyed! enlightening! the! team! on! the! growing!popularity! of! Indian! cricket—still! in! its! infancy,! yet! destined! for! bigger! things!(Coward! 1990,! 100).! Any! spare! time! aboard! the! boat! was! spent! desperately!trying!to!gain!match!fitness!and!endeavouring!to!lose!a!few!unnecessary!pounds:!many! team! members! had! not! played! the! game! seriously! for! several! years.!Woollacott! writes! that! aboard! the! liners,! cricket! was! “a! highly! favoured! deck!sport”!and!attributes!the!playing!of!it!as!serving!dual!functions:!to!pass!the!time!on!the!seemingly!endless! journey!and!to!assist! the!reputation!of!Australia!as!a!prodigious!cricketRplaying!nation!(1997,!1016).!On!the!Mongolia!and!the!Chitral,!while!playing!cricket!certainly!assisted!these!dual!purposes!it!also!functioned,!as!a!practical!necessity,!to!assist!team!performance.!Team!bonding!exercises!were!undertaken!as!some!players,!although!united!by!proficiency! in!cricket,!had!not!previously!played!together.!This!tour,!as!a!sporting!experiment,!is!unique!in!its!crossRgenerational!orchestration!and!fostering!team!unity!was!crucial!due!to!the!disparate!ages!and!experiences!of!the!team!members.!Bill!attributed!the!success!of!the!tour!partially!to!the!team!members,!who!by!managing!to!bond!early!in!the!journey!precipitated!triumph!on!and!off!the!field.!Notwithstanding!the!physical!preparation,!the!team!found!time!for!“gay!parties”!and!Bill!described!ship!life!as!“very!enjoyable”!(1936–88,!71).!Morrisby!and!Mair!attended!a!fancy!dress!party!on! the! ship! dressed! as! “two! little! girls! in! blue”! having! borrowed!blue! dresses!
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from!Margot!MacGibbon,!a!famed!violinist!who!performed!on!the!boat!(Dougan!2012).! Although! they! did! not! win! a! prize! in! the! fancy! dress! competition,!Morrisby’s!letters!reveal!they!thoroughly!enjoyed!the!occasion!(ibid.)!!An!undated!document!from!the!Bill!archive!at!Cricket!New!South!Wales!reveals!the!bonhomie! that!typified!many!activities!on!the!long!sea!journey.!The!typed!paper!document!titled!“Cricket!Extraordinary”!outlined!a!modified!cricket!encounter!taking!place!on!the!“Sports!Deck”!between!“2.p.m.!&!4.p.m.”.!One!team!was! captained! by! Frederick! Gray! who,! according! to! Coward,! was! a! wealthy!manufacturing! chemist! who! devised! the! importation,! or! oversaw! the!production,! of! a! diverse! array! of! scientific! innovations! into! Australia,! among!which!were!the!first!soda!fountain!in!Sydney,!a!formula!for!vanilla!iceRcream!and!a!headache!powder!(1990,!108).!The!philanthropic!entrepreneur!was!a!member!of!the!Balmain!District!Cricket!Club!and!demonstrated!a!great!love!of!the!game.!In! collaboration! with! Dr.! Lesley! Poidevin,! he! inaugurated! the! PoidevinRGray!Shield,! a! competition! between! the! district! clubs! in! Sydney! (Referee! November!25,! 1931).! His! role! as! captain! reveals! a! somewhat! regressive! hierarchy,! as! he!possessed!the!social!standing!to!be!named!captain!of!the!game!yet!little!is!known!of!his!cricketing!ability.!The!match,!taking!place!on!board,!was!not!to!be!treated!seriously!as!revealed!by!the!humour!employed!by!the!“Cricket!Extraordinary”!to!chronicle!the!event!in!the!programme.!Albert!Edward!Tarrant,!described!as!the!“son! of! famous! Frank! Tarrant”—which! suggests! he! would! play! a! seemingly!lifelong! role! as! subordinate! to! his! father—led! the! opposing! team.! The!relationship!between!Tarrant!and!his! three!sons! is!examined! in!chapter!1!and!reveals! that! the! offspring! could! not! compete! socially,! economically! or!professionally! with! their! father.! Bert! had! a! reputation! as! a! Casanova;! his!
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biography! on! the! programme! concludes! “Connoisseur:R! Females! understood”.!However! the!potential! sexual! intimidation! in! the!description!of!Tarrant! junior!may!appear!more!sinister!to!a!contemporary!audience.!!! Tarrant’s! team! comprised! four! Victorians! and! Gray’s! team! consisted! of!four! cricketers! from! his! state! of! New! South!Wales.! Using! geographic! cultural!representations,! Queenslander! Ronald! Oxenham! is! named! “the! Banana! King”!and!Ron!Morrisby!is!referred!to!as!“the!Tasmanian!Devil”!with!both!functioning!as! “umpires! by! special! appointment”.! The! team!makeup! echoes! the! orthodox!composition! of! the! official! Australian! cricket! team;! the! majority! of! players!originate! from! either! New! South! Wales! or! Victoria,! the! highly! competitive!cricketRdominant!states.!Rivalry!between!the!two!states!was!and!still!is!intense.!The!southeast!mainland!dominance!of!cricket!resulted!in!participants!from!the!minor!states!being!limited!to!secondary!roles.!!The! absence! of! West! Australian! Frank! Bryant! from! the! programme,!either! indicates!that!the!event!took!place!between!Melbourne!and!Perth!(prior!to! him! boarding! the! boat)! or! his! nonRinclusion! was! an! oversight.! The!programme!outlined! the!game’s!guidelines,!which!adhered! to!orthodox!cricket!protocol!with!an!emphasis!on!rules,!teamwork,!a!strictly!devised!code!of!ethics!and! a! highly! defined! sense! of! personal! and! team! integrity.! The! final! sentence!proposes,!“May!the!Best!Team!Win”.!In!all!likelihood!the!cricket!match!may!not!actually!have!taken!place—it! is!possible! the!programme!was!simply!concocted!as!a!joke!to!fill!in!some!time—however!it!reinforces!the!fundamental!core!values!of!the!game,!which!emphasise!sportsmanship!and!strictly!codified!rules.!It!also!reflects!the!hierarchal!structure!of!cricket!in!the!1930s!and!the!personality!traits!of!the!playing!personnel.!
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According! to! the! Sydney! Morning! Herald! (August! 7,! 1939),! a! steady!stream! of! western! women! journeyed! to! India! for! matrimony! either! as! a!scheduled! matchmaking! event! or! in! an! unconscious! endeavour! to! meet!culturally! and! financially! appropriate! partners.! The! journalist! observed! that!“Australians!as!a!race!travel!a!great!deal,!and!everyone!who!has!ever!set!out!on!a!sea! voyage! knows! that! shipboard! friendships! ripen! quickly.! And! with! the!conviviality!of!deck!sports,!long!hours!spent!chatting!in!a!deckRchair,!or!dances!under!a!starlit!sky,!romance!is!ever!in!the!air”!(ibid.).!The!article!determined!that!the!traffic!was!not!only!one!way!as!European!gentlemen!living!in!India!viewed!Australia!as!a!suitable!destination!to!meet!a!member!of!the!opposite!sex.!Travelling! frequently! doubled! as! a! matchmaking! exercise! due! to! the!participants! being! in! a! foreign! country! away! from! the! eyes! of! disapproving!parents! or! prying! neighbours! (de! Courcy! 2012,! 3–4).! De! Courcy! describes!women! being! sent! to! India! for! matrimony! based! on! the! presumption! that!females!were!obliged!to!wed.!The!relocation!of!British!women!to!India!assisted!both!sexes!as!a!surplus!of! timeRpoor!eligible!men! in! India,!eager! to!embark!on!family!life,!existed!along!with!a!paucity!of!available!suitors!in!Britain.!De!Courcy,!revealing! the! sentiments! of! the! era,! elaborates! that! females! without! beauty,!money! or! grand! relations! had! little! hope! of! marriage! in! Britain,! due! to! the!gender!imbalance,!whereas!in!India!they!were!inundated!with!proposals!(ibid.).!These!sentiments!reflected!public!opinion!at!the!time!and!informed!the!players’!attitudes!to!gender!roles.!!Despite! the!majority! of! the!Australian! team!members! being!married! or!romantically! attached! many! photographs! reveal! that! they! enthusiastically!fraternised!with!members!of! the!opposite!sex.!The!collective!sense!of! freedom!
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Prior! to! embarking! on! the! tour,! Tom! Leather! was! engaged! to! Doll! Ponsford.!Geoffrey! Ponsford,! in! conversation! with! the! author,! reveals! that! the! more!socially! sophisticated! members! of! the! travelling! personnel! teased! him!mercilessly!about!the!highly!improbable!likelihood!of!Doll’s! infidelity!whilst!he!was! in! India.!This!conforms!to! the!reputation!attributed!to!groups!of!males!on!tour!of!a!preoccupation!with!women!and! is!echoed! in!tour! imagery.!Figure!4.2!captures!a!typical!scene!on!board!the!boat.!Bachelor!Harry!Alexander!is!caught!deep!in!conversation!with!an!unidentified!female.!Body!language!indicates!that!Alexander! is! comfortable!with!his! dominance! in! the! situation! and! even!mildly!amused! by! the! social! interaction.! The!woman! appears! somewhat! less! at! ease!with! the! situation;! she! covers! her! body! in! a! blanket! and! looks! downwards,!avoiding!eye!contact!with!both!Alexander!and!the!photographer,!suggesting!her!nervousness.! Her! physicality! is! completely! masked.! She! does! not! seem! to! be!finding! the! interaction! unpleasant! however! the! image! represents! orthodox!Western! gender! imbalance! and! behavior.! The! imagery! of! European! and! local!women! in! India! reveals! that! gender! dynamics! varied! crossRculturally! and! that!the! Australians’! response! to! the! representation! of! women! evolved! over! their!journey! and! primary! evidence! conveys! that! this! reRevaluation! commenced! on!the!ship.!Morrisby,! the! youngest! tour! member! and! the! sole! Tasmanian!representative,!was! influenced!by!the!cultural!encounters!experienced!on!tour.!Six!months!prior!to!departure,!the!Mercury!(a!Tasmanian!newspaper)!excitedly!speculated!that!Morrisby!might!be!included!in!the!team!(March!21,!1935).!The!newspaper! claimed:! “A! number! of! exRinternational! players! have! received!invitations,! and! it! is! known! that!Tarrant! is! anxious! that! there! should!be! some!
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young!blood!in!the!team!to!stand!the!strain!of!heavy!work!in!the!field!during!the!heat!of!the!Indian!season”!(ibid.).7!Morrisby!proved!to!be!more!than!a!physical!body!in!the!arduous!conditions!and!he!matured!as!a!cricketer!during!his!Indian!sojourn,!completing!the!tour!having!played!every!game!and!falling!just!fortyRtwo!runs! short! of! reaching! 1000! runs! on! tour! (Advocate! February! 14,! 1936).!Following!his!success!on!the!Indian!tour!the!Australian!cricket!world!anticipated!a! successful! career! for! Morrisby.! A! position! in! South! Australia! with! Donald!Bradman! was! even! touted! (News! February! 29,! 1936).! Following! the! teams!return,! Jack! Ryder! applauded! Morrisby’s! potential! and! talent! claiming,!“Morrisby!is!a!very!sound!young!batsman!with!a!great!future”.!Ryder!added!that,!“He! has! strokes! all! round! the!wicket! and! is! particularly! sound!with! his! cover!shots.!What!he!needs!now! is! to!be! taken! in!hand!and!given! the!opportunity! to!play! in!good!company.!A!season!under!Bradman's!captaincy!would!be!of!great!value”(ibid.).!However!a!conversation!with!Ron’s!daughter,!Cecily!Dougan,!reveals!that!fiscal!uncertainty!and!family!obligations!suspended!talk!of!an! interstate!cricket!career! as! Ron! would! assume! control! of! the! family! concern,! an! orchard! in!Sandford,! Tasmania.! Ron! did! not! conform! to! the! reputation! of! the! highly!ambitious! hardRnosed! sportsman! and! this,! combined! with! circumstantial!adversity,! resulted! in! him! returning! to! Tasmania.! He! continued! to! compete! in!firstRclass!cricket,!playing!for!Tasmania!on!twentyRthree!occasions;!his!last!game!was!in!1952.!He!was!the!only!team!member!to!again!compete!against!an!Indian!team!when! he! played! for! the! Tasmanian! team! against! the! visitors!when! their!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!The!reputation!of!India!being!oppressively!hot!was,!at!times,!accurate!however!the!tour!took!place!during!the!Indian!winter!and!the!players!equally!complained!about!the!cold!weather.!!
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official! Test! team! toured! Australia! in! 1947/48! (Dougan! 2012).! This! historical!vignette!of!Morrisby!highlights!that!despite!the!encroaching!professionalisation!of!cricket!in!the!1930s!it!was!still!mainly!a!recreational!pastime!for!Australians!except!for!those!who!possessed!a!unique!combination!of!exceptional!talent!and!resolute! ambition.! Morrisby’s! shortRlived! international! cricket! encounter!demonstrated! that! aspects! of! the! tour! were! a! transitory! illusion.! His! brief!flirtation!with!a!serious!cricketing!career!and!a!move!to! the!mainland!was!real!but! the! pragmatism! of! reality! at! home! suspended! these! aspirations.! In! many!ways,! the! tour! to! India! was! a! surreal! and! transitory!moment! in! time! that! for!many! of! the! participants! remained! covert.! Nevertheless! the! personal!ramifications! of! the! tour! were! internalised! and! permanent.! On! tour,! the!cricketers! acquired! insight! into! Australia’s! global! position,! social! and! racial!relations!and!gender!politics!and!this!thesis!argues!the!significance!of!this!to!the!players!as!individual!journeymen!and!as!representative!of!national!sentiment.!!The! team!did!not! include!a!proficient!musician!however!Arthur!Allsopp!kept! his! colleagues! entertained,! and! amused,! with! his! flawed! accordion!renditions!(Bill!November!27,!1935).!Morrisby’s!letters!detail!onRboard!activities!including! deck! quoits,! pingRpong! and! a! modified! version! of! tennis! (Dougan!2012).!These!games!provided!the!cricketers!with!wellRneeded!physical!exertion!and!frequently!involved!gambling!on!the!outcome.!The!players!delighted!in!the!financial! remuneration! for! the!winners! and,! as! customary! in! the!1930s,! canny!punters!also!triumphed.!!!Gambling! was! endemic! in! Australian! culture! in! the! first! half! of! the!twentieth!century!and!prevailed!on! the! tour.!The!Australian!cricketers!enjoyed!gambling!on!sport!and!orchestrated!sweeps!for!horse!races!as!well!as!betting!on!
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other!sporting!events.!Gambling!commenced!shortly!after!departure!and!proved!to!be!a!popular!pastime!as! the!players!possessed! the!available! finances!due! to!the!generous!touring!recompense!and!had!the!available!time!to! indulge.!Figure!4.1!shows!Leather!holding!a!newspaper;!conceivably!he!may!have!been!reading!the! sporting!news! in!preparation! to!place! a! bet.! According! to!Bill,!Hendry! and!Tarrant!triumphed!in!the!gambling!stakes!and!he!remarked,!“as!a!matter!of!fact,!these! two! seemed! to! be! blessed! with! all! the! luck”! as! they! appeared! to! win!everything!they!bet!on!(November!27,!1935).!Bill!observed!that!Tarrant’s!good!fortune!was!earlier!evidenced!at!the!Mongolia!Cup!race!meeting,!which!“proved!to!be!a!gold!mine!in!disguise!for!Frank,!who!cleaned!up!on!every!race.!Manager’s!luck!”!(ibid.).!Oxenham!observed!that!luck!wasn’t!with!him!when!he!gambled!on!the!Mongolia!Cup.!He!observed! that! the!monetary! loss!wasn’t!problematic!and!gloated:! “I'll! take! it! out! of! the! £300! allowance,! so! what's! it! matter! anyway!’’!(November!11,!1935).!Bill!later!reported!further!evidence!of!gambling!and!wrote!about! a! delightful! day! spent! at! the! Madras! Race! Club! (March! 18,! 1936).! He!observed!that!“it!was!a!great!day!in!one!sense,!but!not!so!good!in!another,!as!the!majority! of! us! went! back! to! town! well! out! of! pocket,! the! bookies! no! doubt!thinking! that! that! we!might! be! good! cricketers,! but! bad! punters!”! (ibid.).! The!cavalier!attitude!to!gambling!and!the!loss!of!finances!confirms!that!the!cricketers!were!paid!generously!and!that!financial!speculation!was!routine.!Bill!attributed!Frank! and! Eva! Tarrant! with! his! initiation! to! betting! on! contract! bridge.! The!earnest! Bill! was! initially! anxious! about! the! higher! stakes! he! felt! compelled! to!wage! and! feared! he! would! lose! all! his! “signing! on! fee”! (1936–86,! 71).!Considering! the! financial! volatility! of! the! Depression! such! observations! were!logical.! A! conversation! with! Cecily! Dougan! (Morrisby’s! daughter)! reveals! that!
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she! is! confident! her! grandparents! were! unaware! of! the! gambling! that! was!routine!on!tour.!The!primary!material!concerning!gambling,!which!commenced!on! the! ship,! provides! further! evidence! that! touring,! especially! international!touring,! provided! a! libertarian! environment! where! the! participants! could!indulge!in!activities!that!were!less!tolerated!at!home.!!Betting!was!not!restricted! to!sport!and!Oxenham!revealed! that! “early! in!the!tour”!the!team!was!invited!by!one!of!the!“Gers”!to!place!a!£5!wager!on!them!not! seeing! a! drop! of! rain! whilst! they! were! in! India! (December! 30,! 1935).!Oxenham!observed,!“You!can!just!guess!how!we!kicked!ourselves!for!not!having!him! on”! as! unseasonal! torrential! rain! commenced! when! the! team! arrived! in!Allahabad!(ibid.).!This!incident!reveals!the!complexity!of!racial!hierarchy!and!its!presumed! correlation!with! intellect! in! colonial! India.! The!Australian! cricketers!occupy!a!position!of!selfRassumed! intellectual!superiority!yet!do!not!accept! the!Gers!offer!to!bet!on!the!presence!of!rain!on!tour!as!they!do!not!expect!it!to!occur.!However! Oxenham! feels! swindled! and! outwitted! by! not! accepting! the! bet.!Seemingly,! he! is!more! concerned! that!not! accepting! the!bet! indicated!a! lack!of!acumen!rather!than!missing!out!on!the!financial!reward.!Bag! and! Saha! claim! that! gambling! and! corruption! are! inexorably! linked!(2011,!318–20).!However,!according!to!Malcolm!Knox,!corruption!in!cricket!had!been! largely! eliminated! by! the! onset! of! the! twentieth! century! (2011).! He!attributes!this!to!the!emergence!of!strict!disciplinarians!and!role!models!such!as!“Joe!Darling! and!Monty!Noble! in!Australia! and! the! aristocrats! Lord!Harris! and!Lord!Hawke! in!England”!who!assisted! in!eliminating!corruption!from!the!game!(ibid.).! Knox!writes! that:! “Misbehaving! players! had!more! to! lose! than! gain! by!taking! bribes! to! fix!matches.! They!were! not! highly! paid,! but! cricket's! prestige!
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grew!to!an!extent!where!it!did,!for!a!period,!largely!justify!its!claims!to!embody!an! ethos! of! fair! play”.! By! the! turn! of! the! century,! cricket! corruption! had! been!largely! driven! out! of! the! game! and! illicit! gambling! money! poured! into! horse!racing.!There!is!no!evidence!to!suggest!that!the!Australian!team!engaged!in!any!unlawful!behavior,!however!when!playing!in!Ajmer,!due!to!the!weakness!of!the!opposition,!Tarrant!was!persuaded!to!allow!the!local!team!to!make!150!runs!so!the! game! would! last! the! entire! duration.! Tarrant! was! warned! that! when! the!British! had!previously! toured,! “the!whole! side! [the! local! team]!was! out! for! 30!and!the!match!was!over!in!a!day!and!a!half”!which!impacted!dramatically!on!gate!takings!and!club!revenue!(Tarrant!1918–51).!Tarrant!acquiesced!although!he!felt!his! good! nature! had! been! taken! advantage! of! as! he! enabled! the! opposition! to!make!131!yet!when!the!Australians!came!out!to!bat!a!few!seemingly!unfair!lbw!rulings!were!adjudicated!by!the!umpires.!Tarrant!was!angered!when!he!noticed!the!opposition! “club!secretary!cheering!and!clapping!as!another!of!our!players!was! given! out! lbw”! (ibid.).8!In! light! of! the! goodwill! of! the! tour! and! Tarrant’s!acquiescence,! he! objected! to! the! lack! of! mutual! respect! demonstrated! by! the!Ajmer! authorities.! Incidents,! such! as! this,! highlight! that! the! team,! despite! in!many! way! challenging! authority! and! protocol,! adhered! to! the! core! rules! and!ethics! of! cricket.! Despite! seemingly! being! interlopers! to! orthodox! cricket! the!team!still!insisted!on!observing!the!rules!that!defined!the!spirit!of!the!game.!The!formality!of!the!team’s!arrival!at!the!Gateway!to!India!(Bombay),!late!in!the!evening!of!November!1,!1935,!is!contrasted!with!the!team’s!departure!in!Melbourne.! Such! disparity! demonstrates! the! discrepancies! in! how! the! two!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!The!leg!before!wicket!rule!was!constantly!being!revised!resulting!in!public!condemnation!and!player!uncertainty.!
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countries! perceived! and! prioritised! the! private! tour.! Due! to! the! unscheduled!early! arrival,! the! Indian! organising! committee! elected! to! postpone! the! official!welcome! until! the! following! morning.! Considering! the! emphasis! placed! on!official!ceremonious!protocol!and!decorum!in!colonial!India!a!daytime!welcome!was!desirous.!Luggage!was!offRloaded! to!expedite! the!customs!process!and! the!players! spent! the!night,!dressed!as! they!were,! in! their!dinner! suits.!They!were!consciously! aware! that! the! last! night! on! the! ship! was! their! final! contact! with!familiar!English!structures.!This!anxiety!was!compounded!by! the!discomfort!of!sleeping! in! their! tuxedos.! The! following!morning! the! players! appeared! rather!dishevelled! in! their! crumpled! evening! dress! for! the! highly! ceremonious!welcome.! Coward! sagely! observed! that! “It! was! not! the! last! occasion! some!members!of!the!team!were!to!be!so!attired!at!such!a!time”!(1990,!102).!Clearly!this!is!one!of!the!many!examples!where!the!team!did!not!epitomise!the!idealised!reputation!of!the!archetypal!white!cricketers.!!Tarrant! described! the! arrival! on! Indian! soil! as! a! “riotous! reception”! and!introduced! the! tour! as! an! event! to! be! lionised! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! He! always!portrayed! the! tour! in! the! most! positive! light! and! gloated! that! a! team! of!dignitaries! including! the! Yuvraj—the!Maharaja’s! son! (who! had! travelled! 1200!miles! to! attend)—press! representatives! from! “all! parts! of! India”! and! at! least! a!“1000!cricket!enthusiasts”!greeted!the!team!(ibid.).!The!Yuvraj!carried!with!him!a!welcome! letter! from!his! father! (see! figure!4.3)! that!demonstrated! the! formal!protocols!of! the! Indian! ruling! class.!The! letter,! identified!by! the!Patiala! coat!of!arms!(resplendent!with!a!lion,!a!tiger!and!an!elephant),!introduced!the!Maharaja!as! pivotal! to! the! narrative! of! the! tour.! The! text! emphasised! the! Maharaja’s!personal! involvement! in! the!exercise:! a! contribution!not! solely! financial! as! the!
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tour’s!success!was!intrinsically!tied!to!his!reputation!in!the!dying!days!of!colonial!India.! Bhupinder,! as! discussed! in! chapter! 1,! envisaged! that! cricket! would!continue! to!prosper!and!a!symbiotic!relationship!with! the!game!was!politically!advantageous! whatever! the! political! future! held.! Bill’s! description! did! not!present!the!occasion!as!riotous,!as!Tarrant’s!does,!and!he!described!the!event!in!a! solemn! and! reverent! light,! evidenced! by! his! observation! that,! “Never! in! our!wildest!dreams!did!we!imagine!that!such!receptions!and!such!magnificent!pomp!and!splendour!would!be! ‘turned!on’! for!our!benefit”! (December!11,!1935).!The!suggestion!that!the!welcome!reception!exceeded!Bill’s!“wildest!dreams”!suggests!that! the! Australians!were! entering! an! environment! of! unaccustomed! privilege!and!inflexible!social!protocol!(ibid.).!The!team!was!impressed!by!the!“pomp!and!splendour”!of!the!formal!reception!and!it!boded!well!for!the!luxurious!conditions!they!would!experience!throughout!the!stay!(ibid.).!The!formalism!of!the!welcome!ritual! as! a! structured! event! was! foreign! to! the! Australians! yet! was! a! routine!occurrence!for!the!Indian!elite!and!the!event!provided!the!cricketers!with!a!taste!of!what!would!follow.!
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!
Figure(4.3:(Letter(to(Captain(Jack(Ryder(from(the(Maharaja(of(Patiala((1935).(Ryder(archive(!!Illustrated! in! this! chapter! is! the! significance! of! the! journey! not! solely! in!physically!transporting!the!cricketers!but!also!in!facilitating!their!emotional!and!intellectual!readjustment!in!preparation!for!the!cultural!collision!that!would!take!place!in!India.!Tarrant’s!influence!on!the!players!intensified!in!the!environment!of! the! ship! and! they! absorbed! elements! of! his! perspective! whilst! emotionally!preparing! themselves! for! their! Indian! adventure! under! his! supervisorial!tutelage.!The!shift!in!team!structure!with!Tarrant!as!the!principal!orchestrator!is!
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(Late!in!the!evening!on!January!20,!1936!the!ruling!British!monarch!King!George!V! passed! away.! Citizens! of! the! Empire,! as! revealed! by! the! Advocate,! would!commence!a!period!of!reverent!deep!mourning!and!sorrow!(January!22,!1936).!Play! was! suspended! and! although! the! Australian! team! was! expected! to! pay!homage!to!the!death!of!the!king!the!cricketers!instead!used!their!spare!time!to!fit!in! an! unanticipated! visit! to! the! Taj! Mahal:! an! historic! site! representative! of!India’s! Mughal! past,! that! they! were! eager! to! see.! Typical! of! the! Australians’!agenda! throughout! their! visit! they! observed! hedonism! over! fealty! and,! in! an!uncomplicated!interpretation,!also!chose!Indian!culture!over!British!duties.!This! chapter! examines! the! tour,! focussing! on! the! response! of! the!Australian! cricketers! to! key! events,! such! as! the! death! of! the! king,! which!encouraged! them! to! question! and! challenge! the! “racial! stereotypes! and!hierarchies”! they!encountered!(Hartmann!2003,!453.).(Through!chronicling!the!team’s! experiences! on! Indian! soil,! some! elements! of! the! tour! fulfilling! colonial!expectations! are! identified.! The! cricketers! were! immersed! into! a! hermetic!echelon!of!privilege!and!luxury!and!were!indulged!correspondingly!by!the!Indian!royalty! and! the!British!Raj.!They!played! cricket!by!day!and! fulfilled!Orientalist!
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prerequisites! in! their! downtime:! being! shunted! between! palaces! of! oriental!splendour;! riding! elephants;! fraternising!with! the!Viceroy;! attending! cinematic!galas;!shooting!game!on!shikars!and!being!ferried!around!in!fleets!of!16dcylinder!RollsdRoyces.!!But! not! all! went! according! to! plan.! The! recalcitrance! of! the! Australian!cricketers! intensified! throughout! their! immersion! in! the! East! as! they! tired! of!demands!on!them!to!conform!to!the!role!of!the!colonial!class.!Primary!material;!text! written! by! the! participants! (Bill,! Macartney,! Hendry,! Tarrant,! Ryder! and!Oxenham)! and! material! culture! including! photographs,! scorecards,! menus,!cricket!memorabilia!and!newspaper!accounts!detect!aberrations! in!the!colonial!model!and!the!envisaged!role!of!the!white!cricketer.!The!letters!written!by!Ryder!and!Morrisby!provide!invaluable!insight,!as!they!are!candid!in!contrast!to!other!primary!material,!composed!with!some!degree!of!selfdcensorship!by!the!players!and!which! received! broader! readership.! As! argued! by! Prown,!material! culture!effectively!reveals!the!“values,!ideas,!attitudes,!and!assumptions”!of!a!community!and!in!this!case!the!team!of!Australian!cricketers!in!the!1930s!(1982,!1).!!! ! The!players’!response!to!their!cultural!encounter!is!not!homogeneous,!as!each! cricketer’s! perspective! is! intensely! subjective,! for! example! Macartney’s!prose!is!less!ambiguous!than!the!writing!of!Bill!and!Hendry!as!it!demonstrates!a!conclusive! ideological! perspective! due! to! his! significant! travelling! experience,!maturity! and! his! previous! exposure! to! Eastern! culture.1!Likewise,! Oxenham’s!forthright!observations!in!the.Telegraph!are!brutally!honest!in!their!appraisal!of!the!experience;!he!does!not!adopt!political!correctness!as!demonstrated!by!some!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Macartney!toured!with!the!official!Australian!Test!team!in!1909,!1912,!1921!and!1926.!In!1910!and!1924!he!toured!New!Zealand!(prior!to!its!entry!to!the!ICC)!and!was!part!of!a!team!that!toured!America!and!Canada!in!1913.!Macartney!previously!encountered!the!East!in!Ceylon!in!1926!and!Malaya!the!following!year!(ibid.).!
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team!members.! Oxenham! is! the! only! team!member! from! Queensland! and! his!racial! perspective! is! possibly! influenced! by! his! exposure! to! the! Indigenous!population! in! Australia.2!In! addition,! the! writing! of! Hendry! provides! alternate!insight! through! a! presentist! perspective.3!The! cricketers’! writing! is! invaluable!primary!material!as!it!disseminates!their!ambiguous!attitude!to!imperialism!and!racial! hierarchy.! Ryder! described! a! function! where! his! attendance! with! the!Calcutta! Cricket! Association! is! mandatory.! He! observed,! “These! shows! are!inclined! to! be! boring! at! times”,! yet! he! reluctantly! acknowledged! that!expectations!of!the!cricketers!required!that,!“It!has!to!be!done”!(January!2,!1936).!Cultural! protocol! challenging! the! British! presence! in! India! and! supporting!nationalist! sentiments! was! conspicuous! throughout! the! tour.! At! times,! the!Australian! players! challenged! and! defied! predexisting! attitudes! to! racial! and!social! hierarchy.! The! ambiguous! position! of! the! cricketers! emerged! as! an!amalgam!of! the!coloniser!and! the!colonised,! resulting! in! the!manifestation!of!a!uniquely! Australian! identity,! which! does! not! entirely! conform! to! predexisting!national!paradigms.!These!apparent!contradictions!require!rigorous!analysis!as!they! reflect! Australia’s! ambiguity! to! British! imperialism! by! revealing! a!sympathetic!attitude!to!India’s!plight!as!a!colonised!society!while!at! times!they!simultaneously! perpetuate! stereotypical! racial! paradigms.! Such! ideological! redevaluation! signifies! a! pivotal! junction! in! IndiandAustralian! relations! and!encourages! the! tour! to!be! interrogated!as! a! casedstudy! revealing!an!Australian!perspective! to! the! wider! political,! cultural! and! religious! underpinnings! of! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Ironmonger!was!born!in!Queensland!but!spent!the!majority!of!his!adult!life!in!Victoria!and!New!South!Wales.!3!Hendry’s!manuscripts!were!written!approximately!half!a!century!following!the!tour!so!they!should!be!appraised!with!caution!as!hindsight!can!frequently!influence!judgment!and!the!clarity!of!memory!can!sometimes!dwindle.!The!manuscript!was!not!based!on!earlier!writings!unlike!Bill.!
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role!of! cricket! in! the!Empire.!The!primary!material! reveals!a!cultural!hybridity!that,!over!half!a!century!later,!is!interrogated!by!Homi!Bhabha!(2012,!121–31).!!The! cricketers! were! most! likely! unaware! that! their! actions! could! be!subsequently! viewed! as! politicised! and! should! be! evaluated! in! light! of! Naha’s!observation! regarding! Indian! cricket! colonial! great!C.!K.!Nayudu’s!nationalistic!gestures:!!With! a! father! from! Cambridge! and! a! family! fond! of! the! plays! of! Shakespeare,!Nayudu! resembled! the! proverbial! ‘brown! sahib’! rather! than! the! typical! flagdbearing! nationalist.! Yet! his! batting! became! for! spectators! a! beacon! of!nationalism.!Oddly!most!of!such!accounts!occur!in!later!reminiscences.!Not!one!of!the! contemporary! dailies! ascribed! any! feeling! of! nationalism! inspired! by! his!batting,!except!for!one!incident!when!Nayudu!might!have!let!out!his!ideas!on!the!potential!of!sport!in!nationdbuilding”!(2012,!567).!!Nayudu,! like! other! educated! Indians! of! his! generation,! was! a! cultural! hybrid,!exhibiting!syncretic!ideologies!yet!he!was!subsequently!appointed!as!pindup!boy!for!the!political!movement!he!only!partially!supported.!
Playing(the(colonial(charade(From! the! outset! of! the! tour,! the! Australians! demonstrated! an! allegiance! with!imperial! authority! however,! over! the! duration! of! the! exercise,! antithetical!perspectives!emerged!suggesting!the!development!of!an!ameliorated!attitude!to!racial! (and! social)! hierarchy! and! foreign! cultural! practices.! This! chapter!chronicles! the! tour! and! the! evolving! perspective! of! the! playing! group! as! they!challenged!predexisting!national!paradigms.!Underpinning!the!circumstances!on!tour!is!the!unique!Australian!attitude!of!the!cricketers,!and!their!response,!to!the!racial!and!social!stipulations!of!1930s!India.!
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The!players!were!initially!awestruck!by!the!formality!of!the!environment!yet!they!soon!tired!of!maintaining!the!colonial!charade.!The!Australian!cricketers!(adhering! to! a!defiant! and! rebellious!national! stereotype)!did!not! acquiesce! to!the! stringent! social! rigours! of! the! British! in! India.! Ryder,! emphasising! the!inflexible! social! structure! that! he! was! unaccustomed! to,! observed! that! the!“English!military!officers!and!their!wives”!are!“very!nice!people,!but!a! little!too!sedate”! and! qualified! this! by! stating,! “they! certainly! try! to! keep! up! to! their!positions”! (December! 4,! 1935).! Ryder’s! observation! that! the! English! revered!their! hierarchal! position,! and! stringently! behaved! accordingly,! suggests! that!back! at! home! such! societal! pressure! was! far! more! relaxed.! His! observations!indicate! that! the! Australians! became! tired! of! the! formality! of! British! social!interaction! with! later! evidence! revealing! they! preferred! the! company! of! the!indigenous! communities! to! that! of! the! Raj.! The! Australians! predominantly!socialised!with!the!Indian!aristocracy!however,!as!argued!throughout,!they!spent!much! of! their! time! in! the! company! of! local! teams! which,! despite! being!predominantly! led! by! privileged! Indians,! also! included! socially! disadvantaged!players.!
The(Boy’s(Own(adventure(Despite!much!of!the!primary!material!pertaining!to!the!social!life!on!tour,!cricket!was! the! objective! and! the! team! embarked! on! a! gruelling! schedule!where! they!played!twentydthree!games!over!four!and!a!half!months:!winning!eleven,! losing!three!and!nine!were!drawn!(see! figure!5.1).!Four!unofficial!Test!matches!were!played:! in!Bombay,!Lahore,!Calcutta!and!Madras—as!previously!noted! the!ABC!barred! these! games! from! being! called! Tests.! Referred! to! as! unofficial! Tests!(although,! much! to! the! chagrin! of! the! Board,! the! adjective! was! occasionally!
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Touring(the(Taj(Mahal(Hotel!Tarrant!observed!that!the!players!“were!greatly!impressed!first!by!Bombay’s!beautiful!hotel!by!the!sea,![the]!Taj!Mahal”!(Tarrant!1918–51).!Visitors!arriving!in!Bombay!by!boat!would!initially!encounter!the!imposing!and!beautiful!Gateway!to!India!and!the!symbolically!loaded!Taj!Mahal!Hotel.!The!Taj!Mahal!Hotel!is!considered!to!be!the!point!where!East!and!West!meet!as!it!simultaneously!epitomises!imperial!grandeur!yet!is!imbued!with!Indian!nationalistic!ideology!(Mercury!April!12,!1937).4!! The!cricketers!were!impressed!by!this!luxurious!modern!facility!that!had! opened! in! 1903.! Hendry! commented! that! it! was! “known! throughout! the!world!as!the!best!in!India”!(n.d.).!Morrisby!in!a!letter!to!his!parents!wrote,!“We!stayed! at! the! Taj! Mahal! Hotel! in! Bombay! –! it! is! the!most! wonderful! building,!easily! twice! the! size! of! any!hotel! in!Australia”! (Dougan!2012).!Bill,! likewise,! is!impressed! and! remarked,! “Soon! we! found! ourselves! whisked! off! through!cheering!crowds!to!the!famous!Taj!Mahal!Hotel,!where!we!found!relief!from!the!heat! in! enormous! icedcooled! rooms”! (December! 11,! 1935).! A!month! later,! Bill!hadn’t! forgotten! the! comfort! of! the! modern! facility! and! wrote,! “It! was! very!pleasant! staying! at! the! Taj! Mahal! Hotel,! where! icedcooled! dining! and! dancing!rooms!made!it!impossible!for!one!to!get!hot”!(January!8,!1935).!Ryder!observed!that,!“This!hotel!is!right!on!Bombay!harbor,!which!is!a!very!fine!site”!(December!9,!1935).!The!cricketers!are!undeniably! impressed!by! the! facility!and!observed!that!the!hotel!matched!or!was!superior!to!any!in!the!West.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!The!paucity!of!scholarly!analysis!critiquing!the!Taj!Mahal!Hotel!is!lamentable!considering!its!iconic!reputation.!
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Parsi! industrialist,! Jamsetji! Tata! opened! the! Taj! Mahal! Hotel! in! 1903.5!Colloquially! known! as! the! “Father! of! Indian! Industry”! (Neale! 2013,! 259)! he!stipulated! that! no! Indian! would! be! denied! dining! room! service! despite! the!prohibitive!price!dictating!that!only!the!affluent!could!partake!(Conlon!1995,!96).!Tata’s! contribution! to! the!wealth! and! prosperity! of! India! is!widely! celebrated.!Even!Gandhi! lauded!Tata! in!his!publication! Indian.Opinion! and!wrote! that!Tata!“never!looked!to!selfdinterest…nor!did!he!ever!take!distinctions!of!caste!or!race!into! consideration”! (Guha! 2013,! 180).! Sharing! his! father’s! sense! of! racial!inclusion,!Tata’s!son,!Sir!Dorabji!Tata,!visited!Melbourne!in!1922!and!denounced!Australia’s! White! Australia! Policy,! evaluating! it! as! a! “policy! of! exclusion”!(Brisbane. Courier! October! 18,! 1922).! Like! his! father,! Dorab! argued! that! racial!discrimination!was!unacceptable.!Many!Australians!viewed!the!Indian’s!criticism!of!Australia’s!racial!policy!ironic!considering!the!general!population’s!perception!was!that!endemic!racial,!caste!and!religious!discrimination!prevailed!in!India.!!! The!hotel!predominantly!lodged!Western!tourists!prior!to!1947!however!it!was!built!as!a!racially! inclusive! institution.! Journalist!M.T.J!observed!that! the!regular! political! unrest! of! 1930s! India! did! not! infiltrate! the! Taj! Mahal! Hotel!(March! 10,! 1932).! The! article! is! ambiguous! regarding! whether! the! journalist!viewed! the! isolation! of! the! hotel! in! a! negative! or! positive! light! however! its!reputation!as!a!safe!sanctuary!in! isolation!from!the!outside!reality! is!shared!by!this!article!and!the!cricketers’!observations!(ibid.).!The!headline!that!punctuates!this!article,!“Fermenting!Nationalism!and!the!native!temper”,!was!typical!of!the!culturally!essentialist!rhetoric!perpetuated!by!the!Englishdlanguage!press!(ibid.).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!The!Tata!dynasty!was,!and!continues!to!be,!involved!in!almost!every!aspect!of!industry!and!economic!life!of!India!and!throughout!the!twentieth!century!their!ventures!expanded!to!include!the!steel,!motor!vehicle!and!nuclear!industries!(Ray!1983,!174).!
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Another! article!described! the! flurry!of! activities! in! the!hotel! foyer:! “The!Taj! Mahal! Hotel! is! a! pivotal! point! for! the! tourist,! as! the! unceasing! current! of!departures! and! arrivals!makes! this! an! observation! lookdout! on! a! new! life.! The!khakidclad,!turbaned!native!opens!the!door!of!the!motor,!and!there!step's!forth!a!selfdpossessed! resident! Englishman! who! knows! his! India”! (West. Australian!March!2,!1932).!J.!T.!McMahon,!the!author,!observed!that!when!his!wife!arrived!back!to!the!hotel!from!shopping!a!maid!carried!the!purchases!as!his!“lady!cannot!carry!without! losing! caste”! (ibid.).!Curiously!he!applies! the!distinctively! Indian!term! ‘caste’! to! his! presumably! Western! wife,! which! suggests! an! embrace! of!cultural!hybridity!and!a!relaxation!of!racial!divisions!(ibid.).!!McMahon! observed! that! India! was! experiencing! a! “new! life”! despite!reinforcing!the!assumed!ideology!of!Western!superiority!through!his!description!of! the! “selfdpossessed! Englishman! who! know! his! India”! (ibid.).! His! smug!suggestion!that!the!Englishman’s!knowledge!was!superior!is!a!sentiment!that!lay!at!the!core!of!British!imperial!ideology.!McMahon!described!the!frenetic!scene!in!the! lobby,! which! although! it! does! not! make! much! sense! linguistically! does!illustrate! the!mise>en>scène.! The! journalist! observed! that! his! description! was!“really! recording! sensedimpressions! of! a! city! that! held! my! mouth! wide! open!during!the!hours!I! lived!there”!(ibid.).!The!journalist!remarked:!“A!rich,! turban,!clinging! silk! pants,! a! long! figure! coat,! a! stick,! and! there! arrives! a! young! rajah.!Every!moment!of! the!day!Hindus!saunter! in!and!out;!some!wearing!that,! funny!compromise!between!a!dress,!and!a!onedlegged!pants,!the!'dhoti'.!It!may!be!very!cool,!but,!as!worn,!it!is!not!over!graceful,!and!seldom!clean.!The!Mahommedans!look!bulkier! than! the!Hindus,! and!one! feels! that! in! a! clash!of! caste,! the! turban!would! win”! (ibid.).! This! description! establishes! a! European! perspective.! The!
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From!all!accounts,!including!Ryder’s!letter!wherein!he!described!the!metropolis!as!“BondBomdbay”,!the!players!enjoyed!their!three!visits!to!the!city!(December!9,!1935).! Figure! 5.2! depicts! Tom! Leather! and! Ron! Morrisby! in! front! of! the! Taj!Mahal!Hotel.!The!hotel!was!frequently!used!as!a!backdrop!for!tourist!portraiture!and! the! image! simultaneously! celebrates! the! colonists’! accomplishment,!emerging! Indian! nationalistic! sentiments! and! the! pioneering! cricket! venture.!Leather! firmly!grasps! the! right!arm!of!his!younger! teammate! in!a!paternalistic!manner,!seemingly!as!a!guarantee!of!safety.!The!respect!was!mutual;!Ron!wrote!to!his!mother!from!the!Grand!Hotel!in!Ahmedabad!that,!“Tom!is!a!great!chap!only!24”!and!had!guaranteed!him!a!position!on!the!“mainland’’!(Dougan!2012).6!Ron,!as! the!youngest!and! least! culturally! sophisticated!member!of! the! touring!party!required!the!guardianship!of!his!teammates.!!Mavor!theorises!that!“the!family!album!is!always!torn!by!the!sorrows!of!loss:! lost!childhoods,! lost! friends,! lost!relatives,! lost!memories,! lost!objects,! lost!newness”! (1997,! 119).!Mavor! contends! that! the! physical! print! also! represents!loss:!over!time!its!perishable!nature!sees!it!deteriorate,! following!the!fate!of!all!paper!objects.!The! tragedy!of! loss,!as!argued!by!Mavor,! is!not!evident! in! figure!5.2! nor! does! the! sentiment! pervade! every! image! of! a! deceased! person.! The!portrait!of!Morrisby!and!Leather!does!not!conform!to!Mavor’s!contention!as!the!image! encourages! eternal! celebration.! The! image! is! timeless! (the! landscape! is!not!vastly!different!now)!and! the!portrayal!of! the!cricketers! in! front!of! the!Taj!Mahal!Hotel!encompasses!a!sense!of!optimism!both!for!the!future!of! the!young!men!and! the! future!of! India! itself.!The!cricketers! face! the!sun!(as!evident! from!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!Considering!Leather’s!success!in!cricket!was!also!limited!it!is!unlikely!that!he!could!guarantee!Morrisby!tenure.!Morrisby!did!not!move!to!the!Mainland!due!to!family!circumstances!however!he!had!a!successful!amateur!cricket!career!at!state!level!in!Tasmania.!
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the! distinct! shadows),! which! encourages! the! image! and! the! scene! to! be!interpreted!as!everlasting!and!life!affirming.!The! excitement! of! the! players’! experience! in! a! foreign! country! was!infectious—Tarrant!had!to!reprimand!Alexander!and!Nagel!when!they!disobeyed!curfew!and!missed!the!train!for!Rajkot!on!the!first! leg!of!the!tour.!According!to!Bill,!the!captain!of!the!train!suggested!that!he!would!wait!for!the!two!stragglers!but!Tarrant! felt! that! the!duo’s!racial! identity!and!sporting!notoriety!should!not!disrupt! the! rail! system! (December!11,! 1935).!They!were! left! to! catch! the! slow!train!the!following!day!as!punishment!for!insubordination.!Tarrant!felt!that!the!visitors! should! adhere! to! societal! rules! and! in! no! way! should! they! receive!preferential! treatment.!Bill!observed!that! their! luggage!was!already!aboard! the!train!so!they!were!left!to!spend!“an!uncomfortable!night!in!Bombay!and!a!tiring!journey!in!a!slow!train!to!join!us!several!days!later”!without!a!change!of!clothes!(ibid.).!Tour!rules!were!broken!and!Tarrant,!as!gamekeeper,! felt! that!discipline!was! necessary! to! control! the! team! and! to! reaffirm! his! position! of! hegemony.!Later! on! the! tour,! Hendry! revealed! that! he! and! Ellis! were! late! in! catching! a!subsequent! train!despite! their!hosts’!guarantee! that! they!would!arrive!on! time!(n.d).! Hendry! expressed! great! annoyance! that! the! train! was! held! up! for! their!arrival,! which! revealed! his! displeasure! at! social! and! racial! privilege,! as! he! no!doubt!acknowledged!that!the!train!would!not!be!postponed!for!a!tardy!local.!!Hendry!described!how!a!courier!would!board!the!train!a!few!stops!before!the!destination!and!announce!where!each!player!would!be!billeted!to!stay!(ibid.).!The! players! were! accommodated! in! European! style! hotels! in! the! larger! cities!however! in! smaller! regional! centres! that! did! not! contain! suitable! commercial!lodgings!they!would!be!housed!privately.!Ryder!remarked,!in!a!letter!to!his!wife!
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from! Government! House! in! Allahabad,! that! despite! the! luxury! of! some! of! the!private! residences! he! sometimes! wished! he! could! stay! in! a! hotel! (with! the!company!of!his!teammates)!“as!these!places!tend!to!be!a!bit!stiff”!(December!12,!1935).!Comments!such!as!these!illustrate!Ryder’s!antipathy!toward!the!imposed!hierarchal!stipulations!and!his!frustration!that!the!Australian!team!was!expected!to!conform!to!the!anticipated!role!of!privileged!white!cricketers.!Oxenham! wrote! of! an! enjoyable! and! decadent! four! days! spent! at! a!luxurious! guesthouse! in! Indore! and! was! especially! appreciative! of! the!accommodation!following!the!“unhappy!stay!in!Allahabad”!(January!6,!1936).!He!rhapsodised! about! “every! convenience”! including! “electric! lights! and! a!writing!room”!and!observed!that!“they!went!to!no!end!of!bother!and!expense!and!all!the!arrangements! were! on! a! most! elaborate! scale.! There! was! even! a! barber! in!attendance”.! He! was! exceedingly! excited! about! the! experience! and! even!endorsed!the! food!and!wrote:! “We!have!had!nothing!better!since! leaving!home!and! every! conceivable! thing! you! could! think! of! was! ‘on! tap’! for! us,! from!champagne! to!chocolates”.!He!observed! that! the!players!were!allowed! to!serve!themselves! “as! if! in! one’s! own! home”! (which! presumably! some! players! were!more!comfortable!doing)!yet!“as!there!were!plenty!of!butlers!we!just!sat!around!in! easy! comfortable! chairs! and! ordered! them! around”.! Oxenham!was! the! only!player!who!noted!that!they!“ordered”!the!staff!“around”!(ibid.).!This!reveals!his!personal!perspective,!or!rather!a! lack!of!the!social!consciousness!that,!at!times,!the! other! cricketers! seemingly! possessed! which! encouraged! them! to! censor!some!racially!and!socially!discriminatory!commentary.!Oxenham’s!observation!is!contrasted! with! the! other! cricketers’! claims! that! they! treated! the! staff! with!deference!and!respect!(discussed!later!page!239d40).!!
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Tour(success(and(cricket(reality(A! few! months! into! the! tour,! the! team! returned! to! Bombay! to! play! their! first!unofficial!Test.!Despite!the!Australians’!arrival!by!train!at!5.30!a.m.,! following!a!slow! tiring! trip! from! Poona! and! having! to! commence! play! at! 11.00,! they!comfortably! won! (Bill! January! 8,! 1935).! The! only! known!moving! footage! that!exists! from!the!tour!was!shot!during!this!match.!The!two!and!a!half!minutes!of!Movietone! film! does! not! accurately! represent! the! day’s! play! as! it! shows! the!Yuvraj! smashing! the!ball! over! the!pavilion! for! a! six! and!omits! the!Australians’!achievements.! Tarrant! described! the! Australian! unofficial! Test! victory! for! the!
Herald!and!wrote!that!“there!was!not!a!vacant!seat”!at! the!ground!and!“special!trains! were! run! from! all! over! India! and! all! hotels! were! packed! to! capacity”!(Tarrant!1918–51).!Ryder,!in!an!article!for!the!same!publication,!estimated!that!the! crowd!on!day! one! of! the!unofficial! Test!was!30,000! (ibid.).! The! conclusive!Australian!victory!was!described!as!a!“shock”!to!the!Indians!as!they!had!selected!their! best! players! and! “they! thought! it! would! be! easier! to! work! off! the!Australians”! (ibid.).! This! big! loss! for! the! Indians! urged! them! to! acknowledge!their! sporting! fallibilities! and! concentrate! on! preparing! for! the! Test! tour! to!Britain! the! following! year.! The!magnitude!of! the!Australians’! role! in! educating!the!Indians!at!cricket!was!fully!realised!following!this!first!Test!in!Bombay.!
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Figure(5.3:(Australian(team,(training(in(Bombay((1935).(Ryder(archive(!!The! Australian! team! attended! cricket! practice! at! the! Parsi! Gymkhana! (Bill!December! 11,! 1935).7!Bill! observed! that! 5000! cricket! enthusiasts! attended! the!training! session! and! “crowded! around! our! nets! like! bees”,! revealing! the!unaccustomed!celebrity!status!of!the!Australian!cricketers!that!would!persist!for!the!entire!tour!(ibid.).8!Figure!5.3!depicts!the!scene!at!the!Parsi!Gymkhana.!This!image! reveals! that! the!Australian! cricketers!were! celebrities! on! tour! and! their!fans,! as! gauged! by! this! image,! were! predominantly! from! the! indigenous!community.!The!crowd!comprises!a!mix!of!mainly! Indians!highlighting! that! for!the! duration! of! their! trip! the! Australians! would! be! immersed! within! various!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!The!Bombay!communal!competition!originated!from!Presidency!matches!in!the!latednineteenth!century!and!was!based!on!communitarian!lines!and!controlled!by!the!Gymkhana!clubs.!!8!The!Ryder!archive!includes!a!few!letters!from!locals!requesting!autographs.!!
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The! programme! for! the! team’s! visit! to!Madras! is! located! in! the! Bill! archive! at!Cricket!New!South!Wales.!This!programme! is! slightly!dissimilar! to!others! as! it!identified!where! the!players!were! to!stay:! it! included! the!hosts’! contact!details!and!nominated!the!clubs!that!granted!the!visitors!honorary!membership!during!the! duration! of! their! visit.! Ryder,! Macartney! and! Bill! resided! at! Government!house!with!Lord!and!Lady!Erskine.!It!is!logical!that!the!captain!and!vicedcaptain!of!the!team!would!be!accommodated!at!the!most!prestigious!lodging!however!to!include! Bill! in! this! arrangement! suggested! that! he! was! placed! there! on! the!presumption!that!his!doubledbarrelled!surname!(which!as!previously!noted!was!an! inaccuracy! perpetuated! in! India)! equated! to! him! being! aristocratic.! Ryder!revealed! he! was! uncomfortable! staying! at! the! prestigious! residence! and!observed!that!we!“will!have!to!be!on!our!best!behaviour!at!Madras”!(January!31,!1936).! Military! men,! members! of! the! police! and! other! British! dignitaries,!accommodated!the!remaining!team!members.!Tarrant!stayed!at!the!Connemara!Hotel! that,! according! to! Macartney,! was! “one! of! the! best! hotels! in! India”!(February! 26,! 1936).! Commentary! frequently! observed! the! standard! of!accommodation! and! indeed! the! standard! of! everything,! either! good! or! bad,! in!India.!Seemingly!being!“the!best”!was!important!to!the!players!personally!and!to!the!wider! reputation!of! the! tour!however!as! this! thesis!argues! the!Australian’s!concept!of!“the!best”!did!not!always!correlate!with!that!of!the!British!(ibid.).!The!players’!accommodation!revealed!the!inflexibility!of!social!hierarchy!in!colonial!India!and!the!players’!response!to!it!disclosed!the!Australians!abhorrence!of!such!codification.!Hendry’s!lodging!was!a!point!of!variance!as!he!stayed!with!the!Zamindar!of! Kumaramangalaman.! He! was! the! only! team! member! staying! with! a! local!
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family,!suggesting!a!gradual!relaxation!of!racial!stipulations!and!the!progressive!nature! of! the! tour. 9 !The! Zamindar! was! the! Chief! Minister! of! the! Madras!Presidency! (1926–30)! and! later! served! in! the! Nehru! Ministry.! The!Kumaramangalamans!were!a!prestigious!family!with!numerous!members!being!significant! political! agitators! and! military! contributors! to! Indian! history!(Radhakrishnan!July!2,!2013).!!Hendry’s! perspective! on! being! billeted! with! an! Indian! family! can! be!reprised! in! detail! as! it! identifies! his! ability! to! reconfigure! theories! of! racial!difference!through!the!experience!of!the!tour:!“I!was!far!from!happy!when!I!was!told!I!was!to!stay!with!an!Indian!family!at!Madras!and!asked!why!I!was!picked!out.!It!appeared!that!my!host!had!read!so!much!about![Jack]!Hobbs!that!a!name!beginning! with! H! was! his! choice.! It! turned! out! to! be! very! fortunate! for! me!because!I!enjoyed!my!stay!greatly”!(n.d.).!The!serendipity!of!Hendry’s!surname!enabled! him! to! be! placed! in! an! environment! that! challenged! his! racial!perspective.! Hendry! describes! an! incident,! concerning! the! same! Indian! family,!where! cultural! inequality! between! the! colonisers! and! the! colonised! led!him! to!question!the!dominant!order:!!There!were! two!young!boys!and!a!girl! in! the! family! I!was!staying!with,!and!at!breakfast!on!the!first!day!of!the!test,! I!asked!the!boys!were!they!coming!to!the!cricket.!On!their!reply!they!were!looking!forward!to!it!eagerly.!I!said!“Good,!well!come! down! to! the! ground! with! me”.! “We! can’t,! sahib,! because! we! are! not!allowed! in! the! Members’! Reserve”.! “Come! with! me! nevertheless”! I! said.! On!arrival!at! the!Members’!gate,! I! said! I!wished! to!bring!my! two!young! friends! in!“Sorry,!Mr.!Hendry,!it!is!not!possible”!“Get!the!Secretary!to!whom!I!said!“if!your!authorities!think!these!boys!parents!were!good!enough!to!house!me!then!these!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!At!times!the!cricketers!stayed!with!other!royal!families.!
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lads!are!worthy!of!being!with!me.!If!they!don’t!come!in!I!don’t!either”.!Eventually!it!was!agreed!that!they!could!come!everyday.!I!considered!I!had!done!something!worthwhile!and! it! thrilled!me!to!sit!with! them!in!the!Members’!Reserve!to! the!utter!astonishment!of!all!present!(n.d.).!This! passage! reveals! that! Hendry’s! racial! perspective!modified! throughout! the!tour.! He! observed! that! initially! he!was! “far! from! happy”! to! be! billeted!with! an!Indian! family! however! after! staying!with! them!his! irritation!was! reddirected! at!the! British! Raj!who! imposed! the! regressive! rules! of! racial! segregation.! Hendry!reveals!that!he!was!successful!in!changing!the!rules!and!allowing!his!host!family!to!accompany!him!to!the!Member’s!Reserve!(ibid.).!Player!commentary!voiced!blunt!criticism!of!the!exhaustive!passage!across!India! and! the! comfort! levels! of! most! transportation.! Oxenham! described! the!fortydfour!hour!journey!crossing!the!Rajputana!desert,!which!necessitated!three!changes!of! trains!amongst!other!annoyances:! “The!only!event!of! interest! really!was! that! our! "Ger's"! car,! or! the!wheels! of! it,! caught! on! fire,! and! so!we! had! to!change! into! another! car.! As! is! usually! the! case,! this! sort! of! things! (sic)! always!happen!(sic)!at!some!unearthly!hour,!and! this!proved!no!exception.! It!was!at!3!a.m.! I!believe!what!Mrs.!Tarrant!had! to!say!about! the!Railway!Department!and!the! Board! of! Control! would! hardly! bear! printing”! (December! 16,! 1935).! This!incident! also! reveals! that! Eva! Tarrant! did! not! entirely! acquiesce! to! her!anticipated!role!as!a!white!woman!in!India.!Oxenham!noted!that!the!unpleasant!train! experience! led! to! the! team’s! request! that! they! return! to! Bombay! from!Karachi! via! boat,! not! on! the! trains! as! planned.! However! despite! employing!“every! endeavour,! influence,! affluence,! and! wire! pulling”! he! was! assured! that!travelling!by!boat!was!impossible!as!“the!time!of!sailing!did!not!coincide!with!our!
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schedule”!and!“they!would!not!alter!it.!A!few!days!on!the!briny!would!have!been!a!rare!treat!for!us!after!all!the!train!travelling”!(ibid.).!The!nondcompliance!of!the!boat! authorities! revealed! that! despite! the! cricketers’! racial! and! social!superiority,!and!their!reputation!as!international!cricketers,!some!circumstances!could!not!be!altered.!!Oxenham! was! not! alone! in! his! criticism! and! Bill! detailed! another!uncomfortable!train!journey:!Then! commenced!what! proved! to! be! the!most! unpleasant! train! journey!we! had!experienced!to!date.!Up!to!Lahore!–!another!alldnight!journey!–!it!was!all!right,!but!immediately!on!leaving!this!centre!the!next!morning!we!found!we!had!to!cross!the!Sind!Desert!–!750!miles!of!sand!and!dust.!For!24!hours!this!dust!poured!through!the!cracks,!every!device!we!could!think!of!to!keep!it!out.!It!was!the!most!trying!trip!and! one! that! we! will! not! readily! forget.! Many! camel! teams! were! seen! on! the!journey,!these!being!the!only!animals!to!face!the!dust!and!heat!of!the!desert.!Never!have!I!seen!a!more!grimy!and!dusty!lot!of!cricketers!than!those!who!stepped!out!on!to!the!platform!at!Karachi’!(December!25,!1935,!36).!
Travelling(circus(Oxenham’s! frustration!with! the! travel! itinerary!was! evident.! He! described! the!uncomfortable! slow! “monotonous”! train! journey! from!Allahabad! to! Indore!and!was! particularly! critical! of! the! absence! of! a! “dining! car”,! sleeplessness! due! to!being!allocated!the!end!carriage!where!he!was!“tossed!about!like!peas!on!a!plate”!and! the! final! forty!miles!which! took! “six! hours”.! He! questioned!why! the! team!caught! the! slow! train! when! “a! fast! train,! with! a! dining! car! attached,”! was!scheduled!to!the!leave!the!following!morning!and!would!arrive!only!a!few!hours!later.!He!observed!that,!“We!are!just!beginning!to!wake!up!to!the!fact!that!we!are!a! ‘travelling!circus’”! (January!6,!1936).!Oxenham’s!description!of! the! team!as!a!
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(Oxenham! also! described! the! luxurious! transportation,! and! revealed! how!unaccustomed!they!were!to!it:!“I!hope!the!Queensland!boys!who!ride!to!and!from!the!Melbourne! ground! in!mere! taxis! will! not! be! jealous! when! I! mention! that,!from!Lahore! to!Patiala—a!distance!of! some!200!miles—we! travelled!deluxe! in!RollsdRoyce! cars”! (February! 3,! 1936).! Like! Bill,! Oxenham! is! impressed! by! the!availability! of! unlimited! refreshments! but! he! does! not! edit! details! of! the!unbridled!consumption!of!alcohol,!unlike!Bill!who!seemingly!preferred! to!keep!sensitive!minutiae! private! (ibid.).! Oxenham! wrote! that! he! was! “quite! certain!those!buses!did!not!have!to!pay!any!heavy!vehicle!tax!on!the!return!journey.!We!emptied! them! pronto”! (ibid.). 10 !The! Maharaja! was! responsible! for! the!transportation;!he!sent! the!coaches! to!collect! the! tourists!and! the!emphasis!on!the! readiness!of! intoxicating!beverages! is! logical! considering!his!attachment! to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10!Confusingly!in!an!earlier!article,!Oxenham!states!that!he!is!a!nonddrinker!(November!25,!1935).!Possibly!reflecting!the!pressure!to!be!seen!as!an!alcohol!drinker!as!discussed!in!the!following!chapter.!
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alcohol!as!discussed!in!chapter!6.!




being! in!the!same!vicinity!as!Gandhi,! “none!of! the!boys!could!spare!the!time!to!pay!him!a! courtesy! call! although! the!opportunity! [was]!offered”! (ibid.).! This! is!the!only!reference! located!which!revealed! the!Australian!cricketer’s!attitude! to!Gandhi.!Oxenham’s!semantics! insinuate!a!disregard!for!Gandhi!and!his!political!ideology.!The!flippant!observation!that!“none!of!the!boys!could!spare!the!time”!is!employed! in! a! cynical! fashion! as! surely! it! could! have! been! arranged! if! it! was!prioritised.! Oxenham! suggested! that! the! Australians! were! autocratic! in! their!decision! not! to! meet! Gandhi,! reinforcing! the! hegemonic! hierarchy! existing!between!the!East!and!the!West.!Employing!the!word!“courtesy”! is!also!open!to!interpretation!as!his!smug!observation!is!inconclusive!as!to!whom!the!courtesy!is!extended!(ibid.).!He!revealed!that!despite!their!partially!progressive!ideologies!the!cricketers!supported!British!colonisation!and!wished!to!distance!themselves!from! the! Indian! National! Congress! party.! The! brief! article! titled! “No! time! for!Ghandi! (sic)”! incorrectly! spells! the! Mahatma’s! name,! which! reveals! the!Australian!media’s!ignorance!of!Indian!politics!or!rather!activity!that!challenged!colonisation.! The! newspaper! editorialised! that! the! cricketers! had! made! the!correct!decision!as! “Ghandi! (sic)! is! seldom! in! the!news! these!days”! (ibid.).!The!article!optimistically!anticipated!that!the!Gandhi!led!regime!would!cease!to!exist!as!a!challenge!to!British!colonisation.(Ramaswami!identified!the!confusion!that!ensued!as!cricket!evolved:(The! captaincy!was! always! a! difficult! problem.! The! notion! that! none! but! a! prince!could! and! should! lead! the! national! side! persisted.! After! the! Yuvaraja! (now!Maharaja)!of!Patiala!captained!the!side!in!the!Bombay!“Test”!(which!led!to!Dr.!H.D.!Kanga,! a! selector,! resigning! and! the! Bombay! Cricket! Association! took! over! in!Calcutta,!but!Amar!Singh!could!not!play!under!him.!Nayudu!was!replaced!by!Wazir!Ali!in!Lahore!and!Madras.!There!was!a!suggestion!that!Nayudu!was!not!included!in!
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the! fourth! Test! team! as! a! disciplinary! measure! for! his! failure! to! play! in! Lahore!under!Wazir!Ali’s!captaincy!(1971,!57).!!
!
Figure(5.6:(The(official(tour(programme,(showing(the(Yuvraj(as(captain((1935).(Leather(archive(!!Ramaswami! described! the! politicking! surrounding! the! Indian! team! as! chaotic!and! riddled!with! communal! and! class! conflict! however! he! does! not! reveal! his!opinion! as! to! who! he! considered! should! captain! the! team.! Early! newspaper!articles! revealed! that! the! Nawab! of! Patuadi! was! offered! the! position! (Tarrant!1918–51).!The!official!programme! indicated! that!at! the! time!of! the!publication!the!Yuvraj!was!to!assume!the!role!of!captain!(see!figure!5.6)!however!agitation!from! some! quarters! resulted! in! the! position! being! shared! between! the! Yuvraj!(Bombay,! December! 5! –! December! 8,! 1935),! Nayudu! (Calcutta,! December! 31,!1935! –! January! 3,! 1936)! and! Wazir! Ali! who! captained! the! last! two! ‘Tests’!(Lahore,! January!10!–! January!13,! 1936!and!Madras,! February!6! –! February!8,!
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1936).!!! Commentators! observed! that! the! Indians! won! the! last! two! Tests,! both!captained! by! Wazir! Ali,! which! invited! the! victories! to! be! interpreted! from! a!communal!perspective.12!The!revolving!captaincy!was!devised!as!a!test!run!in!the!consideration! of!who!might! assume! the! role! in! the! official! Test! in! Britain,! the!following!year.!The.Referee!detailed!the!events!in!a!similar!vein!to!Ramaswami,!however! the! article! editorialised! the! circumstances,! provided! additional!commentary! and! reached! a! definitive! conclusion,! as! the!West! felt! entitled! and!equipped! to! do! (March! 19,! 1936).13 !The! article! emphasised! the! failure! of!communal! codexistence! (which! may! equally! reveal! an! opinion! on! impending!partition)!as!prefaced!by!the!subheading:!“But!Cannot!Agree!in!India.!Tragedy!of!Caste”.! The! article! identified! the! deficiencies! of! the! potential! captains! and!acknowledged!that!“though!there!is!no!professional!or!amateur!differentiation!in!India,! some! authorities! think! it! desirable! that! a! Prince! should! head! a! touring!side”!(ibid.).!However!the!article!stipulated!that:!“When!the!Yuvraj!walked!out!to!bat!at!Bombay!at! the!beginning!of!December!he!was! ‘booded’! (sic)!by!a!45,000!crowd”! (ibid.).! The! article! revealed! that! the! selection! of! a!Muslim! captain!was!impossible! due! to! the! reluctance! of! the! other! Indian! cricketers! (belonging! to!other! religions)! to! play! underneath! him.! It! concluded! that:! “The! obvious!selection!is!Major!C.!K.!Naidu!who!has!captained!India!with!great!skill!on!many!occasions.!Although!a!veteran!he!is!in!excellent!form,!has!a!thorough!knowledge!of!the!game!and!knows!English!grounds!and!players”.14!! A! familiarity! with,! English! players! and! knowledge! of! local! customs!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!A!close!reading!of!the!tour!reveals!that!the!Australians!most!likely!lost!the!last!two!Tests!because!of!injury!to!many!of!the!players!and!the!onset!of!tour!fatigue.!13!Reprinted!from!the!Sunday.Dispatch!(England).!14!C.!K.!Nayudu!is!sometimes!referred!to!as!Naidu.!
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appeared!to!be!obligatory!for!an!Indian!cricket!captain.!However!the!article!then!revealingly!was!prefaced,!“But!he!is!a!Hindu”.!Textual!analysis!concludes!that!the!journalist! would! only! condone! a! captain! of! Western! origin! as! he! rejected! a!Hindu,!a!Muslim!and!a!Sikh!royal.!This!text! illuminates!a!Western!selfdassumed!entitlement! to! evaluate! the! relative! worth! of! the! potential! Indian! captain.!Ramaswami’s! (1971)!reluctance! to!nominate!his!captain!of! choice! is! compared!directly! with! the! Western! journalist’s! demonstrative! critique! of! the! various!individuals!and!the!final,!yet!hesitant,!recommendation!of!Nayudu.!!Ironically,! and! contrary! to! ideology! perpetuated! during! the! tour,! Bill’s!commentary! on! the! captaincy! of! the! Australian! team! at! Patiala! reiterated! the!blinkered! orthodox! assessment! that! a! royal! should! captain! the! team,! even! the!Australian! team.!Bill!observed! that! the!Maharaja!of!Patiala! “led!our! team!on! to!the! field”!and!then!qualified!his!position!adding,! “Officially!he!was!captain!–!he!had! to!be”! (March!4,!1936).!The!observation,! that! “he!had! to!be”!captain,! is,! in!part,! logical! as! the! Maharaja! was! financing! the! entire! tour,! however! it! also!adhered! to! dated! ideology! that! a! monarch! should! fulfil! the! role! of! captaincy!rather! than! Ryder,! the! selected! captain! (ibid.).! Bill! also! admitted! to! some!uncertainty! regarding! who! was! actually! leading! the! Australian! team! and!observed! that! the! role! appeared! to! be! shared!between!Ryder,! Tarrant! and! the!Maharaja,! which! resulted! in! team! confusion! and! generally! poor! play.! The!following!day!Tarrant!and!the!Maharaja!were!“too!footsore!and!tired!to!take!the!field”! so! Ryder! took! over! as! sole! captain! and! the! standard! of! play! improved!tremendously!(ibid.).!!!
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!
Figure(5.7:(Cottage(industry(scorecard((Patiala(1936).(Leather(archive(!!Figure! 5.7! is! a! crudely! produced,! yet! charming,! scorecard! pertaining! to! the!cricket!match! in!Patiala.!The! front!cover! includes!an! illustration!of!a!kangaroo,!the! universally! recognised! symbol! of! Australia.! The! kangaroo! grips! Frank!Tarrant! in! a! robust! and! supervisorial! manner.! Tarrant! is! portrayed! as! an!archetypal!Australian,!in!attire!and!body!language,!unlike!the!illustration!of!him!that! appeared! in! the!Australian! press! critiqued! earlier! in! this! thesis! (see! page!92).! The! illustrator! does! not! share! the! perception! of! Tarrant! as! a! suspicious!
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character!skating!dangerously!close!to!exhibiting!Oriental!character!traits:!he!is!not!portrayed!as!possessing!any!Eastern!traits!beyond!his!physical!positioning!in!the! middle! of! India.! The! scorecard! was! generated! in! India! and! inevitably!represents! a! local’s! interpretation! of! Tarrant,! which! functioned! differently! to!how! he! was! perceived! in! Australia! and! Britain.! The! names! of! the! Australian!players!adorn!the!Kangaroo.!The!marsupial!and!Tarrant!are!placed!dominantly!and!centrally!on!the!map!of!India,!suggesting!ownership.!This!proprietorship!is!not! dissimilar! to! the! depiction! of! the! British! in! India! and! is! worthy! of!consideration! when! evaluating! the! Australians’! perspective! of! colonisation.!Ryder’s! name! appears! in! enlarged! capital! letters,! the! names! of! all! the! other!players! are! smaller! and! in! lowercase! lettering! reflecting! conventional! team!hierarchy.!The!close!proximity!of!the!kangaroo,!the!symbolic!Australian!icon,!to!the!map!of!India!is!indicative!of!the!idealised,!and!coveted,!relationship!between!the!countries.!!The!capital!cities!of!Madras,!Calcutta!and!Bombay!are!identified,!reflecting!their! significance! to! colonial! India! and! the! wider! Empire.! Kosambi! and! Brush!interrogate! their! importance! to! British! India:! “The! three! port! towns! served! as!the!principal!seats!of!English!economic!and!military!power!on!the!subcontinent!and!were!the!bases!for!expansion!inland”!(1988,!32).!Patiala!is!also!identified!on!the!map!and!despite!being!a!much!smaller!regional!city!was,!within!the!context!of! the! scorecard! and! the! financing! of! the! exercise,! the! tour! epicentre.! In! the!1930s,! the! princely! regions! of! India! remained! predominantly! insular! and!movement!from!one!province!to!another!was!an!anomaly.!!An! unidentified! youth! is! positioned! in! the! kangaroo’s! pouch,! pointing!defiantly!and!confidently!forward.!This!child!is!most!likely!Tarrant’s!son,!Bert—!
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although!this!is!not!visually!conclusive.!As!a!kangaroo’s!pouch!holds!and!protects!its!offspring!it!is!logical!that!Tarrant’s!son!Bert,!who!toured!with!the!team,!could!be! portrayed! as! the! joey! within! the! team! structure.! His! previously! critiqued!vulnerabilities! make! it! plausible! that! he! is! portrayed! as! the! baby! of! the! tour!despite!being!older!than!many!of! the!cricketers.!The!word!Burt!appears!on!the!joey’s! pouch,! which! is! possibly! a! misspelling! of! Bert.! The! word,! shabash,! is!seemingly! being! shouted! by! Tarrant! or! the! figure! in! the! Kangaroo’s! pouch.!
Shabash,!an!Urdu!word—the!language!spoken!in!much!of!the!Punjab—translates!colloquially!as!a!form!of!celebration,!akin!to!well!done.!The!inclusion!of!an!Urdu!word!on!the!programme!deviates!from!the!English!language!orientation!of!much!of!the!literature!and!suggests!the!increasingly!liberal!protocol!of!1930s!cricket!in!India.! “Go! Ahead”,! written! in! bold! large! print! on! the! left! hand! side! of! the!scorecard,!reveals!the!progressive!nature!of!cricket!and!the!innovative!nature!of!the!task!at!hand!for!the!Australian!team.!The!central!sentiments!and!ideologies!espoused! in! the! programme,! and! by! association! the! cricket! exercise,! could!equally!be!applicable!to!a!group!of!adventurers!or!explorers.!The!back!cover!of!the!scorecard!celebrates!cricket! in!an!equally!affirmative!fashion!yet!employs!a!stylistically! traditional! poem! which! adheres! to! the! Victorian! adulation! of! the!romanticised! and! virtuous! game! and! concludes! that! involvement! in! cricket! is!beneficial!to!all:!!!In!Fielding!nimble!and!in!bowling!strong,!In!batting!skilful!all!their!innings!long,!Well!formed!to!catch,!to!run,!to!strike!the!ball!The!many!points!in!Cricket—good!in!all.!
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Racial(hierarchy(Phrenology,!with!social!Darwinian!overtones,!maintained!“racial!differences!were!basic!and!natural!because!they!were!based!on!variances!in!cranial!structure.!The!size! of! the! brain! and! the! shape! of! the! head,! which! varied! from! race! to! race,!determined! intellectual! capacity.! In! other! words! the! physical! structure!determined!the!moral!and!intellectual!potential.!The!white!races,!it!was!inferred,!having!the!most!advanced!anatomical!structure!stood!at!the!top!of!the!scale!and!the!Negro!at!the!bottom”!(Nott!and!Gliddon,!1857!as!quoted!in!Pandey!1969,!22).!By!the!1930s,! theories! like!those!espoused!by!Nott!and!Gliddon!were!no! longer!replicated!by!society!however!an!observance!of!racial!difference!was!still!central!to!Western!rationale.!Burdsey!explains,! “The!establishment!of! the!British!Raj! in!India! allowed! the! British,!who! viewed! themselves! as!modern! and! civilised,! the!opportunity!to!contrast!themselves!with!the!indigenous!Indian!population,!which!they! perceived! to! be! backward! and! inferior”! (2006,! 480).! The! imperialists!diligently!adhered!to!“speaking!in!a!certain!way,!behaving!according!to!a!code!of!regulations,! and! even! feeling! certain! things! and! not! others.! It! meant! specific!judgments,! evaluations,! gestures.! It! was! a! form! of! authority! before! which!nonwhites,! and! even! whites! themselves,! were! expected! to! bend”! (Said! 2003,!227).! Preserving! a! cultural! and! racial! distinction! required! a! concerted! effort! to!prevent! a! collision! of! the! two! worlds! and! a! merging! of! their! inherent!philosophies.!The!Australian!cricketers,!to!some!extent!defied!this!directive.!In!the!1930s,!Australia!was!a!predominantly!white!Christian!nation,!so!it!is!reasonable! to! assume! that! the! cricketers! had! little! knowledge,! and!
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understanding,! of! religious! and! cultural!diversity! (Wilson!1936,!422).15!Coward!claims! that,! prior! to! the! tour,! Ron!Morrisby! had! not! encountered! a! “person! of!brown!or!black!skin”!(1990,!103).!Australian!society!certainly!had!no!cognisance!of! the! tension! between! the! British! (in! the! context! of! India! as! Britain’s! most!significant! colony)! and! the! colonised! locals.! The! Australian! cricketers,! despite!belonging!to!a!Eurocentric!society!where!reinforcement!of!“the!representational!division!between!the!Occident!and!the!Orient”!was!commonplace!(Seidman!1996,!314),! were! receptive! to! being! educated! on! issues! of! race,! religion! and! culture.!Allen! observed! the! liberating! influence! of! travel! through! exposure! to! alternate!cultures:! “Sir! Stanley! Jackson,!when! Governor! of! Bengal,! confessed! that! he! too!might! have! blocked! Ranjitsinhji’s! selection! for! Cambridge! had! he! not! himself!been! to! India!with! Lord!Hawke’s! team! in! the! preceding!winter! and! acquired! a!more! enlightened! viewpoint! than! was! customary! among! his! contemporaries”!(2012,!218).!The!axiom!that!wisdom!and!empathy,!especially!racial!compassion,!is!gained!through!travel!was!evidenced!by!the!Australian!team.!There! is! compelling! evidence! documenting! the! Australian! team’s!awareness!of,! and! liberal!attitudes! towards,! cultural!and!racial!differences.!For!example,! the!Australian! team!refused!honorary!membership!of!any!club!where!indigenous! Indians! were! not! granted! a! similar! entitlement! (Sporting. Globe!November!27,!1935).!The!article!with!the!subtitle!“Color!Line!Barred”!applauded!the!Australian!team!on!their!decision!to!refuse!membership!of!two!Karachi!Clubs!and! compared! their! acceptance! of! racial! diversity! with! racial! disharmony! in!South! African! cricket! (ibid.).! The! article! concluded! that! India! and! Australia!shared!a!common!bond!and!a!positive!cricket!relationship!was!likely!to!ensue.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!The!1933!Census!revealed!that!only!0.42%!of!Australians!belonged!to!a!nondChristian!religion.!
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Tarrant’s! scrapbook! revealed! another! incident! where! the! visiting! XI!objected! to! the! inequitable! implementation! of! rules! based! on! class! and! race!prevalent! in! Indian! society! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! The! team! received! a! gratis!invitation!to!a!reception!in!Karachi.!The!local!team!was!treated!“rather!shabbily”!and!was!charged!seven!rupees! for! the! same! function! (ibid.).!Tarrant!observed:!“This! injustice!went! very!much! against! the! grain!of! our! team,!who!maintained!that! they! had! come! to! ‘play! the! Indians’,! and! not! to! demonstrate! in! any! way!white!superiority,!which,!under!the!circumstances!would!be!poor!cricket”!(ibid.).!Tarrant!revealed!that!after!“a!heartdtodheart!tussle!with!the!authorities”!the!local!team! was! not! charged! and! “the! Indian! and! Australian! players! spent! a! happy!evening!together”!(ibid.).!Such!commentary!is!revealing!of!the!teams!attitude!to!social! and! racial! egalitarianism! and! their! commitment! to! rectify! injustices.(Likewise,! two! decades! earlier,! Patel! wrote! with! an! enlightened! perspective,!about! racial! conflict:! “How! ardently! I! wish! that! in! this! age! of! new! inventions!some!one!could!invent!a!chemical!preparation,!or!some!such!thing,!which!would!convert!a!black!face!into!a!fair!one,!and!cut!the!Gordian!knot!for!all!time”!(1905,!12).(! The! players’! narratives,! and! many! of! the! weekly! newspaper! columns! in!Australia,!added!to!the!growing!ambivalence!towards!popular!representations!of!India! and! the! subcontinent.! Bill’s! weekly! column! provides! insight! into! the!cricketers’! perceptions! of! India! during! the! tour.! Reminiscent! of! the!writing! of!Hendry,! Bill! also! conceded! that! the! Indians! and! their! Eastern! customs! did! not!conform!to!all!of!their!expectations.!The!text!identifies!some!positive!qualities!he!believed!characterised!India,!Indians!and!their!customs!although!the!Australian’s!writing! does! not! entirely! manifest! as! a! “historical! conjuncture,! between!
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journalistic!reporting!and!colonialism,!best!expressed!by!the!concept!of!colonial!discourse”! (Joseph! and! Kavoori! 2007,! 57).! Bill’s! first! entry! described! the!reputation! of! the! Australian! team! aboard! the! SS. Mongolia! as! consisting! of!archetypal!Australian!males:!sporting,!earnest,!hard!working!and!disciplined,!yet!possessing!a!uniquely!Australian!jocularity!(November!27,!1935).!This!depiction!echoed! imperial! expectations.! The! author! described! the! team’s! reception! in!Colombo! and! noted! their! superlative! dedication! to! the! task! at! hand! and! their!physical!superiority:!“Despite!the! intense!heat!we!lost!no!time!in!getting!to!the!practise!nets”!(ibid.).!He!noted!the!availability!of!“blackdskinned!Cingalese”!who!bowled!to!the!Australians!and!when!successful!were!rewarded!with!a!rupee.!Bill!surmised,! “I! can! assure! you! our! players! took! no! risks! of! losing! rupees”,! yet! at!times!they!intentionally!and!patronisingly!allowed!the!opposition!to!bowl!them!out! as! “a! reward”! (ibid.).! This! assumption! demonstrates! racially! charged!Western! supremacism! in! deeming! that! the! locals! were! physically! and!intellectually!inferior.!!! Bill!acknowledged!the!stereotypical!reputation!of! the! indigenous! locals!as!intellectually!inferior!and!overtly!emotional,!yet!late!in!the!trip!conceded!that!the!Southern! Indians! were! surprisingly! knowledgeable! about! cricket,! defying!imperial! expectations;! using! Western! rationale! this! correlates! to! them!possessing! intelligence.! Bill! concluded! that! the! Southern! Indians! were! leveldheaded!from!the!suggestion!that!they!were!championing!the!Australian!team,!in!the!name!of!fair!play,!and!not!allowing!an!irrational!national!allegiance!to!get!in!the!way!of!a!rational!thought!process.!Bill!wrote:!!It! was! a! wonderful! welcome,! perhaps! the! best! of! our! tour,! and! showed! us! how!keen! these! southern! Indians! are! on! cricket.! Later,! we! found! that! these! crowds!
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knew! more! about! the! fine! points! of! the! game! than! we! had! hitherto! met.! For!instance,!they!never!failed!to!applaud!a!maiden!bowled!by!a!bowler!of!either!side,!and! their! barracking! and! applause! for! good! play! of! both! teams! was! absolutely!impartial.!Nor!did!they!rush!the!ground!and!run!amuck!with!excitement!as!others!had! done!when! the! AlldIndian! team!was! successful! in! the! last! “test”! of! the! tour;!indeed! I! really! believe! their! sympathies! were! with! our! team,! because! they!recognised! that! we! put! up! a! great! fight! against! the! fates! with! a! depleted! side!(March!18,!1936).!Bill’s! writing! reiterated! the! premise! of! whitedcivilisation! superiority!interspersed! with! some! contradictions.! For! example,! the! author! noted! his!surprise!that!the!opposition!team!in!Ceylon!comprised!both!‘natives!and!whites’!and! furthermore! that! they!all!behaved! in!a!gentlemanly! fashion!(December!11,!1335).!!! The! Sydney.Mail! editor! prefaced! Bill’s! article! this! way:! “Wendell! Bill! is!writing! a! story! of! the! Australian’s! tour! for! the! ‘Sydney! Mail’.! Obviously! the!glamour!of! India!has!appealed! to!him,!his!descriptive! touches!revealing!all! the!boyish! enthusiasm! of! a! youth! on! his! first! contact! with! the! enchanted! East”!(December!11,!1935).!This!incorporates!the!orthodox!representation!of!India!as!“enchanted”!and!attributed!Bill’s!enthusiasm!for!the!country!to!his!youthfulness!and! his! naivety! (Bill! was! in! fact! twentydfive! at! the! time)! (ibid.).! This! further!disparages! the! appeal! of! the! country! as! the!qualification! implies! that! this!was!the! opinion! of! an! immature! mind.! The! inference! was! that! a! mature,! more!rational!individual!would!not!be!so!naïvely!fooled!by!the!appeal!of!the!East.!A! gooddnatured,! ignorant! yet! harmless,! personality! characterised! the!Australian! team! members! and! conformed! to! wider! stereotypes! of! national!identity.! The! portrayal! of! the! jovial,! kind,! dimdwitted,! macho! Aussie! bloke!
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combined!with!an!inherent!healthy!suspicion!of!the!foreign!Other!is!evidenced!in!much!of!the!writing!on!the!tour.!This!stereotype!was!not!just!perpetuated!by!the!British! but! equally! by! the! Australians! in! their! selfddepiction.! It! has! been!propagated!by!popular!culture!and!is!a!reoccurring!theme!in!the!representation!of!Australian!identity.!Bill!observed:!“We!were!informed!that!a!notable!person!of!high! rank! was! required! to! lead! the! local! side,! regardless! of! his! ability! as! a!cricketer,!so!they!selected!a!gentleman!named!Khan!Shri!Culammoinuddinkhan,!Chief!of!Manavader! (sic).!What!he! lacked!as! a! cricketer!he!made!up! for!by!his!name,! the!pronunciation!of!which!created!much!amusement!among!ourselves”!(December! 18,!1935).! Despite! the! team!members’! puerile! attitude! to! humour!and!the!foreign!other,!they!were!mindful!of!egalitarianism!and!refused!to!falsely!discredit!the!individual;!as!Bill!concluded,!“But!he!was!a!charming!chap”!(ibid.).!
Terrible(tales(of(Calcutta(Macartney! observed! the! team’s! excitement! on! arrival! in! Calcutta! and! stated,!“Everybody!was!anxious!to!reach!the!capital!city!of!Bengal,!and!once!the!capital!of! India,!as! it!held!a!greater!historic! interest! than!any!other!place!we!have!yet!seen”! (January! 15,! 1936).!Macartney’s! observation! that! Calcutta! held! “greater!historic!interest”!was!due!to!the!British!orientation!of!the!city!(ibid.).!Ryder!also!anticipated! that! the! team! would! enjoy! the! city! due! to! the! large! number! of!European! residents! although! ironically,! in! the! same! letter,! he! expressed!disappointment:! stating,! “this! spot! [Calcutta]! is!meant! to! be! the!bright! spot! of!India!at!Xmas!but! I! still!have!not! found! it!out”! (January!2,!1936).!Calcutta!was!founded!by!Job!Charnock,!a!British!East!India!Company!administrator,!in!1690,!and!was! the! premier! city! of! Britain’s! overseas! empire! for! nearly! 250! years—serving!as!the!capital!of!the!British!Raj!till!1911!(Bandyopadhyay!2012,!1719).!!
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The! Black! Hole! of! Calcutta! loomed! large! in! the! imagination! of!Westerners;! commentators! and! the! tourists! wrote! about! their! impressions! of!the! monument! and! its! historic! significance.! Bill! observed! that! he! was! drilled!with! the! pedagogy! of! the! Black! Hole! in! his! schooldays! (February! 12,! 1936).!Macartney!revealed! that!he!also!was! familiar!with! the!story:! “Every!schoolboy!has!been!told!of! the! ‘Black!hole!of!Calcutta’!so! the!name!of! this!city!was!on!all!tongues”!(January!15,!1936).!The!Black!Hole!of!Calcutta!was!a!monument!of!imperial!significance!as!it!commemorated!the!death!of!123!British!prisoners!after!Nawab!SurajduddDowlah!locked! them! in! a! tiny!dark! gaol.! The!monument! celebrated! the! revenge!of! the!British! following! the! recapture! of! Calcutta! and! their! victory! at! the! Battle! of!Plassey! in! 1757! (Sciampacone! 2011,! 751).! Memorials! were! commonly!constructed! by! the! British! to! commemorate! their! role! and! to! justify! their!colonial! presence! by! mythologising! their! contribution! to! the! success! of! the!Empire! and! to! simultaneously! emphasise! the! barbarisms! of! Indian! rulers!(Sciampacone!2011,!759).!These!monuments!embodied!the!battle!between!East!and! West! with! implicit! messages! of! racial! superiority,! morality,! ethics! and!accountability.! Articles! referencing! the! Black! Hole! were! published! frequently!throughout!the!nineteenth!and!twentieth!centuries!in!the!Australian!mainstream!media! revealing! the! public’s! cognisance! of! the! historic! incident;! however!interpretations!of!the!event!were!changing.!Sentiment!in!the!late!1930s!argued!that!the!monument!to!the!dead!should!be!removed!due!to!a!paucity!of!historical!evidence!to!corroborate!the!British!interpretation!of!the!story!(West.Australian!January!20,!1938).!This!argument!gained!currency!as!an!article!published!in!the!same!year!titled!“Black!Hole!of!Calcutta!a!Myth?”.queried!the!authenticity!of!the!
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event! based! on! research! undertaken! by! Calcuttadborn,! Oxforddeducated,!Professor! Humayun! Kabir! (Queenslander! May! 25,! 1938).! Kabir! identified! the!absence!of!any!mention!of!the!tragedy!in!official!accounts!and!claimed!that,!“It!is!physically! impossible!to!pack!146!human!beings! in!a!room!18!feet!square,!and!there!is!evidence!to!show!that!on!the!date!of!the!alleged!tragedy,!June!20,!1756,!there! were! hardly! 25! Europeans! alive! in! Calcutta”! (ibid.). 16 !Ryder! was!unimpressed!with! the!memorial,! and! the! narrative! of! British! superiority,! and!observed!that!“there!was!very!little!to!see”!(January!3,!1936).!!The! British! used! stories! such! as! that! of! the! Black! Hole! to! validate!colonisation!and!any!challenge!to!the!authenticity!of!the!event!was!deemed!antidimperial.!The!player’s!lacklustre!response!to!the!monument!and!the!city!can!be!interpreted! as! their! lack! of! enthusiasm! for! the! colonial! narrative.! Macartney!concluded! his! commentary! on! Calcutta! employing! stereotypic! rhetoric:! “We!arrived!at!7!a.m.,!and!the!motor!run!from!the!railway!station!to!the!hotel!was,!for!the!most!part,!through!the!worst!slums!and!dirtiest!neighbourhood!I!have!ever!seen.! Filth! and! squalor! abounded! in! plenty,! and! I! was! well! pleased!when!we!emerged!from!that! locality! into!more!respectable! looking!surroundings,!and!to!our!hotel”!(January!15,!1936).!As!previously!critiqued,!the!cricketers!viewed!the!Western!hotel!as!a!sanctuary!that!provided!comfort!and!security!from!the!harsh!reality!of!social!inequity!outside.!!
Social(etiquette((The! Australian! cricketers! acknowledged! that! they! must! adhere! to! social!expectations! and! Ryder,! as! captain,! was! especially! cognisant! of! his! role.! In! a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!Accounts!of!the!number!of!Europeans!who!died!during!the!siege!vary,!which!highlights!the!dubious!veracity!of!the!narrative.!!
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Figure(5.8:(Ryder(and(his(bearer((India(1935/36).(Ryder(archive(!!On!arrival!in!India!the!players!were!assigned!Muslim!and!Hindu!bearers!to!assist!with!any!difficulties!and!to!attend!to!their!daily!needs!(Coward!1990,!103).!Bill!noted! that! the! players! were! allocated! portable! bedding! and! the! bearers! were!responsible! for! assembling! and! carrying! it! throughout! the! tour! (December! 11,!1935).!Ryder,! in! a! letter,! likewise!mentioned! that! the! staff! carried! the!players’!bedding,! “supplied! by! the! Indian!Board”,! and! imagined! that! his!wife!would! be!impressed!by!this!arrangement!as!evidence!of!the!luxury!they!encountered!and!the! subservience! of! the! staff! (December! 4,! 1935).! Commentary! such! as! this!indicated! that!Ryder!was! unaccustomed! to! the! presence! of! domestic! help! (see!figure! 5.8).! Hendry! remarked! that! the! players! treated! the! bearers! well! and,!“whenever!possible”,! they!would!give!them!“fruit!or! lollies”!(n.d.).! In!the!cooler!
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climate!of!Lahore!Hendry!gave!his!bearer!“some!rupees!to!go!to!the!bazaar!and!buy!some!thick!underwear!and!singlet’s!(sic)”!and!when!the!players!went!out!at!night!they!would!insist!that!the!bearers!sat!inside!the!room!by!the!fire!instead!of!guarding!the!front!door!as!was!customary!(ibid.).!Hendry!conjectured!that!they!treated! the! bearers! “in! a! way! they! had! never! experienced! before”.! He!commented!that!his!bearer,!Lalla,!“begged!to!be!taken!back!with!me!to!Australia!assuring!me!that!he!would!always!be!my!loyal!servant”.17!Coward!also!references!the! respectful! relationship! and! writes! that! Walgi,! the! bearer! for! Leather! and!Oxenham,! “pleaded! to!be! taken!Down!Under”!with! them!(1990,!103).!Evidence!suggests!that!the!Australian!players,!being!largely!proletarian!and!unaccustomed!to! domestic! staff,! treated! their! assistants! with! respect! and! dignity! and! that!unconscious!pressure!existed! from! the!British! to!be!vigilant! in!adhering! to! the!rigid!social!and!racial!hierarchy!which!positioned!the!staff!in!a!role!of!complete!servility.!(However,! while! progressive! in! some! ways,! primary! historical! evidence!collected! during! research! for! this! thesis! also! points! to! the! team! members’!cultural!naivety.!Comments!describing! their!views! towards! indigenous! Indians,!for! example,! indicate! a! general! lack! of! cultural! awareness! and! sophistication!amongst!the!team!members!but!do!not!categorically!reflect!a!negative!attitude!to!their!host!country.!Hunter!Hendry!commented:! “What!wonderful!servants! they!were!too!–!all!the!tales!about!these!Indians!being!thieves!did!not!apply!to!our!lot.!Nodone!(sic)!lost!a!rupee,!even!though!like!all!Australians,!we!used!to!empty!our!pockets!of!money!and!leave!it!on!the!dressing!tables!with!our!watches!etc.!before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Considering!many!of!the!team!were!working!class!and!unaccustomed!to!having!domestic!staff,!the!suggestion!that!Lalla!would!return!to!Australia!and!work!in!this!capacity!for!Hendry!is!highly!unlikely.!!
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retiring.!They!would!sit!outside!our!door!and!wait!for!our!return!even!though!it!might!be!well!after!midnight!if!we!had!been!attending!a!function”!(n.d.).!Hendry’s!quote! reinforced! commonly! accepted! racial! stereotypes! counterbalanced! with!evidence!of!bourgeoning!liberalism.!It!is!unclear!if!the!text,!written!in!the!1970s,!was!Hendry’s!attitude!at!the!time!of!writing!or!if!it!was!his!perspective!in!1935,!or! most! likely,! a! conflated! amalgam! of! the! two.! By! the! 1970s! an! ameliorated!perspective! on! issues! of! culture! and! race! was! evidenced! by! the! Australian!public’s! reaction! to! apartheid! and! the! Basil! D’Oliveira! affair! of! 1968.18!Indiandborn!English!cricketer!Colin!Cowdrey,!in!the!introduction!to!The.D’Oliveira.Affair!observed! the!magnitude!of! the! event! and!noted! that!most!of! the! cricket!world!identified! with! D’Oliveira! and! perceived! the! racial! inequity! displayed! “as!something!quite!beyond!a! game!of! cricket”! (1969,9).!Hendry!would!have!been!cognisant!of!this!chapter!of!cricket!politics!as!it!reverberated!internationally!and!resulted! in! the! cancellation! of! South! African! Test! cricket,! and! thus! may! have!influenced!his!assessment!of!events!four!decades!earlier.!!Despite! containing! 1930s! sensibilities! about! race,! Hendry’s! writing!simultaneously! suggests! an! alternate! progressive! worldview! (n.d.).! Hendry!observed!that!he!met!an!Indian!gentleman!who!“used!to!fill!me!in!regarding!all!the! politics! of! India”! (ibid.).! Hendry! was! evidently! interested! in! the! political!dynamic! and! wrote,! “He! invited! me! to! go! with! him! to! several! committee!meetings! of! his! party.! Presumably! bush! telegraph! had! even! got! through! to!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18!In!the!lead!up!to!1968/69!Marylebone!cricket!tour!of!South!Africa,!Basil!D’Oliveira,!a!mixeddrace,!South!African!born!cricketer!was!selected!to!play!for!the!English!team.!D’Oliveira!had!moved!to!Britain!six!years!earlier!to!escape!the!restrictions!of!apartheid!in!South!Africa.!Complying!with!pressure!from!the!South!African!cricket!authority,!D’Oliveira!was!subsequently!dropped!from!the!team.!The!incident!gained!political!momentum!causing!public!outcry!and!the!tour!was!eventually!cancelled.!!
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Madras! that! I! was! interested! in! the! welfare! of! India”! (ibid.). 19 !Hendry!acknowledged!the!correlation!between!the!welfare!of!India!and!the!emergence!of!a!new!political!orientation.(Hendry’s!account,!like!the!accounts!of!many!others,!is!laden!with!rhetoric!about! India’s! (lack! of)! modernisation! and! cultural! backwardness! commonly!espoused!in!historical!narrative!(ibid.).!However!aberrations!manifest!as!Hendry!categorised! the! bearers! detrimentally! as! “servants”! yet! applauded! their!unanticipated! honesty.! His! criticism! of! imperialism! is! unambiguous—he!admonished! the!British! administrators! for!mismanagement:! “I! state!with!great!emphasis!that!my!experiences!in!India!convinced!me!that!Britishers!(sic)!there,!by! their! arrogance! and! ruthlessness,! were! responsible! for! the! loss! of! prestige!and!power!there.!Our!trip!took!place!when!Indians!were!acting!as!deputies!to!the!Englishmen!in!all!public!services.!Looking!back,!I!realise!how!privileged!we!were!to!be!there!before!the!change!took!place”.!Given!Australia’s!position!in!the!British!Empire! in! 1935! it! is! unlikely! that!Hendry!would! have! criticised! the! British! so!vociferously!had!this!passage!been!written!at!that!time.!However!his!observation!that! they!were! “privileged! to! be! there! before! the! change! took! place”! contains!mixed! messages! as! Hendry,! despite! demonstrating! interest! in! the! welfare! of!India,!also!suggests!he!revered!colonial!rule!and!viewed!it!nostalgically!(ibid.).(In! his! senior! years! Hendry! was! vehemently! critical! of! “a! decline! in!standards!of!sportsmanship!and!behaviour!on!the!field”!(Richardson!1996,!238).!Conservatism! is! equally! evident! in! his! writing! on! the! 1935/36! tour! yet! it! is!encumbered! with! ambiguity;! throughout! his! narration! there! is! evidence! (at!times! unconvincing)! that! he! complied! with! the! demands! of! contemporary!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19!Compare!this!with!Oxenham’s!attitude!to!being!invited!to!meet!Gandhi!on!page!223.!
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political!correctness.!He!ostensibly!tempered!elements!of!his!prose!to!conform!to!contemporary! acceptability! and! seemingly! retold! the! events! of! 1935/36! in! a!nuanced!fashion.!Hendry!was!cognisant!of!social!hierarchy!and!his!own!position!in! it.! He! identified! fundamental! differences! between! the! cricketers! and! their!hosts! in! an! anecdote! regarding! the! “Maharawat! (sic)! of! Partabgarh! (sic)”:!“Although!we!talked!a! lot! together! like!man!to!man,! I!always!addressed!him!as!His! Highness.! He!was! very!Western! in! his! ideas,! immaculately! dressed! in! our!style! although!always!wearing!his! turban.!He! confided! in!me! that!he!had!been!compelled! to! take! a! second!wife! in! order! to! link! up! another! state! –! I! did! not!pursue! this”! (n.d.).! This! text! demonstrates! Hendry’s! propensity! to,! at! times,!perpetuate!conventional!Western!rhetoric!by!observing!that!the!Maharawat!(sic)!conceded! to!dressing!according! to!Western! style.!The!observation! that!Hendry!felt! that!a!turban!did!not!comply!with!being!“immaculately!dressed”!suggests!a!deferment!to!the!superiority!of!Western!culture.!Hendry!revealed!that!the!royal!confided! to! him! that! he! was! “compelled! to! take! a! second! wife”! to! expedite!political! and! economic! relations.! The! use! of! the!word! “confided”! suggests! that!the! Indian! was! embarrassed! by! the! admission.! The! accuracy! of! this! anecdote!(written!at!least!forty!years!later)!is!questionable!as!it!is!unlikely!that!the!Indian!royal! would! be! so! dismissive! of! polygamy! as! it! was! routine! and! culturally!accepted!in!Eastern!culture.!If!Hendry’s!prose!is!credible!it!reveals!the!extent!of!the!absorption!of!Western!culture!by!Indian!royalty.!(Letters! from! Jack! Ryder! to! his! wife! Fan! reveal! tour! details! and!additionally! provide! insight! into! the! cricketer’s! gentle! personality! and! love! for!his!family.!Nine!letters!remain![five!dated!and!three!undated];!they!are!all!at!least!eight! pages! long! (containing! roughly! 200! words! per! page)! and! were! written!
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every! few!days.! Ryder! referred! to! other! letters! he!was!writing! to! the! children!and! to! additional! family! and! friends! suggesting! his! correspondence! was!extensive.!The!letters!highlight!the!sensitive!and!endearingly!compassionate!side!of! the!captain.!Without!the! letters,! this!aspect!of!Ryder’s!personality!would!not!be! known.! Jack! tells! Fan! that,! on! a! few! occasions,! he! placed! unopened! letters!from! his! children! in! his! trouser! pocket! before! going! out! to! bat! and! that! they!functioned!as!a!good!luck!omen!as!on!each!occasion!he!played!well!(December!9,!1935).! As! the! tour! progressed! Jack’s! homesickness! is! increasingly! evident.!Having!been!married!for!nineteen!years,!Jack’s!affection!for!his!family!cannot!be!excused!as!young!love.!In!light!of!the!illness!affecting!the!team,!Jack!allayed!his!family’s!fears,!as!he!was!concerned!that!they!may!have!been!worrying!about!him.!He!explains! that!on!one!occasion!he!missed!play!and!wrote,! “I!was! indisposed,!well!I!was!a!little!bit!off!in!the!tummy!just!before!our!Jamnagar!match,!although!I!was! fit! to! play,! but! Frank! Tarrant! thought! I! was! due! for! a! spell,! so! don’t! get!excited! when! I’m! not! playing! as! we! must! all! take! our! turn”! (ibid.).! Jack!affectionately! concluded,! “So! don’t! you! go! worrying! about! your! little! honey”!(ibid.).! Jack! demonstrates! selflessness! and! responds! to! news! from!home;! he! is!“pleased! to! hear! that! the! garden! is! OK”! and! imagines! that! the! fruit! trees! are!ripening!and!suggests!to!his!wife!that!she!have!“a!nice! juicy!apricot!&!plum!for!me”.!He! implores!her!not! to! “do! too!much! lawn!cutting,! it’s! too!much! for! you”!(ibid.).!(As! mentioned! in! the! introduction! to! this! chapter,! the! touring! schedule!was!disrupted!by!the!death!of!King!George!V!on!January!20,!1936.!All!functions!and!the!match!in!Hyderabad!were!suspended!(Bill!March!11,!1936).!The!Empire!was!compelled!to!commence!a!period!of!intense!mourning!for!the!monarch!and!
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cricket! was! not! permitted! (Macartney! February! 20,! 1936).! Although! social!functions!were!cancelled!Bill!observed!that!the!death!did!not!totally!suspend!all!pleasure!as!the!players!managed!to!locate!“gaieties!in!the!pleasant!surroundings!of! the! many! fine! clubs! which! Madras! possesses”! (March! 18,! 1936).! The! team!covertly!used!the!mourning!period!to!fit!in!some!extra!tourist!activities!and!was!able! to! include!an!unscheduled!visit! to! the!renowned!Taj!Mahal.!The!team!was!impressed!by!the!architectural!structure!and!Bill!wrote!that!he!was!“spellbound!at!the!superb!and!majestic!sight”!(March!11,!1936).!From!all!accounts,!the!team!did!not!use!the!period!to!mourn,!as!was!expected!of!subjects!of!the!Empire,!but!rather! they! used! the! spare! time! to! fulfil! personal! wishes,! which! in! the! highly!orchestrated!nature!of! the! tour!had!not!previously!been!possible.!This!was!not!the!first!time!that!the!players!would!observe!hedonism!over!fealty!and!prioritise!Indian! tourism! over! imperial! obligations.! Ryder! wrote! of! the! time! in! Madras:!“We!are! looking! forward! to!8!days!of! a!nice!quiet! spell,! apart! from!cricket.!All!official!functions!naturally!have!been!cancelled!so!we!will!have!to!enjoy!a!lot!of!the! Gov’s! [Lord! Erskine]! company! at! home! –!most! likely”! (January! 31,! 1936).!Ryder’s! hesitance! at! the! end! of! the! second! sentence! may! be! due! to! him!questioning! the! likelihood! of! eight! days,! without! external! influences,! of! social!interaction!with!Lord!Erskine!as!enjoyable.!(
Media(coverage,(illness(and(foreign(phobia!!The! uneasy! relationship! between! the! host! nation! and! the! visitors! during! the!1935/36! tour! is! reflected! in! how! the!Australian!media! reported! on! the! team’s!experiences!in!India.!This!particular!tour!was!marred!by!injury!and!illness,!which!was!utilised!as!an!opportunity!to!reinforce!the!backwardness!of!the!host!nation.!Evocative! headlines! such! as! “Illnesses! hamper! Tarrant’s! team”! (Sporting.Globe!
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December! 18,! 1935);! “Players! have! Enteric”;! (Sporting. Globe! November! 13,!1935)!“Australians!in!India!meet!Trouble”!(Sporting.Globe!January!22,!1936)!and!“Touring!India!is!no!picnic!for!Veteran!Australians”!(Referee!February!13,!1936)!understandably! concerned! the! players’! families! and! roused! wider! public!xenophobia! “back! home”.! Hendry,! fearing! he! had! succumbed! to! enteric! fever,!recalled! a! terrifying! incident! that! highlighted! his! distrust! of! Eastern! medical!practice! and! equally! his! suspicion! of! the! foreign! Other! that! appeared! to! be!encapsulated! in!Western!rationalities!at! the! time!(n.d.).!However,! like!previous!commentary! on! Hendry’s! writing,! his! prolonged! immersion! with! the! Other!encouraged! him! to! challenge! his! preconceived! notions! of! irrevocable! cultural!differences:!“I!went!to!bed!immediately!and!fell!asleep!to!be!awakened!about!8!p.m.!by!an!Indian!doctor!who!made!me!swallow!some!black!tardlooking!potion.!I!imagined!I!had!caught!the!dreaded!disease!but!to!my!complete!astonishment,! I!woke!in!the!morning!feeling!100%”!(ibid.).!In! a! newspaper! article,! Tarrant! stated! that! the! team! would! leave! for!Allahabad!the! following!day!without!Allsopp!and!Nagel!as! they!had!succumbed!to! illness! and!were! unable! to! depart! Bombay! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! Ironmonger!was!also!afflicted.!Coward!details! the!magnitude!of!Allsopp’s! illness! and!wrote!that!the!“once!strapping!14dstone!batsman!was!emaciated!and!had!aged!terribly”!(1990,! 107).! According! to! Coward,! “the! Maharaja! was! most! distressed! at! the!misfortune! that! befell! Allsopp! and! paid! his! hospital! and! doctors’! fees! –! a!substantial! 163! pounds”! (ibid.).( Allsopp!was! lucky! to! survive! and! spent! three!months! in! Bombay’s! St! George! hospital,! where! only! European! patients! were!admitted.!Other!casualties!were:!Macartney!and!Oxenham!incurred!debilitating!leg! injuries;! Bill’s! jaw!was! broken! after! having! been! stuck!with! the! ball!whilst!
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batting!and!Leather!returned!home!having!acquired!pyorrhoea!(inflammation!of!the! teeth! sockets),! resulting! in! the! loss! of! his! teeth.! The! illness! to! the! players!resulted! in! additional! pressure! being! placed! on! the! healthy! personnel! and!heightened!the!reputation!of!the!perils!encountered!when!visiting!India.!!
Touring(malaise(The! team’s! stay! in! Madras! appears,! from! all! accounts,! to! have! been! pleasant!however! the! toll!of! touring!under!arduous!conditions!was!accumulating! late! in!the! tour.! Macartney! wrote! that! “the! players! were! very! tired! and! worn,! and!unable! to! give! of! their! best,! owing! to! the! strain! of! carrying! on!with! no! relief”!(February!26,!1936).!A!week!later!he!observed!that!“the! last!month!has!been!a!very! hard! struggle—the! same! side! playing! match! after! match! without!reinforcements!of!any!kind”!(ibid.).!Ryder!in!a!letter!home!remarked!that!he!was!exhausted,! “stale! as! a! cucumber”,! and! felt! as! if! he!had! “had!quite! enough”! (n.d!1935/36).!Ryder!embraced!the!role!of!captain!seriously!and!acknowledged!that!the!illness!and!injury!incurred!by!the!other!players,!required!him!“to!keep!going!to! the! end! –! the! sooner! the! better! –! ‘Oh! for! the! boat”’! (ibid.).! The! tour! was!nearing!completion!and!the!players!were!tired!and!eager!to!get!home.!Macartney!wrote,! “We!boarded!the! train!at!Bangalore!at!0!o'clock!on! the!evening! that! the!match!concluded,!and! in! less! than!half!an!hour!every!man!was!soundly!asleep”!(February!26,!1936).!Macartney!concluded:!“We!all!came!to!the!Taj!Mahal!Hotel!for!a!brush!up!after!our!journey,!and!it!was!a!grand!sight!to!see!the!Strathnaver!steaming! down! to! Ballard! Pier,! where!we! board! her! todnight! (sic)! for! the! run!home”.!The!pervading!sense!amongst!the!team,!at!this!time!of!the!tour,!was!that!of!physical!and!for!some!psychological!exhaustion.!!! ! As!was!common!with!all!journeys!to!the!East,!the!players!returned!home!
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with!an!array!of!trophies!and!memorabilia!to!verify!their!experience!and!to!serve!as! a! reminder! of! the! luxury,! exoticism! and! cultural! sophistication! they! had!experienced.!Ethnographic!items!were!of!particular!interest!and!Geoff!Ponsford!(nephew! of! Tom! Leather),! in! a! conversation!with! the! author,! recalls! the! tiger!skin,! complete!with! head,! which! sat,! incongruously,! on! his! uncle’s! floor! in! his!modest!unit!in!suburban!Melbourne!for!many!years.!Jack!Ryder’s!granddaughter!also!described!the!animal!skin,!which!lay!on!the!living!room!floor!to!the!author!and!said!she!could!still!recall!its!rough!texture,!she!thought!it!would!be!soft!like!a!cat!but!was!always!surprised!how!bristly! it! felt! to! touch.!Ryder! referenced! the!skin!in!a!letter!to!his!wife!and!wrote:!“May![Jack’s!daughter]!mentioned!about!the!panther!skin,!it!is!a!sort!of!brown!colour!with!nice!black!markings.!You!are!sure!to! get! the! wind! up! when! you! see! its! vicious! head”! (January! 3,! 1936).! Ryder!observed!that!the!skin!would!shock!his!wife!however!for!him!it!would!eternally!recall! his! Indian! experience.! The! players’!writings! suggest! that! although! these!confrontations!(with!wild!animals)!were!limited!they!inevitably!occupied!a!main!role! in! the! player’s! imaginary.! Ryder’s! grandson! has! panther! claws! that!grandfather! Jack!souvenired!as!a! trophy!and!these! functioned!as!a!reminder!of!the!East.!Hendry!returned!home!with!a!treasured!lamp!replica!of!the!Taj!Mahal!that! is!critiqued!in!chapter!7.!Macartney!observed!that!“most!members!of![the]!team! secured!miniatures! of! the! Taj!Mahal,!which! for! years! to! come!will! grace!their!homes!in!memory!of!a!day!never!to!be!forgotten”!(February!20,!1936).!!! ! Ryder! frequently! referenced! the! purchasing! of! gifts! to! bring! home.! He!mentioned!having!cricket!boots!made!for!his!son,!buying!napery!and!clothing!for!his!wife!and!purchasing!various!locallydmade!goods!for!his!family.! In!one!letter!he!stressed!the!high!cost!of!living!in!India!and!his!paucity!of!money!(n.d.).!This!is!
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the!only! indication!that! the!£3!spending!money!per!week!did!not!go! far.!Ryder!mentioned! that! a! coat! he! has! purchased! for! his! wife! cost! him! “three! weeks!wages”!(ibid.).!He!revealed!that!he!had!very!little!money!left!and!would!have!to!be! cautious!with! the! purchasing! of! additional! gifts! and!wrote,! “As! far! as! other!things!are!concerned![purchases]!I!will!do!my!best.!I!will!have!to!make!a!call!on!Frank!Tarrant,!you!know!what!that!means!if!you!want!these!things”!(ibid.).!The!reference! to! Frank! Tarrant! is! ambiguous! however! it! suggests! that! Jack! could!borrow! money! from! Frank! in! order! to! buy! the! additional! goods.! Having! an!outstanding!debt!to!Tarrant!sat!uncomfortably!with!Jack,!as!he!appears!reluctant!to!engage!in!the!arrangement.!Tarrant!has!been!discussed!extensively!in!chapter!1!and!seemingly!the!captain!and!manager!were!vastly!different,!and!most!likely!incompatible,!characters.!!! The! players!were! keen! to! engage! in! bartering!with! the! sellers! of! goods!and! chattels,! which! was! common! practice! throughout! the! subcontinent.! The!experience!of!acquiring!the!merchandise!was!as!significant!as!the!actual!physical!memento.!Bill!described!the!flurry!of!retail!activity!at!the!Chardy!Choke!bazaar!in!Delhi,!which!he!identified!as!a!“filthy!place”:!It!was!really!amusing!to!see!the!different!methods!adopted!by!the!members!of!our!team!to!purchase!articles!at!prices!about!100!per!cent!lower!than!those!asked!by!the! crafty! Indian! storekeepers,! and! every! evening! a! postdmortem! of! the! day’s!purchases!and!prices!would!be!held,!with!many! lamenting! the! fact! that! they!had!paid!too!much!for!their!goods.!One!never!pays!the!price!asked!for!things!in!India,!but!usually!about!twodthirds!less.!To!obtain!your!object!it!is!necessary!to!bargain,!for! hours! sometimes.! If! one! has! plenty! of! spare! time! it! is! very! amusing! and!entertaining!(March!11,!1936).!!
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Hendry!lamented!that!he!missed!out!on!purchasing!a!Persian!carpet!at!a!“bargain!price”!because!he!feared!he!would!have!to!pay!customs!tax!on!it,!on!arrival!back!in!Australia.!He!expressed!regret!that!he!did!not!make!the!purchase!as!the!team!“later!learnt!that!all!our!luggage!etc.!was!to!be!allowed!in!free!”!(n.d.).!On!arrival!home!Hendry!was!interviewed!by!the!West.Australian!and!was!vehemently!critical!of!the!tour!planning!and!stated,!“The!programme!was!badly!arranged;!there!was!too!much!travelling!—!over!1,000!miles!a!week”!(March!11,!1936).! Bill,! also! critical! of! the! scheduling,! proclaimed,! “By! the! time! we! finish!touring! India!we!will! have! covered! 13,000!miles! by! rail! to.play. cricket,! and! if!Australians! only! knew! how! tedious! and! dusty! travelling! is! on! Indian! railways!and! the!conditions!under!which!we!play! they!would!agree! that! this! tour! is! the!hardest! and! most! strenuous! cricket! jaunt! in! the! world”! (January! 8,! 1936).!Conforming!to!expectations!of!the!white!traveller,!the!cricketers!were!relieved!to!be!safely!home!and,!as!previously!detailed,!barely!spoke!of!their!experiences!for!half!a!century.!!This! chapter!has! analysed! the! experiences! and! foreign! cultural! customs!that!the!Australian!team!encountered!on!their!tour!of!the!subcontinent.!Research!has! revealed! that! the! Australians’! response! to! the! cultural! differences! they!encountered,! along! with! their! reaction! to! the! racial! and! social! codification! of!latedcolonial!India,!varied!across!individuals!and!circumstances,!which!identifies!the!nondconformity!of!the!touring!party!both!as!individuals!and!as!a!group.(The!circumstances! surrounding! the! 1935/36! tour! do! not! reflect! a! homogenous!perspective!to!the!legitimacy!of!the!British!presence!and!racial!equality!as!many!political,! social! and! racial! ambiguities! are! located! throughout! the! primary!material.!This!chapter!has!incorporated!a!scrutiny!of!the!photographic!material!
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Beer,(banquets(and(a(Patiala(Peg:(food(and(drink(on(tour(!!Outside!cricket,!very!little!is!known!in!India!about!Australia!or!her!products.!It!seems!to!me!a!position!that!needs!rectifying.!India!offers!a!vast!market!for!Australian!to!exploit.!I!saw!only!two!Australian!products!in!India,!Tasmanian!jam!at!Calcutta!and!a!Melbourne!beer!at!Madras.!! —!Jack!Ryder,!the!Herald!!!!Andrew!May!refers!to!coffee!as!a!“cultural!cipher”!and!the!same!can!be!argued!for! the! consumption! of! food! and! drink! throughout! the! 1935/35! tour! in! its!capacity! to! reveal! societal! values! (2001,! xvi).! The! exotic! cuisine! and! eating!rituals! experienced! on! the! tour! were! frequently! referenced! by! the! players! in!primary! source! material! and! require! further! interrogation,! as! food! typifies! a!significant!ethnographic!difference!encountered!by!the!team.!Social!and!cultural!dynamics! of! the! tour! and! the! sensibility! of! the! Australian! touring! party! are!revealed! through!the!visitors’!commentary!on! the! Indian!culinary!repertoire!of!the! time.! Newspaper! reportage! and! letters! reveal! that! the! cricketers!unanimously! appraised! Eastern! food! and! culinary! customs! in! a! pejorative!fashion.! The! cultural! practice! of! consumption! in! lateUcolonial! India! articulated!hierarchy,! inclusion! and! exclusion,! boundaries,! transactions! within! the!increasingly!politicised!environment!of!1930s!India.!!! This!chapter!argues!that! Indian! food!became!another!symbol!of! India!to!fear,!in!a!similar!vein!to!the!Western!tourists’!anxiety!about!illness!and!hygiene.!Due!to!the!predominance!of!illness!acquired!by!the!Australian!team,!the!players!viewed! all! food! and! drink! suspiciously.! On! return! home,! the' West' Australian!
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observed!it!was!“small!wonder!that!their!fellows!had!regarded!every!dish!placed!before! them! and! every! jug! of! refreshment! brought! on! to! the! field! with!trepidation”! (February!26,! 1936).! Symbolism!of! food,! and! its! linkage! to! Indian!culture,! is! interrogated! through! an! analysis! of! the!menus! and! additional! foodUrelated!material.!!!! Ryder,! in!an!undated!article! for!the!Herald! (Tarrant!1918–51),!observed!that! the! importation! of! Australian! food! to! India! was! a! trade! opportunity! that!should!be!pursued!and,!like!cricket,!food!could!emerge!as!a!commercial!conduit!between! the! countries.! This! chapter! argues! that! food,! menus! and! customs! of!consumption! are! symptomatic! of! the! hierarchal! culture! from! which! they!emanate,!and!that!while!on!tour!the!Australian!cricketers!encountered!bicultural!culinary!influences!comprising!the!vestiges!of!British!hegemony!in!combination!with!a!new!nationalistic!indigenous!influence.!Figure!6.1! is! the!back!page!of! the!programme! for! the!match! in!Karachi.!Unlike! most! tour! literature,! the! production! of! this! programme! is! professional!and!it!includes!fourteen!advertisements!for!luxury!items!with!a!strong!Western!orientation!such!as!alcohol,!travel,!sporting!goods,!tinned!fruit,!radios!and!British!clothing.!Although!these!advertisements!were!similar!to!those!that!would!appear!in! Britain,! the! depiction! of! the! Englishman! does! not! conform! to! an! idealised!portrayal.!For!example,!an!advertisement!for!Johnnie!Walker!whisky!appears!on!the!front!page!and!introduces!cricket!and!alcohol!as!being!apposite!recreational!pursuits.! The! striding! man,! the! company’s! marketing! symbol,! confidently! and!defiantly! walks! onto! the! cricket! field! holding! a! cricket! bat! and! is! distinctly!different! from!the! image!of! the!English!cricketer!on! the!back!page! (figure!6.1).!Figure! 6.1! is! an! advertisement! for! Becks! beer! and! depicts! a! rather!
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unsportsmanlike! figure,! dressed! in! his! kit,! drinking! a! frothy! beverage! and!holding! a! cricket! bat.! This! advertisement! defies! the! idealised! portrayal! of! the!British! that! generally! accompanied! the! promotion! and! sale! of! Western!merchandise!and!products!and!suggests! that! the! image!of! the!English!cricketer!presented! to! an! Indian! audience! was! under! revision.! The! advertisement! links!gender,! alcohol,! physical! exertion! and! cricket! but! in! a! contrary! fashion! to! the!idealised! Johnnie! Walker! striding! man.! The! Becks’! gentleman! conforms! to! an!English! archetype,! he! wears! a!monocle,! yet! is! definitively! portly! and! old.! The!advertisements!on! the! front!and! the!back!pages!determine! that!British! themes!and!values!still!predominated!in!the!cultural!consciousness!of!lateUcolonial!India,!especially! to! a! cricket! audience,! yet! they! were! not! exclusively! complimentary!cultural! representations.! This! chapter! interrogates! the! Australian! cricketers’!response!to!the!increasingly!obsolete!attempts!to!maintain!British!hegemony.!It!also! discusses! the! Indian! nationalistic! culinary! endeavours! to! integrate! Indian!food,!drink!and!culinary!practices!into!the!cultural!customs!of!the!tour.!!
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!
Figure(6.1:(Back(of(programme(for(the(match(versus(Sind(in(Karachi((1935).(Leather(archive(!!Guha!cites!Muhammad!Ali! Jinnah’s!prescient!1940!appraisal!of! the! inevitability!of!partition,!which!he!claimed!was!due!to! the! incompatibility!of! the!population!(2007,! 41).! Jinnah! (Pakistan's! first! GovernorUGeneral)! proclaimed! that! “the!Hindus! and! Muslims! belong! to! two! different! religious! philosophies,! social!customs! and! literature”! and! qualifies! this! by! observing! that! “they! neither!intermarry,! nor! interdine! together,! and! indeed! they! belong! to! two! different!civilizations!which!are!based!mainly!on!conflicting!ideas!and!conceptions”!(ibid.).!
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Despite! the! safety! of! mealtimes,! the! Australians! were! highly! critical! of! the!formalised! rituals!and!protocols! they!were!expected! to!endure!and! the! foreign!cuisine! they!were! required! to! consume;! this! generally! consisted! of! substantial!quantities! of! an! amalgamation! of! Eastern! spices! and! available! local! produce!prepared! in! accordance! with! European! culinary! traditions.! The! availability! of!produce!was!dependent! on!what! could!be! imported!within! the! confines! of! the!Empire!and!what!could!be!bred,!slaughtered,!grown!and!cultivated!by!the!locals!under! the! direction! of! the! British.! Although! the! majority! of! dishes! were!European!in!origin,!most!meals!would!include!one!course!as!a!tribute!to!the!host!country.! Appadurai! attributes! the! construction! of! a! contemporary! national!cuisine!as!a!“postindustrial!and!postcolonial”!development!however!indicators!of!this! fare! were! already! evidenced! in! the! 1935/36! tour! (1988,! 5).! The! Indian!component!of! the! food!on! tour! is! representative!of!a!progressive! ideology! that!would! evolve! and! flourish! in! postUcolonial! India.! The!menus! provide! evidence!that!aspects!of!the!Australian!tour!articulated!a!progressive!dialogue!that!would!inform!postUcolonial!India!and!reveal!the!transitional!nature!of!the!subcontinent!in!the!1930s.!!Ron! Morrisby,! in! a! letter! to! his! family,! described! Jamnagar! where! the!team!stayed!at!the!late!Ranji’s!palace:!“It!was!magnificent.!I!took!a!snap!of!part!of!it,!we!had!state!cars!at!our!disposal—big!Rolls!Royces!and!other!makes.!The!last!night!at!the!Palace!they!gave!us!a!banquet!everything!on!the!table!was!solid!gold!even!the!plates.!It!was!a!beautiful!sight!but!of!course!the!9!course!dinner!did!not!taste! any! better”! (Dougan! 2012).!Morrisby! acknowledged! that! the! consciously!orchestrated!and!demonstrative!trappings!of!class!and!privilege,!such!as!the!gold!plates!and!the!RollsURoyces,!impressed!him.!He!notes!that!he!takes!a!photograph!
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of!Ranji’s!palace,!possibly!to!preserve! it!as!a!memory!or!to!provide!proof!of! its!magnificence!to!friends!and!family!in!Australia.!Observing!that!mealtimes!served!as! a! demonstration! of! hierarchy! and! privilege! it! is! interesting! that! Morrisby!found!fault!with!the!occasion!by!observing!that!despite!eating!from!the!beautiful!crockery!the!food!didn’t!“taste!any!better”!(ibid.).!!Hendry!described!the!same!function!and!makes!no!mention!of! the! food!but! does! observe! that! the! royal! families,! and! the! country! itself,! were!experiencing! financial! volatility! as! cracks! in! the!Empire!were!manifesting:! “At!our! banquet! dinner! everything! was! served! on! gold! plates! yet! I! felt! the! table!looked!bare!and!dull!because!of!the!absence!of!flowers.!Notwithstanding!all!his!show!of!wealth,!his!estate!was!broke!as!far!as!ready!cash!was!concerned”!(n.d.).!Macartney,!also!impressed!by!the!crockery!at!Jamnagar!and!the!predominance!of!Western!food,!wrote:!“On!the!Sunday!evening!the!Jam!Sahib!gave!us!an!official!State!banquet,!and!for!the!first!time!we!saw!the!gold!plate!service!in!use.!Many!of!us!have!often!heard!of!the!gold!plate,!but!here!it!was!in!reality.!The!sight!of!those!two!immense!tables!with!every!article!upon!them!consisting!of!gold,!was!one!which!will! not! easily! be! forgotten.! The! banquet! was! served! in! European!style,!with!only!one!Indian!dish!(curry),!and!topped!by!a!very!nice!speech!by!the!Maharajah!of!Nawanagar”!(December!7,!1935).!Macartney!observed!that!he!had!previously! “often! heard! of! the! [renowned]! gold! plate! service”! however! he!acknowledged!the!discrepancy!between!the!narrative!account!of!the!tableware!and!seeing!it!“in!reality”!(ibid.).!The!potency!of!personal!experience!is!utilised!to!aggrandise!the!tourist!narrative.!!! Tarrant’s!scrapbook!provides!additional!information!regarding!the!goldUplate! narrative! as! the! utensils!were! used!when! an! English! team! toured! (most!
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likely! the! Test! tour! in! 1933/34)! (Tarrant! 1918–51).! It! was! unofficial! tour!protocol! for! a! visiting! team! to! pilfer! objects! as! trophies! to! commemorate! and!validate! their! experience.! Tarrant! recalled! an! incident!when! this! protocol!was!thoroughly!implemented:!“I!had!seen!players!in!their!excitement!putting!plates!up! their!white!dinner! shirts,! and!knives! and! forks! in!pockets”! (ibid.).! Possibly!the!team!was!unaware!that,!according!to!Tarrant,!“they![the!English!cricketers]!had!cleaned!the!table!of!about!£5000!worth!of!solid!gold”!(ibid.).!Tarrant!went!on! to!relate! that!Ranji!was!unsure!how!he!should!proceed!as! “his!watchers,!of!course,!had!watched!the!players!taking!the!plates!and!had!marked!down!every!item”;!his! concern!was! “how!…! to! get! the! stuff! back!without!making! trouble?”!(ibid.).!Tarrant,!in!his!customary!position!as!a!conduit!between!the!East!and!the!West!entered! the!negotiation!and! implored! the!English!cricketers! to!give!back!the!gold!items,!falsely!proclaiming!that!they!did!not!belong!to!Ranji!but!rather!to!the!state.!This!was!incorrect!but!Tarrant!felt!it!might!encourage!the!cricketers!to!return! the! items.! Tarrant!wrote:! “There! followed! one! of! the!most! remarkable!scenes!witnessed!on!any!railway!platform!anywhere,!I!would!say,!as!the!players!went! into! a! carriage! and! disgorged! that! valuable! gold! plate.! Everything! was!returned”! (ibid.).! Tarrant! stated! that,! ironically! as! a! reward! for! their! latter!honesty,!Ranji! gifted!members!of! the! team!a!personal! souvenir.!This! anecdote!regarding! the! English! cricketers! and! their! propensity! to! pilfer! is! worthy! of!analysis! as! it! suggests! that! the! cricketers! thought! it! acceptable! to! steal! from!Ranji! but! not! from! the! state! and! also! questions! whether! this! logic! prevailed!when!the!team!was!back!at!home!in!England.!In!light!of!claims!made!by!Wilde,!Ranji’s!behaviour!regarding!the!stolen!tableware!is!also!open!to!analysis!(1990).!
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Wilde!identifies!numerous!occasions!where!Ranji’s!behaviour!was!criminal!and!immoral.1!! Tarrant,!applauding!the!Australian!team’s!honesty,!wrote,!“To!the!credit!of!the!Australian!team,!the!members!moved!among!treasures!of!fabulous!value!and! never! once! did! the! idea! of! [stealing]! souvenirs! enter! the! minds! of! any”!(Tarrant!1918–51).!As!noted!in!chapter!1,!Tarrant!embraced!any!opportunity!to!favourably! compare! the! Australians! with! the! English.! Despite! conscientious!efforts! to! entertain! the! tourists! at! an! elite! level,! Tarrant! observed! that! legUspinner! Mair,! a! blueUsinglet! worker! from! Balmain! who! was! unused! to! high!society! protocol,! refused! to! eat! off! the! crockery! “saying! he! could! not! enjoy! a!meal! off! gold! utensils”! and! proclaimed! “it!would! put! him! off! his! food”! (ibid.).!According! to! Coward,! “Not! all! members! of! the! Australian! team! enjoyed! the!intense!social!activity”!(1990,!105).!Mair!“was!constantly!irritated!at!the!need!to!dress!for!dinner!and,!among!others,!was!bemused!by!the!often!exotic!offerings!listed!on!menus”!(ibid.).!Mair’s!reaction!to!the!social!demands!of!the!Raj!may!not!fully! represent! the! team’s! sentiments! however! his! response! demonstrates! a!defiant!rejection!of!conventions!of!etiquette!exercised!by!the!elite!in!India.!Ryder!also!admired!the!gold!plates!and!commented!on!the!Indian!cuisine!and! eating! rituals! in! an! article! he! authored! for! the! Melbourne! Herald! titled!“Ryder!Tells!of! Indian!Splendor”! (Tarrant!1918–51).!Despite!his!description!of!the!occasion!as!“sumptuous!beyond!words,! in!a!setting!of!staggering!splendor”!he!lamented!that!“little!is!known!of!us”!(ibid.).!Ryder!is!referring!to!the!absence!of!Australian!produce!on!plates!and!grocery!shelves.!He!observed!that:!“Outside!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!For!example,!Ranji’s!nonUpayment!for!rental!of,!and!damages!to,!Shillinglee!Park;!a!country!property!owned!by!Lord!Winterton!(Wilde!1990,!211U213).!!
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The!Leather!archive!contains!a!menu!from!the!same!Jamnagar!banquet,!referred!to! by!Morrisby,!Macartney! and!Hendry,! at!Vibha'Villas! on!November! 10,! 1935!(figure!6.3).!The!menu!serves!not!only!as!a!curio!of!the!evening!but!also!reveals!larger!cultural!patterns!that!expose!the!transcendence!of!ethnic!difference.!The!Indian! component! of! the! banquet,! referenced! by! Macartney,! is! classified! as!Jamnager!dishes.'The!description!of!food!on!the!menu!discloses!a!racial!narrative!that!differentiated!the!Occidental!from!her!subaltern!counterparts.!The!culinary!specifics! of! the! Indian! food! are! not! identified! beyond! regional! idiom.! Using!region! as! a! descriptor! may! stipulate! that! the! origin! of! the! food! is! the! sole!distinguishing!feature!of!the!dish.!This!is!revealing!of!the!Indian!narrative!and!its!historic! foundation! as! a! country! divided! into! autonomous! cultural! provinces!with! a! diverse! range! of! peoples,! languages,! customs! and! cultural! practices.!Historically,! Indian! culinary! tradition! was! oral! in! transmission,! so! elaborate!descriptors! are! generally! not! incorporated! into! titles! of! dishes! or! used! in! the!description!of! them! (Appadurai!1988,!7).!Western!dishes! traditionally!disclose!their!ingredients!and!sometimes!their!preparation!and!process.!!The!menu! phraseology! employs! simple! and! unembellished! language! to!describe!what!would!arrive!on!the!plates.!Elaborate!epicurean!descriptions!are!a!relatively! recent! phenomenon.! Peach! Melba! is! the! secondUlast! course—! as! a!tribute!to!the!famed!Australian!singer,!Dame!Nellie!Melba,!who!passed!away!four!years! prior! to! the! tour—and! was! served! to! the! Australians! as! a! gesture! of!cultural! familiarity! (see! figure! 6.3).! Melba! embodied! a! deeply! proud! sense! of!Australian!nationalism!and!stated,!“If!you!wish!to!understand!me!at!all,!you!must!understand! first! and! foremost! that! I! am! an! Australian”! (James! 1989,! 44),! a!sentiment,!in!all!likelihood,!shared!by!the!cricketers.!The!lack!of!pretence!in!the!
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Adhering! to! social!protocol,!menus!were! signed!by! the!guests!present.!Leather!signed!the!Bengal!and!Assam!menu!(see!figure!6.4),!and!others!in!his!collection,!with!a!black!ballpoint!pen,!yet!all!other!signatures!on!the!menus!are!written!in!either! pencil! or! ink! pen.! The! ballpoint! pen! was! not! invented! until! 1938! so!Leather!has! signed! the!menu!subsequently.! It! is! impossible! to!date! the! signing!but!as!the!writing!looks!like!it!was!written!well!after!the!event,!highlighting!that!Leather,! at! a! later! date,! wished! to! validate! his! participation.! This! adheres! to!earlier! observations! that! interest! in! the! tour! resurfaced! in! the! 1970s! when!Hendry! and! Bill! authored! their! reminiscences.! A! black! ballpoint! pen!was! also!used!to!identify!details!on!some!of!the!other!artefacts,!so!in!all!likelihood!Leather!wished!to!clarify!details!before!he!loaned!the!artefacts!to!the!Melbourne!Cricket!Club.!!! The! Jamnagar!document!contains!a! suite!of!esteemed!diners,! including!the!Maharaja!of!Porbander!(see!figure!6.3).!Significantly,!the!Bengal!and!Assam!menu! includes! the! signature! of! J.! B.! Hobbs! who,! beyond! his! signature! on! the!menu,! is!not!mentioned!in!any!literature!pertaining!to!the!tour!(see!figure!6.4).!Considering!he!was!possibly! the!most! famous!English!professional! cricketer!of!the! period,! it! is! puzzling! that! he! is! not! mentioned.2!The! lack! of! conversation!surrounding! the! possible! presence! of! Hobbs! may! suggest! that! the!professional/amateur! debate,! that! aspiring! egalitarian! societies! like! Australia!and! India!were!keen! to!eradicate,! still!partially! existed.! Sandiford! laments! that!“the! view!was! held! commonly! and! for!much! too! long! that! the! game! could! not!survive!without!amateur!ideals,!and!that!professionals!could!not!be!trusted!with!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Hobbs!was!knighted!in!1953!and!named!as!one!of!the!five!greatest!cricketers!of!the!twentieth!century!by!Wisden!in!2000.!
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positions! of! authority”! (1985,! 270).! Hobbs,! the! consummate! professional,! had!previously!travelled!to!India,!where!he!assisted!the!cricket!industry!and!received!generous! remuneration;!on!different!occasions,!he!played!under! the! colours!of!various!Indian!royal!families!(Horsham'Times!1930).!The!purpose!of!his!presence!at! the! Bengal! and! Assam! function! is! unknown! as! was! the! certainty! of! his!appearance.! It! is! feasible! that! the! signature! on! the! menu! may! be! one! of! the!Australian! players! playing! a! prank! although! it! appears! to! be! an! authentic! J.! B.!Hobbs! signature.!The!Leather! archive! also! includes! an! autographed!portrait! of!Hobbs,!an!indecipherable!inscription!on!the!back!of!the!image!could!say!“at!Trent!Bridge”!however!this!is!not!clearly!legible.!Although!the!provenance!of!the!image!is!impossible!to!establish,!its!presence!amongst!the!other!objects!suggests!it!fell!into! Tom’s! hands! in! India.! It! is! possible! that! Tom! and! Jack! Hobbs! may! have!encountered!each!other!on!another!occasion!or!possibly!the!autographed!image!in! Tom’s! collection! was! simply! evidence! of! a! young! man’s! admiration! for! a!cricketing!great.!!Muthiah!noted!that!the!Madras!Club,!a!gentleman’s!club!operating!on!the!premise!of!exclusivity!and!privilege,!provided!the!catering!for!the!Madras!Cricket!Club!and!usually!did!so!with!great!aplomb!except!when!preparing!for!the!visiting!Australians! in! February! 1936! (1998,! 478).! The! author! is! no! doubt! expressing!some!irony!when!he!observed!that,!“the!only!time!the!Madras!Club!let!down!the!Madras!CC!was!during!Ryder’s!tour!in!1936.!It!was!minuted,!‘The!catering!for!the!members!and!the!teams!was!very!efficiently!carried!out!by!the!Madras!Club,! in!spite!of!the!unfortunate!breakdown!on!the!first!day!when!it!was!found!that!the!Australian!craving!for!chewing!gum!had!not!been!catered!for’”!(ibid.).!No!other!primary!material! details! the! absence! of! gum! on! the! first! day! in!Madras.! Such!
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notation! in! the! minute! book! nonetheless! does! reinforce! the! hierarchical!structure! and! the! locals’! dismay! that! they! would! be! critiqued! harshly! by! the!oversight.!!Guha! observes! that,! “Places! such! as! the! Calcutta! Cricket! Club! and! the!Madras!Cricket!Club!provided!English!food!and!English!entertainments”!(2002,!6).!At!the!time!the!Australians!toured,!the!presence!of!Indian!food!on!the!menus!demonstrates! a! cultural! equilibrium! reflecting! the! changing! culinary! tradition!inspired! by! the! emergence! of! a! new! political! sensibility! and! the! inevitable!British! departure! in! the! following! decade.! Despite! the! Australian! team’s!abhorrence!of!most!meals,!as!revealed!by!complaints!in!letters,!manuscripts!and!newspaper! articles,!most! banquets! included! at! least! one! locally! inspired! dish.!Although! it!would!have!been!possible! to!serve!Western! food!exclusively! to! the!Australian!team!the!Indian!food!appeared!as!evidence!of!a!nationalistic!response!to!colonisation.!According!to!Narayan,!in!an!endeavour!to!protect!their!colonial!rule! and! defend! British! culture! in! India,! the! nineteenthUcentury! AngloUIndian!avoided! Eastern! symbols,! such! as! locally! sourced! produce,! to! distinguish!themselves! from! their! colonial! subjects! (1995).! Appadurai! writes,! “Court!cuisines!drew!on! foods!and!recipes! from!great!distances”! (1988,!5).! Ironically,!back!at!home!in!Britain!curry!was!consumed!in!fashionable!houses,!chinoiserie!was!flouted!as!a!status!symbol!and!even!Queen!Victoria!(the!Empress!of!India)!felt! compelled! to! learn!Hindustani! (Vallone!2002,!53).!During!Queen!Victoria’s!reign,! India! represented! the! ultimate! triumph! of! the! Empire.! The! Queen!acknowledged!the!strategic!importance!of!India!and!orchestrated!the!design!of!a!durbar! room! at! Osborne!House,! her! summer! retreat! on! the! Isle! of!Wight! and!famously!employed,!the!devoted!and!loyal,!Mohammed!Abdul!Karim!(known!as!
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the! Munshi)! in! her! domestic! service! (Taylor! 2004,! 266).! The! ensuing! royal!generation,!likewise,!demonstrated!a!politically!and!fiscally!motivated!interest!in!India.! In! 1867,! Queen! Victoria’s! son,! Prince! Alfred! (the! Duke! of! Edinburgh)!embarked! on! a! world! tour! of! several! of! Britain’s! most! important! colonies.3!A!venture! of! such! a! type! was! interpreted! “as! a! shrewd! attempt! by! the! British!government!to!reward!colonial!loyalty!with!a!personal!encounter!with!royalty”!(McCreery! 2013,! 439).! Edward! VII,! the! Prince! of! Wales! and! the! future! king,!toured!India!and!Ceylon!for!four!months!in!1875/76!where!he!immersed!himself!in!Eastern!culture!(Hahn!2009,!178–86).!Prince!Albert!Victor!(Duke!of!Clarence!and!Avondale)!was!so!greatly! impressed!by! the!Madras!Prawn!Curry! from!the!Madras! Club! that! he! instructed! the! “native! cooks”! to! teach! his! personal! chefs!how! to! replicate! the! dish! (Muthiah! 1998,! 477).! Ferguson! explains! the!“nationalist/Marxist”! argument! that! interprets! gestures! from! the! West! to!“understand”!Eastern!culture!as!solely!“designed!to!maximize!the!surplus!value!that!could!be!extracted!from!the!subject!peoples”!(2003,!xx–xxi).!Throughout!the!1930s,!a!nationalistic!push!by!the!Indian!cricket!community!was!evident!and!the!presence! of! nonUEuropean! symbols! on! the! menus! reflected! an! increasingly!liberal!ideology.!Figure!6.3!reveals!the!significance!of!alcohol!to!the!cultural!dynamic!of!the!tour:! the!extensive! list!of!beverages! is!placed!on!the!opening!page!of! the!menu!and! occupies! almost! the! same! spatial! dimension! as! the! list! of! food.! Muthiah!critiques!the!significance!of!alcohol!to!the!Madras!Cricket!Club!(formed!in!1846);!he! claims! that! during! its! first! 100! years! it! took! precedence! over! food! (1998,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!In!addition!to!the!six!Australian!colonies,!Alfred!also!visited!the!Cape!of!Good!Hope,!New!Zealand!and!India.!
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482).! Alcohol! was! viewed! as! a! British! symbol! and! its! importance! in! Indian!cultural!life!was!a!form!of!hegemonic!authority.!Guha! cites! a! document! located! at! the! British! Library! summarising! the!quantity!of!liquor!consumed!in!a!year!at!Government!House!Inn!in!Poona!while!Lord!Harris!was!at! the!helm! (2002,!67).4!The!document! reveals! the!number!of!bottles! consumed! in! the! year! 1890–91! and! identifies! Harris’s! predilection! for!whisky!(ibid.):!Champagne!U!2,414;!Claret!U!1,123;!Hock!–!368;!Sherry!–!411;!Port!–!271;!Liqueurs!U144;!Brandy!U123!and!Whisky!U545.!! FischerUTiné!writes! that! “the! very! existence! of! an! alcohol! problem!among! the! members! of! the! selfUstyled! ‘ruling! race’! called! into! question! the!legitimising!myth!of! an! alleged! civilisational! superiority! that!was!undergirding!the!colonial! ‘rule!of!difference’”!(2012,!385).!Alcohol!consumption,!amongst!the!various!European!communities,!was!customary! in!colonial! India! from!the!early!seventeenth! century! for! numerous! reasons:! boredom! was! commonly! cited,!alcohol! was! readily! available,! water! quality! was! poor! and! drinking! was!pejoratively!acknowledged!to!be!representative!of!the!West!(FischerUTiné!2012,!383–408).!The!AngloUIndians!were!responsible! for! the!creation!of! the!alcoholic!cocktail! punch—made! by! mixing! the! local! spirit! Arrak! with! sugar,! limeUjuice,!spice!and!water!(Marrison!1957,!268).!According!to!Marrison,! the!word!punch,!which!is!now!part!of!English!language!common!parlance,!means!five!(Hindustani,!
panch! or! the! cognate!panji! in! Persian),! referring! to! the! number! of! ingredients!used! to! make! the! drink! (ibid.).! The! history! of! alcohol! predated! the! British! in!India! and! its! consumption,! and! relationship! with! religious! observance,! in! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!Poona!inn!was!only!one!of!the!many!residences!used!by!Lord!Harris,!the!Governor!of!Bombay!from!1890–95,!and!these!figures!do!not!reveal!the!total!consumption!of!his!many!households.!
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East! has! a! complex! and! contradictory! history.! Marrison! observes! that! wine!consumption!in!India,!prior!to!British!colonisation,!was!a!rarity!except!between!the!sixteenth!and!eighteenth!centuries!when!the!country!was!under!Mughal!rule!(1957,!31).!However!some!historians!observe!that!alcohol!consumption!in!some!Indian!communities!was!endemic!and!Guha!remarks!that!tribal!groups!known!as!
adivasi! (meaning! original! inhabitants)! consumed! alcohol! as! “part! of! their!festivals,! their! rituals,! indeed! their!daily! life”! (2007,!127).! In! sixteenth! century!India,! the! founder! of! the!Mughal! Empire,! Sultan! Babur,! acquired! his! favourite!wine!from!North!Kabul!(Johnson!1991,!105).!!! Alcohol! in! India,! like! all! symbols! both! Western! and! Eastern,! formed! a!hierarchical! structure.! Imported! alcohol! was! revered! however! it! was!unaffordable! to! all! bar! the! Indian! aristocracy! and! the! British! elite.! The! Indian!monarchs!perceived!the!consumption!of! liquor,!especially! imported!liquor,!as!a!coveted! status! symbol.! The! Patiala! family’s! close! association! with! alcohol!resulted! in! a! measure! of! liquor! being! named! the! Patiala' peg;! this! portion! of!alcohol! is! approximately! 120ml! however! the! measurement! is! inexact! as! it! is!gauged!by! the!height!of! three! (rather! large!Sikh)! fingers! (Amarnath!2004,!68).!The!Maharaja! of! Patiala! introduced! the!measure! into! parlance! after! a! night! of!tomfoolery!where!he!encouraged!the!intoxication!of!a!visiting!Irish!tentUpegging!team!to!facilitate!a!victory!for!the!locals.!!An! absence! of! scholarly! research! into! indigenous! drinking! habits! in!colonial! India! is! lamentable! however! contemporary! analysis! concludes! that!locally!produced!country!liquor!(Desi'Sharaab,'Daaru,!Urrack!and!Feni)!ranges!in!concentration! from! forty! to! seventy! per! cent! pure! ethanol! (Nayak! et! al.! 2008,!715).!The!same!research!also!highlights!that!standardised!pouring!measures! in!
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rural! areas! are! nonUexistent,!which! contributes! to! a! high! degree! of! alcoholism!(Nayak!et!al.!2008,!713).!One!can!assume!that!drinking!habits!in!the!1930s!were!even! less! regulated! and! therefore!many! citizens!were! prone! to! alcohol! abuse.!Rural! regions! throughout! India!produced!various!spirits!and!variants!of!Arrak:!different! spirits! were! produced! in! the! various! Indian! regions! due! to! the!availability! of! ingredients! and! the! climate.! For! example! the! prevalence! of! the!Palmyra! palm! (Borassus' flabellifer)! in! the! south! encouraged! the! production! of!palm! toddy! in! the! region! (Marrison! 1959,! 255).! In! Eastern! India,! rice! and!molasses!were!key!ingredients!in!the!manufacture!of!spirits!(ibid.).!Local!spirits!were!cheaper!and!according!to!FischerUTiné!were!of!a!“dubious!quality”!(2012,!387).!The!prevailing!consensus!among!the!colonists!was!that!Indian!liquor!was!inferior!and!could!even!potentially!cause!physical!and!physiological!damage.!Alcohol! consumption! was! perceived! as! a! leisure! activity! of! civility!however! simultaneously! it! was! increasingly! viewed! by! the!medical! profession!and!nineteenthUcentury!ethicists!as!unhealthy!and! injurious!to! the!moral! fabric!of! society.! FischerUTiné!writes,! “Punch! houses!were! associated!with! ‘evils’—or!‘social! diseases’! as! the! lateUnineteenthUcentury! parlance! had! it—that! were!viewed!as!being!closely!related,!indeed!inseparable!from!‘intemperance’,!namely!gambling! and! prostitution”! (2012,! 388).! Thus,! paradoxically,! intoxicants! were!perceived!as!an!affectation!of!the!upper!classes,!yet!at!the!same!time!viewed!as!an! atavistic! trait! of! the! socially! and! economically! disenfranchised! sectors! of!society,! who! continued! to! rely! on! their! affordable! and! presumably! inferior!locally!produced!alcohol.!Abstaining! from! alcohol! consumption! in! the! twentieth! century! was!partially! driven! by! political! policy! as! the! increasingly! dominant! and! popular!
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independence!movement!urged! the! Indian!population! to!boycott!British!goods,!including!British!liquor!(Sharma!et!al.!2010,!11).!The!consumption!of!alcohol!was!viewed!as!an!“English!vice”!and!a!symbol!of!exploitation!and!oppression!(ibid.).!Therefore! it! is! not! surprising! that! a! philosophy! of! prohibition,! encouraging!complete!abstinence,!was!incorporated!into!the!constitution!after!India!attained!independence!in!1947!(Sharma!et!al.!2010,!12).!!!! Hendry’s! manuscript,! a! primaryUsource! evidentiary! treasure! trove,!revealed! that! some! members! of! the! Australian! team! habitually! drank! alcohol!throughout! the! tour! (n.d.).! Hendry! attributed! his! good! health! on! tour! to! his!diligence!in!maintaining!high!levels!of!hygiene!and!stringent!dietary!restrictions.!He! wrote,! “I! should! state! here! that! I! never! drank! a! drop! of! water! or! ate! any!vegetable!grown!above!the!ground!throughout!the!entire!tour,!concentrating!on!whiskey!an!(sic)!soda,!burra!and!choka!pegs”!(ibid.).!Hendry’s!observation!that!he! never! “ate! any! vegetable! grown! above! the! ground”! complies! with!contemporary! Western! medical! instruction! however! it! can! also! be! evaluated!through!an!Orientalist!prism!as!autochthonic!items!were!avoided!(ibid.).!Coward,!referring!to!“Alexander!and!Nagel,!the!enfants!terrible!of!the!party”!wrote,!“Like!all! fast! bowlers! on! the! subcontinent! they! sought! solace! in! more! than! an!occasional!chota!peg!and!religiously!changed!from!beer!to!whiskey!the!moment!they!changed!for!dinner”!(1990,!105–06).!Coward!later!comments!that,!“whisky!for! the! fever”! was! a! common! team! cry! and! Tarrant! rewarded! the! team! with!ample!supplies!of! spirits!under! the!guise!of! its! consumption!providing!medical!benefit! (1990,!107).!Coward!observes!that!Alexander!and!Nagel! took!delight! in!commandeering!the!alcohol!rations!from!the!teetotallers!on!tour!(ibid.).!Despite!increased!medical!research!into!the!potential!detriment!of!alcohol!to!good!health!
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(Pauly! 1994,! Roiblatt! and! Dinis! 2004)! and! social! activism! which! drove! the!temperance!movement!and!led!to!prohibition!in!the!USA,!it!is!interesting,!yet!not!altogether! surprising,! that! Tarrant! in! the! midU1930s! was! still! encouraging!“whisky!for!the!fever”!(Coward!1990,!107).!!Oxenham! noted! that,! despite! promoting! the! consumption! of! alcohol,!Tarrant!became! frustrated!with! its! abuse!as! following!a!week!of! intense! social!activities! the! standard! of! fielding!was! atrocious! (January! 13,! 1936).! Tarrant! is!reported!to!have!suspended!excessive!socialising!and!alcohol!consumption,!as!he!wished!to!win!the!“Test”!against!the!All!India!team!(ibid.).!Oxenham,!one!of!the!few!nonUdrinkers!observed!that!“one!is!expected!to!drink!the!whole!time,!and,!of!course,!this!does!not!suit!me.!‘But,’!they!say,!this!is!nothing!to!what!you!will!get!later! on;! they'll! be! simply! pouring! it! down! your! necks! as! the! tour! progresses.!Fortunately,! there!are!also!plenty!of!cool!soft!drinks!available,!Bert!and! I!have,!been!able!to!keep!our!heads!above!water!—!a!rather!apt!expression!”!(November!25,!1935).!Hendry!wrote!about!the!pressure!to!consume!alcohol!placed!upon!his!host,!Mr!Purdy,!as!a!member!of!the!colonial!class:!“He!was!a!teetotaller!but!was!always!served!with!ginger!ale!in!a!whisky!glass.!I!used!to!say!to!the!native!butler,!what!about!giving!our!host!a!drink.!He!would! look!at!me!hautily! (sic)! replying!‘my!sahib!doesn’t!drink’.!He!must!have!been!exceptional!amongst!the!Britishers!(sic)! not! only! in! Bombay! but! also! throughout! the! country”! (n.d.).! Evidently,!alcohol!abstinence!was!to!be!ridiculed!as!Hendry!humorously!taunts!the!butler!that!his!employer!doesn’t!consume!alcohol.!The!Englishman! is!cognisant!of! the!pressure! to!consume!alcohol!and!deviously!adheres! to!cultural!expectations!by!drinking!ginger!ale!in!a!whisky!glass.!!At! times,! the! Australian! team! also! tired! of! alcohol! excess.! Despite! the!
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proliferation!of!material!revealing!that!the!1935/36!cricketers!spent!much!of!the!tour! overUindulging,! evidence! of! restraint! also! exists.! Oxenham! alluded! to!pressure! to! imbibe! and! described! the! extensive! social! activities! where! the!players!were!expected!to!attend!multiple!functions.!He!observed!that!“they![the!hosts]!are!very!hurt!if!you!do!not!have!a!‘spot’!or!two!at!everyplace”!(December!16,!1935).!Hendry!also!observed!that!the!team,!adhering!to!the!prescribed!role,!felt!pressure! to!drink.!He!described! the! final!night! in!Bombay:! “Music,!dancing!and! drinks! were! on! but! I! could! neither! eat! nor! drink! and! poured! my! beer!surreptitiously! into! the! numerous! flowerpots! about”! (n.d.).! This! rejection! of!alcohol! late! in!the!trip!may!be!interpreted!as!a!changing!palate,!however!it!can!also!be!symbolically!viewed!as!discarding!the!conventions!of!the!Raj!in!favour!of!Indian!customs.!!Alcohol!consumption!was!considered!an!idiosyncratic!trait!of!the!colonial!class!and!individuals!who!defied!the!stereotype!were!treated!with!suspicion!and!contempt.! Hendry! observed! that! Alexander! was! billeted! to! stay! in! one! of! the!smaller!provinces!with!a!British!bachelor!who!had!a!reputation!of!being!“a!heavy!drinker! and! playboy”! (ibid.).! Hendry’s! host! expressed! sympathy! with! Harry!Alexander.! However! Hendry! assured! his! host:! “Don’t! worry! about! ‘Bull’! (his!nickname)!I! told!him,!he!will!come!out!on!top.!Sure!enough,!Harry!took!his!car!and! drove! around! visiting! our! other! guests! after! his! host! had! fallen! asleep”.!Seemingly!the!Australians!were!at!times!prepared!to!admonish!the!English!traits!of! alcoholism! and! excess.! This! anecdote! reveals! the! Australians’! propensity! to!challenge! and! defy! the! colonial! paradigm! that! identifies! their! reputation! as!rebellious! trailblazers! and! is! evidence! of! a! changing! equilibrium.! This! thesis!argues!that!at!times!the!cricketers!demonstrate!their!disapproval!of!the!colonial!
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Figure(6.5:(Menu(for(function((Calcutta(1935).(Ryder(archive(!!Figure!6.5!is!a!menu!located!in!the!Ryder!archive!and!utilises!the!words!“Cricket!Team”!as!a!visual! tool! to!reveal!what! food!would!be!consumed.!Employing!this!design!element!differentiates!the!menu!from!others!and!possibly!identifies!it!as!a!less!official!event.!Highly! formal!events!would!not!employ!unorthodox!creative!design! in! fear! that! it!may!be! interpreted! as! deriding! the! occasion.! The!menu’s!French!is!grammatically!incorrect!with!a!notable!absence!of!diacritical!marks,!for!example! “Diner”! should!be!Dîner! and! “Cafe”! should!be!Café.! The!menu!uses!an!incompatible!mix!of!French!and!English.!Although!no!team!commentary!on!the!evening!has!been!located!there!would!inevitably!have!been!complaints!about!the!presence! of! Tortue' (tortoise)! on! the! menu.! Likewise,! the! Australian! Board! of!
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Control!would!have!objected!to!the!cricketers!being!called!the!“Australia!Cricket!Team”.!The!menu!is!unlike!others!and!demonstrates!the!rebellious!nature!of!the!cricket!tour,!the!liberalisation!of!the!period!and!the!loosening!ties!with!Britain.!!! A!culturally!revealing!document!from!the!Bill!collection!is!a!seating!plan!for! a! dinner! held! at! the! Poona! Club! in! late! January! 1935.! The! seating!arrangement!exposes!the!rigid!hierarchy!that!informed!all!aspects!of!cultural!life!in! colonial! India.! The! invitees! and! their! placement! suggest! the! multifarious!objectives!of!the!dinner.!The!event!functioned!as!a!crossUcommunal!social!melee!where!elitist! social! interaction,!with! the!resultant!beneficial! outcomes,!was! the!primary!objective.!According!to!the!rigid!social!class!structure!the!112!guests!are!listed! indicative! of! their! rank! and! importance.! TwentyUfive! invitees! sit! on! the!main! table,! on! the! stage,! including! Jack! Ryder! and! Frank! Tarrant.! The! captain!and! team!manager!are! the!only!Australians! seated!on! the! table,! the! remainder!are!predominantly!British! civil! and!military!dignitaries! and! four!notable! locals!including! cricketer! Professor! Deodhar,! the! Maharaja! of! ‘Partapgar! (sic)’!(according!to!Hendry,!“the!most!important!guest”),!the!Chief!of!Jath!and!Mr!Shete!(a! name! indicating! he! belonged! to! the! Brahmin! caste).5!Hendry’s! observation!that!the!Maharaja,!in!the!presence!of!numerous!British!dignitaries,!was!“the!most!important! guest”! reveals! that! the! Australian! cricketers! did! not! pay! homage! to!conventional!and!widely!accepted!British!colonial!delegations!of!social!authority!(n.d.).!Deodhar!and!the!Chief!of!Jath!played!for!the!Maharashtra!team!against!the!Australians! at! Poona! (Roy! 1947,! 51–52).! The! inclusion! of! Indians! on! the!principal!table!is!indicative!of!a!relaxation!in!racial!segregation.!Near!the!bottom!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!Incorrect!spelling!of!Indian!names!was!most!likely!generated!by!British!staff!at!the!various!cricket!clubs!and!suggests!that!checking!such!detail!was!unimportant.!!
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of! the! seating!plan!and!placed!on! the!outer! tables!are! the!unheralded!younger!Australian! players! and! numerous! unmarried! women,! identified! by! the! title!“Miss”.! The! Poona! Club! provided! a! strictly! devised! and! inflexible! hierarchical!environment,!however!it!ironically!enabled!the!Australians!the!opportunity!and!freedom!to!fraternise!with!the!single!women.!Professor!Deodhar!(1892–1993),!seated!on!the!head!table!at! the!Poona!club,!is!a!largely!uncelebrated!yet!significant!contributor!to!cricket!in!the!earlyUtwentieth! century! as! an! aggressive! batsman! and! a! courageous! captain!characterised! by! his! intense! nationalistic! philosophy! (Bose! 1990,! 127–28).!Exhibiting!enormous!batting!potential,!yet!marginally!too!old!when!India!played!its! first! Test! match! in! 1932,! he! missed! out! on! Test! participation.! Deodhar!authored!the!March'of'Indian'Cricket,!which!has!proven!to!be!invaluable!to!this!research!as!a!primary!source!providing!a!contemporary! Indian!perspective!on!colonial!cricket!and!its!correlation!with!bourgeoning!nationalist!sentiment.!The!preface!to!the!book!optimistically!proposed!that!cricket!“will!be!rejuvenated!in!the!new!era!of!Indian!freedom”!(1948,!v).!Deodhar!was!critical!of!the!communal!competition,!with!its!inherent!and!divisive!factionalism,!and!argued!vehemently!that! cricket! should! operate! according! to! a!meritocratic! and! egalitarian!model.!Nandy! attributes! the! lack! of! recognition! of! Deodhar’s! contribution! to! Indian!cricket!as!due!to!his!refusal!to!pay!homage!to!the!aristocratic,!upper!class!and!western! connections! (2000,! 79–85).! Deodhar’s! presence! at! the! Australian!cricket!function!may!refute!Nandy’s!theory!that!he!wouldn’t!kowtow!to!cricket!society!however!possibly! the!Australian!emphasis!of! the!event!encouraged!his!participation.!The!determined!Deodhar!was!pragmatic!in!his!approach!to!cricket!and!despite!philosophical!objections!he!realised!that!he!needed!to!acquiesce!to!
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the! prevailing! powerbrokers! to! achieve! his! objectives.! Deodhar! was! an!instrumental! figure! in! assisting! the! transference! of! cricket,! “a! national!institution”,! from! the! traditional! custodians,! the! British,! into! the! hands! of! the!locals!where! it! facilitated! “social!mobility! for! the! lowly!and! the!downtrodden”!and!became!a!defiant!“affirmation!of!democratic!principles”!(Nandy!2000,!83).!It!would! be! nice! to! think! that! dinner! conversation! in! Poona! involved! Deodhar!speaking! to!Tarrant!and!Ryder!about!his!hopes! for! the! trajectory!of! cricket! in!India!and!the!Australians!involvement!in!the!exercise.!
Food(and(drink(as(celebration(of(victory(Traditionally! alcohol! is! consumed! to! celebrate! a! sporting! victory! and! to! assist!team!building.!A!populist!view!of!Australian!identity!portrays!alcohol!and!sport!as! entwined! entities! and! sportsmen! who! decline! alcohol! are! treated! with!scepticism.! Contemporary! folkloric! narratives! about! alcohol! excess! and!celebration!are!embodied!in!an!Australian!stereotype!typified!by!cricketers!such!as! Shane!Warne!and!David!Boon!and! tales!of! their!unbridled,! sometimes! epic,!consumption!of!beer.!Despite!his!unrivalled! talent!with! the!cricket!bat,!Donald!Bradman! was! considered! unUAustralian! when! he! elected! not! to! join! his!colleagues! in! postUvictorious! celebratory! drinks! at! the! bar.! J! and! S! Edelheim!observe,! “We! were! also! fascinated! by! the! connection! drawn! between! being!Australian! and! heavy! alcohol! consumption,! and!wondered! if! the! opposite,! not!consuming! alcohol! or! consuming! it! in! a!moderate!way,!would! be! regarded! as!‘unUAustralian’”! (2011,! 25).! The! Australian! cricketers! on! tour!would! not! have!given!any!consideration!to!whether!their!alcohol!intake!or!abstinence!and!their!attitude! to! the! Indian!curries! they!consumed!correlated!with!national! identity.!However,!these!attitudes!are!revealing!of!the!cricketers!perspective!to!the!game!
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(Jack! Ryder,! in! a! letter! to! his! wife,! requests! that! she! keeps! track! of! the!photographs! and! curios! that! he! sends! home,! emphasising! the! importance! of!these!objects! to!him!personally:! to!evoke!memories!and! to!authenticate!events!(December!9,!1935).!Likewise,!prior!to!departure,!Ron!Morrisby!was!presented!a!Kodak! Junior! 620! revealing! societal! pressure! to! fulfil! the! tourist! narrative!through! documenting! the! tour.1!Within! the! context! of! this! thesis! the! images!function! as! vital! evidence! enabling! insight! into! the! cultural! discrepancies! the!cricketers’! encountered! and! reflect! their! candid! perspective! to! the! social! and!racial! politics! of! the! tour.! Stevenson! critiques! the! role! of! the! photograph! in!relationship! to! British! soldiers! stationed! in! a! colonised! region! of! China! and!writes,!“They!wished!to!send!back!these!pictures!of!themselves,!both!exotic!and!familiar,! to! remind! their! families! and! lovers! of! their! continued! existence! –! to!replace! themselves! in! facsimile! in! their! home! setting”! (2011,! 142).! The!Australian! cricketers! on! tour,! in! India,! are! documented! in! “exotic”! (see! figures!7.3,! 7.4,! 7.6,! 7.7! and! 7.9)! and! “familiar”! (see! figures! 7.2! and! 7.8)! settings! or! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!The!camera!case!was!inscribed:!‘To!Ron!Morrisby!from!members!and!supporters!of!Bellerive!C.C.!28.9.35”.!
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convoluted!combination!of!both!(ibid.).!This!chapter!uses!the!visual! theories!of!Lydon! (2010)! to! argue! the! potency! of! the! image! and! its! capacity! to! provide! a!subjective! representation! of! events.! The! photographs! reveal! the! players’!intensely! ambiguous! response! to! colonial! experiences,! in! particular! to! the!cultural!practice!of!bigagame!hunting,! to! the! representation!of!Oriental!women!and! to! the! role! of! mystical! magic.! These! themes! invite! a! broader! cultural!interrogation!to!argue!that!the!cricketers!objected!to!colonial!protocols!and!did!not! conform! to! the! expectations! of! touring! white! cricketer.! This! chapter!endorses! the! role! of! photographic! analysis! as! a! methodology! as! the! images!concisely! illustrate! the! ambiguity! of! the! players’! colonial! experience! and! in!collaboration!with! their! prose! present! a! faithful! rendition! of! their! attitudes! to!their!Indian!experiences.!!Some!images!pay!homage!to!the!cricketers’!ethnographic!encounters!with!the!Other!as!a!highly!exoticised!cultural! collision.!Simultaneously!other! images!portray! a! familiar! British! setting! yet,! as! argued! by! Bhabha,! the! players! locate!defects! in! trying! to! emulate! home! in! an! Oriental! setting! (2012,! 121–31).! The!cricketers’! attitudes! to! these! environments,! both! the! exotic! and! the! familiar,!were! changing! as! through! their! Indian! experience! they! embraced! a! more!nuanced! and! learned! perspective! to! racial! politics! and! cultural! identity.! This!chapter!details!the!intersection!of!tourism,!photography!and!sport!by!critiquing!the! Australians’! response! to! a! colonial! paradigm! that! did! not! replicate! the!expectations! of! visiting! white! cricketers.! An! analysis! of! the! tour! images,! as! a!divergence! from! the! stockastandard! tourist! gaze,! segues! into! a! discussion! on!colonial! fantasy! and! gender! representation! of! Oriental! stereotypes.! The!Australian!cricketers’!response!to!clichéd!gender!stereotypes!of!the!East!reveals!
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that!they!were!partially!seduced!by,!yet!increasingly!dubious!of,!the!legitimacy!of!the!highly!sexualised!colonial!imaginary.!The!Australians’!ambivalence!to!British!colonisation!and! support!of! Indian!nationalism!and! racial! inclusion! is! revealed!through!the!process!of!documentation.!
Photographic(reportage!The! various! archives! contain! official! team! portraiture,! journalistic! action!imagery! and! subjective! snapshots! taken! by! the! cricketers.! These! distinctively!different! genres! of! photography! encompass! diverse! objectives! and! are!conclusively! aesthetically! distinctive.! The! snapshots! enable! insight! into! the!subjectivity!of! the! imageamaker!whereas!the!formal! images!depict! the!occasion!yet!can!be!limited!in!the!messages!they!transmit.!Official!tour!photographs!were!circulated!amongst!team!members!to!celebrate!and!commemorate!the!occasion,!however!these!were!sanctioned!images!and!therefore!the!cricket!authorities!held!jurisdiction! over! what! was! portrayed.! Identical! images! are! located! in! various!players’! archives,! highlighting! the! reproducible! nature! of! the! photographic!process,!while!the!personal!snapshots!are!customarily!oneaoffs.!Locating!imagery!eighty!years! later—in!family!albums,! in! frames!and! in!shoeboxes—!reflects! the!prestigious! reputation! of! the! tour! to! the! individuals! (and! the! ensuing!generations)!and!celebrates!the!potency!of!the!photographic!medium.2!Photography! is! an! intensely! subjective! process:! image!making! does! not!solely! replicate!what! is! visible! in! the! camera’s! viewfinder.! The! photographer’s!choice! of! composition,! editing,! lighting! and! supplementary! text,! along! with!technical! aspects! such! as! shutter! speed! and! aperture! are! coded!messages! that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Likewise,!written!manuscripts!reinforce!pride!in!being!involved.!Tellingly,!Bill!titles!the!chapter!in!his!memoir!on!the!tour:!India,#The#Greatest#Tour#of#all#(1936–88).!
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constitute! extensions! of! the! degree! of! emotional! attachment! to! the! subject!matter! (Wigoder! 2001,! 51).! The! photographs! provide! a! rare! and! previously!unobtainable!glimpse!into!the!everyday!cultural!life!and!practice!of!the!tour!that!delivers!a!subjective!representation!of!the!cricketers’!reality.!Jane!Lydon!uses!the!term! “unmediated! testimony”,! which! aptly! applies! to! the! imagery! critiqued! in!this! chapter:! the!photographs!are! raw!and! intuitive!unlike!some!of! the!written!commentary! of! the! tour! (2010,! 240).! The! images! are! predominantly! taken!outside,!using!an!ambient!light!source.!Photographic!accessories,!such!as!a!flash,!do!not!impede!the!process!and!the!images!demonstrate!an!instinctive!pointaandashoot! approach.! The! images! are! not! preaimagined! nor! consciously! contrived;!they! represent! an! intuitive! response! to! a! moment! in! time.! The! images! are!personalised! and! the! photographer! as! novice! is! apparent.! The! key! images!capture! the!dynamics,! cultural! relations! and! the!nature!of! the!mise9en9scène! in!ways! that! other! historical! sources! haven’t! and! reveal! a! deeper! level! of!identification!that!goes!beyond!customary!tourist!documentation.!!
 The! role! of! the! viewer! is! integral! to! the! photographic! analysis! as! the!observer!occupies!a!receptive!role!and!disseminates!the!imagery!in!a!subjective!manner.! In! 1936,! auteur! film! director! Alfred! Hitchcock! observed! that! when!“watching! a! wellamade! film,! we! don’t! sit! by! as! spectators;! we! participate”! (as!quoted!in!Manlove!2007,!83).!The!role!of!the!active!viewer!applies!equally!to!the!1935/36!photographs!as!the!potency!of!the!response!elicited!by!the!images!has!in!many!ways!gained!currency!over!time.!Despite!the!images!portraying!a!frozen!historical!moment,! our! knowledge! of! subsequent! Indian!history,! race! relations!and! the! dissolution! of! the! British! Empire! impact! the! way! we! interpret,! and!collaborate!with,!the!events!documented.!!
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! Hendry’s!manuscript!refers!to!a!treasured!miniature!alabaster!version!of!the! Taj!Mahal! “with! electric! light! attachments!which! could! light! up! the! entire!building”! that!he!purchased!on!his! Indian! sojourn,! revealing! the! importance!of!physical!mementoes!(n.d.).!Hendry!observed,!“I!had!it!for!years!until!my!dear!old!Aunt! aged! 95! who! stayed! with! 20aodd! years,! broke! it! whilst! dusting”! (ibid.).!Ignoring! the!gender! stereotype! that!his! aged!aunt!was! still! responsible! for! the!dusting! at! ninetyafive! years! of! age,! the! diminutive! object,! just! like! the!photographs,!served!for!years!as!a!physical!reminder!of!the!experience!and!the!event.! Through! observing! the! miniature! Taj! Mahal,! Hendry! is! constantly!reminded!of!his!Indian!experience!and!after!his!elderly!aunt!broke!it,!it!ceased!to!function!as!a!faithful!prompt!that!the!experience!had!taken!place.!Photographic!imagery,!like!the!miniature!model,!eulogises!the!destination,!the!tourist!narrative!and!the!experience!itself.!The!object!operates!like!memory,!paying!homage!to!the!event! however,! unlike! memory,! the! physical! representation! of! the! narrative!cannot!be!altered.!Sontag!observes:! “Ultimately,!having!an!experience!becomes!identical!with!taking!a!photograph!of!it,!and!participating!in!a!public!event!comes!more!and!more!to!be!equivalent!to!looking!at!it!in!photographed!form.!That!most!logical! of! nineteenthacentury! aesthetes,! Mallarmé,! said! that! everything! in! the!world! exists! in! order! to! end! in! a! book.! Today! everything! exists! to! end! in! a!photograph”!(2008,!24).!!! Macartney’s!perspective!on! the! relative!worth!of! a! reproduced! image! in!comparison! to! a! firstahand! experience! differs! from! that! of! Sontag.! Macartney!wrote,!“Most!readers!have!seen!pictures!and!photographs!of!the!Taj!Mahal,!and!while! they! portray! it! perfectly,! they! cannot! compare! with! even! one! fleeting!chance!by!human!eyes”!(February!20,!1936).!Concurring!with!Macartney,!Benei!
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notes! the! findings! of! Walter! Benjamin! regarding! the! displacement! of!“sovereignty!caused!by!cinema:!the!origin!of!visual!representation!did!no!longer!matter! since! a! technological! device! enabled! its! infinite! reproduction,! albeit! an!imperfect!and!less!permanent!copy!of!itself!“!(2008,!90).!The!merit!of!the!value!of!photography!compared!to!a!firstahand!account!is!open!to!interpretation!however!the! exhaustive! documentation! by! the! cricketers! reveals! that! they! revered! the!process,!and!the!subsequent!collation!of!the!imagery,!as!it!verified!the!experience.!The! images!provide!an! intensely!personal! insight! into! the! cricketers,! and! their!experience,! revealing! their! convoluted! attitudes! to! the! political! and! racial!dynamic! they! encountered! and! to! the! changing! political! landscape.! However!despite! their! ambiguity! their! empathy! for! the! subject! matter! is! evident! and!exceeds!the!typical!exchange!embedded!in!the!tourist!gaze.!
Photographic(trophies!Imagery! located! in! the!cricketers’!archives! illustrates! the!cultural! collision! that!took!place!and!emphasises!the!1930s!fascination!with!the!Orient!as!a!culturally!elitist! subject! of! study.! Voyeurism! played! a! significant! role! in! colonial!photography!with!the!tourist!observing!and!recording!the!exotic!customs!of!the!East.!Marino!observes! the!desire! “to!demonstrate! that!Said’s! study! is!based!on!the! idea! that! images! and! text! are! equally! significant! in! the! formation! of! a!discourse! on! the! oriental! difference”! (2013,! 763).! Tourism! and! photographic!documentation! are! associated! entities,! critiqued! by! numerous! photographic!theorists!(Chalfen!1979,!Cohen!et!al.!1992,!Urry!1992,!Haldrup!and!Larsen!2003,!Engmann!2012,!Marino!2013!and!Sontag!2008).!Sontag,!in!her!widely!influential!collection! of! essays! titled!On#Photography,! evaluated! photography! as! a! critical!and!theoretical!construct!and!proclaimed!that!“taking!photographs!fills!the!same!
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need!for!the!cosmopolitans!accumulating!photographatrophies!of!their!boat!trip!up! the!Albert!Nile! or! their! fourteen!days! in!China! as! it! does! for! loweramiddleaclass!vacationers!taking!snapshots!of!the!Eiffel!Tower!or!Niagara!Falls”!(2008,!9).!Sontag’s,! somewhat! cynical,! assessment! accurately! reflects! the!portrayal!of! the!tourist,!armed!with!a!camera,!as!a!recurrent!stereotype!in!popular!culture!which!could! apply! to! the! Australian! cricketers.! However! the! images! from! the! tour!identify!a!deeper!level!of!engagement!with!the!subject!matter.!The!cricketers!are!paid!employees!(as!are!their!Indian!counterparts)!and!their!images!demonstrate!an! authentic! affinity! and! respect! between! the! cultures.! Starenko! cites! On#
Photography! as! being! “one! of! the!most! extraordinary! events! in! the! history! of!photography! and! cultural! criticism”! (1998,! 6).! The! commensurate! elevation! of!the! photographic! medium! instigated! contentious! and! vehement! debate! by!scholars! and! imageamakers! alike.! Zuromskis! observes! that,! “snapshot!photography!has!begun!to!take! its!place! in!the!cultural!and!aesthetic!history!of!the!nation”!(2008,!428).!The!accessibility!of!photography!placed!the!snapshot!in!a! new! realm! that! was! critiqued! intellectually! and! academically! in! a! fashion!previously!unfathomed.!!
Sport(photography(and(visual(theory(Unfortunately! photographic! analysis! has! been! largely! overlooked! as! a!methodology!to!interrogate!sport!yet!it!plays!a!pivotal!role!in!this!investigation!of!the!1935/36!Australian!cricket!tour!of!India.!Huggins!and!O’Mahony!observe!the! paucity! of! photographic! analysis! in! sporting! studies! (2011,! 1089–1104).!They! argue! that! “it! was! only! a! few! years! ago! that! historians,! most! especially!those!of!the!modern!and!early!modern!period,!still!clung!rigidly!to!text,!too!often!treating! visual! images! with! reluctance! or! even! condescension”! (2011,! 1091).!
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!!Figure!7.1! is! a! formal!group!portrait!of! the!Australian! side!and! the!opposition!team! following!a!day’s!play! in!Ahmedabad.!The!match!was! the! fourth!game!of!the!tour!and!the!Australians!won!easily:!Ryder!scored!his!first!century!in!India!and! Leather! and! Mair! bowled! superbly! (Roy! 1947,! 46–47).! Close! inspection!reveals! that! the! image!does!not! conform! to! a! highly! formal! orchestration! as! a!lack!of!attention!to!detail!can!be!observed;!the!unclean!floor!is!one!such!example.!!The! group! portrait! (figure! 7.1)! portrays! the! cricketers! and! cricket!administration!staff!wearing!an!array!of!Europeanastyle! clothing! that!does!not!denote! hierarchy.! Ironically,! the! only! ethnically! influenced! attire! is! a! taqiyah#worn!by!Australian!Jack!Ellis!(fifth!from!the!right!in!the!back!row).!He!wears!the!headwear! with! his! Western! conforming! jacket! and! tie,! revealing! a! degree! of!cultural! hybridity.! The! Australian! and! the! Indian! cricketers! wear! a! disparate!combination!of!sporting!apparel;! some!wear!nonauniform!blazers,!others!wear!official! blazers,! ties! are! optional! and! an! array! of! neckerchiefs! are! evidenced.!Visually!the!costuming!of!the!players!and!the!officials!is!interchangeable;!they!do!
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Figure! 7.2! depicts! the! densely! populated! crowd! outside! the! ground! at!Ahmedabad!revealing!the!popularity!of!the!event!and!the!tour.!Ryder,!no!doubt,!included!the!image!in!his!collection!as!proof!of!the!popularity!of!specifically!the!match!but!broadly!the!tour!as!well.!The!urban!landscape!is!typically!Indian!in!a!stereotypical! fashion! and! possibly! what! the! Australians! expected! they! would!encounter—crowded! and! chaotic—yet! contrary! to! cliché! there! is! apparent!order! within! the! disorder.! The! camera! as! a! tool! of! surveillance! captures! all!activity.! It! is!hard!to! imagine!where!the!photograph!was!taken!considering!the!elevated! camera! angle.! In! some!way! the! image! can! be! viewed! as! a! tool! of! the!British!as!this! image!seemingly!represents!hegemony.!The!clarity!of!the! image,!the!fine!grain!of!the!print!and!the!depthaofafield!suggest!it!was!not!taken!by!the!Australians! [it! is! distinctively! different! from! the! snap! shots]! nor! does! it!represent!an! Indian!pointaofaview.! It!has!a!distinctly!British!quality!and!within!the! argument! of! this! thesis! this! represents! an! alternate! and! detached!perspective.! The! photographer! is! removed! from! the! event! and! controls! and!editorialises!from!a!comfortable!distance.!!The!crowd!comprises!a!cultural!and!social!mix!of!Indians!with!Europeans!notably!absent.!Some!women!are!identified!in!the!image.!The!Newcastle#Morning#
Herald# and# Miners'# Advocate! reported! that! 15,000! cricket! fans! attended! the!match!and!the!crowd!included!“500!ladies”!(November!14,!1935).!Commentary!on! the! number! of! women! at! the! match! suggests! that! their! interest! in,! and!attendance! at,! the! game!was!uncommon!and! their!presence! indicates! cricket’s!embrace,!and!promotion,!of!gender!inclusion.!The!mode!of!transportation!to!the!ground!varied!from!prestigious!European!cars!to!horseaandabuggies!yet!there!is!no!evident!class!differentiation.!Inevitably!some!fans!would!have!walked!to!the!
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ground! or! ridden! bicycles.! The! crowd! is! seemingly! diverse! and! random,! not!controlled!by!rules!of!codification.!!Figures! 7.1! and! 7.2! identify! religious! and! social! cohesion! that! was!uncommon!in!strictly!codified!and!hierarchal!lateacolonial!India.!The!British!are!noticeably!absent! in! figure!7.2.!The! images! reveal!a! fluidity!and! flexibility! that!does!not! conform! to! the! reputation!of! the! stringently!hierarchical! rigidity! that!defined! colonial! India,! as! argued! by! Cannadine! (2001,! 41–57).! Seemingly! by!1935/36,! and! within! the! presence! of! the! Australians,! the! inevitability! of! the!dissolution!of!an!intensely!hierarchical!structure!in!India!was!evident.!!Sontag! identifies! an! inherent! contradiction! in! the! photographic!process!and! deduces! that! the! camera! functions! as! a! buffer! between! the! photographer!and! the! subject!matter! (2008,! 10).! In! a! sense,! the! process! of! image!making! is!motivated!by! the!photographer’s! desire! to! acquire! an! affinity!with! the! subject!yet! the! photographic! act! generates! a! barrier.! Cohen! et! al.! (1992)! evaluate! the!ambiguous! relationship!between! the!photographer!and! the!subject! through!an!interrogation!of!the!union!and!the!nature!of!the!social!exchange.!They!question!whether!the!photographer! incurs!“any!obligation!toward!the!photographee! for!the! latter’s!assent! to!be!photographed?”!(1992,!215).!The!authors!conclude,! “If!the!answer!is!positive,!then!the!question!that!comes!to!the!fore!is,!what!are!the!appropriate!rewards!for!taking!a!photograph!as!conceived!by!the!participants!in!the! interaction?”! (ibid.).! The! motivation! of! the! Australian! cricketer! as!photographer! and! his! relationship! with! the! Indian! subjects! is! articulated!throughout!the!image!production!and!is!critiqued!in!the!following!discussion.!!Engmann! observes! that! colonial! imagery! operated! as! “a! ‘tool! of! the!empire’ and!a!technology!of!both!representation!and!power”!(2012,!46).!The!act!
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of! taking! a! photograph! reinforced! not! just! the! process! of! creating! a!representation! of! a! scene! or! event! but! also,! the! highly! politicised! power!dynamic!inherent!in!the!imageamaking!(and!the!colonial)!process!(ibid.).!A!close!examination! of! a! photographic! image! reveals! the! triangular! relationship!between! “the! photographer,! subject/object,! and! viewer,! which! suggests! the!motivational!forces!behind!the!production!of! images,!simultaneously!assuming!its!influence!on!content!and!form”!(ibid.).!The!representation!of!the!tourist!in!a!position!of!hegemony!is!explored!by!Urry!who!coined!the!term!the!“tourist!gaze”!(1992,!172–85).!However!Haldrup!and!Larsen!evaluate!the!hegemonic!position!of!the!tourist!in!a!more!compromising!fashion!and!observe!the!active!function!of!the! “shooting! gazer”! in! a! role!where! collaboration! between! the! photographer!and!the!subject!is!inherent!(2003,!24).!The!photographer!derives!“pleasure!from!performing! and! narrating! alternate! identities! and! ways! of! being! together! in!other! places”! (ibid.).! Dohmen! merges! both! theories! and! attributes! tourist!documentation!as!simultaneously!enabling!both!“proximity!and!distance”!in!the!tourist!experience!as!evidenced!by!the!tour!photographs!(2012,!160).!!Tourist! photography! commonly! occupies! the! space! of! the! snapshot,!defined!by!Zuromskis!as!“an!amateur!form!of!imageamaking,!requiring!little!or!no!photographic!skill!on!part!of!the!photographer”!(2009,!53).!Chalfen!defines!the!objective!of!the!tourist!snap!as!preserving!the!experience!and!authenticating!the! cultural! exchange! (1979,! 437–39).! Similarly! Sontag!writes,! “A! photograph!passes!for!incontrovertible!proof!that!a!given!thing!happened.!The!picture!may!distort;! but! there! is! always! a! presumption! that! something! exists,! or! did! exist,!which!is!like!what’s!in!the!picture”!(2008,!5).!Hendry,!for!example,!recalled!the!excitement!of!a!hunt!where!he!killed!a!boar,!“watching![their]!bullets!hitting!him!
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!!At!the!time,!some!tourist!photographers!viewed!the!documentary!process!as!an!act! of! cultural! collaboration! to! achieve! a! position! of! ethnic! affinity! with! the!country.!Alloula!disputes!the!contention!and!identifies!tourist!image!making!in!the!Orient,! in! the!early! twentieth!century,!as!being! fraudulent!and!argues! that!the!photographer!could!only!acquire!an! inadequate! “pseudo!knowledge!of! the!colony”!(cited!in!Stevenson!2013,!302).!Stevenson!identifies!the!significance!of!the! colonial! postcard! however! the! same! contention! could! support! an!interrogation! of! the! broader! photographic! process! and! its! role:! “photography!was!seen!as!an!effective!method!of!record!keeping”!and!as!a!result!was!“elevated!to!levels!of!high!significance!in!the!colonial!imagination,!as!an!objective!method!for! the! representation! of! the! colonies! and! their! peoples”! (ibid.).! Stevenson!elucidates! that! the! photographic! technique! was! utilised! as! “a! means! of!
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classifying,! homogenizing! and! controlling! Indian! life”! (ibid.).! The! tourist!photograph! sought! to! tame! strange! new! places! and! solidified! a! consciously!constructed!image!of!Indians!as!racially!inferior!(ibid.).!Figure!7.3!can!be!viewed!in! light! of! Stevenson’s! critique! as! the! image! depicts! an! uninhabitable! (by!Western!standards),!rustic!(possibly!impromptu)!Indian!barbershop!scene!with!a!local!being!shaved.!The!shaver!holds!the!face!of!the!gentleman!being!shaved;!the! razor! is! precariously! positioned! on! his! face! and! his! eyes! suggest!apprehension!of!the!routine!activity.!However!there!is!a!hint!of!theatricality!in!the! image! and! his! anxiety! may! be! a! constructed! fabrication! as! the! subjects!perform! the! expected! subaltern! role! for! the! tourist! photographer.! The!photographer!(most!likely!Ryder)!documents!a!space!that!he!is!not!invited!into;!he! remains! an! outsider! (physically,! linguistically,! economically,! socially! and!culturally)!to!the!routine!event!transpiring!inside!and!therefore!the!concept!of!cultural! collaboration! has! failed.! It! is! difficult! to! determine! who! holds! the!authority! in! the! captured! moment.! The! photographer! caught! the! intimate!domestic!moment!possibly!without!the!compliance!of!the!subject!matter!yet!in!many! ways! they! seemingly! control! the! situation.! They! control! access! to! the!room.!The!beaming!faces!of!three!of!the!subjects!suggests!they!are!relaxed!with!the! situation! and! even! somewhat! amused! by! the! apparent! discomfort! of! the!photographer.! If! the! photographer! stepped! oneafoot! forward! the! separating!barrier!between!the!inside!and!outside!world!would!not!be!visible.!However!he!elects! to! include! the! boundary! as! a! compositional! element! to! imply! that! a!physical! barrier! separates! the! white! cricketer! from! the! indigenous! subject!matter! or! possibly! he! is! too! intimidated! to! enter.! The! photographer! chose! to!document! this! hierarchical! cultural! scene! emphasising! that! as! a! voyeur! he!
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Figure!7.4#conforms!to!the!aesthetics!and!semiotics!of!iconic!representations!of!India! yet! ambiguities! and! contractions! are! evident.! A! convoluted! power!dialogue! is! played! out! as! typically! the! white! man! (the! imageamaker)! is! the!viewer! (the!controlling!participant)!and! the!black!men,!as!objects!of! curiosity,!are! viewed! as! passive! objects! subservient! to! the! white! man’s! authority.!However! the! inherent! roleaplaying! is! subverted! in! the! image! and! depicts! the!Indians!as!actors,! involved! in!a! commercial! transaction.!They!are! cognisant!of!the!appeal!of!exoticism!and!seemingly!orchestrated!the!contrived!construction!for! Western! expectations! (Sampson! 2000,! 30).! The! Indians! are! immediately!identified! by! signals! of! visual! difference:! skin! colour,! costume! and! cultural!symbolism.!Leather!identified!the!Indian!gentleman!as!a!“wizard”!suggesting!he!possessed! magical! powers! adhering! to! rhetoric! that! placed! the! Asian! in! an!unworldly!realm!or!at!least!one!diametrically!opposed!to!Leather’s!sensibilities.!The! depiction! of! India! as!mysterious! and!mystical!was! supported! by! popular!representations!of!the!native!population!as!superstitious!and!deceptive!(Lamont!and!Bates!2007,!324).!Marino!references!the!presence!of!“timeless,!stereotypical!characters”,! usually! portrayed! in! a! clichéd! fashion! as! exotic,! physically! and!intellectually!inferior,!and!could!aptly!apply!to!the!“wizard”!in!the!image!(2013,!762).! Postacolonial! analysis,! such! as! scholarship! by! Said! (2003)! views! these!representations!as!hackneyed!and!consciously!appropriated.!! Figure!7.4!has!faded!over!time,!with!the!canary!no!longer!visible,!however!the!caption!informs!us!that!a!canary!once!existed!and!we!can!visualise!the!bird!fluttering!in!the!hands!of!the!turbaned!gentleman.!The!image!was!taken!in!Agra!at! the!home!of! the! tourist!magnet,! the!Mughal!mausoleum,! the!Taj!Mahal.! The!monument!was!a!significant!feature!on!the!tourist!trail.!The!gentlemen!pictured!
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were!involved!in!the!tourist!industry!and!were!most!likely!financially!rewarded!to! reinforce! a! historically! dubious,! highly! artificial,! clichéd! perception! of! the!Orient!to!the!white!tourist.!The!central!figure!performs!for!the!photographer!and!the!figure!to!his!right!seemingly!observes!passively!yet!his!body!language!mimics!the! central! figure! (his! head! is! tilted! at! a! similar! angle! to! the!wizard’s! and! his!arms! duplicate! the!wizard’s! action).! The! bystander! is! involved! in! the! act.! The!wizard!defiantly! looms!over!the!photographer!and!stares!determinedly!into!his!eyes!and!controls!the!activity!and!the!response.!!! MacCannell! examines! this! concept! of! “touristic! consciousness”! (1973,!589–603).!His!hypothesis!posits! that! the!Western! tourists’! primary!motivation!for! travel! is! a! quest! for! an! authentic! experience.! However! he! observes! that!inevitably! the! touristic! experience! is! destined! to! fail,! as! only! a! fabricated!fictitious! experience! is! possible,! imbued! with! an! aura! of! superficiality.! The!tourist!experience!is!ambiguous.!Reality!is!convoluted,!as!the!Australian!players,!and!other! tourists!alike,!noadoubt!questioned! the!authenticity!of!much!of!what!they! experienced! yet! remained! compelled! by! it—either! as! an! idealised,!theatrically!reconstructed!fantasy!or!as!a!reliable!reflection!of!Indian!culture,!but!most!likely!an!amalgam!of!the!two.!MacCannell!(1973),!Urry!(1992)!and!Taylor!(2001! 8–24)! interrogate! the! concept! of! staged! authenticity! and! its! correlation!with! the! tourist! experience.! The! interplay! between! fact! and! fiction! dominates!figure! 7.4.! Primary!material! reveals! that! the!Australians’!were! questioning! the!credibility! of! the! supposed! authentic! cultural! experiences! and! the! following!discussion!locates!that!they!did!not!respond!to!the!assumed!appeal!of!Indian!in!a!prescribed!fashion.!!! Hendry!does!not!describe!the!scene!with!the!wizard!in!Agra!yet!he!does!
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detail!a!similar!cultural!encounter!(or!theatrical!representation)!at!the!Gateway!of!India!in!Bombay.!The!Gateway!was!one!of!the!last!IndoaSaracenic!creations!of!the!Raj,!“where!snake!charmers!invite!you!to!stroke!cobras!that!pop!out!of!their!baskets!when!they!play!on!their!musical!instruments”!(n.d.).!Hendry!sensuously!observed!that!“these!deadly!cobras!have!skin!like!velvet”!however!as!argued!in!this! thesis! Hendry’s! observations! are! delayed.! He! observes! the! nature! of! the!cobra’s!skin!yet!possibly!could!not!remember!how!he!responded!to!it!at!the!time.!Ryder,! in! a! letter! to! his! wife,! also! discussed! the! snake! charmers! although,! in!typically!pragmatic!fashion,!he!is!not!seduced!by!the!mystic!charm!of!the!Eastern!practice.! From! the! Taj! Mahal! Hotel,! Ryder! wrote! of! his! irritability:! “Every!morning!outside!our!bedroom!those!blessed!snake!charmers!start!blowing!those!pungi’s.!You!know!that!bagapipe!thing!as!used!in!the!Bengal!lancers”!(December!9,!1935).!Ryder!is!referring!to!the!1935!film!Lives#of#a#Bengal#Lancer,!a!globally!popular,! awardawinning! film! staring! American! idol! Gary! Cooper.! Ryder!described! the! Eastern! cultural! practice! by! comparing! it! with! a! cinematic!representation;!both!were!equally!fictitious.!Situating!the!Eastern!custom!within!the! highly! accessible! cinematic! medium! dissipated! its! threatening! nature.!Oxenham! also! expressed! his! disapproval! of! snake! charming! and! criticised! the!ethnic! practice! (November! 25,! 1935).! In! his! customarily! earthy! fashion,!Oxenham! observed! that! the! cultural! custom! gave! some! of! the! team!members!“the! creeps”! (ibid.).! Typically,! Oxenham! is! belligerently! critical! of! Eastern!customs! and! makes! no! attempt! to! engage! in! or! be! seduced! by! them.! The!cricketers’!disengagement!with!the!fabricated!tourist!experiences!identifies!their!defiance!of!their!expected!role!as!visiting!white!cricketing!tourists.!!Westerners! have! historically! expressed! disdain!with! superstitious! Indian!
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cultural! practices.! However,! defying! cultural! stereotypes,! the! (selfaassumed!rational)!white!man!was!not! always! immune! to! the! influence!and! seduction!of!Eastern! culture.! Chambers! states! that! highly! regarded! English! cricketer! C.! B.!Fry’s! long! association! with! Ranji! encouraged! him! to! be! tolerant,! and! even!observant,! of! Eastern! mysticism! (2002,! 169–70).! However! this! susceptibility!resulted! in! the! longstanding! friendship! between! the! two! being! severed! (ibid.).!Chambers! observes! that! “Fry! was! a! lifelong! believer! in! the! supernatural,! and!according! to! his! biographer! he!was,! rather! bizarrely,! convinced! that! an! Indian!had!cast!a!spell!over!him”!(2002,!169).!Chambers!asserts!that!“It!was!not!the!first!time! that! someone! from! India! had! tried! to! undermine! his! mental! health:! he!claimed!that,!while!working!for!Ranji!in!Geneva!in!the!early!1920s,!a!rival!Indian!prince!had! given!him!poison! to!unhinge!his!mind.!Whether!or!not! this!was! an!effect!of!his! illness,!which! lasted!almost! six!years,! it!nonetheless!alienated!him!from!Ranji”!(ibid.).!Patel,!likewise,!challenged!the!stereotypical!representation!of!cultural! difference! by! revealing! that! empirically! proven! science! was! replacing!kismet! in! Indian! rationale! (1905,! 163–64).! However! superstition! such! as! the!black! cat! as! an! omen! of! bad! luck! still! prevailed.! Patel! observed! of! the! Parsi!cricketer!and!his!acquisition!of!Western!traits:!The!transformed!cricketer!is!a!believer!in!science!and!less!in!Kismet.!He!has!learnt!the!obvious!relation!between!cause!and!effect.!When!he!is!hit!he!does!not!blame!his!luck,!as!in!the!olden!days,!but!traces!it!to!the!bad!pitch.!When!he!is!beaten!he!does!not! invoke! the! aid! of! angels,! believing! now! that! the! gods! help! those! who! help!themselves.!Superstition,!however,!tinges!every!branch!of!sport!still;!the!passing!of!a!black!cat!whilst!the!game!is!in!progress!is!regarded!by!some!as!a!bad!omen.!Now,!too,!the!Indian!player!understands!the!intricacies!of!the!game’!(1905,!163–64).!Bill!experienced!Indian!magic!at!the!Patiala!palace!as!described!in!an!article!he!
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authored!for! the!Sunday#Dispatch! that! illustrated!the!dynamic!between!Eastern!mysticism!and!Western!rationality! (Tarrant!1918–51).!This! text! is!pertinent! to!the!interrogation!of!this!chapter!as!it!combines!the!theme!of!photography!as!an!ultimate! tool! of! authentication! (“far! exceeding! the! human! eye”)! within! the!context! of! the! cultural! exchange! that! occurred! throughout! the! tour! (ibid.).! Bill!observed!that!the!players!“were!anxious!to!see!the!famous!Indian!Rope!Trick,!but!though![they]!saw!many!other!marvelous!(sic)!rope!tricks!the!one!in!which!a!boy!climbs!up!a!rope!and!disappears!was!not!among! them”!(ibid.).!Bill! reiterated!a!story! told! to! him! by! a! “distinguished! European! resident”!who! claimed! he! had!seen!the!trick!and!secretly!taken!a!photograph!of!it!that!proved!its!fraudulence.!The! photograph! revealed! the! truth:! “The! conjurer! was! shown! sitting! on! the!ground,! and! no! sign! of! rope! or! boy! was! visible”.! The! article! concluded,!“Apparently,! though! the! wizard! had! mesmerized! the! onlookers! into! believing!that! they!saw!a!boy!climb!a!rope!and!disappear! into! the!sky,!he!was!unable! to!mesmerize! the! camera.! The! boy! and! rope! had,! in! fact,! been! imagined! by! the!audience”.!This!anecdote!adds!currency! to! the!discussion!of! the!photograph!as!validation!and!to!the!exotic!portrayal!of!India!by!the!Anglo!community.!!
Colonial(pastimes(!Ceremonial!functions,!operating!on!a!strict!adherence!to!protocol,!were!integral!to! Indian! cultural! life! and! operated! according! to! an! inflexible! hierarchal!structure! (Cannadine! 2002,! 41–57).! Although! the! royal! households! emulated!British! customs! and! practices,! political! sentiment! encouraged! indigenous!conventions! to! be! introduced! to! cultural! life! in! the! twentieth! century.! This!chapter! argues! that! bigagame! hunting,! as! a! British! cultural! symbol! of! the!nineteenth! and! twentieth! centuries! enabled! a! form! of! interaction! between! the!
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British!and!the!locals.!Bigagame!hunting!was!an!exclusively!privileged!enterprise!that! provided! interaction! between! the! Indian! elite! and! their! British! Raj!counterparts.!This!highly!hierarchal! cultural!pastime! is! closely! critiqued!as! the!Patiala! family! and! the! British! Raj! historically! employed! it! to! facilitate! an!environment!where! political,! cultural! and! commercial! interaction! between! the!elites! of! the! Empire! was! promoted! and! encouraged.! However,! akin! to! other!cultural! practices! in! colonial! India,! primary! evidence! reveals! that! when! the!Australian!cricketers!encountered!shooting!they!tired!of!observing!fealty!to!the!custom.!Although,! as!previously!noted,!Hendry!nominates!bigagame!hunting!as!one! of! the! reasons! he! joined! the! tour,! the! team! found! aspects! of! the! elitist!cultural! practice! tiresome,! fraudulent! and! outmoded! within! the! context! of! an!increasingly!nationalistic!environment.!!In!an!article!subtitled!“Shoot!to!Kill!”!Oxenham!described!a!duck!shoot!on!the! Ana! Sagar! Lake! that! occurred!when! a! cricket!match! finished! prematurely.!Oxenham!observed!that!“shooting! in!these!parts! is!great!sport,!but!talk!of! tiger!hunts! in! the! Jungle! later! on! leaves!me! quite! cold.! They! say! there's! nothing! to!worry! about,! all! you! have! to! do! is! to! shoot! to! kill,! and! that's! all! there! is! to! it”!(December! 3,! 1935).!Oxenham’s! lacklustre! opinion! of! the! prospect! of! shooting!big! game! does! not! conform! to! colonial! expectations! and! identifies! him! as!somewhat!of! a!Western!maverick.!The! recommendation! to! “shoot! to! kill”! does!not!fill!the!reader!with!the!confidence!that!political!and!cultural!stability!existed.!The!colonial!enterprise!dictated!that!the!cricketers!were!expected!to!participate!in!game!hunts!on! tour,!as! it!was!an!elitist! symbol!of! cultural/racial! interaction!and! colonial! success.!However! a! close! analysis! of! the! imagery! (figures! 7.5,! 7.6!and! 7.7)! and! a! textual! analysis! of! the! primary! material! reveal! that! although!
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impressed! by! the! extravagance! and! luxury! of! shooting! the! Australians! located!faults! in! it! as! a! cultural! practice.! By! the! 1930s,!members! of! the! Indian! royalty!were!also!tiring!of!colonial!practices!and!a!shakeup!of!cultural!life!and!hierarchy!was!to!ensue.!The! Indian! royal! families! favoured!games! that! comprised!an!element!of!danger,!where!victory!could!be!perceived!as!a!manifestation!of!“personal!glory,”!which! led! to! the! popularity! of! the! hunting! and! massacre! of! animals! as! a!privileged! pastime! (Bose! 1990,! 44).! By! the! end! of! the! nineteenth! century,!hunting! had! become! enormously! popular! and! was! viewed! “as! a! sport! with!proper!rules!of!practice,!or!hunting!codes,!to!which!ideas!of!fairness!were!central”!(Hussain! 2012,! 1223).! The! British! perceived! the! killing! of! animals! as!representing!hegemony!over!opposing!regimes!“who!dared!to!get!in!the!way!of!Britain’s! imperial! conquest”! (Sramek!2006,!661).!The!massacre!of! animals!and!the!associated!ceremonial!activity!adhered!to!a!strictly!constructed!hierarchy.!!! !
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!
Figure(7.5:(Lunchtime(scene(during(shooting(expedition((India(1935/36).(Alexander(archive((!!Networking! and! politicking! frequently! took! place! at! sporting! events! in! India,!especially! at! bigagame!hunts! in! the! nineteenth! and! twentieth! centuries.! Figure!7.5!portrays! the!Australians!on!their! lunch!break!during!a!shooting!expedition.!Although!ostensibly!framed!as!a!recreational!occasion,!the!image!illustrates!the!Indian! royalty! and! the! British! elite! involved! in! intense! conversation! that!potentially!involved!negotiating!business!deals!or!plotting!political!ventures.!The!casual! atmosphere! of! social! intercourse! conversely! facilitated! dialogue! of!strategic!political!and!economic!magnitude.!No!primary!evidence!confirms!what!was!being!discussed!on!this!occasion!however!the!intensity!of!the!body!language!
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1935/36).(Leather(archive(!!The!hunting!and!massacre!of!animals!by!the!indigenous!rulers!of!colonial!India!and!the!British!colonialists!has!been!critiqued!as!a!hegemonic!demonstration!to!reinforce!man’s!superiority!over!the!untamed!beast.!Hussain!describes!it!simply!as!a!profound!“struggle!for!control!over!nature”!(2012,!1212).!The!symbolism!of!hunting!animals!was!not!new,!as! the!Mughals!had!engaged! in! the!exercise!as!a!symbol! of! kingship! (Sramek! 2006,! 660).! Hussain! identifies,! and! justifies,! the!extermination! as! necessary! to! protect! the! vulnerable! Indian! locals! from! the!tyranny!of!the!humanaeating!tiger!(2012,!1213).!The!inherent!risks!in!opposing!a!wild! and! untamed! animal,! for! whatever! reason,! resulted! in! the! victor! being!attributed!with! superlative! traits! of! unheralded! courage,! bravery! and! heroism!which,! within! the! context! of! the! Empire,! acquired! a! profoundly! romantic!sensibility.! Patel! praised! the! “Parsee! tiger! slayer!Mr.! Kotwal,! who! shot! over! a!
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hundred! tigers,! not! from! machans! but! on! foot,! and! died! from! the! injuries!received!when!mauled"!(1905,!5).!3!The!Australian!cricketers!also!reference!the!strength!of!the!wild!animal!yet!the!semiotics!of!figure!7.6!do!not!conform!to!the!idealised! reputation! of! the! bigagame! hunts! as! prescribed! by! the! colonial!imaginary.! Likewise,! Bill’s! second! last! entry! (March! 11,! 1936)! illustrates! the!power!struggle!between!man!and!beast! in!a! typically! convoluted! fashion!as!he!describes!an!encounter!with!wild!animals!held!in!captivity!at!MoinaudaDowlah’s!private!zoo.!Employing!aggrandised!prose,!Bill!noted,!“Here!we!came!face!to!face!with!huge!panthers! and! lions,! only! a! few!bars! separating!us! from! their! savage!jaws”! (ibid.).! The! article! reveals! that! the! animals! were! rather! too! close! for!comfort:!“One!of!the!team,!in!an!unguarded!moment,!turned!his!back!too!close!to!one!of!these!cages!whereupon!his!coat!was!badly!ripped!by!two!big!paws!which!came!through!the!bars,!and!just!scratched!his!back!–!a!lucky!escape”!(ibid.).!This!conforms!to!the!stereotypical!traveller!narrative!where!an!encounter!with!a!wild!animal!was! considered!mandatory! to! represent! a! true! colonial! experience! but!like!many! circumstances! on! tour! the! experience!manifests! as! an! unconvincing!form!of! the!colonial!expectation.!Bill!does!not!name!the!player! involved,!which!may! suggest! some! shame! and! embarrassment.! Primary! material! reveals! that!some!of!the!cricketers!were!disappointed!by!the!paucity!of!their!encounters!with!wild! animals! and! when! such! a! meeting! did! transpire! it! was! in! the! regulated!environment!of!the!MoinaudaDowlah’s!zoo.!It!is!problematic!to!analogise!the!symbol!of!the!valiant!conqueror!with!the!Australians! in! figure! 7.6.! Alexander,! Mair,! Bryant,! Bert! Tarrant! and! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!A!machan!is!a!platform!erected!in!a!tree,!used!originally!for!hunting!large!animals!yet!is!now!used!for!watching!animals!in!wildlife!reserves.!
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professional!player!Frank!Warne,!are!photographed!with!a!tiger!skin.4!The!image!is!devoid!of!women—not!particularly!unusual!in!tour!imagery—and!all!the!men!are! demonstratively! masculine! as! signified! by! their! clothing! and! physicality.!Prankster,!Bert!Bryant! lies!parallel!below!the!wild!animal!with! the!beast’s! face!positioned!immediately!above!his.!The!expressions!on!the!faces!of!the!gentlemen!suggest! they! are! greatly! amused! by! the! shenanigans! taking! place.! They! all!address! and! perform! for! the! camera,! consciously! contriving! a! narrative! and!orchestrating!how!the!tour!will!subsequently!be!memorialised!and!remembered.!They!have!autonomous!control!and!determine! their! role!as!active!participants.!They! ridicule! the! imperial! tradition!of! a!photograph!being! taken!of! a!deceased!animal! as! an! act! of! triumphant! nationalistic! rhetoric! or! as! a! demonstration! of!masculine! selfaidentity.! This!mockery! is! not! the!only! example!of! the! cricketers!deriding! British! customs! in! colonial! India.! Sramek! describes! the! “curious! late!Victorian! and! Edwardian! spectacle”! of! being! photographed! next! to! a! deceased!carcass! as! a! symbol! of! the! “successful! conquest! of! Indian!nature”! (2006,! 659).!The! cricketers! appear! to! be! ridiculing! the! imperial! custom! where! a! deceased!animal!symbolises!a!trophy.!Despite!the!apparent!jesting!and!the!cynicism!of!the!participants! towards! the! imperial! practice,! Hendry! revealed! that! the! players!were! eager! to! acquire! trophy! heads! and! skins! and,! when! they! couldn’t! shoot!their! own,! they! requested! them! from! the! generous! and! obliging! Maharaja! of!Pratapgarh! (n.d.).! Hendry! observed,! “Half! a! dozen! of! our! team! had! asked! and!received!tiger!skins!from!His!Highness!–!they!cost!eighty!pounds!each!–!and!were!asked!for!as!though!requesting!a!cigarette!from!a!pal”.!The!prestige!of!returning!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!Australian!born,!Frank!Warne!(1906–94)!played!first!class!cricket!in!four!continents.!Travelling!as!a!professional!he!spent!two!cricket!seasons!in!India!while!he!coached!a!local!side!(Bill!January!15,!1936).!Due!to!the!illness!and!injury!to!the!Australian!team!he!played!for!them!in!the!match!against!Southern!Punjab!(January!5–7,!1936).!!
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home! with! a! trophy! skin! was! embedded! in! tourism! culture! and! colonial!hierarchy,!however!the!kudos!usually!correlated!with!the!capture!of!the!animal.!Douglas! Jardine! missed! the! 1933! Christmas! party! hosted! by! the! mayor! of!Calcutta,!Mayor!S.!K.!Basu,!electing!instead!to!try!his!hand!at!shooting!“the!pride!of! the! Indian! forest”,! the! tiger! (Guha! 2002,! 215–16).! Unfortunately! he! did! not!shoot! the! Gwalior! tiger! and! was! humiliated! on! hearing! that! his! cricketing!colleague! C.! S.! Marriott! had! been! successful! (ibid.).! The! prestige! of! shooting!formed!its!own!hierarchy!and!resulted!in!jealously!and!competiveness!between!citizens!of!the!Empire!yet!the!Australians!in!the!image!do!not!pay!homage!to!the!colonial!practice.!Ranji! was! so! enamoured! by! shooting! that! he! designed! a! “moveable!shootingabox”!for!use!in!the!Indian!jungles!(Evening#News!January!9,!1908).!The!camouflaged! box! was! meticulously! constructed! so! it! could! be! disassembled,!transported!by!train!and!then!placed!on!a!trolley,!where!it!would!be!pulled!to!the!desired!location!either!by!elephant!or!oxen.!The!box!would!remain!in!situ!until!the!prey!grew!accustomed!to!it!and!then!the!recreational!shooter!would!take!up!position! in! the!box.!As!was!customary!with!all! the!prince’s! toys,! the!aesthetics,!design! and! cost! were! paramount! and! the! article! reveals! that! the! box! was!decorated!in!a!“Queen!Anne!style”!(ibid.).!The!article!concludes,!by!observing!the!luxury!of!the!shooting!box,!noting!that!“the!sofas!can!be!converted!into!beds,!and!writing! bureaus,! bridge! tables,! and! comfortable! chairs! are! provided,!while! the!floor! is!parquet,! covered!with!Persian! rugs”! (ibid.).! The! finances,! planning! and!preparation!involved!in!Ranji’s!shooting!jaunts!reveal!its!importance!as!an!elitist!cultural!pastime!in!colonial!India.!! Hendry’s! manuscript! identifies! changing! ethical! attitudes! to! the!
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recreational! massacre! of! animals! during! the! 1930s! as! a! new! public!consciousness!challenged!the!shooting!of!animals.!Hendry!noted!that!the!Nawab!of!Bhopal!had!“shot!so!many!tigers! that! the! thrill!had!gone!out!of! it! so!he!now!photographed! them! in! the! jungle!and!showed!us! films!within!50!yards!of!huge!beasts”! (n.d.).! This! is! revealing! commentary! on! the! Indian! ruler’s! changing!priorities! and! ethical! perspective;! tiring! of! recreational! shooting,! he! employed!new!technologies!to!collaborate!with!the!wild!animals!rather!than!orchestrating!their! demise.! Electing! to! cinematically,! rather! than! literally,! shoot! the! animal!indicates!a!new!perspective!to!affluence,!sportsmanship!and!shooting.!The!royal!embraced! modern! technology! as! a! symbol! of! prestige! and! had! the! available!finances! to! facilitate! the!hobby.!Hendry!paid!homage! to! the! inherent!danger!of!filming! the! animal! in! such! close! proximity! and! applauded! the! bravery! of! the!Nawab!in!a!similar!fashion!to!the!way!in!which!the!killers!of!these!animals!were!previously! revered.! Figure! 7.6! depicts! the! enthusiastic! embrace! of! the! new!technology!in!the!early!twentieth!century:!within!the!frame!a!camera!is!evident!suggesting! that!documentation!was! routine!which,! reinforces! the!photographic!process! as! an! important! tool! of! authentication.! Woollacott! describes! the!photographic!process!as!the!highly!desirable!“manifestation!of!modernity”!(1997,!1009).! The! reproducible! nature! of! photography! as! an! infinite! act! is! unlike! the!practice! of! shooting! (and! killing)! animals! where! once! success! is! achieved! it!cannot!be! repeated.!The!act! of!photographing!wild! animals,! rather! than!killing!them,!was!not!embraced!by!all!the!royal!families;!primary!material!reveals!that!many!royals,! including! the!Patiala! family,! remained!seduced!by! the!shooting!of!animals!and!its!inherent!psychological!symbolism!and!correlation!with!the!racial!and! social! hierarchy! of! colonial! India.! The! reputation! of! game! hunting!was! in!
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transition!and!the!Australian!tourists!were!likewise!challenging!it.!! Echoing! the! colonial! imaginary,! prior! to! arrival! the! players! were!enthralled! by! the! prospect! of! shooting! game! and! were! possibly! counting! the!prey!before!they!landed!in!the!country.!The#Daily#News!outlined!the!importance!of!the!activity!in!the!tour!itinerary:!“No!Test!matches!were!to!be!played!in!India,!but! the! fixtures! included! several! important! games! against! various! provinces.!During! free! days,! cricketers!would! indulge! in! big! game! hunting”! (October! 14,!1935).! The! Maharaja! routinely! changed! the! hours! of! play! to! fit! around! an!extensive! social! agenda! and! during! the! English! tour! of! 1933/34! he! called! an!early! end! to! play! as! he! felt! the!weather!was! too! good! for! cricket,! assessing! it!would! be! perfect! for! shooting! (Cashman! 1980,! 30).! However! much! to! the!players’!disappointment!in!1935/36!they!only!engaged!in!a!duck!shoot!not!a!bigagame!hunt.!!Hendry!described!the!day!of!the!duck!shoot!at!Patiala.!The!entertainment!started! early! when! the! cricketers! were! driven! thirteen! miles! into! the!countryside.! The! Maharaja! didn’t! participate! in! any! activity! modestly! and!utilised!“a!hydroplane!with!an!aeroplane!engine!to!disturb!the!ducks!whenever!they!were!on!the!water”!(n.d.).!The!cricketers!and!other!guests!of!the!Maharaja!were!“given!a!shotgun!and!a!dozen!cartridges!plus!a!bottle!of!beer”,!along!with!“two!servants”!and!were!sent!out!to!enjoy!the!day.!Despite!the!extravagance!of!the!exercise!and! the!best! intentions!of! the! social! schedulers,!Hendry!observed!faults!in!planning!and!wrote,!“Shooting!started!and!after!a!short!time!a!halt!was!called! to! receive! more! cartridges! if! needed! and! to! partake! of! the! liquid!refreshment!–!but!with!all!the!organisation!no!openers!were!provided”.!!Hendry!was!successful!in!shooting!a!duck!but!was!rather!sceptical!of!the!
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visitors((Patiala(1936).(Leather(archive(!!Figure!7.7!functions!as!a!visual!trophy!to!memorialise!the!event!yet!it!is!difficult!to! establish! if! the! birds! or! the! crowd! is! being! showcased;! most! likely! it!represents! the! parallel! between! the! two.! The! welladressed! crowd! is!incongruously! positioned! over! the! dead,! and! noadoubt,!malodorous! birds.! The!European!women! are!dressed! stylishly! and! the! landscape! is!well!manicured—the! scene! is! demonstrative! of! wealth! and! privilege.! The! Maharaja! gifted! the!image!to!the!Australian!cricketers!and!Leather,!acknowledging!the!importance!of!the!photograph!(and!the!event),!wrote!the!names!of!the!players!over!the!image.!This!blackaandawhite!image!is!mounted!on!a!cardboard!backing!and!is!coloured!with! a! strong! sepia! tone.! This! differentiates! this! image! from! others! in! the!collection;! it! reveals! that! the!shoot!was!viewed!as!a!prestigious!event!and! that!
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Figure(7.8:(Australian(group(at(rest((India(1935/35).(Alexander(archive(!!Chalfen!critiques!the!Western!tourist!who!documents!the!exotic!Other!yet!makes!no!attempt!to!assimilate!or!participate!in!the!experience!beyond!demonstrating!a!voyeuristic! fascination! (1979).! Graburn! observes,! “Though! undoubtedly!enchanted! by! the! view! of! God's! handiwork! through! the! pane! of! the! air!conditioned!bus! or! the! porthole,! they!worship! ‘plumbing! that!works’! and! ‘safe’!water!and! food.!The!connection!with! the!unfamiliar! is! likely! to!be!purely!visual!and,!filtered!through!sunglasses!and!a!camera!viewfinder”!(as!quoted!in!Chalfen!1979,!438).!The!Australian!team!partially!adopted!the!role!of!the!timid!tourist!by!remaining! somewhat! removed! from! the! harsh! realities! of! contemporary! India!(see!figure!7.8).!The!image!portrays!an!archetypal!colonial!experience;!white!men!fraternise!over!a! few,! inevitably! imported,!drinks!and!some!convivial!afternoon!conversation.! The! Europeans! are! enclosed! within! a! symbolic! and! geographic!
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area:! a! familiar! masculine! space! and! one! suggestive! of! an! officer’s! mess! in! a!makeshift!military!stockade.!They!are!portrayed!as!civilised!while!the!Indians!are!distanced! from! the! area! in! an! “exotic”! and! subordinate! space!while! remaining!accessible!to!accommodate!the!catering!demands!(Beaulieu!and!Roberts!2002,!5).!!The! contrast! between! the! foreground! and! the! background! showcases!white!man’s!hegemony!and! assumed!authority.! Indian! retinues! enter! the! space!when!they!are!required!to!perform!duties!and!scuttle!back!to!their!domain!when!not! needed.! The! four! Indians! look! at! the! camera! yet! no! apparent! interaction!exists!between!them!and!the!photographer.!The!Indians!do!not!signify!a!collective!group,! as! they! are! not! represented! as! identical! entities,! possibly! reflecting! a!relaxation!of!racial!stereotypes!yet!reinforcing!a!social!hierarchy.!The!gentleman!in!white!wears! traditional! cultural! dress! and! stands! formally! at! attention.! The!gentlemen!to!his!left!do!not!entirely!conform!to!the!Oriental!typecast;!they!wear!Western!suits!and,!despite!standing,!their!body!language!is!relaxed.!One!rests!his!hand!casually!on!his!hip!and!another!touches!his!neck,!possibly!caught!midway!in!the! action! of! folding! his! arms.! In! all! likelihood,! the! three! gentlemen!dressed! in!Western! attire! occupy! senior! roles! compared! with! their! costumed! compatriot.!The! body! language! and! the! semiotics! at! play! powerfully! signify! cultural,! social!and!racial!hierarchies.!!The!image!portrays!the!Europeans!as!casual,!relaxed!and!jocular,!enjoying!a!convivial!hedonistic!gentlemen’s!moment.!The!European!group!sits!while!their!coloured! counterparts! stand.5!The! group! of! cricketers,! and! their! unidentified!white! companion,! address! the! photographer! (most! likely! a! team!member).!The!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!This!gentleman!most!likely!travelled!at!times!with!the!team!as!he!is!located!in!a!few!images.!I!am!unsure!if!he!was!a!visiting!Australian!or!belonged!to!the!British!Raj.!
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composition! of! the! image,! as! orchestrated! by! the! photographer,! forms! a!symmetrical!configuration.!The!four!white!columns!parallel!the!four!Indians!and!form! a! linear! composition,!which! is! diametrically! contrasted!with! the! informal!casual! seating! arrangement! of! the!Australian! group.! The! visual! language! of! the!image!could!be!accurately!critiqued!by!Said!who!defined!the!difference!between!the!Occidental!and!the!Oriental,!“To!be!a!European!in!the!Orient!always!involves!being!a!consciousness!set!apart!from,!and!unequal!with,!its!surroundings”!(2003,!157).! Arguably! the! depiction! of! the! Indian! locals! does! not! entirely! conform! to!Balfour! and! Cromer’s! assessment! of! them! as! “irrational,! depraved! (fallen),!childlike”!(Said!2003,!40).!However!they!are!categorically!viewed!as!“different”!in!everyway! to! their! European! counterparts! (ibid.).! Stevenson! renders! a! slightly!alternate! perspective! when! she! observes! an! interconnectivity! between! “the!public! and! the! private! spheres”,! a! connection! that! she! argues! leads! “to! the!creation! of! ‘imagined! geographies’! and! thus! the! Othering! of! both! peoples! and!spaces!along! the!same!racialized!and!gendered! lines”!(2013,!321).!The! image! is!not!solely!coded!with!racial!messages,!as!a!representation!of!social!hierarchy! is!equally! apparent.! Space! separates! the! Australian! group! from! the! gentleman!smoking! on! the! far! right;! Nagel! turns! his! back! to! him.! This! represents! social!grouping!within! the! colonial! class,! especially! if! the!unidentifiable!gentleman!on!the! far! right! is! British.! The! circular! formation! of! the! cricketers! identifies! their!interdependence!and!connection.!!! ! Figure! 7.8! suggests! that! the! cricketers! were! isolated! from! the! harsh!realities!of! India! in! the!1930s!however! their!writing!observed!and!editorialised!the!social!injustices!they!encountered.!Hendry!stated,!“In!Bombay,!30,000!natives!slept!on!little!mats!every!night”.!His!commentary!then!moved!to!gender:!“It!was!
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pathetic!and!inhuman!to!pass!down!the!‘Red!Light’!street!where!the!women!were!in! cages! like! wild! animals,! priced! according! to! attire!”! (n.d.).! Despite! Hendry’s!undeniable!abhorrence!of!the!racial,!social!and!gender!inequality!of!life!in!India,!the!presence!of!the!exclamation!mark!at!the!end!of!the!sentence!suggests!there!is!an!element!of!seduction!and!even!titillation!associated!with!the!concept.!Hendry’s!terse!observation!reinforces!the!reputation!of!India!and!other!Asian!societies!(for!instance! Thailand)! as! inundated! with! erotic,! sexualized! women! always! on! the!ready! to! offer! promises! of! unfathomable! sex.! Stevenson! describes! it! simply! as!“the!male! colonizers’! fantasy! of! possession”! (2013,! 298).!Hendry! described! the!Viceroy’s! Ball:! “What! a! sight! the! ballroom! was,! with! the! Indian! women! in!magnificently! coloured! saris! and! sparkling!priceless! jewels”! (n.d.).!He!observed!the!aesthetics!and!physicality!of!the!Indian!women:!“The!young!educated!women!are! very! beautiful”.! Bill’s! fascination! with! the! many! wives! of! the! Maharaja! of!Patiala,! the! (foreign)! practice! of! polygamy,! concubinage! and! purdah! is! evident!(March! 4,! 1936).! The! cricketers! observed! these! practices! as! alien! yet! also!intriguing.!Bill!noted!that!like!all!aspects!of!Indian!culture,!women!conformed!to!a!rigid! hierarchy,! “The! pavilion! here! had! a! long! verandah! on! the! first! floor!overlooking!the!ground,!and!from!here!the!wives!of! the!Maharajah!watched!the!game,!protected! from!our!eyes!by!blinds! through!which! they! could! see,!but!we!couldn’t.!Three!of!these,!the!head!wives!A,!B,!and!C,!had!a!better!view!of!the!game!than! the! others,! being! perched! in! the! tower! of! the! pavilion,! while! his! other!women!(no!one!knows!how!many)!and!the!wives!D!to!H!had!separate!portions!of!the!verandah!below”!(ibid.).!!! During!the!game!at!Patiala,!Hendry!noted!his!captivation!with!the!“harem!ladies”! and! confessed,! “I! deserted! the! slips! position! and! fielded! in! the! outfield!
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telling!our!slow!bowler!to!toss!up!some!full!tosses!so!I!chase!and!just!miss!the!ball!on!the!way!past!the!tents,!anxious!to!see!just!who!was!inside.!Believe!me,!there!were! women! of! all! nationalities,! black,! white! and! yellow!”! (n.d.).! He! later!remarked! that! the!Maharaja! of! Patiala! “gave! the! team!a! banquet! and! stated! he!had! engaged! the! best! dancers! in! India! to! provide! dancing! partners! for! us.! My!bearer!whispered!to!me!they!were!women!from!the!bazaar!!”.!Utilising!the!double!exclamation! mark! suggests! that! despite! expressing! his! horror! at! dancing! with!“women!from!the!bazaar”!he!is!somewhat!titillated!by!the!possibility.!This!prose!also!suggests!that!he!formed!a!union!with!his!“bearer”!who!confided!the!identity!of! the!women! to! him.! Seemingly! on! this! occasion,! racial! and! social! codes!were!broken!(as!well!as!the!unconditional!loyalty!of!the!bearer!to!the!Maharaja)!which!reveals! the! breakdown! of! the! established! hierarchy! and! the! position! of! the!Australians!within!it.!Bill!described!a!ball!at!Government!House:!“Here!thousands!thronged! the! huge! ballrooms,! and! the! balconies! presented! a! gay! and! animated!scene,! the!beautiful!dresses!of! the! ladies!mingling!delightfully!with! the!military!uniforms!of!many!colours”!(February!12,!1936).!Bill!is!particularly!seduced!by!the!women!and!elucidates,! “champagne! flowed! like!water! from!a! tap! for! those!who!preferred!drinking!champagne!to!dancing,!but!with!so!many!bewitching!damsels!about,!the!majority!of!our!team!did!not!have!time!to!sample!too!much!champagne”!(ibid.).! Clearly! the! improbable! possibility! of! sex! with! women! piqued! the!Australian!cricketers!fantasies.!!! Hendry! and! Bill’s! commentary! exclusively! pertains! to! Indian! women,!revealing! that! all! women! were! not! considered! equal.! The! cricketers! do! not!evaluate! the! European! women! through! the! same! sensually! curious! eyes.! No!evidence! verifies! that! carnal! encounters! transpired! between! the! cricketers! and!
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the!local!women;!it! is!unlikely!this!was!discussed!due!to!1930s!propriety.!Guha,!however,! does! observe,! “One! chronicler! tells! us! that! this! team! had! their! fill! of!whiskey!on!tour;!I!suspect!they!had!their!share!of!women!too!(they!were,!after!all,!playing!under!Patiala’s!colours)”!(2002,!233).!The!potential!tourist!narrative!for!the! team! and! other!Western! visitors! incorporated,! as! noted! by!Henderson! and!Weisgrau,! “fantasies! about! romance,! decadence,! sensuality,! cruelty,! sex! and! the!unfathomable”!(as!quoted! in!Salazar!2012,!872).!Regarding!the!European!males!fascination!with!the!sexualised!exotic!Other,!Said!reflects!on!the!gender!dynamic!in!the!Orient.!Said!observed:!“Orientalism!itself,!furthermore,!was!an!exclusively!male! province,! like! so! many! professional! guides! during! the! modern! period,! it!viewed!itself!and!its!subject!matter!with!sexist!blinders.!This!is!especially!evident!in!the!writing!of!travelers!and!novelists:!women!are!usually!the!creatures!of!male!powerafantasy.! They! express!unlimited! sensuality,! they! are!more!or! less! stupid!and!above!all! they!are!willing”! (2003,!207).! In! this! reading! the!Australian! team!members! may! have! fantasised! about! Indian! women! as! did! Said’s! travellers!however! research! reveals! it! is! unlikely! that! contact! extended! beyond! distant!admiration.! Cultural! hierarchy! stringently! placed! Orientals,! Europeans,! men,!women,! sportsmen! and! nonasportsmen,! different! castes! and! religions! within! a!strictly!defined!structure.!In!some!ways!the!Australians!defied!these!expectations!yet!the!gender!and!racial!relations!with!Indian!women!were!convoluted.!!! Despite! textual!evidence! revealing! that! the! Indian!women!bewitched! the!Australian!cricketers,!the!photographic!archives!do!not!illustrate!this!sentiment.!Women!are!represented!through!the!tour!text!and!imagery!in!a!vastly!disparate!fashion,! as! Indian! women! are! demonstrably! absent! in! the! images.! Only! three!images!portray!Indian!women.!In!one!image!a!woman!is!photographed!holding!a!
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baby,!in!another!women!are!placed!in!an!agricultural!setting!carrying!vessels!on!their! heads! (see! figure! 7.9)! and! in! the! other!women! are! portrayed! in! an! office!setting.!The!archives!portray!Indian!women!as!mothers!and!agricultural!or!office!workers! which! suggests! the! highly! sexualised! Indian! woman! is! another!unrealistic! representation! of! the! colonial! imaginary.! Figure! 7.9! depicts! three!Indian! women! in! a! plein9air! semiarural! environment.! The! photographer! is!unidentified!but! is!most! likely!Ryder.!There! is!an!apparent!dialogue! transpiring!between!the!photographer!and!the!subjects,!as!the!women!are!consciously!aware!that!they!are!being!photographed.!Yet!they!do!not!appear!to!artificially!perform!in!a!prescribed!manner!as!the!males!do!in!other!images!(see!figures!7.4!and!to!a!lesser! degree! 7.3).! The! women! are! seemingly! caught! naturally! conducting!themselves! according! to! their! usual! routine.! They! are! exposed! in! a! potentially!vulnerable! situation! and! gender!dynamic! yet! their! serenity! reveals! they!do!not!object!to!being!documented!and!are!comfortable!with!the!scrutiny!of!the!imageamaking! process.! The! middle! woman’s! smile! and! eyes! suggest! that! she! is! not!performing!as!an!Orientalist!prototype!but!rather!that!she!is!sharing!a!moment!of!mutual! respect!with! the!photographer,! not! in! a! sexualised! fashion!but!within! a!capacity! of! shared! empathy.! Other! images! illustrate! the! cricketers! fraternising!with! British! women! suggesting! that! it! was! considered! inappropriate! for! the!cricketers! to!befriend! local!women,!beyond!a!discreet!smile,!which!explains! the!absence!of!photographs.!!
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Figure(7.9:(Local(women((India(1935/36).(Ryder(archive(!!The! cricketers,! on! occasion,! locate! faults! in! and! challenge! colonial! protocols,!simultaneously!demonstrating!support! for!the!nationalistic!sentiments!brewing!in! 1930s! India.! The! photographs! decode! the! players’! convoluted! relationship!with! the! subcontinental! culture.! In!many! respects! they! expose!midatwentiethacentury! India! and!Ceylon! in! terms!of! longaestablished! stereotypes! and! literary!myths!buttressed!by! imperial! literary!giants! such!as!Kipling.!Yet!a! closer!more!nuanced!examination!of!key!images!reveals!embedded!anomalous!sentiments!on!the!part!of! the! tourists! towards! their!host! community.!The! images!and!albums!authenticate!and!verify!the!experience!of!the!tour!and!function!to!retell!the!social!and! aesthetic! historical! narrative! of! cricket! and! of! IndianaAustralian! cultural!exchange.! They! also! channel! the! historical! perspectives! of! the! now! deceased!cricketers! in! the! retelling! of! their! experiences! eighty! years! later.! This! is!understood! through! reading! images! that! reveal! a!unique!methodology!with! its!
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!!This!thesis!has!expansively! interrogated!the!Australian!cricketers’!responses!to!the!subcontinent!and!the!shifting!role!of!cricket!in!the!1930s.!Artefacts!belonging!to! the! Australian! players! have! been! comparatively! easy! to! locate! due! to! their!physical!proximity,!access!to!the!cricket!community,!a!heightened!awareness!of!archival! considerations! and! the! relative! political! stability! of! Australia’s!twentiethDcentury! history;! access! to! artefacts! from! the! subcontinent,! although!
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more!difficult!to!achieve,!has!been!enabled!via!research!trips.!Travel!to!Pakistan!in!2015!was!particularly! fruitful!and!significant!private!archives!relating!to! the!tour!of!preDindependent!India!were!located.!This!chapter!will!critique!the!images!and! artefacts! fortuitously! discovered! during! this! expedition.! The! investigation!into!these!has!identified!the!local!cricketers’!perspective!of!the!role!of!cricket!and!their! responses! to! racial! and! social! codification.! It! also! reveals! that! the! Indian!and! Australian! cricketers! were! similar! in! their! desire! to! memorialise! and!remember! the! experience! through! documentation.! Figure! 8.1! concisely!articulates! the! sentiment! located! in! the! Pakistan! archive.! It! depicts! the! Indian!team!in!Lahore!following!their!first!victory!on!tour.!The!image!communicates!the!joy!in!victory!and!the!power!of!sport!to!overcome!adversity.!!The! research! trip! came! about! after! the! author! was! invited! by! the!Australian! High! Commission! and! the! Australian! Federal! Police! to! attend! two!cricket!events:!one!in!Lahore!and!one!in!Islamabad.!The!Fayyaz%Sumbal%Cup!was!held!to!raise!funds!for!Pakistani!police!killed!in!action!and!the!other!event!was!a!match! to! celebrate! the! World! Cup! that! was! taking! place! concurrently! in!Australia.! The! expedition! unearthed! valuable! archives! although,! interestingly,!similar! archives! have! been! noticeably! absent! or! undetectable! in! India.! Such!analysis! is! fraught!with! ethical! issues! however! the! Indian! voice! is! irrevocably!clear!and!for!this!reason!the!chapter!concludes!the!thesis!with!a!clearly!defined!and! unambiguous! appraisal! of! the!messages! embedded! in! the! Indian!material!culture.!!Crucially,! the! photographic! material! located! at! the! Lahore! Gymkhana!Cricket!Club!Museum!and!in!the!archives!of!Indian!players!Mohammad!Nisar!and!Masood! Salahuddin! provides! a! point! of! comparison! with! the! Australian!
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documentation! of! the! tour! as! it! reveals! how! the! locals! memorialised! and!interpreted!the!tour.!The!images!(as!a!physical!representation!of!events)!assisted!the!Indian!cricketers!to!make!sense!of!the!rapidly!changing!political!environment!that! they! were! experiencing! (Mavor! 1997,! 115).! The! photographs! have! also!assisted! the! researcher! to! comprehend! the! experience.! Research! gathered!through!conversations!and!exchanges!with!families!associated!with!the!1935/36!Indian! cricket! team! has! revealed! that! in! many! ways! the! Indians’! experience!shared!similarities!with!that!of!the!Australians.!Both!countries!acknowledged!the!importance! of! victory! yet! viewed! cricket! as! a! conduit! to! facilitate! cultural!harmony!and!racial!cohesion!with!resultant!political!overtones.!So!stereotypes!of!difference,!such!as!Kipling’s!lateDVictorian!imperial!conceit!of!the!incompatibility!of! the! East! and! the! West,! are! undercut! by! the! shared! experiences! and!motivations!of!the!two!opposing!national!cricket!teams!(Kipling!1994,!234).!!Figure!8.7,! located! at! the! Lahore!Gymkhana!Museum! (the! same!print! is!also! located! in! the!Alexander!archive)! celebrates! the! first! Indian!victory!of! the!tour.!The!global!sharing!of!this!print!reveals!that!individuals!from!both!countries!acknowledged!that! it!was!an!image!and!event!worthy!of!acknowledgement!and!commemoration.! Crucially,! the! image! minimises! racial! irreconcilabilities! and!racial! difference! as! both! countries! celebrated! and! commemorated! the! Indian!cricket! team’s! victory.! Despite! the! plethora! of! racial! incompatibilities! and!dissimilarities! that! have! been! located! in! this! thesis,! this! image! celebrates! the!capacity! of! sport! to! surmount! cultural! difference.! This! chapter! critiques! the!significance! of! the! Indian! imagery! and! associated! objects! in! clarifying! the!position! of! the! Australian! tour! in! Indian! cultural! consciousness! and! more!broadly! assesses! the! capacity! of! the! cricket! expedition! to! reveal! political! and!
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archive!!!Figures! 8.1,! 8.2,! 8.3! and! 8.4! are! from! the!Nisar,! Latif! and! Salahuddin! archives!and!differ!from!the!photographs!previously!discussed!in!earlier!chapters!as!the!Indians! occupy! the! primary! position.! Figure! 8.2! depicts! Nisar! and! fellow!batsman!Salahuddin!coming!off!the!field!and!the!elongated!shadows!suggest!that!it! is! at! the! end! of! play.! The! Indian! batsmen! occupy! a! central! position! in! the!composition! and! the! Australian! players! feature! as! subordinate! cast!members.!The!depth!of!field!holds!the!batsmen!in!sharp!focus!and!the!Australian!cricketers!range! from! barely! identifiable! to! indistinguishable! blurs.! Jack! Ryder! can! be!identified!on!the!far!left!of!the!image!and!on!the!right!the!willowy!Nagel!and!the!squat!Macartney!can!be!recognised!(their!physical!disparities!encourage!them!to!
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be! interpreted! as! comedic! light! relief),! unimportant! to! the! narrative! yet!providing! additional! entertaining! visual! dressing.! Seemingly! Macartney! is!desperate!to!keep!up!with!the!long!strides!of!Nagel.!His!swinging!arms!suggest!he! is! moving! hastily.! The! difference! in! height! between! the! two! cricketers! is!inflated!by!the!camera!angle!and!perspective.!The!remaining!Australian!players!form! part! of! the! landscape! and,! just! like! the! trees,! they! morph! into! the!background! and! become! a! decorative! backdrop,! no! more! important! than! the!cricket! devotees! in! the! distance.! The! composition! of! the! photograph! racially!inverts! the!orthodox! images!previously!critiqued! in! the!Australian!archives,!as!the!Indians!dominate!the!landscape.!The!Indian!batsmen!are!central!in!the!image!and! are! in! sharp! focus.! The! centrality! of! the! Indian! cricketers! to! this! sporting!scene,!and!the!visual!subservience!of!the!Australians,!suggests!that!cricket!was!experiencing! a! political! and! racial! restructure! that! preceded! that! of! other!cultural! spheres.! The! Indian! and! Australian! cricketers! adopted! the! liberal!attitude! of! Tarrant! and! the! Maharaja! and! these! images! conform! to! the!progressive!interpretation!of!cricket!demonstrated!throughout!the!tour.!!
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Figure!8.3:!Cover!of!Salahuddin!scrapbook!(Lahore!c1930P1950).!Salahuddin!archive!!!Nisar!competed!against!the!Australian!XI!in!the!four!unofficial!Tests!in!Bombay,!Calcutta,! Lahore! and!Madras! and! in! additional! matches! played! in! Patiala! and!Secunderbad! (Roy! 1947,! 39–81).! In! Lahore! and! Madras,! he! played! alongside!bowler,! Salahuddin! (ibid.).! Salahuddin! also! collated! imagery! to! celebrate! and!memorialise! his! career.! He! pasted! imagery! into! a! scrapbook,! which! enables!viewers! to! observe! his! intended!narrative.! The! photographs! are! supported! by!highly!personalised! text!written!by!him,!which!provides! an!additional! layer!of!conclusive! interpretation.! As!was! protocol! in! scrapbook! construction,! the! first!page! contains! an! image! of! the! book’s! author! (see! figure! 8.3).! Salahuddin! is!portrayed!as!a! respectable!young!man!wearing!a! jacket!and! tie,! conforming! to!the!Western!sensibility!and!the!formality!of!the!era.!The!photographs!inside!the!
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Figure! 8.4! depicts! a! match! in! Madras! and! enables! rare! access! into! an! Indian!perspective! of! the! tour.! The! accompanying! text! is! charmingly! subjective! and!revealing! of! the! occasion! and! the! author.! Echoing! orthodox! photographic!practice,! the! image! authenticates! the! experience,! in! this! case! a! victory.! The!photo!documents!the!last!unofficial!Test!in!Madras,!a!match!won!convincingly!by!the! Indians.!Salahuddin!titled!the!photograph!Struggle%for%Booty!and!the! image!depicts!the!excited!Indian!cricketers!racing!to!acquire!the!stumps!as!a!symbol!of!victory.!Strangely,!the!crowd!in!the!background!sits!calmly!and!does!not!appear!to!be!overawed!by!the!victory!and!the!occasion.!Despite!the!Australian!players’!frequent!commentary!about!the!Indian’s!enthusiasm!for!the!game,!in!which!they!employ!clichéd!rhetoric!describing!an!unbridled!passion!for!cricket,!the!crowd!is!surprising! sedate! (Bill! January! 8,! 1935! &! February! 26,! 1936).! Seemingly! the!crowd!does!not!acquiesce!to!Western!expectations!and!popularDculture!clichés.!Traditionally!the!stumps!are!souvenired!to!celebrate!a!win.!The!stump!and!the!photograph!are!valued!as!trophy!objects!that!verify!the!experience;!this!echoes!the! Australian! cricketers’! acquisition! of! objects! to! validate! an! occasion.!Salahuddin!wrote!down!the!names!of!his!fellow!cricket!countrymen!depicted!in!the! image! identifying!that!he!acknowledged!the! importance!of! the!photograph,!the! event! and! the! individuals’! performance.! Ironically! he! uses! the! word!“struggle”!in!regard!to!the!acquisition!of!the!stump!rather!than!applying!it!to!the!three! days! of! arduous! cricket! played! in! the! heat.! The! Australian! players’!accounts,! in!accordance!with!wider! tourist!narratives,! frequently!reference!the!oppressive!climatic!conditions!endured!in!India!yet!no!mention!of!the!weather!appears!in!the!Indian!descriptions.!!The! photograph,! rich! with! the! symbolism! of! Indian! victory! as! a!
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nationalistic! accomplishment,! also! provides! a! visual! representation! of! the!ground.!The!concept!of!photography!as!a!colonial!tool!of!authority!is!inverted!as!the!photograph!empowers!the!locals!by!depicting!both!the!Indian!cricket!victory!and!the!triumph!of!acquiring!the!“booty”.!It!depicts!a!cricket!scene!that!is!devoid!of!Westerners,!which! visually! implies! the! Indian’s! proprietorship! of! the! game!and! of! cricket.! It! also! suggests! broader! indigenous! hegemony! of! the! political,!cultural!and!geographic!landscape.!The!Australian!cricketers!are!not!present!in!the! frame! revealing! that! they! have! transited! through! the! pictorial! narrative.!Such! an! interpretation! encourages! the! tour! to! be! viewed! as! heralding! the!growing! Indian! appropriation! of! the! game.! The! Australian! cricketers,! as!superfluous!participants!to!the!events!taking!place,!do!not!occupy!a!position!of!racial!hegemony!as!prescribed!by! colonial!hierarchy.!The! image!alludes! to! the!historic! narrative! that! was! to! ensue,! as! the! image! portrays! an! absence! of!Western! figures.! This! final! chapter! argues! that! despite! the! imperial! racial! and!social!hierarchy!that!prevailed!during!the!colonial!period!the!liberal!sentiments!espoused! throughout! the! Australian! tour! signalled! the! cultural! and! political!revolution!that!would!take!place!in!1947.!




Nisar!archive!!!The!list!of!referees!is!impressive!as!it!includes!pivotal!figures!in!the!formation!of!Indian!cricket!and!independently!immensely!important!and!powerful!individuals!in! politics,! commerce! and! industry.! Nisar,! in! the! application,! notes! that! the!references!are!from!“princes!and!gentlemen”!a!statement!that!reveals!the!strictly!hierarchical! nature! of! lateDcolonial! India.! It! is! difficult! to! imagine! that! potential!employers!would! reject!Nisar’s! employment! considering! the! high! calibre! of! the!referees.! Nisar! nominates! his! education,! sporting! prowess! and! the! reputable!
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character! of! his! family! as! reasons!he! should!be! employed.2!An! example! such! as!this! reinforces! the! research! undertaken! by! Cashman,! (1980! 174–91)! who!comprehensively! chronicled! how! cricket! aided! the! potential! employment! of!Indian! players! following! their! sporting! career.! Undeniably! Nisar’s! prospects,! in!the!work!environment,!were!assisted!by!his!superlative!reputation!in!cricket.!!
!
!
Figure!8.6:!Advertisement!for!Bride!of!Frankenstein!(Ahmedabad!1935).!RRRyder!archive!!!The!cricket!programmes,!located!in!the!player’s!archives,!promoting!the!Australia!tour! were! written! exclusively! in! English.! The! presence! of! shabash! in! the!scorecard!critiqued!in!chapter!5!is!a!minor!exception.!Possibly!some!tour!material!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Nisar!was!already!an!exceptionally!experienced!cricketer!having!competed!in!India’s!first!Test!in!1932.!
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was!written!in!Indian!languages!however!examples!haven’t!been!located!in!India,!Pakistan,! Australia! or! Britain,! despite! extensive! research,! so! seemingly! they! do!not!exist.3!However!an!advertisement!for!Bride%of%Frankenstein!written!in!Gujarati!(see! figure! 8.6)! appeared! in! an! English! language! programme! for! the! match! in!Ahmedabad!where!the!Australians!competed!against!the!All!Gujarat!team.!Bride%
of% Frankenstein! was! a! 1935! American! horror! film! starring! Boris! Karloff.!Reviewers! considered! it! a! cinematic! masterpiece! and! commended! the! acting,!production! and! script! yet! contemporary! film! theorists! are! harsher! in! their!assessment! and! critique! the! film’s! semiotics! regarding! “gender,! sexuality! and!race”! (Young! 1991,! 403).! The! advertisement! sits! amongst! articles! written! in!English,! revealing! a! broadening! perspective! evidenced! by! cricket’s! embrace! of!indigenous! languages.! Educated! Indians! were! embracing! their! indigenous!languages! rather! than! English,! which! was! increasingly! viewed! as! a! colonial!imposed! tool! of! control! and! restraint.! The! liberal! and! progressive! nature! of!cinema!and!cricket,!and!the!correlation!between!the!two!is!critiqued!in!chapter!3.!
United!by!cricket!!The! uncaptioned! photograph! (see! figure! 8.7),! located! at! the! Lahore! Gymkhana!Museum! and! in! the! Alexander! archive,! presents! the! scene! following! the! first!Indian!victory!on!the!tour,!at!Lawrence!Gardens,!Lahore!on!January!13,!1936!and!portrays!a! jubilant!group!of!players,! including!representatives!from!both!teams.!The!group!of!players!does!not!congregate!in!a!formalised!rigid!team!composition!as! cricketers! and! administrators! from! both! teams! are! crammed! into! the!photograph.! The! configuration! of! the! personnel! reveals! that! any! hierarchal!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!In!the!early!twentieth!century,!newspapers!and!magazines!were!published!in!English!and!Indian!languages.!!
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Victory! for! the! local! team!was!unexpected.! The!Australian!press! revealed! that!the! Indian! team! was! substandard! due! to! the! fact! that! some! players,! fearing!failure,!made! themselves! unavailable:! “The! Australian! cricketers! appear! to! be!frightening!India's! leading!players.!For!the!third!match!against!All! India,!which!began! at! Lahore! yesterday,! the! Indian! team! was! weakened! by! the! refusal! or!inability! of! good! players! to! take! part.! C! K!Nayudu! said! that! he! needed! a! rest,!Pataudi!is!reported!to!be!ill,!Armanath!is!on!the!injured!list,!Nazir!Ali!is!reported!to!have!been!bitten!by!a!mad!dog,! Jai! finds!himself!unable! to!obtain! Ieave!and!Lall!Singh!gives!no!reason!for!his!absence.!The!result!is!that!Wazir!Ali!is!leading!practically! a! second! team”! (Argus! January! 13,! 1936).! The! article! is! not!completely!accurate!and!is!tinged!with!bias!and!excuses;!the!Indian!players!are!portrayed!as!cowardly!as!the!journalist!suggests!that!they!fabricated!reasons!to!avoid!being!part! of! a! losing! team.!Attributing! the! absence!of! Syed!Nazir!Ali! to!being!bitten!by!a!mad!dog!portrays!India,!and!Indian!culture,!in!a!clichéd!manner!as! hazardous,! uncivilised! and! barbaric.! Syed! Nazir! Ali! was! the! brother! of! the!Lahore! “Test”! captain! Wazir! Ali! and! it! is! questionable! whether! under! the!circumstances!Nazir!would!create!excuses!not! to!play.!The! journalist! identifies!Pataudi!as!one!of!the!many!Indians!who!declined!to!play!but!as!Pataudi!did!not!play! in! any! matches! during! the! series,! including! him! in! this! discussion,! to!highlight!the!fears!of!the!cricketers!and!by!association!the!failings!of!a!nation,!is!prejudicial!and!inaccurate.!!! Figure! 8.7! depicts! the! crowd! and! the! players! of! both! teams! physically!entwined! reflecting! the! camaraderie! shared! amongst! the! combined! playing!group:! Morrisby! places! his! right! arm! reassuringly,! yet! tentatively,! on! the!shoulder!of!Masood!Salahuddin!which!demonstrates!his!culturally!ameliorated!
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perspective! (considering! his! early! reservations! of! Eastern! culture).! Mian!Mohammad!Saeed!places!his!arms!on!the!broad!shoulders!of!Mohammad!Nisar!who!bowled!excellently,!taking!four!wickets.!Even!the!royal!Yuvraj!of!Patiala!is!not! conscious! of! personal! space! and!makes! physical! contact!with! commoners!Ryder! and!Oxenham.!Bryant! opened! the!batting! and! leans! into! the! frame,! and!bulk,!of!Nisar.!Wazir!Ali,! appointed! the!role!of! Indian!captain!on! this!occasion,!jauntily!crosses!his!legs!and!looks!exceedingly!proud!of!his!own!match!winning!performance—! he! top! scored! making! seventyDseven! in! the! first! innings! and!ninetyDtwo! in! the! next—and! the! team’s! victory.! Both! Frank! and! Bert! Tarrant!appear! strangely!unmoved!by! the! event! considering! their! investment! in! it.!On!this! occasion! they! are! outfitted! in! seemingly! incongruous!matching! overcoats,!ties!and!fedoras.!Bert!indulges!in!a!celebratory!cigarette,!as!does!Bryant.!!! ! A! large! crowd! of! men! and! children! congregate! behind! the! players,!clamouring!to!be!part!of!this!momentous!and!historic!occasion.!The!onlookers’!desire!to!be!involved!in!this!highly!successful!sporting!and!cultural!interaction!is!evident.! The! photograph! confirms! Tarrant’s! expectations! for! the! tour:! “The!Australians!had!come!to!India!to!play!cricket.!They!meant!to!enjoy!their!cricket!here,!and!it!was!their!intention!to!try!to!make!their!hosts!enjoy!their!cricket!as!well”! (Tarrant!1918–51).!Bill! described! the! Indian!victory! and! the! subsequent!celebration:!“The!great!crowd!literally!mobbed!the!ground!and!pavilion,!the!last!named!structure,!a!rather!frail!one,!being!in!great!danger!of!being!pulled!down!in! the!general!scramble!and!excitement.!All! the! Indian!players!were!garlanded!with!beautiful!flowers!and!carried!shoulderDhigh!to!the!pavilion”!(February!26,!
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1936).4!Later! in! the!same!entry!Bill!observed! the!players’!exuberance!which! is!evident!in!the!image:!“The!players!themselves!were!so!excited!that!they!kissed!each!other,!an!example!followed!by!many!of!their!followers.!Many!caps,!hats!and!even!shirts!were!lost!in!this!melee,!the!most!enthusiastic!I!have!ever!seen”.!Bill!concluded!by!perpetuating!what!has!become!the!most!enduring!Indian!cultural!stereotype! noting,! “Perhaps! it! can! be! understood! when! it! is! realised! that! the!Indian! people! are! absolutely! ‘cricket! mad’”! (ibid.).! The! Indian! response! is!understandable!given!the!victory!was!the!first!time!the!team!had!won!either!an!unofficial!or!an!official!Test!match!against!an!international!team.!They!had,!after!all,!not!won!any!of! the!previous!encounters!with!the!Australians!and!had!been!defeated!in!the!Test!series!against!England!in!1933/34!where!they!played!three!matches,!losing!two!with!one!a!draw.!!! ! Some! of! the! cricketers! who! represented! India! (either! in! the! unofficial!Tests! or! the! regional! games)! in! 1935/36!would! compete! together! during! the!1936! and! 1946! tours! of! England.! However,! postDpartition,! some! individuals,!pictured! in! the! image! would! belong! to! opposing! national! teams! (India! and!Pakistan)!and!warring!countries!that!would!be!philosophically!and!physically!at!loggerheads!(Keay!2010,!517–60).!!Mohammad! Saeed! did! not! shine! on! his! international! debut! when! he!represented!his!country!in!the!third!unofficial!Test!of!the!series.!Perhaps!he!was!overawed! by! the! occasion! at! Lawrence! Gardens,! making! a! duck! in! his! first!innings,! yet!he! improved!with!a!more! respectable! score!of! twentyDeight! in! the!second! innings.! Despite! the! inauspicious! start! to! his! international! career! he!would!subsequently!feature!prominently!in!Pakistan!cricket.!He!was!nominated!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!A!research!trip!to!Lahore!in!February!2015!can!confirm!that!the!pavilion!is!still!standing.!
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cricket! captain! of! Pakistan! in! 1947,! before! the! team! acquired! Test! status! in!1952.!Age!prevented!him!from!qualifying!for!Test!cricket!in!Pakistan!however!he!played! a! few! international! games! prior! to! ICC! accreditation.! He! was!subsequently! involved! as! an! umpire! and! in! 1954/55! he! adjudicated! the! fifth!Test! against! India.! This! game! did! not! include! any! of! his! 1935/36! teammates!however! Indian! players!who! played! against! the!Australians! in! regional! games!participated!in!this!game!of!national!importance.!PostD1947!interaction!between!the!competing!nations!in!sporting,!political,!military!and!civil!encounters!would!be!marred!by!discord!and!aggression.!Figure!8.7!is!an!image!of!a!group!of!united!countrymen!celebrating!a!sporting!victory.!It!is!a!significant!moment!in!sporting!and! political! history,! as! it! would! never! be! replicated.! The! capacity! of! the!photograph! to! suspend!and!memorialise!historical! transience!and! to! celebrate!the!developing!IndianDAustralian!goodwill!is!celebrated!through!the!production!of!this!image.!!This! chapter! has! analysed! the! archive! of! Indian! cricket! artefacts!pertaining!to!the!1935/36!tour!and!relating!to!the!historic!trajectory!of!colonial!Indian!cricket!that!has!been!located!in!Pakistan.!The!objects!pay!homage!to!the!increasing! Indian/Eastern! proprietorship! of! cricket;! the! improving! onDfield!performances! of! the! Indian! team;! the! potential! for! social! mobility! through!exceptional! cricket! ability! and! the! goodwill! being! nurtured! between! Australia!and!India,!at!the!expense!of!their!relationships!with!Britain,!through!the!cultural!exchange.! In! the! absence! of! living! contributors,! the! Indian! artefacts! have!assisted! an! appraisal! of! the! messages! embedded! in! the! material! culture! that!highlights! the! transience! of! the! political! and! cultural! environment! in! lateDcolonial! India! and! the! potency! of! cricket! itself.! These! artefacts! minimise! the!
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divide! between! the! teams! and! point! to! the! potential! of! sport! as! a! conduit! for!political!and!cultural!unification.!!!
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Conclusion)
)!This!thesis!has!redressed!the!absence!of!the!1935/36!first!Australian!cricket!tour!to! India! from! the! annals! of! sporting! history.! In! doing! so,! it! has! discussed! and!evaluated!why!the!tour!has!seemingly!vanished!from!Australian!popularDcultural!consciousness!and,!to!a!lesser!extent,!is!missing!from!Indian!recollection.!Despite!the!substantial!suite!of!theoretical!literature!on!twentiethDcentury!Indian!cricket!(Bose!1990,!Guha!2002!and!Majumdar!2004)!the!1935/36!tour!is!only!fleetingly!mentioned!and!the!historical!significance!of!the!tour!has!been!underplayed.!For!these! researchers! the! tour! is! largely! viewed! as! inconsequential! to! the! official!canon!of!IndianDAustralian!cricket.!It! has! been! argued! throughout! that! the! tour! represents! more! than! an!idiosyncratic! cricketing! footnote! that! falls! somewhere! between! a! Boy’s& Own!adventure! and! a! crossDcultural! encounter! during! the! interval! between! the! two!world!wars.!This!argument!is!apparent!from!the!historical! interpretation!of!the!experiences! of! the! tour! through! examination! of:! the! interpersonal! relations! of!the! key! figures! (particularly! Tarrant! and! the! Maharaja! of! Patiala);! the! extant!historical! primaryDsource! records,! including! the! ephemera! and! visual! records!that! reveal! a! level!of! cultural! ambiguity!and!exchange! that!belied! stereotypical!depictions! of! the! local! population;! and! also! the!memorabilia! of! the! Australian!touring! party.! From! this! approach! a! more! significant! historical! legacy! of! the!ambiguous! experience! of! the! tour! emerges.! In! fact,! when! viewed! through! the!primary! sources,!materials! and! recollections,! the! tour! can! now! be! understood!not!only! as! the!beginning!of!AustralianDIndian! international! cricket!but! also! as!
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one!nascent!example!of! a! liberal! and! racially! inclusive!episode! in! international!cricket—an!episode!decades!ahead!of!its!time.!In!this!respect!it!is!not!a!forgotten!moment!but!rather!an!historical!outlier!that!pointed!toward!subsequent!events:!the! expansion! of! international! competition! to! include!more! (nonDWhite)! TestDplaying!national!teams!throughout!the!twentieth!century!and!the!recognition!of!the!role!of!cricket!as!a!rallying!point! for! Indian!nationalism!and! independence.!Perhaps!more! immediately! for! the!players,! the! tour! supported! the!unrelenting!and!inevitable!professionalisation!of!the!game.!This!found!its!apogee!over!forty!years! later! when! another! tycoon,! Kerry! Packer,! (in! a! manner! similar! to! the!Maharaja! of! Patiala! and! his! motley! band! of! Australian! cricketers)! radically!challenged! the! orthodoxy! of! international! cricket! in! the! midD1970s! (Stoddart!2011,!1422).!In!examining!and!sustaining!the!central!argument!chapter!1!critiqued!the!relationship! between! Maharaja! Bhupinder! Singh! and! Frank! Tarrant! that!presented!as!an!anomaly!to!the!conventional!imperialist!paradigm.!This!chapter!argued! that! their! atypical! relationship!manufactured! the! tone!of! the! tour! itself!and!influenced!the!unanticipated!liberal!sentiments!espoused!by!the!teams.!!Chapter!2!argued! the! significance!of! the! tour!despite! its! reputation!as!a!rogue! exercise! that! challenged! the! established! principles! of! cricket! and! defied!the!racial!and!political!structures!and!policies!that!were!at! the!core!of! imperial!success.!Through!charting!the!tour’s!planning!and!identifying!the!unorthodoxy!of!the! playing! personnel! this! chapter! identified! that! Tarrant’s! unconventional!propensity! led! to! the!meritocratic! nature! of! selection,!which! defied! customary!cricket! codification.! The!Australian! community! and! the! cricket! establishment’s!response! to! the! audacious! tour! has! been! examined! through! press! reportage,!
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players’!archives!and!the!ABC!minute!books!and!has!emphasised!the!liberalism!and!innovation!of!the!exercise.!Chapter! 3! analysed! the! portrayal! of! the! Australian! cricketers! in! India!through! a! close! examination! of! promotional! tour!material.! Simultaneously,! the!chapter!correspondingly!critiqued!the!Australian!expectations!of!India!in!terms!of! the! way! the! Orient! (for! the! purpose! of! this! thesis,! the! subcontinent)! was!represented! in! popular! culture! and! the! press.! Both! depictions! are! based! on!unrealistic! assumptions! and! this! chapter! argued! that! Indian! and! Australian!identities! were! undergoing! significant! revision! and! no! longer! adhered! to!outmoded!essentialist!national!stereotypes.!!Chapter! 4! introduced! the! journey! as! a! vehicle! for! psychological! and!physical! transition.! Core! values! of! the! cricketers! as! a! playing! group! and! as!individual! journeymen! are! contested.! The! chapter! detailed! and! compared! the!departure! scenes! in! Melbourne,! Adelaide! and! Fremantle! with! the! welcoming!scenes! in! Bombay! that! identified! the! variance! in! the! execution! of! cultural!customs!across!the!Empire.!Travel!and!tourism!theories!were!employed!to!argue!the!significance!of!the!journey!itself.!The!Australian!team’s!experience!on!Indian!soil!was!critiqued!in!chapter!5!through!a!close! textual!and!visual!analysis!of!material!culture.!The!Australians’!ambiguity! to! racial! encounters! formed! the! principal! argument! of! this! chapter.!Despite! the! surprising! liberalism! of! the! Australian! cricketers! they! also!demonstrated! a! commitment! to! imperial! values.! The! chapter! focused! on! this!tension! as! the! players! at! times! relished! playing! the! colonial! charade! yet!simultaneously! expressed! increasing! sympathy! for! racial! equality! and! Indian!nationalism.!!
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The! symbolism! of! food! and! its! links! to! Indian! culture!was! appraised! in!chapter! 6.! This! was! achieved! primarily! through! an! evaluation! of! the! official!menus! and! additional! foodDrelated! material! and! revealed! that! culinary!consumption! represented! a! significant! ethnographic! difference! between! the!countries! and! one! worthy! of! analysis.! This! chapter! argued! that! changing!attitudes! to! food!and!drink!customs!heralded! the!cessation!of! colonisation!and!that!during!the!tour!a!postDcolonial!palate!was!evidenced.!The! photographic! material! of! the! tour! was! critiqued! in! chapter! 7! to!ascertain! contemporary! politics! and! ideologies.! The! validity! of! photographic!analysis! in! terms! of! its! evidentiary! potential! and! also! its! applicability! as! a!method! is! argued! throughout.! This! chapter! established! that,! by! the! 1930s,! the!colonial!imagery!no!longer!reflected!a!realistic!representation!of!Indian!culture.!The! Australians’! response! to! colonial! stereotypes,! including! bigDgame! hunting,!magic! and! mysticism! and! gender! representation,! was! explored! to! argue! the!irrelevance!of!the!cultural!customs!to!an!impending!sovereign!India.!!The! final! chapter! concluded! the! thesis! with! an! analysis! of! the! Indian!primary!material.!This!chapter! facilitated!the!emergence!of!an!Indian!historical!voice.!In!doing!so!it!argued!that!the!traditionally!prevalent!racial!divide!between!Australia! and! India! was! minimised! through! the! tour! and! that! the! cultural!transaction!was!far!more!fluid!than!anticipated.!!For! a! host! of! reasons! the! tour!was! classified! as! unofficial! (despite! both!countries’!Test!status)!and!was!only!reluctantly!endorsed!by!Australian!cricket!officialdom.! This! stance! reveals! the! persistently! inflexible! hierarchy! of! cricket!and! the!stifling! limitations!and! imposition!of!professional!and!personal!control!by!the!governing!body!that!defined!the!game!for!much!of!the!twentieth!century.!
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The! tour! was! defiantly! professional! with! each! team! member! being! paid!generously! to! such! an! extent! that! it! encouraged! participation! despite! official!disparagement.!!This! thesis! has! argued! that! the! tour! appositely! reflected! the! transitory!state! of! the! professional! trajectory! of! cricket! and! the! unique! circumstances! of!IndianDAustralian!relations!in!the!1930s.!The!core!foundation!of!early!twentiethDcentury! cricket! separated! the!professional! sportsperson! from! the! amateur! and!the!1935/36!tour!signified!a!shift!to!minimise!the!difference!between!the!two!in!an! increasingly! commercialised,! codified! and! professional! competition.!Alongside! the! practical! restructuring! of! cricket,! the! 1935/36! tour! also!demonstrated! an! ideological! realignment! as! the! competition! embraced! an!increasingly! socially! and! racially! diverse! paradigm! and! defied! the! elitist!reputation! of! the! game.! This! thesis! has! highlighted! the! atypical! personnel!selected! to! tour! and! the! egalitarian! and! democratic! underpinnings! of! the!exercise! that! challenged! cricket! orthodoxy! and! influenced! and! established! the!future!trajectory!of!the!game.!!The! inescapable! influence! of! Frank! Tarrant! and! Maharaja! Bhupinder!Singh!in!driving!the!liberal!sentiments!espoused!through!the!tour!is!compellingly!sustained! throughout! the! thesis.! Politically! and! culturally,! the! tour! took! place!during! the!period!of! rapid!social!and!economic!change!between! the! two!world!wars;!it!followed!the!Great!Depression!and!coincided!with!the!dissolution!of!the!Empire! and! the! increasingly! strident! rumblings! of! Indian! nationalism.! The!collapse!of!the!Empire!encouraged!the!colonies!and!dominions!to!cease!looking!to! Britain! for! direction.! Alternative! avenues! of! trade! and! commerce! urged!interaction! between! Australia! and! India.! Indeed! the! cricket! tour! was!
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symptomatic! of! the! forging! of! alternate! political! and! financial! arrangements.!Cricket!was!viewed!as!an!extension!and!reflection!of!the!imperial!system!and,!in!light! of! this,! the! idiosyncratic! and! nonDconformist! nature! of! the! 1935/36! tour!signalled! the! changing!perception! of! sport,! politics! and! culture! and! reflected! a!rapid!global!philosophical!realignment!in!the!1930s.!!From! humble! beginnings,! contemporary! IndianDAustralian! cricket!encounters! have! become! a!major! industry.! As! revealed! in! a! conversation!with!the! author! in! 2007,! Peter! Young,! the! then!Public!Relations!Manager! of! Cricket!Australia,! maintained! that! the! success! of! the! AustralianDIndian! cricket!competition! is! intrinsically! tied! to! the! financial! viability! of! the! global! game.!Young!proposed!that!the!future!of!cricket!as!an!industry!relied!on!the!success!of!encounters! between! Australia! and! India.! This! thesis! has! argued! that! the!forgotten! 1935/36! tour! was! vastly! popular! with! the! locals! despite! primary!material! revealing! that! the! British! Raj! were! contemptuous! of! it.! The! games!provided!the!locals!with!highDquality!cricket!entertainment!and!functioned!as!a!goodwill! exercise! that! laid! the! foundations! for!wider! sporting! and! commercial!interaction.!The!purpose!of!the!tour!was!to!assist!the!Indians!with!the!daunting!task!of!a!Test!encounter!in!Britain!the!following!year.!The!Australians!were!sent!as!cricket!missionaries! to!assist!with! team!selection!and!to! finesse! the! Indians’!bat! and! ball! skills.! The! trilateral! relationship! between! Australia,! India! and!England!has!been!critiqued!through!a!close!analysis!of!the!troubled!relationship!between! Tarrant,! Douglas! Jardine! and! the!Maharaja! of! Patiala.! This! thesis! has!emphatically!argued!that!cricket!was!effectively!promoted!as!a!cultural!conduit!between!Australia!and!India!and!was!used!to!facilitate!political!and!commercial!negotiations.! The! thesis! maintained! that! the! 1935/36! tour! heralded! the!
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commencement! of! a! commercialised,! racially! and! ideologically! progressive!sporting!encounter!that!prefaced!the!future!trajectory!of!global!cricket.!!
Progressive& rebels& or& Boy’s& Own& Adventure?& The& 1935& Australian& cricket&
tour&of&India;&breaking&down&social&and&racial&barriers!has!employed!a!combined!set! of!methodologies! to! ascertain! the! tour’s! raison&d'etre! and! to!determine! the!reactions!of! the!participating! cricketers!and! the!wider! societal! response! to! the!rebel! tour.! This!multidisciplinary! approach! facilitated! an! understanding! of! the!nuanced!story!and!placed!it!within!an!appropriate!cultural!context.!Key!existing!primary!material,!particularly!primary!accounts!including!Hendry’s!manuscript,!Ryder’s! letters! and! Oxenham! and! Bill’s! newspapers! columns,! have! been!comprehensively! analysed! and! interpreted.! A! close! textual! analysis! of! these!manuscripts,! letters! and! newspaper! articles! written! by! the! players! and! an!extensive! scrutiny! of! the! material! culture,! including! visual! analysis! of! the!photographic! imagery,! has! been! employed! to! argue! for! a! greater! historical!significance!of!the!tour.!This!reclamation!for!history!is!what!drove!initial!interest!in!this!thesis!topic.!In!the!absence!of!living!personnel,!visual!and!textual!analysis!as!methods!of!enquiry!enable!a!full!articulation!of!the!cricketers’!response!to!the!role!of!cricket!and!their!reaction!to!the!cultural!exchange!that!took!place!during!the! tour.! The! thesis! utilised! postDcolonial,! gender! and! racial! theories! to! assist!these!methods!of!historical!inquiry!and!to!augment!the!claims,!yet!this!research!was! not! limited! to! these! avenues! of! investigation,! they! simply! supplemented!analysis.!The! 1935/36! tour!was! a! prescient! harbinger! of! the! future! global! game,!one!that!has!seen!the!emergence!of!a!professional,!comparatively!egalitarian!and!racially!inclusive!game!with!Australia!and!India!amongst!the!leading!contenders.!
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Significant! evidence!and!a!key! finding!of! this! thesis! conclusively!portrayed! the!Australian!cricketers!as!surprisingly!progressive!in!their!attitude!towards!racial!and!social!inclusion.!However!to!exclude!these!finding!from!being!viewed!as!an!idealised!morality!story!this!broadmindedness!was!balanced!with!contradictory!evidence! as! the! players! at! times! simultaneously! demonstrated! unchallenged!fealty!to!the!British!Empire.!These!ambiguities!require!a!closer!analysis!as!they!reflected! the! turbulence! of! the! period! and! the! fluctuating! attitudes! that!would!largely!be! resolved!as! a! consequence!of!decolonisation!driven!by! the! legacy!of!the!Second!World!War.!An! interrogation!of! the! tour!material!has! revealed! that!the! cricketers! were! at! times! sympathetic! to! the! political,! social! and! racial!revolution!that!was!soon!to!transpire!in!India.!Yet,!at!other!times,!they!were!too!busy! to! meet! with! Mahatma! Gandhi! despite! an! invitation! being! extended.!Accordingly! this! thesis! argued! that! the! cricketers! simultaneously! embraced! a!political!duality!that!was!both!conservative!and!liberal.!It!is!argued!throughout!that!the!tour!functioned!as!an!apposite!barometer!to! gauge! the! wider! ideological! sentiments! that! informed! British! imperial!relations,! IndianDAustralian! interaction! and! the! role! of! cricket! in! the! years!between! the! two! world! wars.! Britain’s! economic! and! political! position! was!vulnerable! and! placed! under! increasing! challenge,! as! was! their! hegemony! of!cricket.! The! tour! represented! a! pivotal! moment! of! historical! significance! in!imperial!affairs!and!the!professional!trajectory!of!the!game.!It!equally!challenged!and! redefined! the! increasingly! politicised! role! of! the! cricketer! himself.! This!thesis!has!aimed!to!reposition!the!tour!to!its!rightful!position!in!sporting,!cultural!and!political!history!not!merely!as!a!postscript!but!as!a!worthy!exemplar!of!truly!historical!significance. 
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